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98TH CONGRESS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES REPORT

1st Session I No. 98-544

INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO HOUSE RESOLUTION 254
CONCERNING ALLEGED IMPROPER ALTERATIONS OF
HOUSE DOCUMENTS

NOVEMBER 14, 1983.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

Mr. STOKES, from the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
submitted the following

REPORT

I. FOREWORD

On June 30, 1983, by a recorded vote of 409-0, the House agreed
to House Resolution 254.1 The Resolution authorizes and directs
this Committee to conduct a full and complete inquiry into and in-
vestigation of alleged improper alterations of House documents in-
cluding, but not limited to, the alleged alteration of transcripts of
joint hearings on the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) held
on July 21 and 22, 1982, before five subcommittees of the Commit-
tees on Government Operations, Science and Technology, and
Energy and Commerce.

The Resolution directs this Committee to determine whether any
individuals have violated the Code of Official Conduct or any law, 2

rule, regulation, or other standard of conduct or engaged in any
other misconduct with respect to the events investigated.

The Resolution directs that the Committee report its findings to
the House no later than December 30, 1983.

H. Res 254 is set forth in its entirety as Exhibit 1 of this Report
The Committee expresses no opinion of whether the improper alteration of House documents

constitutes a violation of law in view of the current investigation of the matter by the Public
Integrity Section, Criminal Division, Department of Justice See letter dated October 7, 1983,
from Stephen A Trott, Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division (Exhibit 2).

27-090 0



II. HIGHLIGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. BACKGROUND

The Committee viewed House Resolution 254 as assigning three
basic tasks: First, to investigate the specific allegations of improper
alterations brought to its attention; second, to expand the investi-
gation to any other matters relevant to the Resolution; and third,
to make recommendations based upon the Committee's findings.

Because of the investigation's primary concern with the process
by which House documents are prepared and published, it was nec-
essary to establish a clear understanding of the elements of the re-
porting process. Once so established, this understanding formed the
basis for determining what changes to House documents are per-
missible or expected and those which are not (i.e., "improper alter-
ations").

Unbeknown to most Members and staff, the policy and practice
of reporting services, both in-house and commercial, in preparing
transcripts of hearings does not necessarily result in literal verba-
tim transcripts, nor is it intended to unless a literal verbatim tran-
script is specified. Specifically and typically, reporters "smooth"
testimony in preparing transcripts; i.e., they correct grammar and
syntax or make other modifications while trying to retain themeaning of the original remarks. The Committee was informed
that the objective of this practice is to make the record more reada-
ble. In at least one instance, however, that practice resulted in an
inaccurate transcript.

At first it appeared that such "smoothing" alterations should beregarded as "improper", having been made without the knowledge
and approval of the participants at hearings.

For purposes of the Resolution the Committee quickly deter-
mined this approach to be impractical since it would entail not
only a review of the EPA hearings and other instances of alleged
improper alteration but, in fact, every printed record derived from
a transcript prepared since inception of the policy to allowsmoothing"

The Committee therefore settled upon an operating definition of
improper alteration that would not only be comprehensive but
would also recognize the current policy for preparing hearing tran-
scripts. That is not to say the Committee approved the policy and
practice, but rather conducted the investigation in light of it.

Upon investigating the allegations and establishing relevant
facts, the Committee found that the instances reviewed which in-
volved changes to documents fell into two broad categories:

I. Improper alterations; i.e., those made either without au-
thority or exceeding the limits of permissible change.

II. Permitted alterations; i.e., those made with authority or
within permissible limits or made as part of accepted practice
and procedures in preparing transcripts and related docu-
ments.

Of all of the allegations involving changes to documents, only
one fell into the first category. That situation concerned the EPA
hearing on July 21 and 22, 1982, where an employee made improp-
er alterations to the record.



The second category, so-called "permitted alterations", is com-
posed of several subgroups. These include "systemic" errors (where
a transcript has been prepared inaccurately), authorized changes to
testimony to correct inadvertent errors, staff actions to change doc-
uments, e.g., drafting legislation to implement decisions made or
actions taken, and revisions to remarks made on the floor.

The report is organized to reflect, in part, the Committee's find-
ings with respect to the two categories of alterations. The investiga-
tion also indicated a third category of allegation. Unlike the first
two groups, however, the third category did not involve changes to
documents but rather, a situation in which a record was believed to
have been altered when, in fact, this was determined not to be the
case.

B. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. CATEGORY I-IMPROPER ALTERATIONS

In the case of the July 21 and 22, 1982, joint subcommittee hear-
ings on EPA oversight, Lester 0. Brown, through sworn interroga-
tory and deposition, has admitted to making improper alterations.
On September 1, 1983, Mr. Brown advised the Chairman of the
Committee on Government Operations that he personally made un-
authorized changes to the EPA hearing record. The Chairman of
the Committee on Government Operations terminated Mr. Brown
from his position with the House of Representatives on September
2, 1983. The Committee recommends that the record of the July
1982 hearing be corrected and republished.

2. CATEGORY II-PERMITTED ALTERATIONS

a. Practice of reporters

Certain commercial organizations (operating under contract with
the Office of the Clerk) provide reporting services to House commit-
tees. When so requested, these organizations provide transcripts of
hearings and other committee business. Some of the contractors
use a system whereby a reporter electronically records the proceed-
ing onto a voice tape which is later transcribed, such document re-
sulting in a transcript of the hearing or meeting. A similar method
(or variation thereof) is used by some recording technicians em-
ployed by the Office of Official Reporters.

The Committee reviewed, at random, transcripts and voice tapes
of recent hearings to determine the accuracy of the transcripts
given to the committees by both contractors and House reporters.
The Committee also talked to representatives of some of the com-
panies to determine whether, and to what extent, they edit these
documents. The Committee found that it is common practice for
the reporters (both commercial and in-house) to "smooth" the
record, that is to correct grammar and syntax without changing
meaning. Representatives of the Office of the Clerk indicated that
they were aware of and satisfied with this practice. They did not
indicate, however, whether committees were aware of it.

Reporter-editing is not an error-free practice. The Committee's
investigation of the allegation concerning the June 9, 1982, hearing
on the synthetic fuels industry established that the allegation was



precipitated by an inaccurate transcript and not from improper al-
terations to the transcript.

It is recommended that committees consider whether they want
House reporting technicians and contractor reporting services to
provide literal verbatim or "smoothed" transcripts. The Committee
also recommends that, regardless of the type of transcript provided,
committees obtain and keep voice tapes of hearings to later verify
transcript accuracy.

b. Authorized error correction
One allegation involved a situation in which a Member excised

statements from a hearing record which in fact had been made but
should not have been made because the information had been sup-
plied in confidence. The Committee does not object to such author-
ized changes (made by or on behalf of the person whose remarks
are altered) since it promotes a proper record. No recommendations
are made in connection with this subcategory.

c. Authorized changes to implement decisions made or actions taken
Three allegations involved instances where committee staff,

acting with proper authorization from the committee, changed doc-
uments (e.g., legislative language) to reflect committee action. In
the cases investigated, there was no evidence of staff acting to alter
documents either without authorization or to alter in a way that
was intended to disregard the committee intent. Rather, each situa-
tion involved a dispute about whether the staff had correctly imple-
mented the decisions made. No recommendations are made regard-
ing this subcategory.

d. Errors in drafting committee report
One allegation was determined to concern a situation in which

subcommittee staff made numerous errors in preparing the draft of
a report. While the Committee determined the matter to involve
sloppy work and inattention to detail (such as verifying the accura-
cy of quoted material) no evidence of improper alterations was
found. Aside from exhorting staff to ensure the accuracy of factual
material used in preparing reports, no recommendations are made.

e. Revisions to include material for the record
One allegation concerned whether committee staff improperly in-

cluded some and excluded other material from the record in pre-
paring a committee report. The committee staff was found to have
been acting with authority. The matter was apparently due to a
lack of or incomplete communication between Members and staff
on this issue. No recommendations are offered.

f Revisions to floor debates
One allegation involved a Member's revising his remarks during

floor debate on a bill. The Committee determined that the Member
had been authorized to revise and extend his remarks. No recom-
mendation is offered.



g. Undocumented statements

Several Members who made statements on the House floor re-
garding alleged improper alterations did not provide documenta-
tion to substantiate their charges. The Committee believes such
statements, made without examining the records in question, can
be detrimental to the Member as well as the staff responsible for
the hearing in question.

This Committee, therefore, recommends to all Members that
extra care be taken before making public statements that purport
to be based on fact and documentation.

3. CATEGORY 111-OTHER ALLEGATION

The Committee also investigated an allegation of improper alter-
ation that did not involve alterations, but rather, a misunderstand-
ing. No recommendations are made as a result of the Committee's
findings.

4. OVERALL FINDINGS

Based upon the investigation of the allegations and the responses
to the over 600 interrogatories returned to the Committee, there
was absolutely no evidence whatsoever of a pattern of improper al-
teration to House documents. Indeed, in only one case was such ac-
tivity found.

C. IN-HOUSE EDITING AND PRINTING PROCEDURES

By letters dated September 16, 1983, the Committee invited inter-
ested Members, staff, and others to provide advice and suggestions
regarding the editing and printing of House documents. 3 The Com-
mittee then analyzed the responses in the context of the results of
its investigation and existing policies and practices.

The Committee concludes that the editing practices employed by
House committees, while varied to conform to particular prefer-
ences, are adequate and incorporate sufficient safeguards to pre-
vent recurrence of the EPA hearing experience.

The Committee believes that the EPA situation was singular and
did not represent an overall weakness in the system. Rather, that
case involved a failure to carry out established procedures (e.g., the
reading of galley proofs by responsible staff) coupled with an inten-
tional act by one individual to make improper alterations. The
Committee believes that, had the hearing materials been read at
the various stages of evolution from the transcript to print, most, if
not all, of the alterations would have been detected and eliminated.

Therefore, the Committee found no basis upon which to recom-
mend broad systemic changes to the current practices regarding
the editing and handling of transcripts, galleys, and page proofs.
The Committee does, however, recommend that when joint hear-
ings are held, the participating committees or subcommittees reach
a clear understanding on the allocation of responsibility in the edit-
ing and preparation of the hearing record.

A copy of the Committee's letter to all Members appears in Exhibit 3



III. INTRODUCTION

A. EVENTS LEADING UP TO PASSAGE OF HOUSE RESOLUTION 254

On July 21 and 22, 1982, joint hearings were held on the oper-
ation of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) by the follow-
ing five subcommittees: Subcommittee on Environment, Energy,
and Natural Resources of the Committee on Government Oper-
ations; Subcommittee on Health and the Environment and the Sub-
committee on Commerce, Transportation, and Tourism of the Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce; and the Subcommittee on Natu-
ral Resources, Agriculture Research and Environment and the Sub-
committee on Investigations and Oversight of the Committee on
Science and Technology. The hearings were chaired by Representa-
tive Toby Moffett of Connecticut, then Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources. The staff
of the Reporters of Committees prepared the transcripts.

As is customary in the case of hearings to be printed, copies ofthe relevant pages of testimony were sent to those Members and
witnesses who participated in the hearings for editing and correct-
ing. A master copy of the transcript which incorporated these
changes was prepared and sent to the Government Printing Office
(GPO) for printing. After galley and page proofs were printed andcorrected, the hearings were printed and copies were delivered on
May 2, 1983.

After the printed hearings were distributed, a discrepancy wasdiscovered between Representative Walker's testimony as con-
tained in the printed hearing and as reported in the original tran-
script. On June 14, 1983, Chairman Brooks of the House Committee
on Government Operations addressed the House to inform Mem-bers that alterations had been discovered in the printed hearing
and to assure Members that efforts were being made to discover
the facts and find a remedy.

On June 15, 1983, Chairman Brooks, Chairman Fuqua of the
Committee on Science and Technology, and Chairman Dingell ofthe Committee on Energy and Commerce sent a letter to Chairman
Stokes of the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct request-
ing that the Committee investigate the alteration of the EPA tran-
script. On June 16, 1983, Chairman Brooks addressed the House toinform Members of that request. On the same day, at the request
of Representatives Horton, Winn, and Broyhill (the ranking minor-
ity members of the Committee on Government Operations, the
Committee on Science and Technology, and the Committee onEnergy and Commerce, respectively), the records relating to this
situation were impounded.

In addition, claims were made that yet other hearing records hadbeen altered. Specifically, on June 28, 1983, Representative Judd
Gregg stated that improper changes had been made in a printedhearing record of testimony given regarding the Synthetic Fuels
Corporation, as well as a 1980 hearing on the silver market. Unlike
the EPA hearing allegation, however, no specific examples of alter-
ations were offered.

On June 29, 1983, House Resolution 254 was introduced and re-ferred to the Committee on Rules. The Resolution directed the



Committee on Standards of Official Conduct to investigate the
matter of alleged improper alteration of hearing transcripts and
committee documents. On June 30, 1983, House Resolution 254 was
agreed to by a 409-0 recorded vote. The investigation formally
began on that date.

B. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The investigation resulted in four major findings:
First, that transcripts are not necessarily a literal verbatim

record of proceedings; i.e., it is an accepted, albeit generally un-
known, practice for reporters to edit dialog in preparing tran-
scripts.

Second, of the allegations of improper alterations investigated,
only one has been supported by evidence. The Committee concludes
that there was insufficient evidence to support the others.

Third, the Committee feels that several persons who made
strongly worded statements regarding, for example, a "pattern" of
alteration, did so without sufficient verification or documentation
to support their allegations.

And fourth, the procedures by which committees edit and pre-
pare their published documents are generally sound; there is no no-
table systemic weakness demanding a major change to current
practices.

The Committee also points out that, during the investigation, it
was afforded the utmost courtesy and cooperation by the Members
and committee staffs contacted. This is particularly true in the
case of the Committees on Government Operations, Science and
Technology, and Energy and Commerce, the committees that par-
ticipated in the 1982 EPA hearing. The Committee recognizes the
sensitivity and discomfort felt by all individuals interviewed during
the investigation and appreciates their candor and openness during
a period in which innuendo and rumor were abundant.

C. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ACCURACY OF OFFICIAL CONGRESSIONAL
DOCUMENTS

The accuracy of official congressional documents cannot be over-
stated. Such materials are the primary, and in some cases the only,
basis for understanding the give-and-take of the political processes
which lie at the very heart of the legislative process. Such materi-
als are also important to the executive branch in gleaning what is
commonly referred to as "legislative intent" in the implementation
of Federal programs and activities. Finally, these records are often
the cornerstone of judicial and administrative opinions which de-
termine the rights and liabilities of litigants. Thus, the accuracy of
congressional proceedings is essential to the workings of the three
branches of government.

For this reason the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
on behalf of the House of Representatives, has meticulously carried
out this assignment.



D. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Lester 0. Brown, a professional staff member of the Environ-
ment, Energy, and Natural Resources Subcommittee of the Com-
mittee on Government Operations, made numerous improper alter-
ations to the July 21 and 22, 1982, EPA hearing record. Details of
this investigation are discussed later in this report. Mr. Brown was
terminated from his position with the House of Representatives on
September 2, 1983. The Committee recommends that the EPA hear-
ing record be corrected and republished.

Several Members made public statements regarding other al-
leged improper alterations that were found to be unsupported. The
Committee recommends that extra care be taken before making
public statements purportedly based on fact.

The Committee's review of the policy and practices used in the
preparation of transcripts by in-house and contractor reporters in-
dicates that committees should make clear whether they expect
and want literal verbatim or "smoothed" transcripts. In this regard
it is also recommended that voice tapes be retained for verification
of transcript accuracy.

After reviewing current printing procedures in the context of
this investigation, the Committee found no basis upon which to
make recommendations regarding the editing and processing of
transcripts, galley, and page proofs. The Committee does, however,
recommend that whenever joint hearings are held, the participat-
ing committees or subcommittees reach a clear understanding on
the allocation of responsibility in the editing and preparation of
the hearing record.

IV. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

A. LANGUAGE AND LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF HOUSE RESOLUTION 254
House Resolution 254 imposes a broad mandate upon the Com-

mittee on Standards of Official Conduct. The Committee is author-
ized and directed to:

* * * conduct a full and complete investigation into im-
proper alterations of House documents including, but not
limited to the alleged alteration of transcripts of joint
hearings entitled, "EPA Oversight: One Year Review"

The language of the Resolution, coupled with the discussion of
House Resolution 254 on the House floor on June 30, 1983, leaves
no doubt that the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct is to
investigate every known instance and allegation of improper alter-
ation. The Resolution was introduced on June 29, 1983, by Commit-
tee Chairman Louis Stokes and the Ranking Minority Member,
Representative Floyd Spence.

Also on June 29, 1983, but before introduction of House Resolu-
tion 254, Representatives Winn, Sensenbrenner, Walker, Gregg,
Carney, Hiler, and Schneider introduced House Resolution 245.
This Resolution also authorized an investigation into improper al-
terations of House documents. Unlike the subsequently introduced
House Resolution 254, House Resolution 245 would have estab-



lished a select committee to conduct the investigation rather than
the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.

After considerable debate, on June 29, 1983, both resolutions
were referred to the Committee on Rules. On June 30, 1983, the
Committee on Rules' report on House Resolution 254, Rept. No. 98-
285, was returned to the House. By a recorded vote of 409-0, the
House agreed to House Resolution 254, as amended. The Commit-
tee on Rules' one amendment to the original Stokes-Spence resolu-
tion was to require that the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct report the ". . . results of its inquiry and investigation
... to the House not later than December 30, 1983." There can be

no doubt as to the scope of inquiry mandated under House Resolu-
tion 254 or the authorities granted to the Committee to carry out
the investigation, and no questions have been raised with respect
thereto.

B. DEFINITION OF "IMPROPER ALTERATIONS" OF HOUSE DOCUMENTS

The issue of what constitutes an "improper alteration" of an offi-
cial document is neither novel nor subject to immediate resolution.

Moreover, a review of the "editing" policies adopted by House
committees establishes that the limitations placed on the editing of
transcripts of proceedings vary among the committees. However,
common threads run through most, if not all, of the policies: First,
it is improper to change the meaning of a statement (unless, of
course, the change corrects an inadvertent error, for example, one
caused by a memory lapse or a number transposition). This limited
flexibility to change inadvertent errors in meaning apparently
stems from a general recognition of the extemporaneous nature of
most committee proceedings; that is, impromptu questions, an-
swers, and remarks by hearing participants. Thus, to deny Mem-
bers and witnesses the opportunity to correct such errors would be
tantamount to insisting that the records of committee hearings
should not necessarily be factually accurate or reflect correctly the
views of the participants. And, second, the Committee's review of
the policies also establishes that it is improper to extensively edit a
statement even though the original meaning is unchanged.

As discussed more fully in Section VI of this Report, the Commit-
tee found that reporters and transcribers routinely "smooth" dialog
in the preparation of transcripts. The Committee determined this
practice to be part of the accepted policy of the Office of Official
Reporters. While the basis of the policy appears reasonable (i.e.,
correction of grammar, syntax, obvious errors and the addition of
punctuation) to promote a readable record it is nevertheless gener-
ally unknown. The Committee decided that any alterations made to
remarks in transcript preparation (and, therefore, by implication
any inadvertent errors made in "smoothing") should be considered
permissible changes. To conclude otherwise would have not only
brought into question every "smoothed" transcript but also would
have disregarded the accepted practice and policy of the Office of
Official Reporters and the reporting "industry" at large.

In the context of the present investigation, the Committee has
added to the above criteria the editing of an official record without
authority to do so. In this latter case, the editing may itself be



within acceptable limits, perhaps, even appropriate or necessary,
but done without the requisite authority (e.g., a majority staff
member editing a minority Member's statements without the Mem-
ber's authorization).

In summary, the Committee has, for the purposes of this investi-
gation, settled upon the following definition of "improper alter-
ation":

An alteration is improper if it either:
a. is not permitted as part of accepted practices in the prepa-

ration of transcripts; or
b. changes the meaning (absent obvious or inadvertent

error); or
c. extensively modifies (by extensive clarification or addition)

an official document; or
d. inserts material (e.g., documents) without authority or

omits, without authority, material submitted for the record.
Alterations are also improper when editing is done without au-

thority although the nature of the alterations does not come within
(a), (b), (c), or (d) above.

C. ALLEGATIONS INVESTIGATED

In all, a total of 11 allegations of improper alterations, either re-
ferred to by Members or the news media, were brought to the Com-
mittee's attention. All have been investigated. A detailed discussion
of each allegation and the findings made with respect thereto ap-
pears in Section VII of this report.

V. CONDUCT OF THE INVESTIGATION

A. CHARACTERISTICS

By agreement with the United States General Accounting Office,
Mr. Ralph L. Lotkin, Senior Attorney, was detailed to the Commit-
tee. Mr. Lotkin was designated as Chief Counsel to conduct the in-
vestigation directed by House Resolution 254. Mr. Lotkin assembled
a staff of individuals whose background and expertise lent them-
selves to the conduct of the investigation.

Since June 30, 1983, the Committee has investigated every alle-
gation of improper alteration brought to its attention. The Commit-
tee has contacted many individuals who might have information on
the subject matter of the investigation.

The Committee conducted numerous interviews and reviewed lit-
erally thousands of pages of documents in an effort to verify allega-
tions of improper alterations. The Committee interviewed individ-
uals from congressional and committee staff, reporters, witnesses
at committee hearings, GPO, the news media, and current and
former Members. Moreover, on July 29, 1983, the Committee sent
over 600 interrogatories to current and former Members, witnesses,
and certain current and former staff to obtain information on im-
proper alterations.4

'Exhibits 4 and 5 set forth in their entirety the interrogatories sent to Members, and staff
and witnesses, respectively



Committee investigators have also conducted word-by-word anal-
yses of hundreds of pages of transcripted proceedings. Such analy-
ses have been undertaken with the goal of not only quantifying the
instances of improper alterations but also identifying that nature
and significance of the alterations. The Committee is satisfied that
conclusions reached represent the analysis of all known and availa-
ble information relevant to each allegation.

B. LIMITS

This investigation posed unique difficulties. The Committee has
had to depend in large measure on interviews to investigate the
matters. Developing evidence has thus depended on the willingness
of individuals to come forward and to respond honestly to investi-
gators' questions.

The investigation that has been conducted has, in the Commit-
tee's judgment, been as thorough as is reasonably possible. The
Committee did not find a large number of individuals with knowl-
edge of who may have authored improper alterations. Perhaps this
was to be expected since in an area involving such conduct, bragga-
docio would not be a likely side product of such an act.

VI. POLICY AND PRACTICE OF REPORTERS IN TRANSCRIPT
PREPARATION

The Committee approached the tasks assigned by House Resolu-
tion 254 with no assumptions regarding either the validity of the
allegations or the procedures by which House documents are pre-
pared. To do otherwise, of course, would have improperly biased
the investigation.

Of necessity, however, the Committee did assume, in those alle-
gations involving suspected improper alterations to transcripts,
that the subject transcripts were accurate reflections of the pro-
ceedings and were truly "raw" in the sense of not having been
edited in any way. Thus, the Committee further assumed that the
editing of such documents after their receipt by hearing partici-
pants and committee staffs represented the first instance of edit-
ing. With such an understanding, it was logical to conduct the in-
vestigation from the perspective that the editing procedures used
by the various House committees involved alterations (whether
proper or improper) to "raw", i.e., literal verbatim, transcripts of
proceedings.

The Committee's investigation clearly established that the basic
assumption-i.e., that reporters prepare verbatim transcripts at
the outset-was incorrect. It also determined that House commit-
tees are generally unaware of this.

The Committee contacted the Office of the Clerk. The Committee
was informed that the accepted practice and procedure of both the
in-house reporting technicians and commercial organizations that
provide reporting services to the House is to prepare a "reporter-
edited" transcript (unless a literal verbatim transcript is specified).
Specifically, the Director of the Office of Official Reporters stated
that in a "reporter-edited" transcript, "the reporter has corrected
syntax, grammar, and English usage as required for a more reada-
ble record." (App. A)



Similarly, the Committee was told by the President of Twin Trak
Voice Writers, an organization that provides reporting services to
the House pursuant to contract, that when Twin Trak prepares
transcripts of House proceedings, it too omits "ungrammatical ex-
pressions and constructions and [adds] clarifying words so that the
spoken word becomes clear in writing." Twin Trak further stated
that, in the absence of such a practice:

• * . one would have to wade through and [sic] awful lot of
inaccurate, superfluous, and misleading expressions in
order to get at just what the witness is trying to say. (App.
B)

Appendix C contains examples of reporter-edited transcripts with
annotations indicating what was actually said based on a review of
voice tapes.

From the standpoint of verifiability, the Committee determined
that reporters use either of two techniques in preparing the record
of a proceeding. One method is the use of a stenotypewriter with
which the reporter takes what can be called "dictation" from the
participants. A transcript is then prepared from the tape of steno
notes taken by the reporter. Clearly, if the reporter errs in record-
ing the participants' remarks, there is no way to contradict or
verify the transcript so produced because the transcript will reflect
the steno notes (unless, of course, there is a difference between the
notes and transcript). The Committee also understands that there
is often reporter editing at the time the stenotyping is done (i.e., at
the hearing). Again, the nature and extent of such editing cannot
be determined in the absence of another means to verify the accu-
racy of the steno notes.

The second method entails the use of voice recording equipment.
When so used (as, for example, by Twin Trak Voice Writers) an
actual recording is made of the proceeding by means of a tape re-
corder. Simultaneously with this recording, the reporter will also
use a synchronized tape to identify the speaker. Or, the reporter
may repeat the remarks, replete with speaker identity and punctu-
ation, onto a second tape. Later a transcript is made using the re-
cording which contains speaker identity and punctuation. The
Committee understands that reporters employed by Twin Trak andHouse reporting technicians use both of these recording techniques.
In both cases the reporter and transcriber make decisions on edit-
ing, grammar, punctuation, syntax, etc., while avoiding changes in
meaning. Unlike the first type of reporting method, the tape re-
cording approach is verifiable since the accuracy of the transcript
can be checked against the voice recording of the proceeding.

The Committee reviewed, at random, several transcripts and
voice tapes of recent hearings to determine the accuracy of the
transcripts given to the committees by both contractors and House
reporters. The sample included transcripts which were described as
being either literal verbatim or reporter-edited. Regardless of type,
each transcript was complemented by a voice tape to evaluate accu-
racy.

Review of the verbatim transcript established very few discrep-
ancies between the transcript and the tape recording. These differ-
ences (only 27 in 50 pages of transcript) did not indicate reporter



editing, but rather, primarily consisted of minor word transporta-
tions and misunderstood words (not affecting meaning). In short,
the Committee is satisfied that the transcript was as verbatim as
can reasonably be expected.

On the other hand, the review of the reporter-edited transcripts
accompanied by voice tapes (both in-house and commercial) dis-
closed a consistent pattern of "smoothing" in which pauses (i.e.,
"uh") were deleted, run-on sentences divided, or grammar, and
syntax corrected. There was no indication of any pattern of editing
suggesting lost or changed meanings or misleading statements. In
fact, a comparison of the verbatim and reporter-edited transcripts
indicated that both involved minor deviations from the voice tapes
with the latter being, in general, somewhat more readable due, ap-
parently, to the reporter "smoothing"

As noted, the Office of Official Reporters is aware of and con-
dones the reporter editing practice. On the basis of its review, the
Committee cannot state that this practice necessarily results in in-
accurate transcripts. Moreover, because of the long-standing policy
of the office of Clerk to permit reporter editing, the Committee
must view it as an accepted, indeed authorized, practice in the
preparation of transcripts

The Committee is concerned whether this apparently authorized
editing is known to House committees, let alone Members or hear-
ing participants. Indeed, it could well be argued that authority to
edit remarks must consciously flow from the source of the state-
ment and not be the result of a tacit understanding between the
Office of Official Reporters and reporting technicians or outside
contractors. (The Committee notes that the standard contract be-
tween outside organizations and the Office of the Clerk does not ex-
pressly address whether transcripts are to be verbatim or
"smoothed.") The Committee has considered and rejected this argu-
ment on the grounds that examination of the transcript prepara-
tion technique does not disclose a systemic problem resulting in
flawed transcripts. Were this not the case, the Committee would be
persuaded that the practice should not be regarded as authorized
editing.

The fact still remains that House committees and staff are not
aware of the practice of reporter editing.

It is recommended, therefore, that committees consider whether
they want House reporting technicians and contractors to provide
verbatim or "smoothed" transcripts. The Committee also recom-
mends that, regardless of the type of transcript provided, commit-
tees obtain and keep voice tapes of hearings to later verify tran-
script accuracy.

VII. RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

The investigation established three broad categories into which
all the allegations could be placed, two of which involved actual
document alterations. The three categories are: improper alter-
ations to documents, permitted alterations, and "other"-an in-
stance not involving any alterations at all. The discussion which
follows is organized to reflect the three broad categories of allega-
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tions. Each discussion presents the findings of the Committee and,
where appropriate, recommendations regarding each category.

A. CATEGORY I-IMPROPER ALTERATIONS

Of the allegations investigated, only one fell into the category of
improper alterations. The specific instance related to the July 21-
22, 1982, hearing regarding oversight of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency (EPA). Details of the allegation follow.

1. BACKGROUND

As discussed in Section III, EPA oversight hearings were held on
July 21 and 22, 1982, by five subcommittees of the Committees on
Government Operations, Energy and Commerce, and Science and
Technology. After a review and editing process lasting more than 9
months, a printed hearing record of the 2-day proceedings was
issued on May 2, 1983.

Within 8 weeks of issuance of the printed record, the EPA hear-
ing became the subject of a heated controversy in the House; more-
over, it became the topic of a conversation not heard previously-
the apparent intentional improper altering of the official record of
a House hearing. Not only did the indications of improper alter-
ations spark controversy, but they also served as the catalyst for
allegations of improper alterations to other House documents. The
issue came to a head with the House's passage, by a vote of 409-0,
of House Resolution 254 authorizing an investigation of all such al-
legations.

The key events and statements leading up to passage of the Reso-
lution are summarized below.

On May 10, 1983, Representative Larry Winn wrote a letter to
Representative Don Fuqua, Chairman, Committee on Science and
Technology. Representative Winn's letter stated that he had been
informed by his staff that there were serious mistakes and over-
sights made in compiling the EPA hearing record. Representative
Winn's letter was brought to the attention of Mr. Robert Ketcham,
General Counsel, Committee on Science and Technology.

Mr. Ketcham compared the printed record with a transcript of
the EPA hearing. He also talked with majority and minority sub-
committee staff and other individuals who had a role in the hear-
ings. For example, Mr. Ketcham spoke with Mr. David Clement,
the minority staff member on the Committee on Science and Tech-
nology who was responsible for reviewing and editing Representa-
tive Walker's testimony at the 1982 EPA hearing. Mr. Clement was
advised to check the record carefully.

On May 20, 1983, Mr. Walker sent a letter to Chairman Fuqua
indicating that the word "not" had been inserted into one of his
statements. The product was the printed quote, "Many Members of
the other party know that I am not willing to take part in reason-
able hearings and participate critically." At this point Mr. Ket-
cham prepared a memorandum to Chairman Fuqua stating that
the record of the EPA hearing had been substantially altered. Mr.
Ketcham recommended the record be corrected and republished.

About May 20, 1983, Mr. Ketcham asked Ms. Elizabeth (Betty)
Eastman, assistant to the staff director of the Subcommittee on In-



vestigations and Oversight, to undertake a side-by-side comparison
of the printed hearing and transcript, Ms. Eastman and those as-
sisting her completed their work and on June 7, 1983, a memoran-
dum containing their findings was sent to Mr. Ketcham. Mr. Ket-
cham reviewed their analysis. On June 9, 1983, he sent a copy of it
to Mr. David Jeffrey, Minority Counsel, Committee on Science and
Technology. Soon thereafter, the majority and minority staff con-
ducted several meetings because some of the changes identified
were substantial and, in some cases, resulted in remarks embar-
rassing to the indicated source.

On June 14, 1983, Representatives Winn, Walker, Carney, Gregg,
Sensenbrenner, and Schneider sent a letter to Chairman Fuqua re-
questing a special committee meeting. Also on that day Chairman
Jack Brooks of the Committee on Government Operations stated on
the House floor that he too was aware of the matter and considered
it a serious issue. He noted that an investigation by his and Chair-
man Fuqua's staff had not resulted in discovery of the source of the
alterations. (See Cong. Rec. daily ed., June 14, 1983, H 3893.) Repre-
sentatives Gregg, Hiler, and Walker also addressed the issue on the
House floor on June 14. (See id., H 3897-3898.) By June 14, 1983,
the news media began focusing attention on the matter of improp-
er alterations. (See New York Times, June 14, 1983. p. A-23, and
Washington Times, June 14, 1983, p. 1.)

On June 15, 1983, Chairman Brooks, Fuqua, and Dingell wrote to
Chairman Stokes of the Committee on Standards of Official Con-
duct requesting an investigation.

On June 16, 1983, Chairman Brooks again addressed the House.
He referred to his June 14 speech and notified the Members of the
three Chairmen's request for an investigation. (See Cong. Rec. daily
ed., June 16, 1983, H 4056-57.) Immediately after Chairman
Brooks' statement, Representatives Walker and Gregg expressed
skepticism that the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
would adequately deal with the matter. (See id., H 4057.)

On June 17, 1983, Chairman Fuqua responded to the letter of
June 14 sent by the Republican Members. He stated he would call
a special committee meeting to discuss the issue.

Mr. Walker was recognized for 60 minutes on the House floor on
June 21, 1983. (See Cong. Rec. daily ed., June 21, 1983, H 4184-
4192.) During the hour, Representatives Walker, Sensenbrenner,
Hiler, Gregg, Carney, Schneider, and others underscored the seri-
ousness of the matter and called for what they termed an "open"
investigation.

On June 23, 1983, Chairman Fuqua held a special meeting of the
Committee on Science and Technology. The Members debated
whether the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct should in-
vestigate the alterations. The Committee ultimately adopted, by a
27-13 vote, Chairman Fuqua's resolution that the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct be asked to investigate.

During June 1983 the Committee on Government Operations also
was actively trying to assess the nature and extent of improper al-
terations to the 1982 EPA record. For example, all staff of the Sub-
committee on Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources
(EENR) were asked to give the Subcommittee Chairman, Repre-
sentative Mike Synar, or the Subcommittee Staff Director, Ms.



Sandra Harris, statements of which each recalled about the han-
dling of the transcript and related materials of the 1982 EPA hear-
ing. Memorandums were prepared by Ms. Sheila (Becky) Meadows,
Mr. Lester Brown, Ms. D. Ann Murphy, Mr. Don Gray, and Ms.
Edith Holleman.

On June 13, 1983, Mr. William Jones, Chief Counsel, Committee
on Government Operations, sent a memorandum to Chairman
Brooks. The memorandum updated Mr. Brooks on the status of
what was known about major alterations and possible courses of
action. This memorandum was the basis of Representative Brooks'
floor statement of June 14, 1983.

On June 20, 1983, Mr. ,Jones met with personnel assigned to the
Committee on Government Operations by GPO and the EENR Sub-
committee staff. The discussion focused on the seriousness of the
alteration matter and how it had affected majority/minority com-
munication. Also discussed was the issue of whether the Committee
on Standards of Official Conduct had jurisdiction over the investi-
gation. Mr. Jones invited the person or persons who had made the
improper alterations, if present, to speak with either him or Chair-
man Brooks.

The next significant events were the debates of June 28-30, 1983.
During this period House Resolution 245, authorizing a select com-
mittee to investigate the allegations if improper alterations, was in-
troduced; so too was House Resolution 254. Section IV of this
Report discussed the salient features of those debates.

2. HANDLING OF TRANSCRIPTS, AND GALLEY AND PAGE PROOFS

Even though a number of Members and staff have analyzed the
1982 hearing record to identify the nature and extent of improper
alterations, the Committee concluded that an intensive side-by-side
comparison of certain documents, conducted by staff assigned to
the Committee's investigation, was necessary. To this end, the
Committee has identified every difference between the transcript of
the July 21-22, 1982, hearing and the master galley proofs of the
proceedings obtained from the Committee on Government Oper-
ations. The master galley proofs were chosen because they could be
used to pinpoint alterations made at the transcript (i.e., preprint)
stage and those made subsequently. In short, the Committee
wished to determine if the alterations had been made at one time
or were made at more than one step of the process. Appendix D
represents the staffs analysis. The Appendix establishes that there
were 3,386 changes, regardless of character, to the transcript before
the galley proof stage. Another 410 changes, regardless of charac-
ter, were made to the galley proofs.

In the case of the EPA hearings, after galley proofs were pre-
pared, the material went to a page proof stage and then final print-
ing. Twelve changes were made to the page proofs. Thus, the staffs
analysis of all documents (transcripts, galley, and page proofs) es-
tablished a total of 3,808 changes between the original transcript
and the 703 pages of printed record.

The Committee's analysis established that improper alterations
had been made at two phases. Specifically, changes were made at
the transcript stage, and improper alterations were made while the



record was in galley proof phase. This was determined by identify-
ing improper alterations that appeared in the galleys (i.e., printed
by virtue of a transcript alteration) and improper alterations that
were made to the galleys (i.e., editing of the printed galley text). An
example of the former is the addition of the word "not" to Repre-
sentative Walker's statement. (App. D, p. 65) Illustrative of the
latter is the change of the word "majority" to "minority" in Mr.
Hiler's remarks. (App. D, pp. 156 to 157)

The Committee staff also tried to trace the evolution of the hear-
ing from transcript to the final printed record. All staff responsible
for handling or processing the transcripts, galley proofs, and page
proofs were interviewed to determine what was done, when it was
done, and who did it. The following discussion sets out the prehear-
ing preparations and handling of the transcript and galley and
page proofs.

The days preceding the hearing were marked by disagreement
and, in some cases, bickering among certain staff members of the
subcommittees participating in the hearing.

The Committee believes that this antagonism played a key role
in precipitating the acrimony clearly evident at the hearing and in
the post-hearing period during which the formal record was pre-
pared. For example, Mr. David Clement, a minority staff member
on the Science and Technology Committee, stated that he went to a
meeting on the afternoon of July 20, 1982, attended by Ms. Cather-
ine (Cathy) Sands, minority professional staff, Committee on Gov-
ernment Operations, Ms. Maryanne Bach, minority technical con-
sultant, Natural Resources, Agriculture Research and Environment
(NRARE) Subcommittee of the Committee on Science and Technol-
ogy, and Lester Brown, majority staff, EENR Subcommittee. At
that meeting the minority staff claimed to have requested from
Lester Brown (who was responsbile for running the hearings) a wit-
ness list for the hearing but were told by Mr. Brown that none was
available. Ms. Bach is said to have asked that Representative
Gregg be allowed to testify. This request was denied by Mr. Brown.
The meeting was described as contentious. While neither confirm-
ing nor disputing what Mr. Clement had alleged, Lester Brown, in
a 30-page statement submitted to the Committee (App. E, p. 249),
stated that:

* * * the political maneuverings that preceded the hear-

ing of July 21 and 22, 1982 were contentious, and the hear-
ings themselves were marked by acrimony on both proce-
dural and substantive grounds. That acrimony set part of
the stage for later developments regarding transcripts.

The hearings were conducted on July 21 and 22, 1982. The pub-
lished record clearly reflects the Members' bickering and disagree-
ment. Since the proceedings were held over a 2-day period and be-
cause the majority staff, EENR, wished to review prior testimony
to prepare for later witnesses, a request apparently was made for 1-
day service of the transcript of the July 21 hearing. Indeed, Chair-
man Brooks, in a letter dated July 22, 1982, expressed his apprecia-
tion to the Director of the Office of Official Reporters for excellent
service and commended the Reporters' staff for the fine job of pro-



viding the complete transcript of the July 21 proceeding by 9:45
A.M. on July 22, 1982.

On the basis of other evidence the Committee has obtained, it
further appears that the transcript of the July 22 proceeding was
delivered on or about July 27, 1982. This conclusion rests on the
fact that the EENR Subcommittee had requested "normal" (i.e., 5-
day delivery) of the hearing transcript. (Apparently this request
was later modified to a 1-day delivery for the first day's proceed-
ings.) The Committee also determined that an original transcript
and 17 copies of the 2 days of the hearing were sent to the EENR
majority staff. The investigation has repeatedly tried, albeit unsuc-
cessfully, to determine the disposition of each set of the transcripts.
Only the original and 16 copies can be accounted for.

These 16 copies were apparently distributed for review and edit-
ing as follows:

Originals: retained by Becky Meadows, EENR
1-5: Becky Meadows kept in EENR Subcommittee file
6: Cathy Sands, Minority, Government Operations
7: Betty Eastman (Investigations and Oversight Subcommit-

tee) file copy
8: Bob Nicholas, Science and Technology, Subcommittee on

Investigations and Oversight
9: David Clement, Minority, Science and Technology
10 and 11: Betty Eastman (copies for press, public and con-

,fressional staffs to review)
12: Maryanne Bach, NRARE Subcommittee minority
13 and 14: Don Watt, Energy and Commerce Committee

printing editor
15: Kim Moses, secretary, NRARE Subcommittee majority
16: Edith Holleman, EENR majority

The EENR Subcommittee Staff Director, Mr. John R. Galloway,
played no direct role in running the hearing or editing the tran-
scripts, having delegated all responsibilities for the hearing to
Lester Brown.

At the time of and immediately after the hearing, the participat-
ing staffs understood that the Committee on Government Oper-
ations would be responsible for editing, processing, and printing
the hearing record.

It was Becky Meadows' responsibility to send the transcripts to
witnesses and other participating subcommittees, to receive cor-
rected material from them, and to transfer all corrections and in-
serts onto an original, or "master" transcript. Ms. D. Ann Murphy,
majority EENR staff, agreed with Lester Brown that she would
edit Chairman Moffett's testimony of July 21, 1982. Brown assumed
responsibility for editing the Chairman's testimony on the second
day of the hearing.

In September, or early October 1982, John Galloway, EENR Staff
Director, called Ms. Betty Eastman, secretary, Investigations and
Oversight Subcommittee, Committee on Science and Technology,
and said that while the Committee on Government Operations had
a policy that its staff would prepare the record for all hearings for
which it was responsible, the staff was very busy. Mr. Galloway
asked whether the Committee on Science and Technology would
prepare the record for printing. Ms. Eastman agreed to do so.



Ms. Eastman recalled that soon after her conversation with John
Galloway, she received two envelopes from Ms. Meadows, EENR,
apparently containing edited transcript materials from the Com-
mittee on Government Operations. Ms. Eastman further recalled
Ms. Meadows stating that EENR was finished with its review and
editing of the transcripts.

It was established that on or about October 13, 1982, Ms. East-
man sent all transcript materials to the GPO printers, Messrs.
Robert and Anthony Antonelli, detailed to the Committee on Sci-
ence and Technology. The Antonellis, however, did not immediate-
ly review or edit the transcript. The documents were placed on a
shelf containing work to be done. When questioned, Robert and An-
thony Antonelli did recall that the materials received from Ms.
Eastman contained the Investigations and Oversight Subcommittee
changes.

Sometime in late November or December 1982 (perhaps as late
as December 20-21, 1982) Ms. Eastman received a call from Lester
Brown. Brown informed her that the Committee on Government
Operations' policy was that Government Operations should prepare
the record for printing. Therefore, on approximately December 22,
1982, the transcripts were returned to EENR.

The entire package of transcript materials was sent by EENR to
the GPO printers detailed to the Committee on Government Oper-
ations, Messrs. Angelo Vitto and William Swann, on January 11,
1983, for printing. This was verified by the log maintained by
Messrs. Swann and Vitto regarding the hearing record (App. F.)
Mr. Swann told the Committee that after reviewing the materials,
he determined that the transcripts were not ready for the printing
of galley proofs; that too many inserts were missing. Mr. Vitto told
Mr. Swann to return the materials to Becky Meadows, which he
did.

Upon receipt of the transcript package from Mr. Swann, EENR
staff (Meadows and Brown) then talked with Ms. Bach, minority
staff, NRARE Subcommittee, Committee on Science and Technol-
ogy. Ms. Bach said she wished to review the transcript again. (See
Mr. Brown's statement, App. E, pp. 255-256.) According to Ms.
Meadows, Lester Brown apparently decided that the materials
should also be sent to Ms. Kim Moses, Majority staff, NRARE Sub-
committee.

Ms. Meadows told the Committee no changes to transcript testi-
mony were offered by the Committee on Energy and Commerce;
they only sent back corrections to the "cover" page. Meadows said
that after the materials were sent back to Science and Technology
in early January 1983, the NRARE Subcommittee on Science and
Technology kept the transcripts for an undue period and, when
asked, Ms. Moses said she had not finished her work. Ms. Meadows
noted that Ms. Murphy's and Mr. Brown's changes to Chairman
Moffett's remarks had been made before sending the materials
back to the Science and Technology Subcommittee. Ms. Moses said
that Lester Brown had told her he would send the "master" tran-
script. He also said that they should make their changes but that
this would have to be done in 1 day. Ms. Moses objected, saying it
was not possible or reasonable to expect her to edit the entire
record in 1 day. She told Mr. Brown that if he went ahead with



printing without her corrections, the NRARE Subcommittee would
insist on reprinting the record.

Ms. Moses told investigators that she spoke with Ms. Bach and
that Bach said neither she nor Cathy Sands, Minority staff at the
Committee on Government Operations, had seen the master tran-
script. Ms. Moses said that when she informed Mr. Brown that nei-
ther she nor Ms. Bach had reviewed the master transcript, Mr.
Brown had responded that Ms. Moses should add her changes to
Ms. Bach's copy of the transcript to expedite the editing process.
Ms. An Huang, an intern, was assigned to edit for Ms. Moses.

On March 4, 1983, Messrs. Swann and Vitto received (for the
second time) the EPA hearing record for printing from EENR. The
documents were received by GPO on March 8, 1983, for galley proof
preparation. (App. G.)

On March 23, 1983, GPO returned to Swann and Vitto six copies
of galley proofs for EENR identified as "Part A," the July 21, 1982,hearing. On March 26, 1983, the galley proofs for the second day
(July 22) "Part B," were returned. (App. G.) In all, six copies of
galley proofs of the 2-day hearing were returned to Messrs. Swann
and Vitto. The copies were, in turn, distributed as follows:

1 copy-Anthony Antonelli-Science and Technology GPO
printer

1 copy-Don Watt-Energy and Commerce printing editor
1 copy-John Moore, Government Operations, Staff Adminis-

trator
2 copies-Becky Meadows-EENR Subcommittee
1 copy-retained by Swann, designated "master" galleyThe recipients (except for Mr. Moore) were to submit correctedgalley proofs directly to Mr. Swann so that the master galley could

be conformed.
The galley copy sent to Anthony Antonelli was, in turn, sent toBetty Eastman, Investigations and Oversight Subcommittee, Sci-

ence and Technology. She returned her galley copy to the Antonel-lis within a week. Robert Antonelli recalled that the Investigations
and Oversight galley had either few or no marks on it. This is con-sistent with Mr. Swann's statement that he did not recall any
changes to the Science and Technology galleys.

Both Maryanne Bach and David Clement told investigators theyneither saw nor received galley proofs. Ms. Eastman told the Com-mittee her only editing of the galley proofs was to add the names of
staff; she did not edit any testimony.

The Energy and Commerce galley proofs, according to Mr.Swann, were not edited. This was confirmed by Don Watt, Printing
Editor, Energy and Commerce Committee.

As for the two EENR Subcommittee galley proof copies, Ms.Cathy Sands, Government Operations Committee minority staff,told investigators she never saw a copy of the galleys. Becky Mead-
ows told investigators that only Lester Brown checked the galleyproofs because he was familiar with the hearing and had made its
original corrections. After Brown reviewed the galleys, he gavethem back to her and they were sent to the printers. Meadows said
that at no time had she edited the galley proofs.

The master galley proofs were returned to GPO on April 7, 1983.
Messrs. Swann and Vitto next received from GPO six sets of page



proofs of the hearing on April 13, 1983. These were distributed in
the same manner as were the galley proofs. Mr. Swann received
one set of Becky Meadows' page proofs on or about April 15, 1983,
which contained only minor changes. The other committees sent
their copies back sometime during the week of April 11, 1983. The
Committees on Energy and Commerce and Science and Technology
made no changes to their page proofs. The master page proofs were
sent to GPO on April 18, 1983, for final printing. The printed
copies of the final hearing record were delivered on May 2, 1983.
Mr. Swann requested 700 copies to be distributed as follows:

350 to Government Operations
250 to Environment, Energy and Natural Resources
100 to Energy and Commerce

Anthony Antonelli independently requested 500 copies for the Com-
mittee on Science and Technology.

Becky Meadows told investigators that within a few days of re-
ceiving her copies of the printed record, she had discarded the
master transcript and related materials. The Committee deter-
mined that the master transcript was, in fact, destroyed within 2
weeks of being picked up by the trash paper contractor.

It was established that Ms. Maryanne Bach, minority technical
consultant, NRARE Subcommittee, Committee on Science and
Technology, was responsible for editing the testimony of Repre-
sentatives Winn, Carney, Gregg, Sensenbrenner, and Schneider.
The Committee, in fact, obtained the very copy of the July 21, 1982,
hearing transcript that Ms. Bach had edited (hereinafter referred
to as the "Bach transcript"). The document had both ink and
pencil changes to testimony and a note on the cover to Lester
Brown from Ms. Bach. Ms. Bach confirmed that she had indeed
made the ink changes. Ms. Bach stated that she had also stapled to
the transcript a statement for Representative Carney to be inserted
in the record. The transcript also contained minor pencil editing.
Investigators interviewed Ms. An Huang, former congressional
intern, who worked with Ms. Kim Moses, majority staff, NRARE
Subcommittee, Committee on Science and Technology. Ms. Huang
confirmed that she had made the pencil editing changes appearing
in the Bach transcript.

All editing changes appearing in the Bach transcript were com-
pared to the final print. This comparison, which appears in Appen-
dix H, established that a total of 107 changes had been made to the
Bach transcript. Of these, 71 changes were routine; i.e., changes
were made for typographical errors, punctuation, grammar, etc.
The remaining 36 changes were substantive. None of the 36 sub-
stantive editing changes appeared in the final record.

The Committee then set out to determine why all the substantive
changes in the Bach transcript had apparently been disregarded.
At this point investigators had obtained from the EENR Subcom-
mittee a box containing logs and phone messages prepared or re-
ceived by Lester Brown. In particular, one message indicated that
Mr. Brown had received a telephone call at 10:45 (A.M. or P.M. not
specified) from "Kim" on or about March 10 (year not specified).
The message read: "Did you pick up the EPA transcript of [sic]
their desk?"



During her interview, Ms. Kim Moses recalled having a meeting
in her office on or about March 10 or 11, 1983, which Mr. Brown
attended. Ms. Moses stated that, at that time, she remembered Ms.
Huang had been assigned to review the EPA transcripts and make
minor editing changes and that the copy Ms. Huang was reviewing
had been first edited by Maryanne Bach. Ms. Moses stated that the
copy Ms. Huang was reviewing was on top of Ms. Huang's desk
near the NRARE Subcommittee office door. After the meeting with
Mr. Brown, sometime late that day, Ms. Moses asked Ms. Huang
for the transcript but they could not find it.

Kim Moses then called Lester Brown's office and talked to Becky
Meadows. Ms. Meadows left the phone message quoted above.

Kim Moses stated that the next conversation she had regarding
the missing transcript was with Lester Brown at a meeting on or
about March 14, 1983. Mr. Brown informed Ms. Moses he had
taken the transcript off the desk so that he could have the printing
of the galley proofs done. (Ms. Bach told the Committee that she
had written a note to Lester Brown on the cover of the transcript
stating that she had edited the remarks of Representatives Gregg,
Schneider, Carney, Winn, and Sensenbrenner. Mr. Brown later told
the Committee he had probably picked up the transcript because
he saw Bach's note to him on the cover and believed the transcript
was ready for printing.) Ms. Moses responded that they had not fin-
ished editing. Brown replied they could do so at the galley or page
proof stage. However, during questioning, Ms. Moses said she never
saw the galley or page proofs.

As noted earlier, the GPO printers detailed to the Committee on
Government Operations received the master transcript from the
EENR Subcommittee on March 4, 1983, with instructions to pre-
pare galley proofs. It thus appears that when Lester Brown took
the Bach transcript on March 10 or 11, 1983, he must have or
should have known the editing changes of Bach could not have
been incorporated into the master transcript because it had al-
ready been sent to Messrs. Swann and Vitto for printing. It must
be concluded that Brown misrepresented the need for the tran-
script (it was allegedly "needed for printing") to Ms. Moses when
he took it almost 1 week after sending the master transcript pack-
age to the GPO printers.

3. THEORIES AS TO SOURCE OF IMPROPER ALTERATIONS

Investigators explored several theories as to the source(s) of the
improper alterations. Through analyzing the facts described above,
they eliminated all but one theory: That the improper alterations
were made by one or more staff at the EENR Subcommittee. A
brief explanation follows.

a. Alterations by reporters or transcribers
Had either the reporters or transcribers made improper alter-

ations, the original transcript of the hearings would have attribut-
ed to certain Members the statements or remarks which precipitat-
ed the instant controversy. Review of the transcript established
that this was not the case.



b. Alterations by GPO printer personnel

The Committee's review of the GPO printing process established
that prior to issuing galley and page proofs, materials are proofed
and reviewed by various personnel described as proofers, readers,
and reviewers. The Committee is satisfied that had improprieties
been detected while the documents were at GPO, they would have
been identified and corrected before the return of galley and page
proofs to the committee staff. There was absolutely no evidence of
improper alterations by the GPO staff who handled the transcripts
or galley or page proofs.

c. Alterations by staff of Energy and Commerce Committee

The investigation clearly established that the staff of the Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce did not offer any changes to the
transcript or galley or page proofs which affected either testimony
or remarks of Members or witnesses.

d. Alterations by staff of Science and Technology Committee

Two critical facts led to the conclusion that the Science and
Technology staff did not make improper alterations. First, the
Committee established the apparent disregard of the editing con-
tained in the Bach transcript of the July 21, 1982, proceeding. This
suggested that since both majority and minority (Ms. Bach and Ms.
Huang) staff editing changes were not used, the alterations came
from one not associated with that committee.

Second, had the improper changes been made by Science and
Technology staff, there would have been ample opportunity for de-
tection since the master transcript was handled by EENR Subcom-
mittee staff after Science and Technology staff made corrections. In
other words, the fact that Science and Technology staff was not the
very last group to handle or review the transcripts indicated that
the improper alterations were probably made by those staff mem-
bers who had final control over the documents. In addition, the
Committee concluded that no improper alterations were made from
July through December since the transcripts had been sent by the
EENR staff to the Committee on Science and Technology (the
latter had accepted printing responsibility as a result of the Gallo-
way-Eastman conversation).

e. Alterations by staff of EENR

Having eliminated the reporters and transcribers, the staff of the
Committee on Science and Technology and Energy and Commerce
Committee and GPO personnel, it was logical to assume, for the
purposes of the investigation, that the source of the improper alter-
ations was the EENR Subcommittee staff. This assumption was
based on the knowledge that: the EENR Subcommittee was the
final stop before the so-called "master" transcript was sent for
printing; Lester Brown reviewed the galley proofs in their entirety;
several staff members recalled having specifically brought to his at-
tention the matter of certain inserts for the record-inserts not in-
cluded in the final printed document; and Mr. Brown took the
Bach transcript from Science and Technology NRARE Subcommit-
tee office on or about March 10, 1983, purportedly to include the



editing contained therein-almost 1 week after the master tran-
script was sent (March 4, 1983) for printing of galley proofs.

In this light investigators interviewed and reinterviewed certain
EENR Subcommittee staff. Based upon these interviews, they con-
cluded that Ms. Meadows, whose responsibility it was to "post," i.e.,
enter changes onto a master transcript, did not make improper al-
terations. She exercised no independent editing responsibility and
performed only the ministerial task of incorporating changes from
other sources onto one unified ("master") transcript. Significantly,
she was not the last to handle the transcript or galley and page
proofs for the EENR subcommittee; Lester Brown did that.

So too was Ms. Cathy Sands eliminated, but for a different
reason. Since she was on the Government Operations Committee
minority staff, she was not in a position to handle the documents
without subsequent review-a role of the majority staff. And Ms.
Sands never saw galley or page proofs. As discussed earlier, im-
proper alterations were made to the galley proofs.

This left Ms. D. Ann Murphy and Lester Brown. As for Ms.Murphy, it was established that she edited Chairman Moffett's re-
marks during the first day's proceedings, July 21, 1982. However,
as in the case of Ms. Meadows, Ms. Murphy was not the last tohandle the transcripts or galley and page proofs-Mr. Brown was.

Mr. William Swann, a GPO printer detailed to the Committee onGovernment Operations, stated under oath that certain improper
alterations to the galley proofs came from the EENR Subcommittee
staff. Based upon the known facts the only individual who logically
could have made the changes was Lester Brown. Mr. Brown wasthen intensively questioned on the matter. Below are part of Mr.
Swann's deposition and salient extracts of Mr. Brown's sworn depo-
sition.

During the deposition of William Swann, the following exchange
occurred:

Q. Now, let me show you a page on the second day's July
22, 1982, proceedings. It is noted as "Part B Galley, page
3." And what I am specifically pointing to are some
changes at the bottom of the page under comments offered
by Mr. Hiler. Do you recognize the handwriting?

A. Yes sir, it is mine.
Q. It is your handwriting. Specifically what I am refer-

ring to is a change to the galley proof where the word".majority" is changed to the word "minority" on two occa-
sions. Is that your handwriting where those changes are
made?

A. Yes.
Q. Do you recall the particular subcommittee recipient

which recommended those changes be made?
A. That came from the Environment and Energy Sub-

committee.
Q. Of the Committee on Government Operations?
A. Yes.
Q. You are sure of that.
A. Yes, sir.



Q. Okay. I would also like to show you on page 5 of Part
B Galley, the second day's proceedings, a change to Mr.
Winn's comment, where the word "true" is scratched out.
Do you recognize or can you identify through the markings
whether you or somebody else made that cross out?

A. Can I pick it up?
Q. Sure.
A. It doesn't look like my writing, but it could be. Could

very well be. We take the corrections off of there-the sub-
committees' set of galleys, and transfer it to our set, to the
master set. If they have marked out on theirs, we just
mark it on ours.

Q. Would you recall the particular galley editors which
offered that change to Mr. Winn's comment? In other
words, do you recall which subcommittee or committee
suggested the deletion of the word "true"?

A. That would be the Environment and Energy Subcom-
mittee.

Q. And you are sure of that also.
A. The other two committees, we got theirs, and the only

changes they corrected were like the members and the
staff people that were at the hearing.

Q. Okay. Thank, you.
A. We went through it. I don't remember any marks

throughout the testimony of the hearing that they had.
Q. Am I correct in understanding you to say that you

don't recall any changes offered to the galleys from either
the Committee on Science and Technology or the Commit-
tee on Energy and Commerce?

A. I can't recall any.

Mr. Brown was deposed as follows:

Q. Do you recall having brought the [Bach] transcript
back [to your office]?

A .... I may indeed have brought the transcript back.

As noted, the transcript analysis (App. D) disclosed improper al-
terations to not only the transcripts but also to the galley proofs.
The Committee interviewed and deposed Lester Brown on the
matter of transcript/galley improper alterations. An extract of
Brown's deposition follows:

Q. Do you recall, in fact, having made any changes to
the galley ... that would be of concern to this Committee,
namely improper alterations?

A. I think the answer would be yes.
Q. What type of instrument did you use in making alter-

ations, both authorized and improper to either the tran-
scripts or galleys of those 1982 hearings?

A. Well, it really did depend on the time. I used several
different instruments. I used pen, I used pencil. I would
sometimes use, in many cases, black pencil. I might use



red pencil, but I could not tell you exactly through the
entire process if I used the same instrument or not.

Q. But the alterations that you made of both characters,
authorized and improper, may have been pen, and pencil,
black, red?

A. That is correct.
Q. Do you recall if you wrote or printed the changes or if

you preferred one particular type of instrument?
A. My general practice was to print.

As noted, Mr. Brown submitted to the Committee a 30-page de-
tailed statement (App. E) as part of his deposition. A careful read-
ing of the document, coupled with certain portions of his deposi-
tion, quoted above, established with reasonable certainty that Mr.
Brown was the sole author of all the improper alterations in the1982 EPA hearing record. On August 23, 1983, Mr. Brown, during a
second deposition provided a 2-page statement summarizing the es-
sence of his prior testimony and 30-page statement. (App. I.) Spe-
cifically, in his letter of August 23, 1983, Mr. Brown stated:

I made numerous changes on the transcripts before they
went to the printer for the final time, including changes to
remarks of Members of the House that, whatever their
nature, were unauthorized in that no senior staff member
of any committee or subcommittee and no Member of the
House had explicitly authorized me to make the changes.

Reading the two statements and depositions together leads to theconclusion that Mr. Brown made and has admitted to making theimproper alterations complained of. Further, no evidence of con-spiracy or "coverup" by responsible staff was determined to exist.
One can only speculate as to why Mr. Brown made the improperalterations; they apparently resulted from his emotional stress (hemay have made changes "cavalierly" or "jokingly," see App. E, p.227) caused by an uncooperative or antagonistic atmosphere during

the hearing and posthearing period. Also, Lester Brown was the
lead EENR Subcommittee investigator in the EPA hearings, and
apparently after the hearings all responsibility for preparing the
final record was given to him.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The Committee is satisfied, on the basis of a review of available
evidence and depositions, that Lester 0. Brown was solely responsi-
ble for authoring numerous improper alterations to the 1982 EPAhearing record. He and others were interviewed to determine ifany evidence existed suggesting a conspiracy in making thechanges or a coverup after the improper alterations were identi-
fied. No such evidence exists.

The Committee's analysis of the procedures for editing the tran-
script (and related materials) discloses:

A. A clear lack of coordination between the participating
subcommittees, perhaps due to territorial in-fighting or over-
lapping subcommittee jurisdiction.

B. A clear absence of harmony between majority and minor-
ity staff. The extent to which such acrimony (also reflected in



the Members' testimony) precipitated or served as a catalyst
for improper alterations cannot be determined.

C. Numerous individuals, on both majority and minority
staffs, had multiple opportunities to review the materials
before publication. The Committee believes that had certain
staff more conscientiously carried out assigned tasks, most, if
not all, of the egregious improper alterations would have and
could have been detected before final publication. In this
regard, a number of staff indicated that they had not reviewed
the transcript or galley materials entrusted to them. The Com-
mittee believes the clear absence of more diligent staff work,
while not the cause of the controversy, allowed the improper
alterations to become a part of the final record.

D. There was apparently little, if any, control over the many
copies of the transcript. One copy, to this date, remains unac-
counted for. Other copies were admittedly lost or misplaced. In
summary, too many copies were distributed and reviewed with
apparently no method to determine the reviewer or authority
for editing.

E. In light of the evidence and the sworn admission of Lester
Brown, the Committee concludes that a hearing on the EPA
matter is not necessary. Indeed, the Committee has determined
with reasonable certainty that Mr. Brown was solely responsi-
ble for all the improper alterations complained of. Also, Mr.
Brown is, and has for some time, been receiving professional
psychological and psychiatric care. The Committee obtained a
psychiatric evaluation of Mr. Brown indicating that while he
was competent to provide information under oath to the Com-
mittee (which he did), he is suffering severe emotional stress.
(See App. J.) Under the circumstances, a hearing on the EPA
matter would be both unnecessary in light of the evidence and
imprudent given his physical and emotional condition. (See
also App. K.)

5. RECOMMENDATION

In view of the fact that Mr. Brown was terminated from his em-
ployment with the Committee on Government Operations by Com-
mittee Chairman Brooks, no further action by the House appears
necessary.

However, because numerous improper alterations are contained
in the printed record of the July 21 and 22, 1982, hearing, a cor-
rected record needs to be published. The Committee thus recom-
mends that the record be reviewed, re-edited, and republished so
that an accurate reflection of the proceedings is available to inter-
ested parties.

The Committee is willing to make available to the appropriate
Justice Department officials such information and documentation
regarding this case as may be appropriate for their investigation of
possible criminal activity in a manner consistent with the Rules of
the House and the need to protect the House of Representatives
under the Speech or Debate clause of the Constitution.



B. CATEGORY 11-PERMITTED ALTERATIONS

The investigation disclosed several accepted and permitted ways
in which alterations are made to House documents. These changes
include those made by:

Reporters when preparing transcripts ("systemic" changes)
Authorized error corrections
Authorized revisions to legislation

The Committee's discussion of the findings made with respect to
so-called Category II alterations is organized to reflect each major
type of authorized alteration.

1. REVISIONS TO THE RECORD CAUSED BY ESTABLISHED OR POSSIBLE
''REPORTER EDITING'

a. June 9, 1982, hearing regarding the synthetic fuels industry

During his June 28, 1983, speech on the House floor, Representa-
tive Judd Gregg stated:

On top of this, specific hearings which many of us last
week talked about on this floor, which we had hoped was a
single incident [1982 EPA hearings] and one which just
was an aberration of the system, we now discover that
other transcripts from other hearings have been altered in
material and substantive ways. Again, the Government
Operations Committee, Subcommittee on Energy, Environ-
ment and Natural Resources, while holding a hearing
under Congressman Moffett, this hearing involving the
Synthetic Fuels Corporation, it now appears, although we
have not been able to get access to the original documenta-
tion but we think we have enough access to be fairly confi-
dent, that the transcript was doctored. (Cong. Rec. daily
ed., June 28, 1983, H 4509.)

Mr. Gregg's statements followed by 1 day a front page article in
the Washington Times (June 27, 1983, edition) which stated, in
part:

Now, according to [Representative] Gregg there had been
a complaint about altered testimony at another hearing on
synthetic fuels policy held by the same panel last July.

Gregg said his knowledge of the complaint was sketchy
because the staff has only begun to do a complete investi-
gation, but he added, "It's my understanding that a wit-
ness at the hearing came to the staff with a complaint that
his testimony had been changed."

Results of investigation
On approximately June 23, 1983, Mr. Victor Schroeder, then

President and Chief Executive Officer of the United States Syn-
thetic Fuels Corporation, met with Representative Winn in Winn's
congressional office. Representative Winn told investigators that
during the meeting Mr. Schroeder gave him a copy of the printed
record of a June 9, 1982, hearing conducted by Representative Mof-
fett, Chairman, Subcommittee on Environment, Energy, and Natu-



ral Resources (EENR). The hearing was a review of the synthetic
fuels industry in the current economic climate.

Mr. Schroeder told Representative Winn that portions of the
hearing copy were marked to identify unauthorized changes to the
testimony of Mr. Edward E. Noble, Chairman, United States Syn-
thetic Fuels Corporation. After the meeting, Representative Winn
called Mr. David Jeffrey, minority counsel, Committee on Science
and Technology, Mr. Jeffrey took the hearing copy and, in turn,
gave it to Representative John Hiler in compliance with Repre-
sentative Winn's direction that Hiler be apprised of the matter
since Hiler had participated in the hearings.

Investigators spoke with Representative Hiler. The Congressman
stated that he had very quickly looked at the document and had
called Mr. Jack Shaw, minority professional staff, Committee on
Government Operations. Mr. Hiler recalled that his initial reaction
to the marked changes (he assumed the document reflected differ-
ences between the original transcript and the final print) was that
they did not approach the situation presented in the EPA hearing
matter.

Mr. Shaw was then interviewed. Shaw said that, overall, the
marked portions did not indicate "horrendous changes." Mr. Shaw
subsequently gave the Committee the hearing record originally
given to Representative Winn.

The Committee then interviewed Mr. Schroeder and other offi-
cials of the corporation. The officials pointed out that, besides a
number of discrepancies between the transcript and the printed
hearing, the printed record reflected that the hearing was being
chaired by Representative Barney Frank at its conclusion when, in
fact, no member of the EENR Subcommittee was present. The cor-
poration representatives stated the hearing had actually been
closed by the subcommittee staff director, Mr. John R. Galloway.

In this regard, the Committee was told by Mr. Gary Knight, a
corporation official, that he had informed Ms. Catherine Sands,
who was at the time a minority professional staff member of the
Committee on Government Operations, that he intended to "pull"
the Synthetic Fuels Corporation witnesses from further testimony
unless the situation (absence of Members) was rectified. Mr.
Knight's concern stemmed from the fact that he felt Ms. Edith Hol-
leman, a majority professional staff member on the EENR Subcom-
mittee, was acting in a contentious manner to the corporation's
witnesses. Ms. Holleman was characterized as running the hearing
during the absence of the Members.

The corporation officials gave the Committee a copy of the edited
transcript (Apps. L, M, N, and 0) which the corporation returned
to the EENR subcommittee staff and a voice tape recording of the
hearing. (The corporation had recorded its appearance at the hear-
ing.) The officials also provided a second annotated final print of
the hearing which noted additional "discrepancies" in testimony
that did not appear on the original copy that Mr. Schroeder had
given to Mr. Winn.

Corporation staff stated that they had not been shown and had
not received any galleys or page proofs of the hearings; their last
involvement was in editing the transcript.
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When the final print of the proceeding was sent to the United
States Synthetic Fuels Corporation, the corporation staff noticed
some discrepancies in the printed testimony. The matter was
brought to Mr. Schroeder's attention. Mr. Schroeder soon thereaf-
ter gave the marked final print to Mr. Winn.

In view of the nature of many of the identified discrepancies, the
Committee asked that the corporation state its official position re-
garding whether improper alterations had been made to the tran-
script. By letter dated August 24, 1983, Mr. Schroeder stated that,
"Out of approximately 19 differences between the verbatim tran-
script and the final printed version most are inconsequential." The
Schroeder letter (App. P) went on to point out what the corporation
believed were five "significant" differences between the original
transcript and the printed record.

The differences identified were:
1-2. Rejection of certain of the corporation's proposed editing

of Mr. Noble's remarks. Specifically, Mr. Noble's edited tran-
script indicated he wished to add the words "very seriously"
and "environmental" to lines 1782-1783 of page 74 of the tran-
script. (App. L.)

3. Rejection of a proposed correction to page 69 of the tran-
script, lines 1651-2, with respect to a speaker. (App. M.)

4. Rejection of the proposed editing of lines 1345-1347 of
page 56 of the transcript. (App. N.)

5. Rejection of proposed editing as to who closed the hearing
(transcript pp. 84-85, lines 2015-2019). (App 0.)

After comparing the transcript with the printed record and the
corporation's tape of the hearing, the Committee found that none
of the five listed differences involved changes to the prepared tran-
script, galley, or page proofs. In all cases, the final printed record
reflected what the transcript said. The Committee determined,
however, that all the discrepancies were actually differences be-
tween the tape recording of the hearing and the transcripts pro-
vided by the reporter. Specifically, in each of these five instances,
the corporation proposed to conform the transcripts to the dialog
contained in the tape recording. It thus appears that Mr.
Schroeder's letter complains not of alterations of the transcript,
but rather rejection of the corporation's proposed correcting there-
of. In this regard, the EENR staff did not have the tape recording
but instead relied upon the transcript as accurately reflecting the
proceeding. 5

With this in mind, the Committee asked about the guidelines
which the EENR subcommittee (and the Committee on Govern-
ment Operations) used regarding proposed editing by witnesses.
The Committee determined that, except when it was proposed to
change meaning (absent an obvious mistake) or extensively edit

'As discussed in Section VI, it is the policy and practice of reporters to correct grammar,syntax, and obvious errors in preparing transcripts. The Committee's review of the transcriptand tape of the June 9, 1982, synthetic fuels hearing clearly establishes that not only was"smoothing" of comments done in transcript preparation but also errors were made, at leastwith respect to the five discrepancies noted by the corporation. (Apps. L, M. N and 0.) The factthat this "smoothing" practice is not error-free was discussed in Section VI as one way in whichthe record of a proceeding can be affected. The committee emphasizes that in the instant case,the EENR staff did not have the corporation tape to contradict the assumed accuracy of the
transcript.



testimony (either of which would be considered inappropriate), it
was left to the judgment of the staff whether to accept proposed
editing.

In the case of the subject hearing, Ms. Edith Holleman was re-
sponsible for preparing the transcript and for the final hearing
record. Ms. Holleman was interviewed by the Committee. She
stated that, in her judgment, certain proposed changes were unac-
ceptable because they affected the emphasis or thrust of Mr.
Noble's statements. Indeed, Mr. Schroeder's August 24, 1983, letter
(App. P) stated that the "most important alteration which signifi-
cantly affects the meaning of Chairman Noble's remarks came on
p. 94." As noted, no alteration to the transcript was made; instead
a corporation-proposed correction was rejected-one which even in
Mr. Schroeder's view "significantly" affected meaning. So too did
Mr. Schroeder state that the discrepancies on p. 137 (App. P, para.
1) rendered the tone of Mr. Noble's testimony "significantly dimin-
ished."

In light of the above, the Committee concludes that no improper
alteration of the subject comments exists and that the rejection of
the editing (i.e., corrections) was the result of adhering to estab-
lished guidelines since the staff did not have the tape recording to
contradict the accuracy of the transcript and, therefore, regarded
the proposed editing as excessive.

As to the rejection of the proposed correction of the speaker on
page 133 of the printed record, i.e., page 69 of the transcript (App.
M), the Committee reviewed the voice tape of the hearing and the
transcript. The tape establishes that there was indeed an error in
the transcript on the cited page as stated in the Schroeder letter
and that the corporation's proposed editing would have corrected
the matter. However, Ms. Holleman (i.e., the EENR staff) did not
have the voice tape of the hearing and, therefore, apparently relied
upon the transcript as an accurate reflection of what transpired. It
does not appear unreasonable that Ms. Holleman rejected the pro-
posed correction as being inappropriate; that is, the addition of
lines of testimony not reflected in the record and the correction of
a purported speaker. While, of course, it could be argued that a
reading of the transcript suggests an error was made with respect
to the speaker (Noble versus Holleman), it cannot be said that the
absence of Mr. Noble's question: "What time frame was that?"
should have been apparent.

The Committee therefore concludes that the rejected correction
to page 133 of the record does not represent an improper alter-
ation-but rather a decision not to alter the transcript of the hear-
ing where an error evidently not apparent to the committee was
made.

Finally, as to the identity of the individual who closed the hear-
ing, Mr. Schroeder's letter correctly pointed out that the Subcom-
mittee staff director, Mr. John Galloway, had done so, not Repre-
sentative Frank, as indicated in the printed record. Mr. Galloway
confirmed this to the Committee after listening to the voice tape.
The transcript inaccurately reflected Representative Frank's pres-
ence at the end of the hearing.

There are apparently two independent and consistent explana-
tions for the record indicating Mr. Frank's closing of the hearing.



First, of course, since the transcript so indicated, it is not per se
unreasonable that the EENR staff rejected the correction in the
corporation's edited transcript since it did not have the voice tape
to contradict the accuracy of the transcript.

Second, apparently an understandable error was made by the
hearing reporter. During Mr. Galloway's interview on this issue, he
stated that at the end of the hearing, he was sitting at or near Rep-
resentative Frank's seat on the dais. While so seated he took a call
from Chairman Moffett, who was on the floor for a vote. Chairman
Moffett told Mr. Galloway that he and the other subcommittee
Members would not be returning in time to continue the hearing.
Mr. Galloway said he probably so notified the hearing participants
and when he did so, was incorrectly identified as Representative
Frank due to his proximity to Representative Frank's nameplate at
the dais.

In light of the above circumstances, the Committee concludes no
improper alteration was made regarding Representative Frank's
presence. No view is expressed as to whether a breach of protocol
or parliamentary or subcommittee rules was made by virtue of the
absence of any Members at the conclusion of the hearing.

On September 14, 1983, Mr. Edward Noble, the Chairman of the
United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation, supplemented Mr.
Schroeder's earlier letter to the Committee. (App. Q.) Chairman
Noble's correspondence sets out from his perspective, how the dif-
ferences between the corporation's tape and the hearing transcript
were identified and what was done.

Significantly, Mr. Noble stated:
My staff, in making its contemporaneous review of the

transcript, recommended that the draft be changed to re-
flect the differences on the tape. They evidently concluded,
however, that no further action was warranted beyond
calling these changes to the attention of those responsible
for the transcript and none was taken following publica-
tion of the official transcript.

The Committee infers from the quoted portion of the letter that
neither Mr. Noble nor his staff regarded the differences between
the tape and transcript as being so serious that further action was
required. The Committee also points out that the chairman, in his
response to his interrogatory, did not state that he viewed the dif-
ferences as being improper alterations to his testimony, but rather,
an apparent decision by congressional staff not to incorporate the
proposed corrections.

Conclusion
The Committee concludes that no improper alterations were

made by committee staff in the subject hearing record.
The Committee does note however, that the transcript of the

hearing was flawed in at least the instances cited by the corpora-
tion. The committee believes that the situation involved in this al-
legation points up the hazards presented by the practice of a re-
porter-edited transcript coupled with the committee staff's inability
(here, the absence of a tape recording) to verify the accuracy of the
transcript.



b. April 15, 1980, hearings regarding silver prices and the adequacy
of Federal actions in the marketplace, 1979-1980

Background

On June 27, 1983, the Washington Times carried a front page ar-
ticle entitled, "Two More Cases reported of Hill Record-altering."
The article stated, in part:

Committee [Government Operations] sources also said
they have been finding alterations in another set of hear-
ings from another subcommittee of Government Oper-
ations, Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs.

Those sessions made national news back in 1980, con-
cerning efforts by the very wealthy Hunt family of Dallas
to corner the silver market.

Those sources said a preliminary check of the original
transcripts of those sessions against the final document
showed serious changes in the testimony.

On June 28, 1983, Rep. Judd Gregg stated on the House floor.
Another situation on another subcommittee of the Gov-

ernment Operations Committee, Subcommittee on Mone-
tary and Consumer Affairs in a hearing involving the
silver issue which were [sic] raised back in 1980, it now ap-
pears, and we have definite documentation that those tran-
scripts were drastically altered in relationship to one of the
testimonies of one of the people brought up here from the
Executive branch to testify before that committee, that
committee was chaired by the late Benjamin Rosenthal.
(Cong. Rec., daily ed., June 28, 1983 H 4509.) (Emphasis
supplied.) (See also id. H 4514.)

The same day that Mr. Gregg spoke, Subcommittee Chairman
Doug Barnard, Jr., wrote to Representative John Hiler (in response
to a June 14, 1983, letter from Hiler) asking that he be given the
specifics of the silver hearing allegation. The Chairman's letter
also indicated that a duplicate set of the original transcript of the
silver hearings was available for Members' personal review in the
full Committee offices. (App. R.)

Also on June 28, 1983, Representatives Winn, Walker, Carney,
Sensenbrenner, Gregg, Hiler, and Schneider sent to the Members a
"Dear Colleague" letter (App. S) which stated, in part:

Our own investigations, although incomplete, have now
discovered further alterations of transcripts beyond the
two days of EPA hearings.

By letter dated July 12, 1983, Representative Hiler responded to
Chairman Barnard's earlier request for the specifics of the allega-
tion. (App. T.) The letter stated that the allegation centered on the
testimony of then Commissioner Read P Dunn of the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission.

Also on July 12, 1983, Chairman Jack Brooks of the Committee
on Government Operations wrote to Representative Gregg request-
ing the specifics underlying his allegation. In his letter (App. U),
Chairman Brooks stated he too believed one of Mr. Gregg's allega-
tions of improper alterations concerned a colloquy between Chair-



man Rosenthal and Commodity Futures Trading Commission Com-
missioner, Mr. Read Dunn, appearing on page 155 of the printed
record of an April 15, 1980, hearing on the silver market. A similar
letter was sent to Representative Winn on July 12, 1983. (App. V.)

The specific hearing record Chairman Brooks referred to is enti-
tled, "Silver Prices and the Adequacy of Federal Actions in the
Market Place, 1979-1980." As noted, the specific hearing conducted
by the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Af-
fairs, Committee on Government Operations, was held on April 15,
1980. To the Committee's knowledge, Representatives Hiler, Winn
and Gregg did not dispute Chairman Brooks' or Subcommittee
Chairman Barnard's identification of the specifically alleged im-
proper alteration. Furthermore, no other allegation of improper al-
teration was raised with respect to any other part of the hearing.

On July 14, 1983, Mr. Gregg responded by letter (App. W) saying
that the information he had was going to be turned over to the
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.

Results of investigation
The investigation has established that the basis for Representa-

tive Gregg's floor statement was, in fact, page 155 of the cited hear-
ing record. It also has been established that the allegation is based
upon differences between page 155 of the printed hearing and anApril 21, 1980, editorial in Barron's. An extract of the relevant por-
tion of the editorial appears in Appendix X.

The Committee has analyzed the transcript of the hearing. That
portion of the transcript which became page 155 of the printed
record appears in Appendix Y. The text of page 155 is reproduced
in Appendix Z. As can be readily seen, the transcript and printed
record are virtually identical except for what can be termed minor
editorial changes.

The Committee has obtained from Barron's editorial staff the
document described as the basis for the magazine's editorial of
April 21, 1980. (App. AA.) This document contains both a summary
and reputed dialog between the hearing participants. However, the
document omits large portions of the transcripted testimony and
consistently appears to represent a recapitulation of what tran-
spired as opposed to a direct quote of the witness' exchange with
the subcommittee.

The Committee interviewed Mr. Jack Shaw, minority profession-
al staff, Committee on Government Operations. Mr. Shaw stated
that he had given Representative Gregg the information resulting
in Representative Gregg's allegation concerning the silver hear-
ings. Mr. Shaw, however, also stated that neither he nor Repre-
sentative Gregg had reviewed the transcript of the April 15, 1980,
hearing before Representative Gregg's June 28, 1983, statement.
Mr. Shaw noted that, at the time, he was aware only of the discrep-
ancy between the Barron's editorial and the printed record and
that he had no information about the accuracy of the remainder of
the record. Mr. Shaw stated the Barron's editorial was consistent
with his recollection of the colloquy.

The Committee also interviewed Mr. Read P. Dunn, former Com-
missioner, Commodity Futures Trading Commission, whose testi-
mony, along with that of Chairman Rosenthal, is alleged to have



been improperly altered. Mr. Dunn stated that he is not of the view
that the Barron's editorial is a verbatim record of the hearing, but
rather a summary. Mr. Dunn recalled reviewing and editing the
transcript and seeing the final printed record. He remembered (1)
having made minor transcript changes, (2) not believing that the
transcript was inaccurate and, (3) not concluding the final record
was inaccurate or improperly edited.

Mr. Dunn reviewed the printed record, original transcript, and
Barron's document with Committee investigators. On the basis of
his review, the former Commissioner concluded that he saw no
basis for contending that the record was improperly altered. Mr.
Dunn's sworn statement is reprinted in Appendix BB.

The Committee points out that, as discussed in Section VI of this
report, various in-house and contract reporters adopt a practice of
correcting grammar, syntax, and misleading statements in the
preparation of transcripts. Thus, it may be in the case of the April
15, 1980, silver hearing that the reporter "smoothed" the testimony
and by so doing used different words while retaining the substance
of the colloquy. There was, however, at the time of this investiga-
tion no voice tape of the hearing to contradict the accuracy of the
transcript. The Committee, therefore, relied upon and assumed the
accuracy of the transcript (especially in view of Mr. Dunn's state-
ment) in investigating the allegation and in reaching its conclu-
sions.

Conclusion

The Committee is unaware of any support for the allegation that
improper alterations were made to the subject hearing record.

Representative Gregg's interrogatory to which he and other
Members responded as part of the investigation, did not indicate
that he had information on this allegation of improper alteration.
This matter was brought to his attention during a conversation
with the Committee on September 21, 1983. At that time he de-
scribed his June 28, 1983, floor statement, concerning the silver
hearing allegation as "hyperbole."

Recommendations-reporter-editing

Because reporter-editing is neither a widely known practice nor
error free and was the basis of the allegation regarding the June 9,
1982, synthetic fuels hearing and perhaps the April 15, 1980, silver
hearing, the Committee recommends that:

1. Acceptance of reporter-edited or literal verbatim tran-
scripts be an express decision of committees.

2. Voice tapes (or other methods) be retained for all hearings
to ascertain the accuracy of verbatim and reported-edited tran-
scripts.

2. REVISIONS DUE TO AUTHORIZED ERROR CORRECTION NOVEMBER 23,

1982, HEARING ON UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES OF THE FEDERAL

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI)

Another allegation of an improper alteration to an official House
document concerns a hearing held on November 23, 1982, by the
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House



Committee on the Judiciary. This matter was brought up in re-
marks on the floor by Representative Manuel Lujan, Jr. on July 13,
1983. (See Cong. Rec., daily ed., July 13, 1983, H 5068.) (App. CC.)

Representative Lujan stated that during this hearing the Sub-
committee Chairman, Representative Don Edwards, discussed in-
formation he had received from the Department of Justice on cer-
tain Assistant U.S. Attorneys. Representative Lujan observed that
a comparison of the transcript of Chairman Edward's comments
and the published hearing record revealed that 19 lines of signifi-
cant material had been reduced to 5 lines and that this allegation
resulted in the omission of Chairman Edward's criticism of a par-
ticular office in the Department of Justice. Mr. Lujan observed
that the printed record lacked even what the news accounts had
reported during that hearing.

On July 14, 1983, Chairman Edwards responded to Mr. Lujan's
comments of the prior day (App. DD, Cong. Rec., daily ed., July 14,
1983, H 5140.) Representative Edwards stated that he had, in fact,
edited the 19 lines in question. He noted that the hearings con-
cerned FBI undercover activities and while preparing for this hear-ing, his staff had been apprised of certain internal investigations
by the Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) of the Depart-
ment of Justice. Chairman Edwards said that OPR had briefed the
staff on the specifics of some of the investigations on the condition
that the information be held in confidence. During the hearing,
Representative Edwards was provided written information by his
staff to use during the proceedings. Unknown to him, this informa-
tion contained details gleaned from the confidential briefing.

Representative Edwards said he unknowingly used this informa-
tion and only subsequently learned of his unintended breach of
confidence. Representative Edwards stated that he had apologized
to an OPR official and had edited his statement in an effort to pro-
tect the details of the confidential briefing.

Conclusion
The Committee is not aware of any evidence, except for the in-

stance referred to by Representative Lujan, suggesting an improper
alteration to the record. The Committee concludes that this allega-
tion does not involve an improper alteration. The Committee, how-
ever, offers no conclusion as to whether the extent of Representa-
tive Edwards' editing of his own statement to correct the error in
disclosure was appropriate, although it is reasonable that deletion
of unintended breaches of confidence should not be regarded as an
abuse of editing discretion.

3. AUTHORIZED REVISIONS TO IMPLEMENT COMMITTEE ACTION

a. April 20, 1983, legislative action by the Committee on Education
and Labor

On July 12, 1983, Representative John Erlenborn testified before
the Committee on Rules that in his judgment,

a 6 7 -word amendment * * * grew to 386 words between
the time it was ordered reported from the Education and



Labor Committee and the time it was printed. (See Cong.
Rec., daily ed., July 19, 1983, H 5242.)

The situation precipitating Representative Erlenborn's remarks
and his allegation of improper alteration are set forth below.

On April 20, 1983, the Committee on Education and Labor con-
sidered H.R. 2461, the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1983.
During the markup session, the Committee Chairman, Representa-
tive Carl Perkins, offered an amendment affecting certain program
authorizations. His amendment was intended to increase particular
program authorizations to the target levels contained in the first
budget resolution for fiscal year 1984 (H. Con. Res. 91) as passed by
the House. A chart entitled, "Comparison of the Authorization
Ceilings Contained in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 for fiscal year 1984 with The Assumptions in The First Budget
Resolution As Passed By The House," was provided to every com-
mittee Member during the consideration of the amendment. 6 The
Chart identified nine programs having a higher figure under the
budget resolution than under the ceiling established by the 1981
Reconciliation Act. 7

The Perkins amendment stated:

SEC. 110. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated for
any program under the jurisdiction of the Committee on
Education and Labor such funding levels as are assumed
under the first budget resolution (H. Con. Res. 91) for fiscal
year 1984.

(b) The authorizations of appropriations under subsec-
tion (a) of this section supercede, and are not in addition
to, authorizations, under the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
ation Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-35)."

Regarding Representative Erlenborn's allegation, the Committee
obtained a copy of a portion of the transcript of the April 20, 1983,
markup of H.R. 2461. The following discussion took place:

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Murphy and myself are offering an
amendment and we are adding a new section, 110. A, there
are authorized to be appropriated for any program under
the jurisdiction of the Committee on Education and Labor
such funding levels as are assumed under the first budget
resolution, H. Con. Resolution 91 for the fiscal year 1984.

B, the authorization of appropriations under Subsection
A of this Section supercede and are not in addition to au-
thorizations under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981, Public Law 97-35.

Now, what this does--
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, might I reserve a point

of order on the amendment?
Mr. PERKINS. Go ahead.

The Committee points out that, despite the clear intent of the amendment, H Con Res 91
does not contain specific program authorizations This matter was noted in a July 19, 1983,
letter from Representative Perkins, discussed infra

' The programs were compensatory education, impact aid, education for the handicapped, vo-
cational education, arts and humanities, Department of Education salaries and expenses, com-
munity services block grants, low-income energy assistance, and the women, infants, and chil-
dren program



Mr. ERLENBORN. I'll just reserve it and let's debate it.
[Laughter.]

I'll think about the reasons as we are debating it.
[Laughter.]

I thank you very much.
Mr. PERKINS. We bring some programs here up to the

Fiscal Year 1984 first budget resolution, the compensatory
education, chapter one, and the migrant education, and
the impact aid from 475 to 505 and education for the
handicapped from $1.17 billion up to $1.226 billion, and vo-
cational education from $375 million up to $937 million,
which was in the first budget resolution, and Mr. Murphy
may want to make a statement at this time.

Mr. MURPHY. The amendment by the Chairman is to
allow the appropriations process and the budget process
the flexibility that will be necessary if we find that we, as
a majority in Congress, want to increase the funding, and
most of these of course, again, would be discretionary but
at least allows the appropriations process the flexibility of
adding a few dollars here and there for the programs as
they may see fit and that have been recommended through
the budget process.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman, I must admit to being

caught by surprise with this amendment, having no knowl-
edge of it until it was put before me a minute ago.

Mr. PERKINS. Well, we just decided on it a few moments
ago. [Laughter.]

Mr. ERLENBORN. I kind of thought that there was very
little thought put into this. [Laughter.]

First of all, for those who are truly interested in the bill
before us, may I point out that this amendment is not ger-
mane to the bill, and that's why I was reserving a point of
order, or I thought I had. I reserved it for a very brief time
apparently. But it is really not germane to this bill be-
cause it affects every program, the authorized level for
every program within the jurisdiction of the Committee on
Education and Labor.

Mr. PERKINS. No, let me say to the gentleman entitle-
ment programs like the school lunch program, that will
have to come in a separate bill but the other programs
under-not under entitlements.

Mr. ERLENBORN. That's why I said the authorization
level. It certainly would not change the formula for enti-
tlement. But the authorization levels of every program
within the jurisdiction of this committee.

Now, might I just suggest that if this, its obvious pur-
pose--

Mr. PERKINS. It only affects, let me say to the gentle-
man, nine programs where we have jurisdiction over some
40 or 50 here.



Mr. ERLENBORN. Well, let me say that its obvious pur-
pose is not to lower authorizations but, rather, to increase
them...

The Committee's understanding of the above-quoted portions of
the April 20, 1983, markup session is that Representative Murphy
clearly stated that the Perkins amendment affected (by way of in-
crease) the authorization on only nine programs, not every pro-
gram within the Committee on Education and Labor's jurisdiction,
as Representative Erlenborn had argued. The chart Chairman Per-
kins provided to Members also established this feature of the
amendment. The Perkins amendment was subsequently agreed to
by an 18-9 vote. The Committee on Education and Labor, by voice
vote, then agreed to a motion by Representative Murphy to report
H.R. 2461, as amended, and to allow the staff to make necessary
technical and conforming amendments. (The Committee notes that
Representative Erlenborn's point of order was overruled. No view
is expressed on whether the objection (apparently based on the ger-
maneness of the Perkins amendment) was well-founded.)

It further appears that Representatives Erlenborn, Goodling,
Gunderson, Bartlett, and Nielson came to understand the limited
effects of the amendment. Specifically, the Education and Labor
Committee report on H.R. 2461 (H. 98-137) contained the following
statement by the named Members (in their dissenting views) con-
cerning the Perkins amendment.

This amendment, as offered, in conjunction with com-
ments of the Chairman, its sponsor, would have the effect
of increasing authorization of appropriation ceilings for
1984 for selected programs by more than $1.3 billion over
the ceilings for those programs set in the Omnibus Recon-
ciliation Act of 1981.

The minority report went on to complain about the increased
length of the printed (reported) amendment as compared with the
brevity of the introduced version. (The Committee notes that Chair-
man Perkins referred to 9 programs during the April 20 markup
although 10 were listed in the Republican Members' dissenting
views, quoted above. The Committee determined that Chairman
Perkins' amendment treated two programs as one because of the
President's proposal to consolidate the vocational and adult educa-
tion programs into a single block grant. The 10 programs listed by
Representative Erlenborn, et al., were the same referred to by
Chairman Perkins on April 20, 1983.)

The Committee has also obtained a copy of a July 19, 1983, letter
Representative Perkins sent to Representative Claude Pepper,
Chairman, Committee on Rules, regarding Representative Erlen-
born's allegation that the subject amendment had been improperly
altered. The letter stated, in part:

INTENT OF AMENDMENT

My amendment did, as described in the Minority report,
go from 67 words to over 380 words. Those 380 words, how-
ever, were substantially more precise in describing what
the Committee intended than my original language.



Title IV as reported increased the total authorizations of
ten programs within our jurisdiction by $1.35 billion. The
revision did not change the cost of the amendment; the
original and the revised language were both tied to the
same set of figures, the assumptions in the House-passed
version of the budget resolution.

The reason for revising the amendment stems from the
complexity of the budget process. As you know, it is only
since the 1981 Reconciliation Act that authorizing Commit-
tees have become involved with budget assumptions, au-
thorization ceilings, and budget targets. This new, complex
process requires new approaches in authorizing legislation
and presents new difficulties in drafting amendments that
are technically correct.

As originally drafted, the amendment referred to "such
funding levels as are assumed under the first budget reso-
lution." This was intended to be a concise way of covering
all ten programs whose authorizations were being in-
creased. I believed these levels were known to all, since
passage of a budget resolution generates much discussion
about the individual program funding levels on which the
total budget ceilings in the resolution are based.

Soon after the Committee mark-up, I learned that these
assumptions" are not always printed in the public reports

and records dealing with the budget resolution.
Thus, to tie my amendment to "assumptions" which donot have any official standing would cause a great deal of

confusion. So, in order to carry out the clear intent of the
Committee during the mark-up, the figures for each pro-
gram as shown on the chart which everyone had at the
meeting were incorporated into the text of the amendment
itself.

The staff did not exceed the authority given it by the
Committee to make technical and conforming amend-
ments. No one can deny that the language in the reported
bill was a more accurate, more specific reflection of what I
intended and what the Committee intended when it adopt-
ed my amendment. No one was confused, no one was de-
ceived, there was no misrepresentation and the Commit-
tee's intention was accurately reflected in the reported
bill.

The thrust of Representatives Erlenborn's objection is two-
pronged. First, he argued the Perkins amendment was not ger-
mane to the bill, H.R. 2461. Whether this proposition is correct is amatter not relevant to the investigation under House Resolution
254.

Second, Representative Erlenborn argued that the staff erred inrevising the amendment pursuant to the authority granted by Rep-
resentative Murphy's motion; an error tantamount to an improper
alteration of the original language of the amendment. In statinghis objections to the Committee on Rules during its meeting on
July 12, 1983, Representative Erlenborn observed that the amend-
ment was extensively revised to address two concerns: That based



on the chart (which accompanied the amendment) the original text
had the unintended effect of also reducing 15 program authoriza-
tions rather than just increasing nine. To eliminate this problem,
Representative Erlenborn argued that the staff altered the amend-
ment to affect only programs which stood to gain in authorized dol-
lars. This was accomplished by adding language (a new subsection
(c) to the amendment) identifying the programs affected.

The revisers, in Representative Erlenborn's view also improperly
added words making clear the amendment affected only funding
levels assumed under the first budget resolution, "as it passed the
House on March 23, 1983," to avoid the problem of the House-
Senate conferees on the First Budget Resolution agreeing on lower
levels than those assumed in the House-passed version.

Conclusion

The Committee concludes that this allegation does not involve an
improper alteration. The revised language was apparently a more
precise articulation of the intent of the original amendment,
having no effect on cost or the programs covered. Specifically, the
amendment was clearly intended to reach nine programs for the
purpose of increasing authorization levels to those assumed in the
House-passed version of H. Con. Res. 91. Further, as evidenced by
materials provided during consideration of the amendment and the
discussion thereon, Representative Erlenborn and others clearly
understood the full intent and scope of the proposal. Finally, the
motion by Representative Murphy expressly authorized the staff to
revise the amendment. The Committee expresses no view on
whether the amendment was germane or whether the staff's revi-
sion exceeded accepted technical or conforming practices.

b. Language of Public Law 94-12, Tax Reduction Act of 1975
Representative Pete Stark alleged that improper alterations had

been made to H.R. 2166, the bill enacted as the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975. The Committee determined that Representative Stark's
concern (which had also been a concern of former Representative
Vanik) was that when the conferees on the bill met, they agreed to
adopt the provisions of earlier House bills regarding foreign tax
credits given to certain energy producers. However, when the con-
ference report on H.R. 2166 was debated and passed, the specific
statutory language that was agreed to differed significantly from
those earlier provisions, suggesting that the language of the bill
had been improperly altered. The provisions in question were en-
acted as 26 U.S.C. 907(c)(3) (Internal Revenue Code).

The Committee's review of the legislative history of section
907(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code established that the specific
features that were alleged as beyond the conferees' agreement,
had, indeed, been discussed during the House-Senate conference on
H.R. 2166. Further, the enacted provisions were discussed on the
House floor during consideration of the conference report. In fact,
former Representative Vanik, who initially questioned the propri-
ety of the language enacted as section 907(c)(3), was the first person
to speak immediately after the section was described by the floor
manager of the bill, the Chairman of the House conferees, Repre-



sentative Al Ullman. See Cong. Rec. daily ed., March 26, 1975, H
8920.

The Committee also discussed the allegation with former tax
counsels of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, in-
dividuals who worked as staff of the conferees when H.R. 2166
went to conference. They consistently stated that the matter had
been discussed by the conferees. Specifically, the conference staff
presented the House-Senate conferees a number of conceptual al-
ternatives in the nature of a compromise between the House and
Senate versions of H.R. 2166. Along with alternatives presented
were estimates of the revenue effects of each approach. The confer-
ees agreed to the alternative that included the features of new sec-
tion 907(c)(3). The conferees' staff then drafted the language neces-
sary to implement the chosen option. The language so drafted by
the staff was included in the conference report on H.R. 2166.

Inasmuch as the conference report contained the language of the
ultimately enacted provision, the language was discussed on the
House floor, and conference staff provided detailed and consistent
information as to the origins of section 907(c)(3), the Committee
concludes no improper alterations were made.
c. Revision of land map prepared in connection with S. 2009, Cen-

tral Idaho Wilderness Act of 1980
In response to his interrogatory, Representative Don Young al-

leged that a staff member on the House Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs had made improper alterations to a map prepared
in connection with S. 2009 (96th Congress), the Central Idaho Wil-
derness Act of 1980. Representative Young stated that the Commit-
tee on Interior and Insular Affairs had adopted an amendment
during its markup of S. 2009 which deleted about 50,000 acres
known as "West Panther Creek" and identified as RARE II Area
W 4504 from wilderness designation in the State of Idaho. The Rep-
resentative alleged, however, that a certain staff member of the
committee was responsible for a "willful alteration" resulting in
the deletion of a "much smaller area" from wilderness designation
when the map reflecting the committee's action was prepared.

Findings
From November 29, 1979, through February 27, 1980, the Com-

mittee on Interior and Insular Affairs had for consideration the bill
S. 2009, which had passed the Senate on November 20, 1979. The
bill was first handled by the Subcommittee on Public Lands and
then the full Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. The Public
Lands Subcommittee, chaired by Representative John Sieberling,
concluded its work on the bill on February 5, 1980, and the bill was
sent for full committee action.

On February 20, 1980, full committee consideration began. At
that time, Representative Jim Santini offered an amendment
whose purpose was to permit the exploration and/or recovery of
cobalt-a substance having important defense applications. To ac-
complish this objective, the amendment sought to exclude from the
Idaho wilderness area certain acreage that had been so designat-
ed-a designation which impeded the exploration and mining of
cobalt.



Debate on the Santini amendment continued through February
27, 1980, when it was adopted. Throughout the debate it was the
apparent understanding of the committee that the amendment af-
fected about 50,000 acres of wilderness area in Idaho. That the par-
ties understood 50,000 acres was affected is evident not only by the
debate on the amendment but also in its language where it pro-
posed deleting the Senate-passed reference to "two million two
hundred eighty five thousand" acres of wilderness and inserted in
lieu thereof "two million two hundred thirty-five thousand acres."
To effect the exclusion of the 50,000 acres, the amendment further
directed a redrawing of certain wilderness boundaries on the offi-
cial Government map incorporated by reference in the bill. Such a
practice is common in legislation of this type because of the ap-
proximation often used in estimating land areas. Thus land maps
are often used to depict specifically the reach of legislation.

In the case of the Santini amendment, the realined boundaries
were to conform to those depicted on a map entitled, "Under-
ground Mining Area-Clear Creek," dated November 1979.

The problem is that while the amendment was described by Rep-
resentative Santini and understood by Representative Santini and
others as affecting about 50,000 acres, the language of the amend-
ment, by virtue of its reference to a certain map, in fact affected
only about 35,000 acres-that area described as the Underground
Mining Area-Clear Creek. Specifically, the Santini amendment was
apparently thought by its sponsor to have excluded all of RARE II
Area W 4504 from wilderness designation when in fact it excluded
only part of it by virtue of the map referred to in the amendment
language.

After S. 2009, as amended, was approved by the full committee,
the staff set out to redraw the map to accord with the committee
bill. Because the language of the Santini amendment had not been
changed, staff apparently redrew the wilderness area to exclude
only about 35,000 acres (per the amendment's map reference)
rather than the 50,000 acres envisioned by the proponents of the
measure.

When the redrawn maps were shown to Representative Santini,
a dispute ensued. Specifically, Representative Santini argued that
the staff had not carried out the committee's intent. Representative
Sieberling reponded that this was incorrect-the language of the
amendment was properly implemented in redrawing the maps.

In this connection, Representative Sieberling wrote a letter to
committee Chairman Morris Udall on May 19, 1980, which stated,
in part, that:

Since he [Santini] referred to this as a 50,000 acre area,
the amendments opponents erroneously assumed the "Un-
derground Mining Area-Clear Creek" was 50,000 acres in
size.

Nowhere on the face of the Santini amendment, nor in
the official markup transcript is it stated that the amend-
ment intended to delete the entire RARE II unit. Rather,
as already noted, the words of the amendment itself are



keyed to the November 1979 map, which is the map Sub-
committee staff used to adjust the boundary.

The dispute was discussed at a May 29, 1980, meeting of the com-
mittee. During the discussion, Representative Santini agreed with
the Committee Chairman, Morris Udall, and Representatives
Murphy and Sieberling that the amendment was ambiguous.

The matter was finally resolved by adoption of a resolution indi-
cating what the intent of the Santini amendment was.

Conclusion
The Committee concludes that this allegation does not involve an

improper alteration. The allegation apparently stems from commit-
tee staff implementing the language of an admittedly ambiguous
amendment.

The Committee notes that, in responding to his interrogatory,
former Representative Santini did not indicate any awareness of
improper alterations to House documents. Nor did he refer to this
situation as meriting the Committee's consideration.

4. ERRORS IN DRAFTING COMMITTEE REPORT

Misquotations and factual inaccuracies in preparing the draft of
House Report 95-1090, "Nuclear Power Costs, "April 28, 1978

Background
In response to question 5 of his interrogatory, Representative

Thomas Kindness indicated that the staff who prepared the draft
of House Report 95-1090, entitled, "Nuclear Power Costs," included
in that draft an incorrect quotation attributed to a representative
of the Massachusetts Energy Office. Representative Kindness noted
that the altered quotation came from one who had not testified at
the hearings. He also suggested that determining whether this in-
stance involved an improper alteration depended upon whether
staff drafts of investigatory reports, not yet approved by committee
action, should be deemed House documents.

Obviously, there must be some logical point at which staff mate-
rials become House documents. To say that all such materials fall
within the category of House documents would lead to anomalous
results (for example, this assumption clearly would embrace per-
sonal notes of research or telephone conversations.) In the light of
the purpose of the present investigation and the facts surrounding
the situation presented by Representative Kindness, the Committee
treated the matter as one within the scope of House Resolution
254. This decision rested primarily on the fact that the draft at
issue had been presented to committee Members for review and ap-
proval and thus had entered the stream of official decision making.

Findings
The instance Representative Kindness referred to concerns a

report originally prepared by staff of the Environment, Energy,
and Natural Resources (EENR) Subcommittee of the Committee on
Government Operations. The report, House Report 95-1090, dated
April 28, 1978, was entitled, "Nuclear Power Costs, Twenty-Third
Report by the Committee on Government Operations," and had



been prepared based, in part, on hearings held by the Subcommit-
tee.

After hearings were held, a draft report was written and circu-
lated to EENR Members and staff for review and comment. At this
time inaccuracies and factual errors were identified. The matter
was brought to the attention of committee Chairman Jack Brooks
and his staff who directed that the draft be rechecked for accuracy.

When the final report was issued, 11 Members joined in submit-
ting dissenting views.8

In their dissent, the Members stated, in part:

3. Errors and Inaccuracies: There has been a very clear
pattern of errors and inaccuracies in connection with the
development of this report. There has likewise been a clear
pattern of reluctance on the part of the Subcommittee
staff to correct those errors. Fortunately, the intervention
of the chairman of the full Committee on Government Op-
erations has resulted in the correction of many of these
errors. The problem remaining is whether all of these
errors have, in fact, been corrected.

We know for certain that at least two of the errors
called to the attention of the subcommittee, and approved
by it, were not corrected in the copy of the report submit-
ted to members of the full committee for their considera-
tion. Granted, these are not major errors, but rather they
show a pattern of sloppiness, and lack of professionalism
which destroys credibility.

One serious error detected in the original draft of the
report should be noted, even though it has now been de-
leted from the report. The original draft of the report,
which undoubtedly would have been adopted, but for fortu-
itous delay in the time of the scheduled subcommittee
action, contained an altered quotation attributable to a
representative of the Massachusetts Energy Office. The
context in which the quoted material originally appeared
referred to baseloaded power plants of all types, including
oil, gas, coal-fired, and nuclear power plants. The material
referred to was first taken out of this context, and then al-
tered by the insertion of the word "nuclear" to give the
impression that the material referred only to nuclear
plants. As altered it conveyed the impression that only nu-
clear plants would require investment of inordinate
amounts of capital. The source document clearly intended
to convey the thought that the capital problem applied to
all forms of baseloaded power plants, including nuclear, oil
or coal.

The subcommittee staff upon being informed of the al-
tered quotation by Chairman Brooks' staff, deleted the ma-
terial by memorandum. Unfortunately, they didn't bother
to explain why the material was being deleted. The dele-
tion and the source of the original quotation have never

P Representatives Kindness, Frank Horton, John Erlenborn, John Wydler, Clarence Brown,

Paul McCloskey, Tom Corcoran, Dan Quayle, Robert Walker, Arlan Stangeland, and John Cun-
ningham

27-090



been explained. The failure to explain the source of the al-
tered quotation casts a further shadow over the report.
Since the reader of the report doesn't know the source of
the erroneous material, it is only fair to assume that the
source of the erroneous material may have been used else-
where in the report. Had the matter been fully explained,
this area of doubt could have been eliminated, or other
material attributable to the same source could have re-
ceived closer scrutiny.

In a very limited time, prior to the first markup session
of the subcommittee, the minority staff identified over 100
factual and technical errors. As a result of the alertness of
Chairman Brooks, the subcommittee staff was directed to
review and recheck the report. This resulted in a total of
68 changes being proposed to the subcommittee, all of
which were adopted. Here again, many of the errors were
not of major significance. But clearly there is a pattern of
just plain sloppy work, coupled with an apparent lack of
sincere interest in ensuring the accuracy of the report. (H.
Rept. 95-1090, pp. 122-123 (1978).)

The Committee obtained and reviewed a copy of the original
draft of the 1978 report, along with annotations indicating the mis-takes that had been identified when the draft was rechecked for ac-
curacy. The Committee also discussed what had occurred in thepreparation of the draft with, for example, the former EENR Sub-
committee staff director and the former staff member who pre-
pared the draft.

Review of the draft, annotations, and final report clearly indi-
cates that the original draft contained quotations and statements
that were either misleading or inaccurate.

For example, the original draft stated:
The subcommittee heard testimony that solar energy

used for space heating and hot water is already economi-
cally competitive with nuclear power.

This statement was revised to read:
The subcommittee found that solar energy used for

space heating and hot water is already economically com-
petitive with nuclear power throughout most of the United
States.

The change was made to reflect accurately the information the
EENR Subcommittee had and how it had come upon such informa-
tion.

In another revision, the draft was changed to correctly identify
those States that had, as of December 31, 1977, passed laws forbid-
ding dumping of nuclear wastes; the original version had improper-
ly included the State of California and omitted the State of Oregon.

Perhaps the most egregious inaccuracy in the original draft was
that referred to in the dissenting views and quoted above. The
original draft stated:

A Massachusetts Energy Policy Office study found: "If
these nuclear plants are built at the presently projected



rate inordinate amounts of capital will be diverted to the
construction of power plants and away from other sectors
of the economy, and the cost of the electricity will rise to
levels that will be beyond the budget of some classes of
residential, commercial and industrial customers."

The statement was both taken out of context and found to be erro-
neous. Consequently, the entire quotation was deleted. A memoran-
dum from the EENR Subcommittee Chairman, Representative Leo
Ryan, to subcommittee Members dated March 1, 1978, identified
the error and directed the Members to delete the statement from
the drafts that had been given to them for review.

Regarding the Massachusetts Energy Office matter, the former
staff member who prepared the draft told the Committee by letter
dated October 12, 1983:

As stated on pg. 122 of the dissenting views, the original
quote referred to baseloaded power plants of all types. A
secondary source, however, had deleted the words oil, gas
and coal fired, leaving the word nuclear in the parenthe-
sis. As you probably know when a word is inserted in pa-
renthesis in the middle of a quotation, it indicates that a
word or several words have been left out. In any event, the
secondary source quote was inadvertently used in one of
the original drafts of the report. Somewhere between my
copy which had the parenthesis and the editing by the
staff director and other staffers and the typing of a clean
copy by the secretary, the parenthesis was dropped. The
word nuclear then appeared in the final copy without the
parenthesis, giving the impression that no other words had
appeared in the original quote.

The Committee was unable to locate the "secondary source" re-
ferred to above.

The Committee notes that in virtually each instance of draft
report inaccuracy, a statement of fact was attributed to or derived
from a source specifically footnoted and identified in the draft.
Thus there was not evidence of an attempt by the drafting staff to
include unverifiable misinformation.

Conclusion

There was insufficient evidence to conclude that this allegation
involved improper alterations. The Committee believes that the
original draft was the result of sloppy preparation and inattention
to detail, such inattention leading for example, to misquotations.
The fact that the inaccuracies were identified before issuance of
the final report suggests that the review policies of EENR Subcom-
mittee (and the full Government Operations Committee) incorpo-
rated sufficient safeguards to detect flawed work.

The explanation offered as to the cause of the Massachusetts
Energy Office misquotation was plausible, although not substanti-
ated. The Committee believes that that error and its inclusion in
the draft report also indicates insufficient proofreading and inat-
tention to detail.



The Committee concludes that, viewed in the context of the
present investigation, errors made in draft preparation, whether at
random or such that a "pattern of sloppinesss" is evident, should
not be regarded as "improper alterations," given the import of the
definition assigned to that term-changes made either without au-
thority or, if authorized, made in order to defeat original intent.

5. REVISIONS REGARDING EXERCISES OF AUTHORITY TO INCLUDE

MATERIAL FOR THE RECORD

February 8, 1982, hearing regarding the Securities and Exchange
Commission's pursuit of allegations against Mobil Oil Corp.

The July 21, 1983, edition of the Washington Times carried an
article on page 4-A suggesting the existence of another improper
alteration of a hearing record. (App. EE.) Specifically, the article
referred to a February 8, 1982, hearing conducted by the Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations of the House Committee on
Energy and Commerce. The hearing was an examination of secu-
rity law and corporate disclosure regulations. It was chaired by
Representative John Dingell and focused on whether the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC) had correctly pursued allegations
against the Mobil Oil Corp.

The article stated that Representative Norman Lent had written
to Chairman Dingell after receiving his copy of the final printed
hearing. The Congressman was said to have alleged that the print-
ed record was flawed.

The Committee has obtained copies of the July 21, 1982, and
August 11, 1982, letters sent by Representative Lent to Chairman
Dingell. (Apps. FF and GG.) In these letters, Representative Lent
voiced his concern about the printed hearing record, specifically
the absence of certain material that was to have been included in
the record as well as the inclusion of other material in the record
without agreement.

The Committee is unaware of any response by Chairman Dingell
to Representative Lent's letters. However, on the same date that
the Times article appeared, Chairman Dingell sent a memorandum
to all Members of the Committee on Energy and Commerce regard-
ing the article. (App. HH.) The Committee contacted Representa-
tive Lent's office for more information on the Congressman's con-
cern. Shortly thereafter, on July 29, 1983, Representative Lent
called the Committee and said that he had "no ethical problems
with the Energy and Commerce Committee."

In a July 26, 1983, letter to Chairman Dingell (App. II) Repre-
sentative Lent clarified his concerns in light of the Times article
which characterized the matter as an alleged improper alteration
of the February 8, 1982, hearing record. The Congressman stated
that he had no problem with altered transcripts and that he was
concerned with how the Subcommittee staff exercised their author-
ity; specifically, how they timed the release of the printed record in
view of pending litigation, why they included or excluded material,
and how they determined what constitutes "an appropriate docu-
ment" for the record. The Committee notes that, consistent with
the foregoing, Representative Lent's interrogatory did not indicate
that he had any information regarding improper alterations.



Conclusion

The Committee is satisfied that the allegation raised in the July
21, 1983, edition of the Washington Times does not concern an im-
proper alteration of a hearing transcript. Rather, the situation of
concern to Representative Lent is more appropriately characterized
by either a lack of or incomplete communication between subcom-
mittee staff and Members with respect to materials to be included
in the record, but not the including or excluding of materials with-
out authority to do so.

6. REVISIONS TO REMARKS ON FLOOR DEBATE

Speech on the House floor

Former Representative Bob Shamansky's response to question 5
of the interrogatory indicated that the printed record of House
floor proceedings contained particular statements attributed to
Representative Dan Rostenkowski during consideration of H.R.
5159 (97th Cong.) the Black Lung Benefits Revenue Act of 1981.
The response indicated that certain words had never, in fact, been
spoken. This was confirmed by Representative Doug Walgren's
review of the tape recording of the floor debate and the Congres-
sional Record. Congressman Walgren apparently told former Con-
gressman Shamansky of his findings. Former Representative Sha-
mansky's response to question 5 rhetorically asked whether the
Congressional Record had been improperly altered. Representative
Walgren did not respond to question 5 by saying that he knew of
any improper alterations.

The Committee reviewed the December 16, 1981, Congressional
Record debate on H.R. 5159 and the voice tape of the proceedings
and found that Representative Rostenkowski had indeed added
about 2 paragraphs of remarks to those he actually stated on the
floor. This revision was authorized. Specifically, later in the day,
Representative Jim Wright stated:

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members
of the House shall have the privilege, until the last edition
authorized by the Joint Committee on Printing is pub-
lished, to extend and revise their own remarks in the Con-
gressional Record on more than one subject, if they so
desire, and may also include therein such short quotations
as may be necessary to explain or complete such exten-
sions of remarks; but this order shall not apply to any sub-
ject matter which may have occurred, or to any speech de-
livered subsequent to the adjournment of Congress.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?

There was no objection.
(Cong. Rec., daily ed., December 16, 1981, H 9896.)

The issue of the latitude given Members to "revise and extend"
their comments has been, for many years, the focus of heated de-
bates. Steps were taken during the 95th Congress to address the
issue. On March 1, 1978, the Congress adopted the use of "bullets"
immediately before and after Members' statements to identify in-
sertions in the Congressional Record. In this connection, the Office



of the Parliamentarian informed the Committee that "bullets" are
not used to identify revisions to a Member's remarks if the
Member was present for at least a portion of the statement; "bul-
lets" are used to identify material inserted when the Member was
not present and did not deliver the remarks. Thus, "bullets" were
not used to identify Representative Rostenkowski's revision to his
floor statement.

Conclusion
The Committee concludes that no improper alterations exist with

regard to this instance; that it involved an authorized revision to
Representative Rostenkowski's remarks.

C. CATEGORY III-ALLEGATION FOUND NOT To INVOLVE
ALTERATIONS INACCURATE RECORD OF ATTENDANCE

Representative Cooper Evans' response to question 5 of the inter-
rogatories ("Do you have any information regarding any unauthor-
ized alterations to official proceedings of the House of Representa-
tives?") indicated he believed the official record of his attendance
at meetings of the Committee on Agriculture during the 97th Con-
gress was inaccurate. The Committee interviewed Representative
Evans' Executive Assistant.

The Executive Assistant stated that she understood that the
Committee on Agriculture had given a reporter an account of thenumber of meetings attended by the Congressman which was lowerthan Representative Evans' own count. The Executive Assistant
stated that the Congressman's office estimated the number of meet-ings he had attended by making notations on calendars, appoint-
ment books, and other documents. She agreed that it was quite pos-sible that a calendar or an appointment notation is not a true indi-cation of actual attendance. The Committee was also told that be-
cause Representative Evans' staff was new during the 97th Con-gress, there was perhaps a lack of communication between thecommittee and the Congressman's congressional staff regarding no-tification of hearings. The Executive Assistant said that these twofacts alone could cause a difference in number and would not con-
stitute improper actions or unauthorized changes.

She indicated that Representative Evans did not intend for theCommittee on Standards of Official Conduct to regard the situation
as an improper alteration.

The Committee concludes that no improper alteration exists andthat no further investigation is warranted.

VIII. IN-HOUSE EDITING AND PRINTING PROCEDURES
In a floor statement on September 14, 1983, Committee Chair-

man Louis Stokes invited interested Members, staff and others toshare their advice and suggestions on current or proposed proce-dures for the editing and publishing of House documents. (App. JJ.)Chairman Stokes' invitation was followed by letters to Members
and other committee chairman dated September 16, 1983, andsigned by Chairman Stokes and the Ranking Minority Member,
Floyd Spence. (See, e.g., Exhibit 3.)



The Committee received a total of 14 written responses from
Members and staff. Of these, 1 response was from a staff member.
The remainder were from Members, including 7 committee chair-
men. Also, on November 9, 1983, the Committee held a hearing on
the matter'

Input ranged from offering no suggestions in the expressed belief
that current practices are adequate to proposing that proceedings
be published verbatim. While one commenter opposed a verbatim-
only approach on the ground that it precluded the correction of ap-
parent errors, others suggested the approach of a verbatim record
supplemented by a separate notation of corrections to errors in
transcription.

House Resolution 287, introduced by Representative Richard
Durbin, proposed adopting this latter approach. (See also House
Resolution 327, introduced September 30, 1983.) Similarly, on July
26, 1983, the Committee on Science and Technology adopted new
rules on the publishing of transcripts, which state, in part:

23. Publication of committee hearings.-The transcripts
of those hearings conducted by the Committee which are
decided to be printed will be published in verbatim form
with the material requested for the record inserted at that
place requested, or at the end of the transcript as appro-
priate.

Any requests by those Members, staff or witnesses to
correct any errors, other than errors in transcription, will
be appended to the record, and the appropriate place
where the change is requested will be footnoted.

Prior to approval by the Chairman of the hearings con-
ducted jointly with another Congressional committee, a
memorandum of understanding will be prepared which in-
corporates an agreement for the publication of the verba-
tim transcript.

Other commenters focused on the procedure by which transcripts
are edited rather than the substance of the editing. These observa-
tions included prohibiting the release of the master transcript to
committee staff (editing to be made only on copies of it and then
transcribed onto the master kept by the committee printing editor);
allowing only expressly authorized individuals to make editing
changes (whether to an original or a copy of a transcript); and per-
mitting editing beyond error correction (e.g., clarification) so long
as doing so is not extensive or tantamount to rewriting the testimo-
ny to change the meaning or thrust.

In light of the findings of the current investigation the Commit-
tee concludes the EPA situation was a singular episode not suggest-
ing the need for systemic revisions to current practices. Further-
more, the Committee notes that at least one committee (Science
and Technology) has adopted a verbatim transcript-type approach.
The Committee believes it would be premature to attempt to draw
any conclusions about whether such a process (or a variation of it)
should be adopted by all committees. Thus, until the Committee
can reasonably evaluate the effects of that new approach, it de-

§ The record of the November 9, 1983, hearing appears in Exhibit 6
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lines to make any recommendations on printing procedures. In
the meantime it is recommended that each committee of jurisdic-
tion consider the matter.

In view of the Committee's findings in the EPA allegation, it is
recommended that whenever joint hearings are held, the partici-
pating committees or subcommittees reach a clear understanding
on the allocation of responsibility in the editing and preparation of
the hearing record.

The report was adopted by a show of hands, 8 yeas, 0 nays, and 1
voting "present" on November 9, 1983.

STATEMENT UNDER CLAUSE 2(n) OF RULE X

The Committee's oversight findings and recommendations are as
stated above. No budget statement is submitted.
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APPENDIX A

(Office of fle Cle!rk

PAhngn IL 205S15 APP. A

October 5, 1983

Mr. John Swanner
Staff Director
Cenmittee on Standards of Official Conduct
2360 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D. C.

Dear John:

Per your request, I am forwarding hearing transcripts and accompanying tape
recordings from two hearings reported by Recording Technicians employed by the
Office of Official Reporters. The tape recordings are our sole copies, so I would
appreciate having them returned when your staff has completed its perusal of them.

The transcripts and tapes are:

Committee on Interior and Insular 8 tape recordings
Subconittee on Mining, Forest Management
and Bonneville Power Administration, Sept. 20, 1983

Committee on Science and Technology 2 tape recordings
Subcommittee on Space Science and
Applications, Sept. 14, 1983

The transcript from Interior is an example of a "reporter-edited" transcript,
which means the reporter has corrected syntax, grammar, and English usage as required
for a more readable record.

The transcript from Science is an example of a strictly verbatim transcript
where none of the above-mentioned alterations have been made.

I have requested three sets of transcript and tapes from three of the companies
who are under contract to supplement the services of the Official Reporters. I expect
to receive them today or tomorrow and will forward them to you.

If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Very truly yours,

--tTijs I71J - .

Geraldine C. Lyda, DIT||O#i S- I35I
Office of Official Reporteg/,1 0ii .
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APPENDIX B

TWI N
TRACK APP. B

VOICE
WRITERS

October 4, 1983

Mr. Ralph Lotkin

Chief Counsel For Altered Transcripts

Room 685

House Annex II

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Lotkin:

In response to your request to have some concrete
indication as to just how our reporters and
transcribers produce our transcripts and, more
particularly, the style with which we render said
transcripts in terms of the non-verbatim nature of
that style, let me try to set this out for you in
this letter.

Twin-Trak Voice Writers is trying to produce an
editing tool for the committees of the Congress
so that, without violating what is being said by
the witness, we grammatically construct the words
used by the witness so that it makes sense in print.

This requires leaving out ungrammatical expressions
and constructions and adding clarifying words so
that the spoken word becomes clear in writing. We
also, by the use of clear punctuation, eliminate
ambiguities.

In any event, every decision we make that affects
the non-verbatim nature of the proceeding is made
with a view toward producing a working tool for the
editor and the witnesses themselves who will also
edit their own remarks before returning the remarks
to the committee -for final printing.

The slacen and written word are worlds aoart. If
Se typed strictly verbatim what is said, for the
majority of witnesses' testimony one would have to
uade through and awful lot of inaccurate, superfluous,

CSouth rc St, Suite 4 * Aleandra, VA 22314 a (703) E' 6255
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TRAK
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WRITERS

and misleading expressions in order to get at just

what the witness is trying to say.

When you are there and listening and watching the

speaker, you can fill in and delete the unnecessary

words. In addition, when you are an auditor, merely

listening for substance, you do not need the refine-

ment required for written language. Again, the

written word is a very different animal from the

spoken word.

With this in mind, we see ourselves as intermediaries,

as translators who are professional enough in our

work to feel confident about rendering that spoken

word into readable form.

Now, it is certainly possible -- indeed, it is much

easier to type verbatim because fewer decisions are

needed -- to do things another way. In court where

every single word may be important for other than

editing purposes, we type everything said by the

witness. But what is going on in court is not the

same thing that is going on in the committees of

the Congress.

Rather than try to give you examples in writing, I

am sending you a cassette and the transcript of a

recent committee hearing which we did, hoping that

this will suffice for your concrete needs in seeing

how we produce the transcripts.

If I can be of any further service to you in this

regard, let me know.

Sincerely,

Thomas H. Crais
0 J/A |ident

THC/mjs

Copy to Geri Lyda, Official Reporters to Committees

100 South Royal St., Suite 4 0 Alexandrta, VA 22314 . (703) 836-6255
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APPENDIX C

August 3, 1983, Subcommittee on APP. C - 69
Government Activities and Transportation,

Committee on Government Operations

Small Business Act.'

IIt talks about amounts. It doesn't tL about job

classification. It doesn't talk about whether it has to be

grader -t- fencing . anything; it talks about the amounts.

r5'
4Z/--LAherefore, it is my belief -- and vv-- geturther

ruling if need be -- that amounts includes anci ary services

and supportive services that you have talked about, such as

lawyers janitors, etcetera. '--

So, not only is there no prohibition, but the law is ve y

clear and specific on the scope of the statute as written by

the Department of Transportation.

Now I- begin with my questions. You frs-Le- heard the

charges,Mr.jihoma-, that the Associated General Contractors

of America Ka-e . that minority firms are incompetent an

cost more to use than other firms. I-f ~uld ynu

Mr. Thomas. One thing I have found out -- .|I have

been identified on a management, financial, and association
A

level for 13 years with contractors -- 44 that contractors

don't give away anything. / hey always go for the lowest

bidder. If they negotiate the bid or if it is a closed bid

minorities get no shake right down to the 8(a) program. You

have to negotiate a good dollar. A'verybody knows what they
A

want to spend for something. They have their own spread.

They know what they want to spend for it.
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October 19, 1983, Subcommittee on
Commerce, Transportation and Tourism, APP. C-2 79
Committee on Energy and Commerce

We said the same in the flood insurance program /3flC/|A

you build your houses upon sufficient elevation so that you7A2

aersubject to more damage from flood and therefore have a

right to claim more federal disaster assistance, we --

,- jdeny you federal flood insurance. And not only

that, but we a-a -e -- deny you the right to gpt a loan

from a bank or a saving and loan that is federally insured.

We go pretty far with the stick in flood insurance.

I suppose Iin ask the tough question to you: Do/)|
A

you p-OAthink that saving lives on the highway is as

important as building a house that is of sufficient

elevation to save some federal disaster funds?

Mr. Volpe" You could have asked me, are you for

motherhood.

I would say this to you, Conqressman.; There is a

difference of opinion as to how to accomplish the results

that both you and I want. We are after the same thing. We

want to save lives. And while I a2m ntionino that, I dcrI'

, know whether youzha heard of any of the testimony to

date today and ".Tyour last hearing, but 5,5PO fewer lives

ere lost on our highways last year than the year before.

Akf*that wee-e lue entirely to the Presidential Commission
A A
or to any one factor.

It was due to a great many factors, including all of

the wonderful action groups, the Mothers Aaainst Drunk
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September 14, 1983, Subcommittee on Fiscal APP. C-3 25
Affairs and Health, Committee on the District
of Columnia

things go well under those circumstances.

Sometimes that's not the case and things don't go wel'.

Sometimes we might have another issue totally unassociated

with the budget pending before the Congress in some other

fashion. And thesoundness of the operation of the

District of Columbiaouht to be dependent oagscal

factors and not upon all of the other kinds of factors which

might enter into the relationship between the Congress and

the Council.

The Congress has an interest in the City of Washington

being fiscally sound. And certainly the members of

Congress, certainly the business people in their

jurisdictions, would want, if they a-e_ investing in a
A

business enterprise, to be assured that the primary. industry

that is served by that business enterprise was p in its
A

bill. And formula-based federal payment will help to give

that assurance.

MR. Fauntroy. I thank you so very much, Chairman

Clarke, for your testimony, and particularly for your

willingness to remain far beyond the time that we were to

commence this hearing.

MR. Clarke. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

MR. Fauntroy. We'll be moving ahead on this today

thanks to your testimony.

MR. Clarke. Thank you.
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APPENDIX D

LIST OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

TRANSCRIPT AND CORRECTED GALLEY PROOFS

General Notes

1. "Trans. Pg./Ln." -- This column indicates the page number(s)
and line(s) of text of the transcript provided by the Clerk
of the House.

2. "Galley Pg." -- This column indicates the page number(s) of
the galley proofs provided by the Government Printing Office.

3. "Speaker Identification" -- This column indicates the
person speaking.

4. "What Original Transcript Says" -- This column indicates what

the original transcript says.

5. "What Corrected Galley Says" -- This column indicates what
the corrected galley proof says.

6. Material underscored indicates changes made on the original

transcript; material marked with asterisks indicate changes

made on the corrected galley proofs.



HEARINGS OF WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1982

Trans. Galley Speakert 4
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

2/32

2/45

3/54

3/57-58

3/65-66

4/88

4/91

5/103

5/109
5/113

5/117

6/129-
130

6/130
- - - - - - - - - -

6/148-

149

1
--- - - -

2

--- - - -

2

--- - - -

2

2

--- - - -

2

3

Moffett

Sensenbrenner

Moff etc

Sensenbrenner

Moffett

Sensenbrenner

"The Subcomittee will ...

"The subcommittees have had joint hearings in the
past, and I think, I would say..."

...........................................................

"...two Keeks..."
...........................................................

"...Agricultural... and the Environment..
..........................................................
"...there is approximately an inch and a half of total

written testimony.

'there..."

"...decited..."
...........................................................

"...Agricultural Research and the Environment.
...........................................................

"...two weeks' notice..."

"...to drat intelligent..."
-------------------------------------------------------..--

"But we are all aware..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"There would be no--there..."

..........................................................-

". .would be nothing to be gained..."
..........................................................-

"...reaised..."

"...at the eleventh hour, fifty-ninth minute and
fifty-ninth second..."

"The Subcommittees will..

"The subcommittees have had joint hearings in the
past, and I would say..."

" ..2 weeks. ."
-------------------------------------------------------

'.. Agriculture.. .and Environment. .

"...there is approximately 1 112 inches of total
written testimony..."

" There .."

"...decided. ."
........................................................

..Agriculture Research and Environment. .
........................................................

"...2 weeks' notice..."

"...to draft intelligent..."
........................................................

"We are all aware..."
........................................................

"There would be..."

"...nothing to be gained..."

'...raised..."

"...at the 11 hour, 59minute, and 59 second..."



Trans. Galley Speaker

Pg/La Pg. Identificatian What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

7/175

8/179

8/185

9/215

9/216

9/222-
223

10/232-
233

10/235

10/236

10/240

10/241

1 0/242

10/ 244-
245

10/247

10/240

10/250

Moffett

Waxman
--------------------.
Moffett
--------------------.

11. . . . . . . . . .

--------------------.

1 . . . . . . . . .

-- - ------ ----- ----- -.

4
--- - - -

4
-----------

4
-----------

4

5

5
5-- -- - -

5
-----------.

5

5

"We are going to have to--I shall rule...

'-for decorum..."
..........................................................

"...that wouId..."

" ..of the hearing...."
----------------------------------------------------------

"...I don't believe is at issue here..."

"The gentleman seems to be raising the question, the
gentleman from Wisconsin, in his point of order as t...

"The Congressional Relations people at EPA.."

"when they backed out..."
----------------------------------------------------------

"...or I think .."
..........................................................

.. scheduled for the ith and..."

weren'tot able to appear on these two days."

".. that is the napalanatian, the..."

.to the Chair's knowledge, nothing that was in the
Majority's possession..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

-.for the Majority that we ..

'-don't need to play parl iamentary games."

". .that the last ditch desperation move is to resort

to ..1

"I shall rule...

..for the decorum.....

"...that I would..."

"...of the hearing .."

...is not at isssue here..."

"The gentleman from Wisconsin seems to be raising
the question in his point of order, as to .."
---------------------------- -- .- -- --. .................

"The congressional relations people at EPA..."

------------------------------------------------------

"They backed out..."
------------------------------------------------------

.or, I think,

scheduled for the 13th and.. 
"

'.were not able to appear on these 2 days."

. that is the explanation, the..."
------------------------------------------------------

..to the Chair's knowledge none of the testimony
that was in the Majority's possession .."
......................................................

for the Majority and that we.- "

" don't need to play wasteful parliamentary

"..that it must resort to. ."
--------------------



Trans. Galley Speaker
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11/251

11/253

11/263

12/ 2805

12/283

13/306

13/ 3098

13/316

13/3 19

13/323

---- ----14/3 36

14/3 38

15/3 53

15/355

15/358

15/37

15/372

16/381

5

5
r-----------.

5
r------------

6

-----------
6r-----------.

6&----------.

6
P-----------.

7
---7------..-

7
---7------..-

7

---7------..-

7

7

7

7

I- _____________________________________________________

Moffett

Waxoan

SSeoseobeoner ...

Waxman

Moffett

Sensenbrenner

Moffett

Waooan . . . .. . .

r ...................

--...................

"...devices to try and deny...

"...Administration's..."

"This is a fact-finding mission..."

"'...the Minority has 22t to protect..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

'.. have been comlied with."

...at a hearing that can be a..."
...........................................................-

...noticied...'

...at the very lease..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"...regrettable and really tragic that.. "
............................................................

"...members hwo..."

"...Clause 4,..."

"...member."
............................................................

"...purpose,....
............................................................

"...Administration,..."
............................................................

"...testimony that you did get..."
............................................................

"...participating int his hearing..."
............................................................

"...declare it an official hearing."
... a...r.the.f.e-ate..role....".........................
"...under the five-minute rule..."

"...devices as a last-ditch, desperation
move to try and deny..."

"...administration's..."
------------------------------------------------------
nThis is a factfindsng mission..."

"...the Minority has to protect..."
-------------------------------------------------------

"...have been complied with."
.................9; 1 ; ------ ------------------------t
"...at a hearing there can be a..."

|----...................................................

"...noticed..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...at the very least..."
.......................................................-

"...regrettable, even tragic, that..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...members who..."
......................................................
"...cl!ause 4,..."
------------------------------------------------------

"... Member_..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...purpose--..."
......................................................

"...Administration-.."
-......................................................

"...testimony that you did get,..."
......................................................-

"..participating in this hearing,..."

"...declare it an unofficial hearing."

"...under the 5-mnute rule..."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification

16/390- 7-8 Moffett
392

17/410 8 Walker

18/428- 8 Moffett
429

18/431 8

18/435 8

18/448 8

19/457 9 Sensenbrenner

19/469- 9 Carney
470

20/480 9 Moffett
20/483 9

20/485 9

20/493 9

21/508 9

21/511 9

21/514 10 "

21/520 10

21/22 - T6

524

n What Original Transcript Says

"But we are not going to have a--in the spirit of
gagging and book-burning and various other ugly
things--.
..Chairman..."

"...it is heard to envison if the Chair is at all

fair..."

... ing.. "

"...just call to four or five chairmen ."

p... sosibly....

..for one week.

..on August 4th and August 5th 
"

..................................................................

". review by four subcommittees .."

. reason that..."

..golaicy...

...new Federal ism.. 
"

..................................................................

.. nonenforcement..."

...we have mae..."

..in th view.. "

...undre..."

'So the two parties have not always agreed to precise -
pproaches but they seem to accept a clear desire of
he American people to see the environment protected.

1 Typesetter hyphenated this word; correction written on galley to delete hyphen and change to one word.

What Corrected Galley Says

"But we are not going to have--in the spirit

of gagging and book burning--...

"...Chairman..."

"...it is hard to envisilon, if the Chair
is at all fair,.. 

"

.......................................................

"...ranking..."

" ..just call four or five chairmen.. "

... possibly..."

"...for 1 week..."

"...on August 4 and 5."

-..- ------------- .- ----- -- ---------------------. -- -- -----

".. review by 5 subcomnittees ."

"...reason,_that..."

"...quality...

"...New Federalism..."
........................................................

"...nonenforcement .." 1

a" " we have made. "

.. in the view..."

"...under..."

"So the two parties have not always agreed to
precise approaches, but they seem to have
accepted a clear desire of the American people
to see the environment protected."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

21/525

22/527

22/528-
529

22/532

22/533

22/535

23/357

23/565

23/574

24/576

24/579-
--- 581

24/580

24/594

24/598

25/613

Moffett
---- ---------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

---------------------

---------------------

10

10

SO

iO

10

10

Typesetter hyphenated this word, correction written on galley to delete hyphen and change to one word.

"...shows it. Overwhelming support...

"...sbecuase..."
-- ----------------85 ;;8 ----------- ---- ----- --
".. the Love Canals, and they have not forgotten the

lessons of Love Canas"
"Ted..,,

'...vievw..."

"Throughout these two days of hearings those of us
Nho serve on these four subcommittees..."
............................................................

...sdaid..."
............................................................
..Mr. Chain rman.."

............................................................

and I quote,"
............................................................

'-particulur..."

"..antiadministration..."

...candidates on November the 2nd."
............................................................

"We have never until now allowed..."

...Science Subcommittees,....

'Well, yoe knw it is interesting, ear subconmittee
nenbers...,

...shows overwhelming support...

...Ibecause..."

"...the Love Canal, and they have not forgotten
the lessons of Love Canal."

"Today..."
.......................................................

...v ew..."

"Throughout these 2 days of hearings those of

us who serve on these five subcommittees...
.......................................................
..Isaid..."

........................................................

'...Mr. Chairman."
-- -- --- ----- --- ---W ----- ----- --- -- --- -- -- -- --- --a d---t-

..,and I quote."

.......................................................

...patticular..."

...antiadministration..." 1
...............----.............------------------ -----
"...candidates in November."

"We have never, until now, allowed..."

"...Science subcommittees,..."

"gell yeo knew it is interesting that ear
sabccii ee nenbers..."

10 Walker

10 Waxman
--------------------------------

11 Winn
.................................

11 "1

11

11

11

11 Moffett



Trans. Galley
Pg/Ln ] Pg.

Speaker
Identification

26/634

26/646

26/650

27/655

27/657

27/669

27/671

28/685

29/709

30/741

31/756

32/764

33/775

33/779

34/796

34/804-
806

What Original Transcript Says

I I congressional delegate ta the tenth anniversary..
12

12------ --- -
12
12

12

------2 ----
12

12

12

12

13

14

18

19

19
--13

-----
19

What Corrected Galley Says

Scheuer

---------------.

1 . . . . . . .

--------------. .

--- --- --- --

--------------. .
Cane

-- -- -- -- --

1 . . . . . . .
--- --- --- --

1 . . . . . . .

--------------. .

Typesetter incorrectly broke this word at the margin, correction written on galley.

I

"...conressinal delegate to the tenth anniversary.. 
"

"...enviroment..."
............................................................

"...Chair, there a 60 percent cut in real dollar fudning
proposed by this Administration and a 30 percent cut in
personnel..."

"...Sience Adviary Board blasted the agency's..."

"..milestones. ."
............................................................

"..between the Execeutive Branch.."
...........................................................-

"...between the Executive Branch .."
-a--........aaa.----------------------------

"...miority...Agricultural--..,"
...........................................................-

"...member .."
------------------------------------------------------------
" ,.colleaqye . "
------ -- -------- ------ -- -- ------------------------- ----- ---.
"[The statement at Mr Sara follows ]"
-----------------------------------------------------------.

"[The information follows ]"

. environment,..."

..agency..."

demand ..

"I have been a member of Congress for six years now."

"Many members of the other party know that I am willing
to take part in reasonable hearings and participate
critically "

"...congressional delegate to the 10th
aninversary..."
.......................................................

"...environment.."

. ;.. . -- --------------------------------. -.-----....
..chair, there a 60-percent cut in real dollar

funding proposed by this Administration and a
30percent cut in personnel .."

.. science advisory board blasted the Agency's..."

"...milestones..."

"...between the executive branch..."

"...between the executive branch .."

"...minority... Agriculture Subconnmittee..."
-----------------------------------.-.-----------------

'...Member..."
-----.-.-----------------------------------------------

". .cglleague..."
.......................................................

"[Mr. Gore's prepared statement follows:]"

"[Mr Waxman's opening statement follows ]"

environment ."
-- - a - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Agency ."------------- --- --- ------ ---- -- -- ----- --- ---... ..
.. demand,."

"I have been a Member of Congress for 6 years now "

"Many members of the other party know that I
am not willing to take part in reasonable
hearings and participate critically 

"



Trans. Galley SpeakerPg/Ln Pg. Identification jWhat Original Transcript Says f What Cnrrected Galley Says

34/813 1 19
Wal ker

.....................

Gore - - -- - -- -

Walker -- -- -- -

'...changes...

... abbrogated..."
...........................................................

"...witch-hunters..."

"...presidential..."

" at 3:00 o'clock ...."

"...no chane...'
...........................................................

"...the agency..."
...........................................................

"...five-ring circus..."

"...administrator because her views are different
than yous..."

...... ........... ............... .. ..I _ _- --- ---- -- --------

"No such request was made. I will provide to the Chair
of this joint hearing a written memorandum."
-------------------------------------------------------..--

I think that demands a rebuttal,..."
".Chairm...My.staff...."..............................
"Mr. Chaiman. My staff..."

... .. .. ........ ...... .. ... ... ..... ... ...... .... .. ....--- ....

... chances ..

'...abrogated..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...witch hunters..."

..Presidential..."

at 3 o'clock ......

"...no chance...
----------------.--------------------------------------

... the Agency..."

"...5-ring circus..."

...|inist~ratr because her views are different

than yours..."
-------------------------------------------------------

"No such request was made."

----------- ----..-. ....----.- .....- ...-- -........ --. -. .
I think that demands a rebuttal."

"MriIhairman. my staff...'---.. . . . . . . . . . .-- -- -- --- -------------- ----------.. .

35/823

35/839

36/843

36/847

36/860

36/862

37/880

37/882

38/895-

897

38/899

38/900

19

20

20

20

20

30

20

20

21

21

21
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Pg/Ln Pg. Identification

38/905-

906

38/907

38/910-
11-

38/912

38/914

39/917-
918

39/920

39/929-

933

39/939

40-41/960,
967,
969,

973,
979,
984,

- and 900-
41/968-

969

21

21

21

21

21

21

Leahy

What Original Transcript Says

"STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE PATRICK J. LEAHY, A

UNITED STATES 1 SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT"

"Senator LEAHY."

"...candidate for the United States Senate..."

... .. ..... ...... ....... ...............................-- -- .......

"...presidency..."

".. ad infinitum, forever."
.... -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - ---- -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------

"...joint hearings like these are good hngs They
may be a wee bit rocky starting, but they are good
things."

...............................................................

...the same thing."
...............................................................

"My concern that good environmental legislation passed
with bipartisan support over the last 20 years, heavy
support of both Republicans and Democrats, with -sfrog
bipartisan support through h , is being re-
pealed in a ackdor way silly by nt enforcing it

law enforcement staffing..."

"1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. and 7."

...............................................................

"...reorganization every 11 weeks. For six of the
last 13 months ...

Term "U.S. abbreviated in galley, correction written up to delete it

What Corrected Galley Says

"STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK J. LEAHY, A SENATOR
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT"

"Mr. LEAHY."
........................ ----- ------------------------

"..candidate for the U.S. Senate..."

-------------------------.-.-.------------------------

"...Presidency..."

"...ever.

"...joint hearings like these are a good thing
They~may be a wee bit rocky starting, but they
are a good idea."
---------------------------------------..-------------

"...the same matter."
.......................................................

"My concern is that good environmental
legislation passed with bipartisan support
over the last 20 years, sappart, and strong
Ralic support, is being repealed in a back-
door manner by not enforcing it."

law enforcement and staffing .."

'One, Two, Three,, Four, etc."

"..reorganization an an averageof every 11 weeks.
For 6 of the last 13 months,

21 1

21 F .
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Leahy22

22

22

22

23

23

23
3- -----
23

2

_ -----------.
23

I Ten "U.S." abbreviated in galley; correction written up to delete it

41/974

41/977-
978

41/983

41/984
42/1002

42/1005

42/1012

43/1025

43/1034

44/1038-
1039

44/1 044-
1047

44/1049

44/1050-
1051

"...four months..

"...what function should (the Office of Legal and
Enforcement Counsel) manage."
----------------------------------------------------------.

, . nation...
...........................................................
"...Six. -"

"... "ri ffed"..."

"...three years..."
..........................................................-

"...Congress'.. "
---------------------------------------------------------..

... so..."

"[The statement nf Senator Leahy follows:]"

"STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE DANIEL PATRItK MOYNIHAN,

A UNITED STATES 1 SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK"

..........................................................-

... it is unavoidable that this joint committee
hearing that you are sharing with this committee will
inquire into the conduct at the Administrator at the

Environmental Protection Agency. I think it unfair,...
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...supplement..."

"...Mr. Chairman, I will submit prepared testimony
that I have--"

'..4 months...

"...what function should--the Office of Legal
and Enforcement Counsel--manage."

......................................................-

...Nation...

".7 77 7 | 7 .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .
... riffed..."

"...3 years..."
......................................................-

"...Congress..."
......................................................-

11... lo ... "
". . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
"[Mr. Leahy's prepared statement follows:]"

STATEMENTT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A SENATOR IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW
YORK"

*..,and unaneidable, that thin joint cniimittee
hearing will inquire into the conduct of the
Administrator of,4 Environmental Protection
Agency I think it's unfair,..."

-. .. sumnarize...

"...Mr. Chairman. and I will submit my prepared
testimony for the record."

45 Moynihan

45

45



What Original Transcript Says

1 1 4 4
Moynihan

What Corrected Galley Says

44/1053

44/1055

44/1 057-

44/1059

45/1061

45/1063

45/1065

45/1066-
1067

45/1067-
1971

45/1071-
1072

45/1075-
1076

45/1077-
1078

Galley
Pg.

Speaker
Identification

"In the briefest form and emphasize...
------------------------------------------------------------

".. here and..."
...........................................................-

"...that we are seeing an effort to..."
............................................................

"...purpose..."
-----------------------------------------------------------.
S... of. .i

"...specifits from other areas of the activities
of the Committee .."

"...the program is..."
...........................................................-

"Following the Love Canal, discovery of the Love Canal
situation,.

" ..both houses moved forward, we were both involved in the
legislation to create the Superfund, as it is called, a
fund provided by a tax on a limited number of toxic
chemicals, a rather efficient tax, it is easily collected,
there are few producers."

............................................................

"That makes it possible when a toxic situation is
discovered to act.. ,

"That can take five, 10 years if it on the occasion can
ever be learned."

"That fund in Fiscal Year 1983 will have $583, $582
million in it."

Trans.
Pg/Ln

"Let me emphasize..."

"...here, and..."

"...is an effort to..."

"...purposes..."
......................................................-
"..at.."
--------------------------------.-.-------------------

"...specific examples from other areas of the

Agency's activities."
---------------------------------------.--------------
" .the 50 perfund program is ."

"Following the discovery of the Love Canal
situation...."

1. both houses of_ Cnress moved forward. We were
both involved in the legislation to create the
Superfund, as it is called, a fund provided by a
tax on a limited number of toxic chemicals. A
rather efficient tax, one that is easily collected
because there are few producers "

"sperfund makes it possible, when a toxic
situation is discovered, to act..."

"Litigation can take 5, 10 years, and on occasion
the responsible party can never be found "

"The Superfund trust fund in fiscal year 1983 will
have 582 million in it."

45
45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45



What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

1 I i
Moynihan45/1078-

1079

45/1079-

1081

45/1083

46/1093

46/1 094-
1096

46/1096-
1097

46/1100-
1101

Galley
Pg.

Speaker
Identification

"The EPA has committed a mere--obligated a mere $70
million."

"Not one penny has yet been spent in Love Canal, if you
would take, not for the purpose of parochial instance
but rather the issue begins at Love Canal."

"Not a nickel has come from EPA for Love Canal."

"...in the long run more damaging is they..."
..................................................................

"Representative Scheuer spoke of a 60 percent decline."

"What you don't know can only hurt other people, and
does not involve you in any means at all."

..................................................................

"And there is one specific, and with this I would end
my remarks."

"...in the most general sense, have the least interest in
legislation, per se, little given to..."

"It has been around for 40 years, does first-rate work
on specific subjects."

"...for the first time in an act of an extraordinary
departure from its previous practice, it has published
its own book, State of the EnvironmentT982, and asked
why did we do this, because the Environmental
Protection Agency won't do it."

Trans.
Pg/Ln

"To date the EPA has committed or obligated a
mere 70 million on actual Superfund cleanup
projects."

"Not one penny has yet been spent in Love Canal,
if you would take it as an example, not for the
purpose of parochial instance but rather because
the issue begins at Love Canal."

"Not a nickel has come from Superfund for Love
Canal."

"...in the long run more damaging, they. ."

"Representative Scheuer spoke of a 60-percent
decline in EPA's research budget."
.......................................................
"In this case what you don't know can only hurt

father people."
.......................................................

"Let me be specific, and with this I would end my

remarks."
-------------------------.-.-------.-.-----------------

"...in the most general sense, little given to..."

"It has been around for 34 years, does first-
rate work."

"...for the first time, in an act of an extra-
ordinary departure from its previous practice,
the Conservation Foundation has published its
own book, State of the Environment 1982. Why did
they do this. They did it because the Emaironmental
Protection Agency won't do it."

45
46

46

46

46/1103- 46
1105

46/1106- 46
1110



Trans. I Galley Speaker
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47/1111

47/1115-
1117

47/1119

47/1119-
1121

47/1123

48/1128-
1132

48/1133

48/1143

49/1155

49/1156-
1157

Typesetter misspelled this word, correcton written on galley to correct it

46

46

46

46

46

54

14

54

54

54

Moynihan '...from their cooperation with government agencies,
their encouragement of government agencies "

One of the most worrisome new directions of Federal
policy is a significant reduction in environmental
research and a discontinuance of many public information
services.

in the history of conservation, environmental
moment."

"It has become a principle of the EPA that what they
don't know, what we don't know won't hurt them "

"[The statement of Senator Moynihan follows ]"

"I think the point Senator Moynihan makes, the necessity
a the Conservation Foundation issue this report,
saneching that the government agency should have done,
underscores what is going on here because the public
has to know, has to know what is going on here."

means..."

'LastlX.. ."

"Senator MOYNIHAN."

"We not that here, I don't want to..-

...from the Foundation's cooperation with
Government agencies, their encouragement of
Government agencies "

.....................................................

"One of the most worrisome new directons of
Federal policy is a significant reduction in
environmental research and a discontinuance
of many public information services."

"...in the history of the conservation movement."

.....................................................

"It has become a principle of the EPA. what
they don't know, what we don't know, won't hurt
them."

"[Mr. Moynihan's prepared statement follows.]"

"I think the point Senator Moynihan makes,
concerning the fact that the Conservation
Found ation had to issue this report, which
should have been issued by the Council on
Environment Quality, underscores what is going
on here lWpTe Tfp c has a right to know what
is going on here."

" mean.

"Last,

"Mr. MOYNIHAN "

"I don't want to.

Leahy

Moynihan



Trans Galley ,Speaker 1
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54-I----

50/1194 55

50/1197 1 55 Scheuer

Moynhan49/1158

49/1159-
1163

49/1166-
1167

49/1169-
1170

50/1178-
1179

50/1182

50/1187

50/1188-
1189

'...sir, we had to dynamite that report out of EPA.

"In May 1982 1 had t go to our chairman, Senator
Stafford, Mr. Leahy's colleague, and Mr. Randolph of
West Virginia, and get the two of them and myself to
sign a-letter to the Administrator saying, now, it is 16
months late."

-----------------------------------------------------------

"I can say when we did in July get the report the cover
was dated May."

"There was exactly, as you say, the --we were told at the
time that $7 mi11iun would be forthcoming."

"They announced a commiltment at $4 million tar the
cleanup project."

..........................................................

"...USPA..."

"...was made July 16, 1981 and..."

"It turned over only when we raised hell, which is an
odd way to proceed on an understood project."

"...to be sure how we spend our money is effective and

ought to work."

"Im deference Eu time and we are under pressre,...

... sir, we had to dynamite the Love Canal
environmental monitoring report of of EPA."

"In June 1982 1 had t go to the chairman,
CommTittee on Envi ronment and Publi c Works,
Senator Stafford, Mr. Leahy's colleague From
Vermont, and Mr. Randolph of West Virginia, and
get the two of them La jai me in signihli a
letter to the EPA Administrator. The letter
said the Love Canal report was 18 months late
and asked that a specific release date be set.

-------------------------------------------------------

"I can say when we did, in July, get the report
the cover was dated May 1982."

"We were told at the time that $7 million in
Superfund moneys would be forthcoming."

"EPA anmoanced a conmnitment at $4 million in

Superfund moneys for the Love Canal cleanup
project in July 1981."

.....................................................-

"...USEPA..."

"...was made July 16, 1981, and..."
......................................................-

"The Love Canal environmental monitoring report
was turned over only when we raised a tremendous
clamour, which is an odd way to proceed on an
understood project."

"...to be sure that how we spend our money is
effect ve and ought to work."

[Idefence La time, and we are under pressure,.

54

54

55---------
55

55

Hiler

Moynihan
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51/1202-
..1203-

51/1206

51/1217

51/1219

51/1223-
1224

52/1234

52/1238

52/1244

52/1246

52/1247

53/1250

53/1253

54/1282-
1283

54/1283-
1284

54/1284-
1287

55 Scheuer

55

55 Leahy

SO------------------------------
55

55

55 Scheuer

56

56 Moynihan

56 1

56 1

56

56

56 Leahy

56

56

What Original Transcript Says

...our environmental agency's...

"...members of Congress..."

"I have come to the conclusion to at least start looking

at it."

n...menbers of both sides..."
..............................................................

"We are looking at the--at our country, hat we leave to
our children. ."

............................................................-
"Jus.,."

..............................................................

"Senator Moynihani"
..............................................................

..really scientific administrators..."

..............................................................
.. sun shines..."

-------------------------------------------------------------

"We are in a much mre difficult, .."

"While you alternate between those who use--I guess I
have to.."

* , as for example,..."

I have not--my study has been on the enforcement
at the Federal level."

"I hear great talks of all these huge staffs avaialable
to be poking into these things."

"Most of the work involved myself or Mr Cubey, on my
staff, I thought being a member of the Federal body it
behooed me first to look at that I thought the states
had some..."

What Corrected Galley Says

o...our Environmentat *encys...

".,.Members of Congress..."

"I have come to the conclusion that we, at least,
must start looking at it."
-----------------------------.-.-----------------------

.. Members of both sides..."
-----------------------..--..-------------------------

"We are looking at not only our country today,
but what we leave to our children."
------------------------------------------------------

"Just.. "
......................................................-

"Senator Moynihan."
......................................................-

"-scientific administrators..."

"..Sn shines..."

"We are into much more difficult,..."

'.I guess I hose to..."

.......................................................

for example,..."

.the study I am releasing today is on the
enforcement at the Federal lenel"

"I hear great talks of all these huge staffs
being available at the State level into these
things."

"The States have some.. "
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54/12g2 56
.. .. ._ ..... .....

54/1295- 56
1299

Typesetter uppercased this word; correction written on galley to lowercase.

2 Typesetter inserted second "to", correction written on galley to delete it.

Schneider

Leahy

.....................

Moynihan

.....................

. . . . . . . . . . .

Leahy- -- -- -- -

.. . ... .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"I would be happy to give you some of the things.
Oklahome speaking about a detailed review of the measures,
savings to Oklahoma due to implementation of these
measures would be very small. Similar things all the
_--a-------dow---- -- ----- ------ ---------------

"Yes. There is no question..."
............................................................

"...who once said..."
............................................................

"...hobglobbin..."
--------------------------------------------------------..--

"Mr. Chairman, that you would present the Administrator
with, yam have cut your research funds by 60 percent."

"Do you realize we have laws here?"

............................................................

"...government..."
--------------------------------------------------------..--

"If you make it the question of recognition, then do I
accept .."

"...ought to..."

"...does come up and ought first of all...'

"Yes, it has. By a majority on our side, which seems to
share some of her views, though I don't want--."

"The budget does not allow the enforcement, adequate
enforcement, of the laws on the books."

...speedup...

"This study shows that cuts in State assistance
will cause real cuts in environmental protection.'

......................................................-

"Yes1 there is no question..."

"...who once said,...

"...hobgoblin.. "

"Mr. Chairman, that you would present the
Administrator with the central issues. such as a
cut in research funds by 60 percent."
------------- --- -- - I. . --------------------------------.

"Do you realize we have laws here? To the
Administrator I say:"
......................................................-

"...government..."

"If you make it the question of recognition,
that is do I accept..."

"...ought to..."2

"...does come up and it ought first of all..."

"Yes, it hasj by a majority on our side, which
seems to share some of her views."
----------------------.------.-------------------------

"The budget does not allow adequate funds for
the enforcement of the laws on the books
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55/1320

55/1 322

56/1334-
1335

56/1337

56/1338

56/1343-
1344

56/1345

56/1346

56/1365-
1366

58/1381-
1383

[5757---------.
57
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57

57

57

57

57

57

57

57
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"The others at leant in the material we have been
able to get, her presentation to MB was certainly
different to her presentation to the Congress..."
...........................................................

...agency head or secretary ....
............................................................

"Our next witnesses are environmental panel,
Honorable. ."

............................................................

"TESTIMONY OF GAYLORD NELSON, CHAIRMAN, THE WILDERNESS
SOCIETY; RUSSELL PETERSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY, MARGARET TILESTON. TREASURER, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, SIERRA CLUB; MERILYN REEVES, SECOND VICE
PRESIDENT, LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS, ANO UEURUE WOUwELL,
MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATURAL HESUURCES ULtFESE
COUNCIL TESTIMONY OF RUSSELL PETERSON"
----------------------------------------------------------.

"If I might interject a lot of us..."

'...our nation's

.....flexbility" and "pragmatism ..."
...........................................................

'...for the agency...
............................................................

"Yet she fails to.. 
"

............................................................
I.. than two years ago-...

' only'..."

". ."vigorous"..."

"The other point I want to emphasize is that
her presentation to OMB was certainly different
from her presentation to the Congress..."

--------------------- oo*H - --

"...agency head or Secretary..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"Our next witnesses are an environmental
panel, Hon .... "

--------------------.-.-------------------------------

"STATEMENT OF RUSSELL PETERSON, PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY"

--------------------------.-.--------------------------

"If I might interject, a lot of us..."
-------------------------------------------------------

...our Nation's

"...flexibility and pragmatism..."
---------------------------------.-.------------------

..for the Agency.
-------------------------------------------------------

"Yet, she fails to..."
-------------------------------------------------------

".. than 2 years ago--..."

"..only..."

". ivgoroos...
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... hard-pressed...

"...hard-core..."

"...with the States".

... Federalreaen.e-sharsn....--------------------------

"...of air, water and toxic pollution..."
............................................................

".. 1960s...1970s..."

".. constant reorganization and administrative turmoil."

"...clean-up..."
............................................................

"... "progress"..

"...improve agency science"..."

"...the congress..."

" .563 percent .."

"If the committee would approve, I would like to submit
the relevant EPA portions of that document for the

63/1519

63/1524

64/1529

64/1537

64/1544

64/1546-
1547

65/1556

65/i1560

65/1562

66/1577

66/1582

66/1586

67/1612-
1613

67/1614

68/1639

Peterson
--------------------

1.
--------------------

11
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.1
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11
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1.
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1.
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60

60

60

61

61

6161

61

61

61
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'...hardpressed ...
...................................................
"...hardcore..."

--------------------- 34- -------------------.........
"...with the States."

"...Federal revenue sharing..."

"of air, water, and toxic pollution .."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...1960's.. .1970s..."

"constant reorganization, and administrative

turmoil."

'...cleanup..."
-----------------------------..---------------------

"...progress..."
......................................................

"...mprove agency science..."
--------------------------..-------------------------

"...the Congress..."
.....................................................

"...53 percent..."
"at..the..o..Pont..."...............................

1 "...at the Du Pont C --- -- - - -- - -- - - -- - -

j j record."

62 Moffett "Without objection."

62 Peterson "...at the duPont Company."
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Peterson "..."burdened"...
...............................................................................

"..ant-environmeiitaI...

Hiler "...I suppose at you ......
--------------------..---------------------------------------------------------

1 "You then have said..."

"...gotten a hold of..."

- ..tyhe ."
--------------------..---------------------------------------------------------

Peterson "...50 some pages..."

Hiler "Okay "

"...the EPA report that has not been made public, that
you gained somehoa, and that you were putting that in
for the record."

Peterson "Certainly we have been.. "

Moffett "Hoa about the-- ou are..."

Peterson "I brought along this report, too, .."
...............................................................................

Moffett "Mr. Hiler?"

Hiler "...appears to be an increase, and, in fact.. "

'-for hazardous waste-"

". than two years ago "

"...about one percent a month .."

... burdened..."
..................................................

...anti env ronmental...

"...I suppose to you,..."
---------------------------------------------------

"You then said...I

"...the...,
---------------------------------------------------
". 50-some pages..."

"OK."

. the EPA report that has not been made public,
which you had gained somehow."

---- ................................................

"Certainly, we have been..."

"You are..,"

"I brought along this report too ...."
------------------------------------------------------

"Mr. Hiler 
"

"...appears to be an increased bat, in fact..."

" ..for the hazardous waste ."

" ..than 2 years ago."

" ..about 1 percent a month. ."
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Peterson

11e

Scheuer

.....................

.....................

Nelson

--------------------.

. . .. . . . . . . . .

"let me just point out, .."

"...one hell..."
............................................................

"...one percent.. one percent..."

"If you want to talk about the fact that the number of
man years budgeted, which would come about if you
started to rehire people, if yos want to say that is too
_!- - --hat- ---one-thing-. . . . . . . . . . .

"...it is not..."
............................................................

"...U.N ......

"I will have some questions for you in writing."
------------------------------------------------------------

"[The information follows:]"
............................................................

"...initiative..."

"In 32 years__32_years in public office..."
"Administration.....".......................................
"...Administration..."

"...Administration..."
............................................................

"...assistant secretary..."

"...Administration..."

...Administration's evnironmental..."

...........................................................-
"...Administration..."

"...weak enforcement or..."

"...eight months ago... "

"Let me just point out,..."
....... - - - - --------------------

"...one heck...
------------------------.------------------------------

"...1 percent.. .1 percent..."

"If you want to talk about the fact that the
number of man years budgeted, which would be
affected if you started to rehire people, is too
1 w0 _ that_isonething . ............................

"...is not..."
.......................................................

"...United Nations..." "

"...initiated..."

"In 32 years in public office..."
administration.....". .. . .. . .. . ... .. . .. .

"...administration..."

"...administration..."

"...Assistant Secretary..."

...administration..."

"...administration's environmental..."

"...administration..."

"...weak enforcement, or..."

"..8 months ago..."
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84/1986

84/1987

85/2003

85/2004

85/2006-

85/2012

85/2014

85/2024

86/2034,
2038

87/2053

87/2067

87/2069

87/2071

88/2083

88/2090

89/2107

89/2113

79

79

80

80
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80
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80

80

80

81

81

81

81

81
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'...Administration...

"...American people..."

"...United States..."

"...senator..."

"..."environmental extremists"..."

'...two decades...

"...five Presidents..."
............................................................

"...administrator..."
-----------------------------------------------------..---.

"...if ever...cuts...will..."

"The Administration's...nation's..."

-Administration."
............................................................

"...asume..."

"...water, soil, minerals, forests."

"..."nature,"..."
............notar......................

"...Administration..."

"...nation..."

"...Wisconsin, Minnesota and elsewhere."

1.
-------------------

.1

--------------------------------------

----------------------------------------11--------------------1.--------------------1.--------------------11--------------------.1--------------------I--------------------.1

'...administration...

"...American people."

... S."

'...Senator..."

"...environmental extremists..."
------------------------------.-----------------------

'...2 decades...

"...5 Presidents..."
......................................................

"...Administrator..."

"...if ever*ncuts***will..."

"The administration's...Nation's..."

"-admi nistration."

"...assume..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...water, soil. minerals, and forests."

"...nature ....."
......................................................

"...administration..."

"...Nation..."
Wisconsin,... in.es.. ta,. am.. elsewhee."......

"... Wisconsi n, Minnesota, and el sewhere."
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Schnilder
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89/2116
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90/2150
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81

81
82

82

82-87

87
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.. ..nation ...

"...our farms, cities and industries?"

"...Administration..."
----------------------------------------------------..-----

"[The statement of Mr. Nelson follows:]"
----------------------------------------------------------.

The following pages do not appear in transcript.
..........................................................-

"...your indulgence,..."
...........................................................

.committees,..."

•.yur. ...,

..........................................................

"Certainly the dramatic growth in membership that the
Club has experienced over the last year and a half,
people are concerned."

..........................................................-

"In fact, some write when they send in their
memberships that we voted for Ronald Reagan.. protection.
I might..."

"...governor..."

'...agency..."
----------------------------------------------------------
"death, property damages and crop losses."

..nation's groundwater.•"
by--- -- to - --14- --perce ... "......... .......... ..........

"...by 85- to 14 percent..."

"...by 93- to 4 percent..."

'...Nation...

"...our farms, cities, and industries?"

"...administration..."
.....................................................

"[Mr. Nelson's prepared statement follows:]"

See next six pages.

"...your indulgence?"
- ----------------------------------

"...Committee,..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...your..."
.....................................................-

"Certainly the dramatic growth in membership that
the Club has experienced over the last 1i years,
indicates people are concerned about what is
happening to the environment."
...... ----- ..........................................

"In fact, some write when they send in their
memberships saying "we voted for Ronald Reagan...
protection." I might..."
.....................................................-

"...Governor..."

"...Agency.."
------------------------------------------------------

"...death, property damages, and crop losses."
----- -- ....... --------------------------

..•Nation's ground water..."
... by. 8.. to. 14. percet..."...........................
"...by 85 to 14 percent..."

"...by 93 to 4 percent..."

88 --- 1

88

88

88

88

88

88
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--------------------

--------------------
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::::, -------------------11
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PHI I'ARLD STATFMLNT OF GAYLORD NEUSON, CHAIRMAN, "iE W'LDrRsF-.s SociL''Y

Mr. Chairman. I am Gaylord Nelson, Chairman of the Wilderness Society. a na-
tional conservation organiz.ation.

This hearing is important as part of the educational process to inform the Ameri-
can public of the disastrouLs consequences of this Administration's environmental
policies

Tragically, at this precise moment in history Ahen the circumstances demand not
just a continuation of past constructive policies, but a vigorous expansion of our ad-
dress to the whole spectrum of resource issues, we have an AdminLtration that is
turning the clock back because it is either blind to the problem and ignorant of the
consequences or recklessly prepared to dissipate the resources of future generations
for short-term political gain and illusory economic benefits.

We are witnessing a wholesale dismantling of the environmental achievements
and gains of the past decade and a half. It is being done by a series of executive and
administrative actions without review by Congress and" beyond the view of the
public. Their techniques and tactics involve non-enforcement, weak enforcement or
perverse enforcement of the law by administrators and lawyers who were appointed
for the specific purpose of frustrating the will of Congress and the vast majority of
the people as repeatedly expressed through public opinion polls.

Under the guise of getting rid of unnecessary rules and regulations, they are un-
dermining the capacity of the private sector to comply with the law'

By massive budget cuts they have seriously crippled the Environmenta Protec-
tion Agency, and their proposed budget for next year Aill effectively destroy its ca-
pacity to administer and enforce the major responsibilities within its jurisdiction.

In an early warning eight months ago, Chemical Week. a McGraw-Hill publica-
tion, an industry magazine, carried an editorial titled. "We Need a Credibie EPA."
The editorial stated, in part: ..... *and the prospect of deep and continuing budget
cuts in the face of a growing workload has hurt morale throughout the agency.

"Normally, the s;ght of a regulatory agency in turmoil is not calculated to br:ng
tears to industry's e~es. But an ineffective EPA is not v'hat the clemica! industry
needs What it needs and ",hat it expects from the Reacan Ad.r.:nistration is an
agency that -ill discharge intelliently its responsibility to the American p'-cple.
That means cleaning up und protecting the environmenl.7(.- "Without an effectiveJ
EPA, industry's contribution to pollution. which has b--endL'mnn,_shing, Ls bound to
grow again. In the long run, the Amencan people will not stand for that."



In another article in the same issue, Chemical Week stated in part:
"Indeed, Senator Stafford said during the last weeks hearing that if the Agency's

budget is cut as much as is planned, 'I do not believe that the EPA can continue to
function.' Decreases of such a magnitude, he said. 'could amount to de facto repeal
of some environmental laws.' And he said he favored their repeal, rather than per.
petuating 'a cruel hoax on the American people.' "

These are words from a conservative industry journal-these are the words of a
respected Republican United States Senator, Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Energy and Public Works.

These are not the words of those "environmental extremists" that Interior Secre-
tary Watt regularly attacks as part of his daily ritual. They are simply the straight.
forward comments of respected spokesmen from the conservative side of the envi-
ronmental ledger.

The laws administered by the EPA cut across the panorama of the whole environ.
mental thrust of the past two decades-laws carefully considered and passed by ten
Congresses and signed by five Presidents with overwhelming public support.

A simple tabulation of the laws administered by the EPA tells the story--the
Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Hazard-
ous Wastes Act, the Pesticide Control Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Com-
pensation and Liability Act.

Five months ago, Russell Train. President of the World Wildlife Fund, wrote an
article published in the Washington Post entitled, "'The Destruction of the EPA."
Judge Train is a conservationist with a distinguished national reputation. He was
administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency under Presidents -Nixon and
Ford. Indeed, his Republican credentials are impeccable. Here is what Mr. Train
had to say, in part:

"The Environmental Protection Agency is rapidly being destroyed as an effective
institution in the federal government. Current and planned budget and personnel
cuts, if continued, will inevitably reduce the Agency to a state of ineffectualness and
demoralization from which it is unlikely to recover for at least 10 years, if ever. ..
As one who served two Republican Administrations from 1969 to 1977 and
voted for President Reagan. I must record my profound concern over what is h._
pening at EPA today. The budget and personnel cut.- X-;.9l destroy the Agency as
an effective institution for many years to come. Env1--r-nmentaJ protection statutes
may remain in full force on the books, but the agency charged %kith their implemen-
tation will be a paper tiger."

What is at stake here is mind-boggling in its imp.icat;ons and, as of now, only
superficially appreciated by Congress and the public. This is so because the budget
process is being widely used as an instrumentality for de facto repeal of laws with-
out congressional debate or thoughtful public dial g'ue. Only when it is all over with
and irreparable damage is done, only then, too late, will society be presented with
an environmental debt too larce ever to pay.

The Administration's broadside attack on the nation's en%-ironmental achieve-
ments is all being done under the guise of getting the government off vour back and
under the illusion that it will halp balance the budget and get the economy going
again. Ironically and tragically, their policies will achieve none of the above Indeed,
they will exacerbate exponentially the verve problems they seek to cure.

Recently I spoke at a conference organized around a theme entitled, "The Econo-
my or the Environment, Need We Choose ?" That is a question increasingly raised in
recent months, Those who would dramatically weaken environmental protection
claim we must choose. They are dead wrong by-every rational standard of measure-
ment.

When we use the word "environment" I a-ume -e use it in its broadest context
to include all physicaJ resources-air, "aer, 'oil. minerals. forests They are all

rt of the environment and inseparable from it Tne aorovruate generah7.alion to
made, I think, is that the economy and the enirunment are lnextricabiv inter-

twined. But it is vital to understand that -hile 'ou can have a country nch in its
resources with d poor economy. )ou cannot have'a rich economy in a country% poor
in its resources or its access to ihem. That. I a-'sume, is axiomatic. Jeremy Rifin
recently stated the propocitiun s:mpiy and cl,.ariv as follows in one sentence: "The
ultimate balancing of buccos is not within sraut, but bew,-en 'ociety and nature."
By "nature." of cou.I. t h rt rl to 211 of )or natural resources

Do7sr-.s of exsmpi.s e,'.,l_ c--t-e to rind which dum,,nstrate the universalitv of
the pninc:p:e ur."olv'-d in Mr. P.,c.in's s'.a-emcnt. One or two briefly stated make'the
caae--air anid A ater.
T.ere Ls a na:uunal cont-oeer-s- over the Clean Atr Act with the Administration

seeking to wcal.en it and cun.-satun:sts with others -ee- "king to strengthen it.



What do we mean by clean air and clean water? What general principles should
guide us in setting air and water quality standards? It would seem obvious that the
standards should be set at a level that will assure that neither air nor water pollu-
tion will impair health or result in any significant adverse ecological damage. We
are a long way from achieving that standard.

Will it cost too much to achieve that standard? That is the way the question is
usually formed. The proper way to test the question is to ask how much will it cost
society not to meet that standard? The answer is that we can pay the cost of meet-
ing the standard, but there is no way for future generations to pay for our failure.

All across the nation, fresh water lakes are being sterilized. made lifeless, by acid
rain caused by sulphur oxides from burning fossil fuel and nitrogen oxides from
auto emissions. Some three hundred lakes have been rendered sterile in the Adiron-
dacks in New York. and thousands of others are being degraded in Canada, the
Rocky Mountains, Wisconsin, Minnesota and elsewhere.

Can anyone tell us what the monumental economic and recreation loss to the
nation will be unless we move now to save our lakes from acid rain?

What is the economic value of the protein sources in the oceans, the water in our
rivers and our vast supply in subsurface aquifers that serve our farms, cities and
industries? Has that been factored into the economic equation in the debate over
clean water standards or hazardous wastes?

Is it not cheaper to clean up the Mississippi River and keep it clean than to leave
it dirty so that every city and e, ery village and e'ery industry from Minneapolis to
the Gulf of Mexico takes out dirty water, launders it and returns it polluted again?

These and one hundred other questions can be asked, and every time-every
time-the answer will be that it is far better for the economy and cheaper to main-
tain a clean environment than a dirty one.

In the short run. some very insignificant temporary benefit to the economy might
result from relaxed environmental standards, but it would be dangerous and enor-
mously expensive. If we do that, it simply means we are borrowing capital from
future generations and counting it on the profit side of the !edger-

Quite apart from the ethical questions involved, there is simply no way that a
future generation could replace the capital we now borrow fro..m-1ahem because they
cannot restore a polluted ocean, a polluted lake or the great aallafaAqufer.

If the Administration's budget is approved by Congress, the EP-s capacity to per-
form vital research, set intelligent standards and comply with the mandate of Con-
gress will be disastrously compromised, if not, indeed, destroyed.

The budget that pays for research outside EPA (20 percent of the 1981 Agency
budget) will be cut by o'er 55 percent. This means an abrupt loss to the field of
roughly 1,500 senior researchers and 4,000 to 5.000 of their associates in university
laboratories and the loss of the continuity of data bases. If the country decides sev-
eral years hence it wants to regenerate its environmental research capacity, it will
take two to three years to work that decision through the federal budget process
and rebuild the structure of EPA supervisors and scientists capable of managing
private research giants and contracts. Then it will take several more ears for the
universities to hire the senior researchers and then Junior staff and e-raduate stu-
dents, and to negotiate and actually perform the needed research. A decision to re-
build in 1934 would not get a flow of research results equivalent to the present pro-
gram until 1990.

This budget's four-fold increase in workload per employee (twice the work. half the
workers) means that EPA must lose enforcement capacity and credibility with both
the states and industry. It su.lpiy won't be able to cover the ground In hazardous
waste, for example, the Reagan budget would cut the 1981 workforce (then devoted
to start-up planning) by 33 percent just as the program must start dealng with its
120,000 firms in the field. Once people stop believing EPA is serious about pollution
control, it will be caught in a downward spiral. The smaller inspection force will be
undermined by the fact that less people will xoluntarily obey EPA rules, thus in-
creasing the workload for EPA.

These con.-equences tend to reinforce one another. For example, the loss of scien-
tific capacity hurts enforcement, and the loss of credibility in both fields further
adds to the Acercv's demoralzation and concLquent loss of the core of excellent.
spirited civil s,-r,ants that h,,- i:ron with the .:,vncN since its creation in the
early 19

7
0's EPA h..s alr,--.dN io;t or Ls niu, 1,in tne cr( im of !.t 5-.mur cr.-i -ei-

ice-the core of L-e% i-oc !- itn ti, t:,.r,-e. %. -ou,:n and r_- .- t t."it re crit,cal
to any large Vr..l;tuion .'.:,n-c the Acc|:ic drin! the Nixon and Ford ers of
the Agenc .'s s-.-up .r-.n a-id c~uid not pe,-:;bl. be reuiica:ed for man'. % arS.

The Admiristatin 13. -, :irin a major cut fur EPA In 1>1. the EPA budget
was $!3 l!icn No. the budget -vquest is L' IGI million, which to real dolla-s is
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$830 million. This is the wrong direction to be going. The polls show the American
people want environmental protection and are still willing to pay for it.

In fact, EPA needs an $826 million increase over its fiscal year 1981 budget if it is
to seriously provide field protection to the public against environmental toxics in
1983 and beyond.

WATER

One of the critical areas of concern in the water program is the effects of priority
pollutants on water quality and the effects of hazardous pollutants. Much of the
water quality criteria need to be redone with a better data base. Water quality re-
search in being reduced from $61 million in FY 81 to $27.7 million in FY 83.

Toxics

We know very little about what most chemicals do to living creatures. For some
important health effects we have no tests at all. For others we have very expensive
tests. For example, we have no scientific tests which are widely accepted by the sci-
entific community for neurological and behavioral damage to children or adults.
Nor do we know how toxics move or travel through the environment. R&D efforts in
monitoring, risk assessment and multiple exposure are at a primitive stage techni.call. The Administration says the first round of tests is complete, yet there aremany areas in which there are no tests for dealing with wastes in our air, land and
water.

The toxics R&D budget has been substantially reduced in the area of development
of improved testing methods.

SUPERFUND

The Administraton budget claims that a number of research projects have beencompleted. I would be interested to know the criteria for determining their defini-
tion of "complete."

Research in 1983 should focus on characterizine the behavior of chemicals tn
abandoned sites. We suggest that the Agency should do several intensive researchstudies to determine the most significant hazards. This would help engineers design
the best way of cleaning up the sites.

AIR
The Administration budget for air research is 42 percent lower in purchasingpower than it was in fiscalyear 1981. This sharp reduction comes at just the timethe research program should be attempting to understand the highly complex be-havior and effects of literally hundreds of suspect chemicals-both alone and incombination-in the atmosphere and in our lungs. Virtually all current toxicolozi-cal research addresses only the affects of a single chemical in a laboratory setting.We know that some toxic substances act in combination with others tn producemore serious effects than either could alone, but we know almost nothing about howthis occurs when organisms are exposed to vat-ving and complex mixtures of toxic

air pollutants, as they generally are in today's environment.
Moreover, as in the water program's toxics control effort, control of hazardous airpollutants creates an entirely new scale of problems in monitonng, EPA and the

states do not have adequate 'uipment for monitoring airborne toxics As . result,we do not know the seriousness of the problem across the country,. in cons.equence,
EPA cannot warn people of undue risk. nor can it use air oual:iv mpoig as an aidto enforcement. Th'e level of research and development devoLea to health effects andmonitoring for air pollutant- should be increased 27 percent to about SiT million.The Administration budget proposed S7.7 million to support that activity, down
almost 50 percent in purchasing power from the FY S1 levels.

-STATE GPA.NT SUPPORT

D]-spite.the Admin,.stratijon's rcla,md intention to turn most ervIronment3lprotection re-pors,biliies o'er to the t .. s. their budze ,,"r,ud cut W''pun to
states by 3G 5 ix rcen" in USt *.'' ,ir-frum I-'s.n 272 4 r:ul'n to i<'2"m,;un
The "tra ditiunal" To 1

;utin pru.rams are .ir, ,dv , cl.|:'v ds,.- :a.-d to the i~ois.and grants must be_ c(ntt-i(.d at currT-nt leseis if the hard-.re-.--d -satn-s ,are to con-
tunue to c arr" thts luad

Now let us ILo.. mure clc-elv at s-ome of the conz-|-uences of the Adminstraton
budget for EPA and for tioe ernvirorimntL in the fo!lo,,r.g areas:



HAZARDOUS WASTE

There are between 14.000 and 20.000 hazardous waste facilities in this country (no
one knows the precise number). EPA is required by 1976 legislation to review the
design and operation of each one, licensing those that are safe, closing those tnat
are not. With the staff proposed in the budget proposal, the job could not he finished
for ten to fourteen years. It would actually take longer because, with enforcement
personnel cut by 45 percent from pre-implemenation 1981 levels, the affected compa-
nies won't cooperate as EPA assumes because they can't believe their competitors
are really being made to comply. If the public wants the hazardous waste site near
them at least visited within five years, the hazardous waste program budget wil
have to increase $82 million over the 1981 inflation-adjusted budget of $167 million
This increase does not include urgently needed research or assistance to the state
agencies.

TVXIC CHEMICALS

Over 55,000 chemicals are used by industry, and 600 to 1,000 new chemicals are
added to this number every year. We don't know how many are safe, but about
2.000 chemicals have been identified by EPA as potentially serious risks requiring
individual risk evaluations. The 1983 Administration budget provides for detailed
reviews of only 40 of these new chemicals in 1983. In all but name it stops the
review of the 55,000-,- existing chemicals All new and all strongly suspect danger-
ous existing chemicals should be assessed, all those found dangerous regulated, and
these regulations enforced. For EPA to evaluate only 100 existing and 200 new
chemicals and then to establish and enforce rules limiting public risk from only 20
toxic substances would require the Agency's toxic substances control budget to be
$225 million-S1

7 8 million excluding research and state grants. Translated for infla-
tion to 1983 dollars, the 1981 budget was $132 million. The Administration budget
provides only $72 million.

WATER QUALMTY

After five years of research and reg-ulation writing, EPA is finally ready to begin
implementing Congress program to get toxic chemicals out of our water. This wJl
require revising about 10.000 of the existing 40,000 water discharge permits for in-
dustries and municipalities, and working with states and localities to control rough-
ly 40,000 plants discharging toxic %%astes into city sewers- These toxic effluent per-
mits are also typically more complex and time-.onsuming than the older 'ater per-
mits. In the face of this mushrooming workload, the proposed budget provides only
enough resources for EPA to limit toxic discharges in 240 industrial permits and 71
municipal permits. The 7.500 largest direct discharges would be inspected only o
every 20 years for enforcement purposes. Just to get toxic effluents under permit i
ten years and to allow annual inspections of major sources would require IncreAng
those parts of the EPA effort from $35 million in pre-workload increase 1911 to S71
million in 1983. The budget provides only S23 million. This , orkload/resource Im-
balance means the overall loss of water compliance credibility and therefore "olun-
tary compliance.

AIR QUALIM"

EPA has so far identified 37 chemicals as candidates for regulations as hazardous
air pollutants- Tne Administration budget would allow only three to be reVIewed in

19S3. Even making the most unlikely assumption that no more will e',er require
review, it would take twelve Nears before we would know ,hether susoect sub-
stances se are now breathing require safeguards In order to get the job done in

four %eas would re-auire an accitional S7 million Toxic air pollutant research.
or-itoring, field implementation by both EPA and the states, and enforcement re-

quire a further $67 million.

r a- CD ES

EPA has identified .520 acti:e n.-.ticie Lr,dnts OnIN 20 ,-ere e.-iluated in the

last two ,ears. 5li mcrc F.:,'c--.. r ,.,in pl.> n, ne' ones that may be desel-

oT-d. The Adininstratzcn b c L r,.j-cs to -.sluate 13 m-re Inor,-oCI'nis in "-cal

)eax 1S23-more th..n t-.e A-.rc' h.ws t er eaiu.-i-d in a single .. car-,hue cut-

ting resources in half irrni f--a s,..r 29c3 levels Even arsuming that EPA ucccs--

fully compleu- Its e.euu-rons at t..a rate. the rriamining a:Ltie cnem:.aJ :ngroiJ-

enats will not be esa!uz-:|-a unt:l the -ear 2(17. not counting any new chemicals that



86

are developed. These substances are intentional poisons applied directly to what we
eat. They also contaminate both our land and water. In order to evaluate these in-
herently dangerous substances in ten to fifteen years, the budget for this work
should be increased S16 million over 1981 levels-a real purchasing power increase
of roughly 30 percent.

Of the existing backlog of pesticide chemicals. EPA has identified 35 as posing a
potentially unreasoanble risk for people or the environment. These chemicals re-

,quire special analyses and have been placed on a so-called "fast track" evaluation
process, which places the principal burdens of proof upon the manufacturer but
which still requres time-consuming administrative hearings and laboratory audits.

The backlog could be completed in two ye.rS with the addition of 38 staff members
and an additional $6-8 million in contract money. The Administration budget cuts

the staff by 25 percent and the program's purchasing power by 41 percent with the

result that the-!e potentially dangerous pesticides will remain in commercial use for
about r more years.
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94/2241

94/2245

94/2246

94/2250

95/2263

95/2272

95/2274

96/2282

96/2283

96/2287

96/2288
96/2292

96/2293

97/2302
97/2311
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97/2326

98/2327
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"This deficit spending ..
..........................................................

".whopping tab."

..an unpayable tab."

"..oiut..."
----------------------------------------------------------

..six months. "

..that EPA said, the CEQ..."

" ..State."

'-plaster..."
-----------I ...............................................

'. plaster..."

.. .plaster.."
...........................................................

...also, and for an industry..."

"...two years..."

"90 percent..."

...by saying,..."

...of the 50 States."

...and ?or. ."
state.... ". .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

"...state..."

-- t - --- ---- -- -- ---- ---- --- -- -- -- ---- --- --- -- -- --.. .

"This type of deficit spending...
......................................................

"...whopping bill."

"...an unpayable one."

"...out..."

-----------------------------------..----------------

".6 months..."

"...that EPA quoted, the Council on
Environmental Quality..."

"...States."

..placer..".....................................................

"...placer..."

"..placer..."

"..also--for an industry..."

"...2 years..."

"Ninety percent..."

"..by saying:"

"...of the 50 States:"

"...andLor..."

"...State..."

...indicate..."
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98/2328 90 Tileston

98/2328 90
98/2332 .. 90 ------------------
98/2332 90 "
98/2338 -- I 90------------------------------
98/2332 90

98/2338 90

98/2339- 90
2340

99/2354 90

99/2367- 90
2370

99/2372 90

100/2384 91

100/2388- 91
2389

100/2390- 91
2391

100/2396 91 "

100/2396 91 "

100/2401 91 1

What Original Transcript Says

1 1
"...44 percent...

..for air, water and hazardous .
...---------------------------------------------

"The counselelr..."

...Massachusetts..."
..........................................................-

...groundwater."

...that salt In s..

...thilrty-five of the 45..."

-..'Increased... cuts." These..."
----------------------------------------------..-----------

" ..administrator's..."
------- -- ---------- ------ --- ----------- -- ------- - ..- . ...

... curtaied...
-----------------------------------------------------------
" ..powerplant..."
...........................................................

"...new federalism..."
...........................................................

"...healthful air, land and water."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"1. Increase..."

"..inititaive..."

"2. Increase..."

What Corrected Galley Says

1 .. 44-percent...

"...for air, water, and hazardous....'

"The counseler..."

" Mass. ,"
- -.... | ,- --- - --*e . . . . . . . . .
...ground water..."|- --- ----- --s ---- |----------- --------------------
"...that the salt lenel...

-------- --e-------------------
.thrty fie of the forty-five..."

"...Increased... cuts. These .."

i..dml nistrater' s..."|-:------a--e-----...................................
...curtailed..."

"...powerpl ant. "
----- -- ---- - --I T, --- -- --------- -- ----------------- --
"... New Pe era is...'

.....................................................

"...healthful air, land, and water."
.....................................................

"One, increase..."

"...initiative..."

"Two, increase .."
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101/2402

101/2403

101/2406

101/2407

101/2418

101/2424

101/2426

102/2427

102/2428

102/2434

102/2435

102/2436

102/2441

102/2446

103/2452

103/2453

103/2454

What Original Transcript Says

1 i
91

91
91-- -------

91

91

91

91

91

91

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

92

Ti Ieston

-- -- -- -- -- -- --

--------------------.

---------------------

. .. . . . . . . . . .

1 Typesetter deleted this entry, correction written on galley to insert it

What Corrected Galley Says

"3. Enforcement..."
-------------------------------------------------------..---

"4. Increase..."
-----------------------------------------------------------.

•.. os..."
------------------------------------------------------------
"5. Budget..."

............................................................

"Mr. MOFFETT "
............................................................

"...Second Vice President..."

a grass roots citizens..."

"...with 1400 State and local Leagues nationwide."

............................................................

"...substantive concerns...'
............................................................

"...decision-making."

"...obsrevation..."
-------------------------------------------------------..---
".. "regulatory reform'.. "

"...Administration. ."
............................................................

"...regulations, enforcement, research and education--"

"...Clean Air Act

"...Act and the resource Conservation and Recovery Act."

,...agency wide. ,

Trans.
Pg/Ln

"Three, enforcmet..."

"Four, increase..."
....................................................-

"...is..."
.....................................................-

"Five, badget.."--------|;----------------------------------------
"Mr. MOFFETT." 1
......................................................-

"..second nice president..."
-------- -------- --- ------ -I --- -------------------------

"...a grassroots citizens'..."

with 1,400 State and local leagues

nationwide."
.......................................................

"...substantive and procedural concerns..."
---------------------------------------..-------------

..decisionmaking."

"...observation .."
.......................................................

"...regulatory reform..."

"..administration..."
------------------..----------------------------------

"...regulations, enforcement, research, and
education--"

.Clean Water Act. ."

"..Act, and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act."

".. agencywide
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103/2456

103/2458-
2465

103/2468

103/2467

104/2477

104/2480

104/2480-
2482

104/2483

104/2485

104/2487

Galley
Pg.

Speaker
Identification

"...Regulatory Agenda, is to "ensure... content.' We...
---- ----------------- -- --------- ---------- ..... ...........

"We received a communication from Peter Bbko that
stated that the because "the public was left too lIttle
flexibility in determining the best means of gaining
input into EPA's decision-making process," and in
keeping with the new federalism, "States should have
the flexibility to...participation." Well, as in...

...........................................................

"...deifned..."
"Without specific pabic participation regulations..-
..........................................................-

"...policies, the public will have no..."

"Let me give you a particular case in point."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"That would be the pLPpypd National Contingency Plan
that is supposed to spelT out procedures to implement
Sapoerfund."
r..........................................................

"...the particular repsonse..."

"...decision-making..."

"There was a requirement called Public Relations, but
EPA even dropped these provisions in the plan."

Trans.
Pg/Ln

'..regulatory agenda, is to insure.. content. We..."

"We received a communication from Peter Bsbko
which stated that changes in the public
participation policy were initiated because
the public was left too little flexibility in
determining the best means of gaining input
into EPA's decisionmaking process, and in keepingV* r********

with the New |ederalism, States should have the
flexibility to...participation. As in..."

------------------------------------------------------

.. defined..."

"Without specific regulations..."
---------------------------------------------------..-

"-policies governing public participation,
the public will have no..."

------------------------------------------------------

"Let me give you a specific example."
------------------------------------------------------

"The proposed National Contingency Plan is
supposed to spell out procedures to implement
Superfund."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...the particular response..."
.....................................................

"...decisionmaking..."

"There was a requirement in earlier draft versions

of the pan called "Commnity Relations,
0 

but EPA
even dropped these m rovisions in the
final 

plan."

-- ------2 -
92

92

92

92

92

92

93

--- -- --- --- ----- ---..
-------------------..
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104/2490

104/2492-
-- ?2

104/2494-
2496

104/2498

104/2500-

2501
105/2502

105/2503

105/2505

105/2505

105/2509

105/2511

105/2514

105/2515

105/2519

2520

105/25211 93

93
93

93

93

93

93

93

93

93

93

93

93

93

93

What Original Transcript Says

Reeves

.....................

.....................

. ... . . . . . . . .

-------------------.

What Corrected Galley Says

"...in development...
- - a ..-------------------------------------

"...v unteerism. With a requirement..."
----------------------------------------------------------

"...for "well organized, worthwhile and safe use of
volunteers." How does EPA intend these volunteers
be used?"

"...the cleanup of toxic waste dumpsites, is..."

"The possible important role for citizens is development

to hl in development of .'

"...lmited..."

"Incidentlaly .."

'...period..."
..........................................................

"...timeframe..."

"...February 1982..."

"...League..."

"...Procedures..."
--------------------------------------------------------..

".. an opportunity. ."

"A clear disregard, we believe, of the intent of the
Administration Procedures Act."

"...EPA suspended..."

Trans.
Pg/Ln

'...in the development...

"...voluntarism-with a requirement..."
....................................................

-.for well organized, worthwhile, and safe
use of volunteers. How does EPA intend
to use these volunteers'

"...the cleanup of toxic waste dumpsites is..."

"The most important role for citizens to
pla min the development of..."

"...imited.. "

"Incidentally. "

"...period -.."

---------------------..------------------------------

"...timeframe..."
......................................................

..February 1982..."

"...Ieague..."

"-Procedure. "

.any opportunity..."

"Such actions were taken, we believe, in clear

disregard of the intent of the Administrative
Procedure Act "

"...EPA unilaterally suspended..."
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106/2528

106/2531

93

93

Reeves ...without giving prior public know or notice..."
............................................................

"...quarterly groundwater monitoring by treatment,
storage and disposal..."

"Now, if the government does not collect such
information ...

"There are a number of examples where opportunity has
been eliminated."

"They have cut by one-third membership on advisory
coni ttees."

"There are fewer field hearings than in the past."

"The monthly calendars--they used to be put out by
regional offices that provided notice of citizen
participation, and other periodicals such as the
outstanding Environment Midwest and Environment News
have been discontinued."

"...obtained at..."
-------------------------------------------------------..-.

"We found it..."

"...information on..."

"...for eampole..."

'...without giving prior public notice...
......................................................

"...quarterly groundwater monitoring
recordings by treatment, storage, and
disposal..."
.....................................................

"If the government does not collect such
information,..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"There are a number of other examples where
opportunities for citizen participation have
been eliminated."

......................................................

"EPA has cut by one-third membership on key
advisory comittees."

"Fewer field hearings are held than in the
past."

....................................................

"The monthly calendars providing notice of
citizen participation opportunities that used
to be put out by regional offices, and other
periodicals such as the outstanding Environment
Midwest and Environment News, have been
discontinued."

"...obtained from..."
---------------------.----.--------------------------

"We find it..."
--------------.-.------------------------------------

"...information at..."

"...for example..."

106/2533 93

106/2539 93 "

106/2540 93

106/2541-
2542

106/2542-
2546

106/2550
107/2553

107/2554

107/2555

93

93

94

94

94

94

94
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Reeves

-- - -- - - -- - -

107/2555

107/255g
107/2560

107/2561

107/2562

107/2565

107/2568

107/2568

107/2565-

2570

107/2571

107/2571

107/2572

107/2573

2576

108/2582

g4

94

g4

04

g4

94

04

04

04

04

04

94

94

94

"...PCBs."
...........................................................

"... initiated review..."

"...all the public..."

"..."to ensure that..."
----------------------------------------------------------.

...Agency management. He stated...

"Well, an immediate visible result was a symbolic action,
all the racks of public information materials were
remo from the main entrance at EPA headquarters.
...........................................................

"...two years..."

"...concl uced..."

"...materials and during this period of time no effort
was made to gather outside comment..."

"...publication..."

"...useful which needed..."

which could be..."

"...such pieces as this, Groundwater Protection, which
we have found to be particularly useful; and Acid
Rain--a Growing Environmental Problem. One..."

"...and it was reviewed. ."

'...PCB's.

.. initiated a review..."
--------------------------------------------------

"...all public..."

"..."to insure that..."

'...Agency management-u* He stated

"In a symbolic action, all racks of public
information materials were removed from the
main entrance at EPA headquarters."
----------------------------------------------------

"...2 years..."

"...concluded..."
....................................................

'...materials. No effort was made to gather
outside comments..."

"...publications..."

"...useful, which needed..."

and which should be..."

"...such pieces as. "Groundwater Protection,
whic4 we have found to be particularly useful
and "Acid Rain--A Growing Environmental Problem." One...

"...and was reviewed..."

4

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------

-------------------
.1

-------------------

- -------------------
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108/2583-
2585

Reeves

1 Typesetter misspelled this word; correction written on galley to correct it.

"...as well but presumably this piece has not passe
EPA's political review because they now claim it is out
of print."

"We would urge this particular publication be brought to
the attention of the Administrator tomorrow and to ask
if there have been reasons why this is now scheduled
not to be reprinted."

..........................................................

"...the League can only conclude there is a deliberate
attempt to suppress factual information "

"...in spite of history of need..."
..........................................................

"Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of all of this is
the realization..."
..........................................................
...input..."

..........................................................

"...Underground Injection Control Program, or example.,..

.........................................................-

...changes and..."
..........................................................

*substantialy...
..........................................................

"...per year from..."
despite.public.reco...endatio............................

"...despite public recommendations..."

What Corrected Galley Says

'...as well, but presumably the piece did
not pass EPA's political review because the

Agency now claims it is out of print.

"We urge that this particular publication be
brought to the attention of the Administrator
when she testifies tomorrow, to ask why this
ine publications not scheduled to be
reprinted."

"...the league can only conclude that a
deliberate attempt i being ode to suppress
factual information."

"...in spite of a history of need..."

"Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of
this whole issue is the realization ..

" i...nput..."
-..--------------------------------------------------

"...underground injection control program,
for example,..."

"...changes, and..."

'.substantially...
-.-.---------------------------------------------------

. per year, from..."

"...despite the public comments..."

108/2586- 9
2589

,08/2592-
2593

108/2594

108/2594

108/2598

108/2601

109/2602

109/2605

109/2 609

109/2611-
2612

04
94

94

94

85

95

95

95

--------------------11
--------------------.1

-- 94 - - -I- - - - - - - - - -
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Reeves
--------------------

11
--------------------

11

95

95

95

109/2613

109/2615

109/2616-
2617

109/2618

109/2623

109-110/
2626-
2628

110/2629-

2630

110/--

111/2667

111/2672
112/2-680

112/2681

112/2682

112/2692

112/2692

'The basic point we believe is clear,"

...a course of action."
...........................................................

"What needs to be done we believe in this hepaing is
part of this process in which hard question hone t be
asked."

"We believe, also, that the language of the Clean Water
Act, the ResourceC rvation Recovery Act and the
other laws are clear and they say that..."
...........................................................

"Previous Administrtaions..."
...........................................................

"The current EPA, however, has undertaken a systematic
attempt to downgrade citizen involvement in the
environmental decision-making."

"We urge you probe not only the substantial of EPA
policy decisions but also the process..."

.two decades..."
...........................................................
"1... U.S .... "1

" ..conclusion. If..."

"...continue..."

"...ecologically .."

..regional.."

.25 years..."

95 T

95

"The basic point we believe is clear:"
--------------------------------------------------

"...its course of action."
..................................................

"The language of the Clean Water Act, the
Resource Conservation Recovery Act, and other
laws are clear. It says that..."

"Previous Administrations..."
...................................................

"The current EPA, however, is s stematicall
attempting to downgrade citizen inoveent
in environmental decisionmaking."

"We urge you to probe not only the substance
of EPA policy decisions, but also into process...

"[Ms. Reeves prepared statement follows:]"

"...2 decades..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...United States..."

"...conclusion: If..."

"...continue ....

"...ecologically,..."

"...regional,..."

"...25 years..." 1

--------------------

--------------------

Woodwell
--------------------

--------------------
11

---------------------

-------------------
11

-----------------
-------------------

95
106

106

106

106

106

107

107

Typesetter inserted hyphen between "25" and "years" and deleted letter "s" from "years", correction written on galley
to delete hyphen and insert letter 's"
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112/2692

112/2695

112/2696

112/2697

112/2698

112/2701

113/2704

113/2705

113/2708-
2709

113/2712

113/2716

113/2718

113/2719

113/2726
114/2727

114/2728

'...inadequate."
-.-------------------------------------------------

"...almost.."

"...United States..."

"...people,..."

"...and, despite..."

"...enterprise, including the economic,
political, and..."

"...climate, and of life itself,..."
......................................................

"1... the. . ."

----------------------------------------------------

"...in several documents, including the report
cited above and documents presented by this
graap of witnesses t is morning."

.-personally or corporately,..."

107
107

107

107
107--------.
107

107

107

107

107

107

107

107

107

107

107

107

Woodwell

.....................

.1

r------------------...

r------------------...

r------------------...

r------------------...

S. . . . . . . . . .

".. inadegate."

"...al nost..."

"...U.S .... "

"...people..."

"...and despite..."
..........................................................

"...enterprise including the economic, political and..."

"...climate and of life itself."
...........................................................

"The..."
...........................................................

"...in several documents including reports cited above
and by this group of witnesses this morning."

.personally or corporatally...."
...........................................................

"...Administration's..."

...history."

...........................................................

...and discreet but they..."
...........................................................

...time by expenditure..."
---------------------------------------------------------.-

...company..."
e -------------------------------

"Also, the convergence of tao..."

"...administration's..."
--------------------------------------------------..

"...history of progress and management of
resources."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...and discreet, but they..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...time of the dumping by one expenditure..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...Co .... "

"They also converge as a tax..."

l
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F 4 4 ______________________________________________________________________________

114/2729

114/2731

114/2732

114/2733

114/2736

114/2739
114/2743

114/2744

114/2751

114/2752

115/2753

115/2754

115/2756

115/2759-
2760

107
107

107

107

107

107

107

107

108

108

108

108

107

108

1-1523 T 108

Woodwell

.....................

. .. . . . . . . . . .

--- - -- - - -- - -

. .. . . . . . . . . .

---------------------

. .. . . . . . . . .

"...forces...

"...due to acidification of rain and polluton of air.
A loss of..."

"...17 to $14 billion..."

"...five cehts..."

"The convergence of a thousand other ways..."
............................................................

"...others alike emerge..."

"...Adini.stration...

"...towards..."
............................................................

...biotic fuels and the sun."

"A 40 percent..."

"...inevitable barring..."
............................................................

...calamity and assurance that..."

"...nonrenewable will..."

...stupidity and avarice must conspire to prevent its
use but the.."

I...forests...
-----------------------------------------------------

"...due to the acidification of rain and the
pollution ofair2 a loss of..."

"...L7to $14 billion..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...5 cents..."

"They converge sn 1,000 other ways..."
-----------.-----------------------------------------

"...others like them emerge..."

a...aministration..."

"...toward..."

-a------------------------- ; ----------------------
"...biotic fuels, and the Sun."

"A 40. percent..."

"...inevtable, barring..."
.....................................................

"...calamity, and assures that .."

"...nonrenewable, will..."

"...stupidity, and avarice must conspire to
prevent its use. The..."

-...earth's...' E--------------------------------------T" arts 's..
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Woodwell

-- - - - -- - - - -

115/2764

115/2767

115/2769

115/2770

115/2771

115/2773

116/2777

116/2779

116/2785-
2786

116/2788

116/2797

117/2809

117/2810

117/2815

117/2817

117/2820

______ _____ .1 __________ a _____________________________________________________________

108

108

108

108

108

108

108

108

108

108

108

108

109

108

109

l--- -- --

...are loss,...

.and availability...

"So with environmental issues, as the burdens of the...'

"..Love Canals,-..."
............................................................-

...fisheries and toxic..."
------------------------------------------------------------

...to proceed as we proceeded in the..."

...in intensification activities of the USEPA. Both
nay be..."

"...relndustrialization and..."
............................................................-

...a poisoned odor-degraded environment, in the form of
a ioison."

...biotic resources are available, or progressive
compromise to..."
............................................................

...earth's..•"

...Administration, any Administration,..."
............................................................

..destructions..."
............................................................

...Administration..."

"..tabulating.."

•..re-industrialization.•"

What Corrected Galley Says

"...are lost,...
.....................................................

...and the availability...

"So a so with environmental issues. As the
burdens of the..."

"...Love Canal-."
------------------------------------------------------

".. fisheries, and toxic..."

"...to proceed as we have in the..."

'...in intensification activities of the U.S.
PA. Both are..."

.. reiodastrializatsos..."

...a poisoned, or degraded environment."

... bitic resources, are available for
rogressive compromise to..."

... Earth's..."

'...administration, any administration..."

...destruction..."

a...administration..."
-.-.----------------------------------.-.--------------

...a report tabulating..."

...reindustrialization..."

---------------------
1

---------------------

---------------------
1.

---------------------
.1

---------------------
.1

--------------------
.1
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Woodwell

.....................

.....................

.....................

.....................

What Corrected Galley Says
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Identification

i

Trans
Pg/Ln

117/2822

117/2823

117/2825

118/2830

118/2834

118/2835

118/2838

118/2842

118/2845

118/2848

119/2852

119/2853

2854

119/2855

119/2857

119/2858

119/2865

Galley
Pg.

I. ~
109

10g

log

log

log

log

1og

log

log

log

lo9

iog

109

109

109

---- -- -

--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------

--------------------

"...immednately and they are certainly possible.
............................................................-

"(1) Recognize the seriousness, complexity and urgency..."

'...towards..."
---------------------------------------------------------..-

"(2) Assure..."
.............................................................

"...the EPA, it certainly flows..."
.............................................................

"...through there,-but through..."

"(3) Stimulate..."
.............................................................

"(4) Assure.. 
"

------------------------------------------------------------.

"(5) Take appropriate steps to see that the U.S
addresses..."
------------ --- e -- ---- ------ ---- ----- --- ---- --- -- ------ ----

"...nations or or industries..."

"...Phillip Shabakoff "

"...the Annual Report of the President's Council on
Environmental Quality, presented..."

"...Admnistration's.. "

".. Administration's..."

" .balancing..."

. our points that have two..."

'.. immediately"

"One, recognize the seriousness, complexity,
and urgency..."

"...toward..."

"Two, assure..."

"...the EPA,..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...but also through...
"

---------------------.-----------------.-.-------------

"Three, stimulate..."
----------------.----.-.------------------------------

"Four, assure..."

"Five, take appropriate steps to see that the
United States addresses..."
------------------------------------------------------

...nations or industries..."

..Phillip Shabekoff 
"

.the 'Annual Report of the President's Council

on Environmental Quality," presented..."
......................................................

...administration's..."

..administration's..."

.. Balancing..."

...four points of swords that have two..."
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119/2868

119/2870

119/2871

119/2874

119/2875

120/2878

120/2882-
2883

120/2884-
2885

120/2886

120/2889

121

122/2927

122/2930

123/2944

123/2947

Typesetter uppercased this word; correction written on galley to lowercase it.

109

110---------
110

110

110
1- 10--------
110

110

11

110

110

132

132

132

132

Woodwell

--------------------.

--------------------.

"...certainly do not point towards improved management
of the..."
............................................................

"(1) Cost-benefit analyzes are usually biased in favor
of..."

"...short-tenm profits, the costs are diffused..."

"(2) The marketplace..."
...........................................................-

"We have adeuate..."

"(3) Moving environmental..."

"That is true of emery ether resource that is exploited
by local people; they will destroy the resource."

"It is necessary to remove responsibility to one la er
further from the people than those who exploit it."

"(4) Continuing global cooperation on environmental
issues "

"[The statement of Ms. Tilestom follows:]"

"...leaership..."
.............................................................

"...government..."

"...U.N .... "

"...falling away, from..."

_,do not point toward improved management
of the..."

"One, cost-benefit analyzes are usually biased
in favor of...
-- ------ ------------- ----.... ----- ------------ ---------

short-term profits1 costs are diffused..."

"Two, the marketplace..."

"We have adequate..."

"Three. moving environmental..."

-------------------------------.-.-------------------

"It is necessary to remove responsibility for
management one step from those who exploit the
resource."

"Four-, the administration proposes continuing
global cooperation on environmental issues."
--..-..-.------.-.....-.-----------------------------

"[Ms. Tileston's prepared statement follows:]"
---------------------------.-.-----------------------

"[Note:--No questions were submitted for the
record.]"
.....................................................

"...leadership..."-----------..----------------------------------------

"...government..."

"...United Nations..."

"...falling away from..."

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
doodwell
--------------------

--------------------
Scheuer
--------------------

1.
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____ ___ i ______ I ____________________

"...traditinal...
...........................................................--

...towards..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"...problems where..."
.............................................................

"...Ranking..."
.............................................................

"...Member..."
.............................................................

"...two years..."

"it remains to..."
--- ------------- ;-----------------------------------------------
"...Congress'..."
.............................................................

"...leades..."
"Prticularly I appreciate the strong leadership that you

offered, and Mr. Peterson offered, in the conference in
London a few weeks ago, Mr. Scheuer."

"...extraordinarily powerful."

"Now in the past..."

.............................................................
"..towards policies that would indeed allow the
intensification .."

'-,traditional ...
---------------------------.-.-----------------------

"...toward..."

' -problems, where..."
......................................................

r...ranking..."

"...member..."
......................................................

"...2 years..."
--o- - - -- ----------. ---. --------- -------. . .....

"It remains to..."

"...Congress..."
--------------------..-------------------------------

"...leaders..."

"I appreciate in particolor the strong

leadership that you and 
M
r. Peterson offered in

the conference in London a few weeks ago."

"...extraordinarily great."

"In the past..."
-----------------..---------------------------------

"...toward policies that would allow the
intensification .."

Trans.
Pg/Ln

Galley
Pg.
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Identification What Original Transcript Says

Scheuer

-- - ---- -- ---- --- ----..-

Carney

---------------------

.. . . . . . . . . . .

Woodwell

--------------------.

. . . . . . . . . . . .

123/2951

123/2957

123/2960

124/2972

124/2973

124/2977

124/2986

125/2992

125/2996

125/3001-
3004

125/3007

125/3008

125/3009

133
133

133

133

133

133

133

133

133

133

133

133

133
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133

134
134

134

134

134

134

134

134

134

135

135

"...leading away from that objective."

'_Nation,....

"...will .."

"..issue in a..."

"...day from the use of that resource,. ."

"...have the capacity for conserving it
for..."

"..long-term use, when competitive pressures
of the marketplace force them to ."

.....................................................

"...resource."
-----------------------------------------------------

.you."
------I -------------- ....-------- -- --------- -------- -

"...country, as they see..."

"...there are numerous things happening..."

"The Teague is a multi-issue organization,
so the environment is Just one of our many concerns."

______ - ______ a __________ . ________________________________ I.

125/3011-
3012

126/3026

126/3032

126/3036

127/3038

127/3039

127/3040-
3041

127/3048

127/3060

128/3067

128/3069

128/ 3079-
3081

"...trending away from that which is difficult to find
internationally."
,...nation,..

.wil ...

"...issue.and in a..."

"...day in the use of that resource in..."

".generl have the capacity for conserving that
resource for..."

"...long-term use. When the competitive pressures of the
marketplace put them in a position where they almost
have to..."
.............................................................

"...source."

". .. you"

"...the coutnry, seeing..."
............................................................

"...there are many things that are..."

"The League is a multi-issued organization, so the
environment is just one of the many concerns we are
interested in."

Woodwell

Carney

Woodwell

Scheuer

Til1eston

Reeves
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_ _ _ i_ i _ _ _ _ F_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

"...we mirror that which is in public option and the
public opinion polls continue to..."

'.. that..."
............................................................-

"...rural and urban."

.............................................................

"But they are telling us and our membership clearly
is..."
.............................................................

". .indicating this."

"We are launching a new membership drive..."

........................................................ ,__.

"...this fall, nationwide in which we are entitling It
Action Packed Politics, because we believe members are
aggressive."
.............................................................

"That does not mean it is a partisan politics in the way
it is going about."

"I would like to report to you in about six months that
we will see that great surge of membership which we know
is there latent in the interest in that that we are
seeing coming forth."

What Corrected Galley Says

'...we mirror public opinion, and the
public opinion polls continue to..."
--------------------------------.-.---------------

"...of..."
-------------------------.-------------------------

"...rural and urban. about environmental
Problems.'
-------------------------------.-.-------------------

"The opinion Dolls and our membership are
clearly..."
.....................................................

"...indicating their concern for
environmental quality "

"We are launching a new nationwide
membership drive..."

"...this fall, wich we are titling "Action
Packed Politics," because we believe our
members are aggressive."

"That does not mean partisan politics."

"I would like to report to you in about 6
months that we have seen that great surge
of membership."
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Galley
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Reeves128/3082-
3083

128/3084

128/3085

129/3088

129/3089

129/3089

129/3090-
3091

129/3093-
3093

129/3094-
3097

135

135

135

135

---135-----

135

135

135

135
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129/3098

130/3116

130/3118

130/3120

131/3138

131/3140

131/3142

131/3145

131/3149

131/3150

131/3153

131/3155

131/3156

131/3157

131/3158

131/3160

132/3163

135

135

135

135

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

136

_________ - ______ 4 ____________ a ____________________________________ .1 ______________________________________

--------------------
.1

--------------------
Hiler

----------------

----------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------
.1

---------------------
.1

--------------------
.1

---------------------
1.

---------------------
11

---------------------
.1

---------------------

--------------------
.1

---------------------

'Sn I think we mirror what is ot there in the pahlic..."

"...talking about acid rain, which is something that
several

"...Senators before."

"...three years..."

'...Administration..."

"...two years."
----------------------------------------------------------

"...wilth..."
...........................................................

"...but some..."
...........................................................

"..Indiana where I represent that they are..."
...........................................................

"...having their bills, utility bills, increased.."
...........................................................

"...we do do a tremendous..."
...........................................................

"...Administration..."
...........................................................

"...Precipitation Task force has doubld..."
...........................................................

". ..two years..."
...........................................................

"...make a point, in..."

"...Administration..."
Chairman.................................................

"...Chai rman..."

"So, I think we mirror the poblic...

" discussion acid rain. It is also

some ing that several..."
----------------------------------------------------

"...Senators who appeared before."
-----------------------------------------------------

"..3 years.."
.....................................................

"...administration..."
----------------------------------------------------.

"...2 years."

"...wi th..."
.....................................................-

"...but that some..."
.....................................................-

"...Indiana in my district--they are..."
.....................................................
... haing their utility bills increased..."

-----------------------------------------------------

'.we do a tremendous..."

"...administration..."

"...Precipitation Task Force has doubled..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...2 years..."

"...make a point that in..."

"...administration...

"...chairman..."
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132/3171

132/3173

132/3174

132/3178

132/3180

132/3181

132/3182-
3183

132-133/
3184-
3187

133/3188-

3190

133/3191

133/3192

133/3194

133/3195

133/3196

136

1 38

138

138

136

1- 38

136

138

136

138

138

136

136

136

Speaker
Identification

Hiler
--------------------

11
--------------------

11
--------------------
Reeves
--------------------

11
--------------------

1.
--------------------

1.

--------------------
11

What Original Transcript Says

"...an other..
..........................................................-

"...a hundred tons..."
..........................................................-

"...per year from..."
..........................................................-

"As plants are updated..."
..........................................................-

"...which comes out of that new piece,..."

"...I00 tons category, we believe should..."
..........................................................

"...requirements as if you were building for a new
source."

"And our point, however, was that this was suspended
without having an opportunity to make those kinds of
comments beforehand. And that--there may be a debate
as to whetFer -or t those kinds of addition to
facilities should be considered new source or not.

"We would like that debate to go forward before the

Environmental Protection Agency makes its action."

"...should. ..

"...to the litany of funding..."

"...that you documented that there..."

"...to have reprinted this documentewhich
we consider to be one...
...........................................................

"..of the best documents available, which in its
introduction..."

4:
What Corrected Galley Says

...another...
---------------------------------------------------

"...100 tons..."

"...per year, from..."
--------------------------------------------------

"We believe that as plants are updated..."

'-from new pieces,..."

"...0-ton category, should..."

"...same requirements."

"Our point, however, was that even when efforts
are made to actively solicit pubit comments,
Citizen input is not ways afforded the
weight it should be."

"...would..."

"...to the funding..."

"...that you documented, there..."

"...to reprint this document, Acid Rain,
which we consider to be one..."

-. ;f the best public information
documents available on the subect. The
introduction..."

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------
11
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Reeves

.....................

Hi1er

Reeves

--------------------

133/3197

133/3198

133/3201-
3203

133/3204-

3205

133/3207

133-134/
3211-
3214

134/3216

134/3216

134/3219

134/3220-
3223

136

136
137

137

137

137

137

137

137

137

"from Steven Gorge, who was the Assistant
Administrator..."
----------------------------------------------------------..-

". .this background..."

"...find it informative and interesting. It is both
infornative, and it is interesting. And it should-be
reprinted and it should be made available."

............................................................-

"We do not think it is."

palace e with the $22.4 million ...."

"To get back to my question to you on the hundred tons
of air pollution per year from the pieces of equipment,
now you were saying that this comes in an exlstin
facility where a new piece of equipment, and could you
tell me what kind of..."

"This is an upgrading. This wnll be an expansion..."

"...at the present site."
---------------------------------------------.............-.

"It is an expansion of an existing facility."

"In the expansion of it as you get into these larger
amounts we believe that there is a cutoff in which you
should suddenly look at this as if it were a whole new
source of pollution."

"...by Steven Gorge, who was the Assistant

Administrator..."

" ..states that this background..."
---------- ............................................

'-find it both informative and
interesting, as we do. It should be
reprinted, and made available for
continued public distribution."

"However, we do not think that it is."

"...place with the $22.4 million,..."

"I'd like to get back to my question to you
on the 100 tons of air pollution per year
from the new pieces of equipment. Could
you tell me what kind of..."

"This-is an upgrading or expansion..."
--------------------.--------------------------------

"...at its present site."

"In the expansion of anenisting facility,
we believe that there should be a cutoff
point where the expansion should be treated
like a whole new source of pollution."
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_____ ________ I ________________________ _________________________

"It was that point, the point we wanted to make, however, "The main point we wanted to make was that
again was that when we have these kind of issues in the final rule went into effect as proposed
which there is dispute, we would prefer to have tat d t public comments that were
dispute discussed in .a puhlc cooj'ent period prior to the submitted."
actual suspension by EPA so that there is an opportunity
for the Agency to have the benefit of public discussion
befor they uanod rho roil- Mavhe thea wll d-rid

Reeves

Hiler
11e

I--- -----------------.

137

1 37........
137
137

137

137

137

137

137137

GalIley
Pg.

Speaker
Identification

134/3224-
3231

134/3232

134/3233

134/3234

135/3244

135/3246

135/3247

135/3248

135/3249-
3251

135/3253-
3254

------ ------- -I. . ------------------.. .... ..............

"The expansion of an..."
.....................................................-

"...equipment currently..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...in to begin with."

"And the review...'

"...of technologies which go into new
sources is..."

-___- ----------------------------------------------

"...from those which are used in an
existing sources."

------------------------------------------------------

"And so the question is whether or not a
facility which emits 100 tons of new
air pollution Into the air..."

"...whether in fact should be treated
more lenient as if it were just an
expansion of an existing facility."

to go ahead and do it."

"So our basic point related to that."
------------------------------------------------------------

"In the expansion in an..."

"...equipment, it currently..."
............................................................

"...to begin--to put it in to begin with."
------------------------------.............-.....-..------.-
"And the revivew..."
............................................................

"...for that technology which goes into a new source
is..."
............................................................

'-from that which is in an existing source "

.............................................................

"And so thit the question relates as to whether or not
a facility which has a hundred tons of new air
pollution being emitted into the air...'

"...whether in fact we should treat it under a more
lenient condition as if it were just an expansion."

137 -FReeves
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137 Reeves "We think a hundred tons...

137 " "We would very much like to have had an opportunity
to express the concerns of League nnembers prior to
them having this proposed rule go into effect."

"A hundred tons will..."

... over-utilIze.. -11 ... t ... . .................. .....

"...discussed with.. "

"It was kind of added to at the..."
............................................................

"...pots; or running his..."

"...broadly. The benefits of the greater exploitation
are focused very.;."

"We think 100 tons..
.....................................................

"One hundred tons will..."
.....................................................

"..overutilize..."

"...the..."

"..discussed this with..."

"It was added at the..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...pots, or by running his..."

"...broadly, but _the benefits are
focused very..."

0 ________________________________________________

135/3255

135/3256-
3258

135/3259
136/3272

136/3273

136/3276

136/3273
1 36/32g5

136/3285

137/3291-
3292

137

138

136

136

136

138

138

Hiler
--------------------.

11. . . . . . . . . .

Wodwell
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137/3293

137/3295

137/3297

137/3298

137/3299

137/3301

137/3305

137/3305

137/3310

137/331

137/3312

138-139/
3315-
3351

138
138

138

138

138

138

138

138

138

1 38

138

138-139

Speaker
Identification

Woodwell
.....................

.....................

--------------------
.1

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------
Various

What Original Transcript Says

"...sharply on the person.
...........................................................

"..good, old.. "
.--............m...n...............n......................

"..,over-exp nit, over-graze the pasture, over-use...

"...over-use...

"...pollute the water, and so on, each of them gaining..."

"And so it takes an act of government."

----------------------------------------------------------

"...the wider..."
---------------------------------------------------------.

"...it. _Or the Federal..."
..........................................................

"...pollutoin on a national basis."

----------------------------------------------------------"And so the argument that those responsibilities can

be. ..

"It really..."

[See next two pages]

What Corrected Galley Says

'...sharply on the individual.
....................................................

"...good old..."
......................................................

'...overexploit, overgraze the pasture,
overuse..."

'...overuse...

"...pollute the water. Each of them
gains..."

"But the cost of each increment of
degradation is divided among all the avers.
And so it takes an act of government to
impose the restraint."

". the wiser..."

"...itJ it is better to have the Federal..."
......................................................

".pollution on a national basis than to
have it managed locally."

......................................................

"The argument that responsibilities for
management of environment can be..."

......................................................

"The system..."

[See next two pages]
[Handwritten changes represent the
differences between the transcript
and the corrected galley.]

i I i i



110

doesn't work that way and 'can't be made to work that way. It

takes a national government to establish national standards

for air pollution and water quality and for',ehavior in

management of all of those commons. Extremeltmpor-t n-t.--

reco gn ize--tlt-ti-l--t anrmns ic in the e aplot tattr-oY-

Mr. HILER. Is there anything intrinsic in dealing with this

type problem that would Frav LLu y that the enforcement

activities would have to come from a national level as

opposed to State level or a local level?

Mr. WOODWELL. The same general rules apply. One wants first

fair, equitable enforcement- It is easier to have that

enforcement equitable and fair if it is centralized. And as

the responsibility for enforcement falls down in the hirchy
.1A

closer and closer to those who are using the resource, thez.C?.

the interestof enforcement and exploitation become mingled7

en form

Mr. HILER. Why do you suppose, then, that Congress,

cert --in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977--this will

be my last question, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for your

- indulgence--gave the States the ability to accept the

enforcement activity?

r-H g t-e a--wl-y Political compromises t i

-nad-a> s-v-s- b-a a-ed- and will always be made. .A-ld it is



"entirely conceivable that there is a str-uo-t-urel of air

A Ant/mS/
pollution -'r that c-f.d ide be managed more wisely byAt
the State s/)Cf ,1~&,.'?~~<Z4 &
LTam-spez1ng -i a-rreno -- a-. t firmly

believe that the generality is as IAI?--
4

t t rh-a-C it is

better to have the authoriycena ized andm h p zz9

fao-eTrfor-c-mernetii I.l at a national level.

The fallacy h|axr s that we can push back to the States

tkose responsibilities and expect the States to have the

technical and scientific strength Ato administer wisely, an ,'

tha-w-l-l d hen those who -ma ' suffer from the

failure of State to administer wisely could ber the Ndw ,A&7j2

England States a-o.-" to Ohio-wh-e "c-

So the burdens are spread broadly again, and the benefits,

very narrowly.

Mr. HILER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I yield back.

Mr. MOFFETT. Congressman Gore.

Mr. GORE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

This panel, and of course Governor Peterson and Senator

Nelson, have had to leave, I know their feelings.

Let me ask those of you who are with us. Is it -air to say

that there is now a consensus in the environrental

community, and I mean by that, all of those organizations
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"...Administration...
-----------------------------------------------------..---

"People who prepared that docoment...'

"But they say..."
..........................................................

...Administration..."
----------------------------------------------------..----

"Ms. Reeves?"
..........................................................

"Certainly as one looks in the short term at what might
be happening..."
----------------------------------------------------------

...to the natural resources,..."
..........................................................

...but what is far more important Is in the view of
the League of Women Voters,..."
----------------------------------------------------------

[See next page]

.we should in terms of...'
..........................................................

...perceived threats, perceived and indeed ...."

...safe to say and very accurate..."
----------------------------------------------------------

.. two days..."
Administration.... " . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .

...Administration..."
two..year..."...........................................

"...Administration..."
----------------------------------------------------..----
"...two years..."

What Corrected Galley Says

...administration...

"The people who prepared that document..."---------------------------------------------------

"But they said..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...administration..."

"Ms. Reeves."
-----------------------------------------------------

"Certainly, in the short term, as one looks
at what might be happening..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...to natural resources.,."

"...but what is far more important in the
view of the League of Women Voters, is that...

[See next page]
[Hanawritten changes represent differences
between transcript and corrected galley.]

"...we should, in terms of..."

"-perceived threats, and indeed,..."

"...safe and very accurate to sa..."
.....................................................

"...2 days..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...administration..."
.....................................................

"...administration..."

"...2 years..."
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research, the enforcement capability. We have lost thak--/? A

ub-ti-c---c-aOtackle the problem.

I would like to give you qne exampleAwe didn't put in our

testimonyQ b4Itn the State of West Virginia, our ague

members have been k i-i-tvery process ,a-R the-"
A

C leanNae-ct -- te a
|

t io r a a p ib I -,-|--e-t--o n-l'y

wi- ln delgati 6 ,programs back to the State-

And public hearings have been held so that league members

and others could testify. It was a processAt hai .

A dock n e-.ew-
to--ee---th-t State governments wml--L 5 - t I-ese..a-aA

c:rr criticalpr oblems ,

4 )A ' - q
n& he ones here | are going to need assistance

from EPA. In k-he,/recent testimon y2 t-hva:he League of Women

Voters of West Virginia 1 pT-e-s-amtdethey pointed out that itA
appeared that owEPA%.was not interested in this process

going| forth.

The ,League felt that the process was just beginning to work.

This is the cry that we have heard again and agaii a-n4d-as-nr

an dg ais
t

Just as we have begun to gain the knowledge we needed and2'
just as we have begun to establish proper procedures and

channels_/nd just as we have begun to even tackle the job.

Thenall of this base of support has been pulled out frc=

under. Solwe have lost something even moref1 your
A % -

characterization, disastrous, it seems to me we have lost
/A
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...members...
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"...Administration..."
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"...common sense.-
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'...obviously..."
............................................................

"...of what the whole scene was about..."
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"And certainly, regulations fall under, in a large
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141
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141
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141
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141

...because the record...

"...administration.. "

...Members...-

"...administration..."

...what, where, when, how, and why..."

"...what...'

"...administration..."

"...gadfly.."

-- - -- - - -w- --- --- --- --- --
... common-sense."

"...gadfly..."

"...the agenda,"

"...obvious..."
-- ------------------- --- -- -- -. I -- ----------------------.

"...of what is the whole scene was
about..."

"And certainly, regulations fall under a
large category in that.".....................................................-

"The people who were brought in to man the
various agencies..."
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146/3522-
3525
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3528
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3533

146/3536
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147/3544 142

147/3544 142

147/3553 142
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Tileston
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"...we have certainly a different tenor, and as has been
often indicated, more like the folks taking care of the
chicken house than most of us are at all comfortable
with."

...........................................................

"But I do think that it is a very fundamental mis-
understanding of what is at stake here."

"And although the campaign certainly, as most campaigs
do- has a lot of rhetoric in it, when that rhetoric was
translated into action, and one has to give the
Administration some stars in putting into effect in a
very, very drastic way, their points of action
nevertheless the stewardship has gone by the wayside.

"Let me try another scenario with you."

"It is very clear, and I was involved in the mid-1960s
and even previous to that, in which you had the period
of time in which it was the town crier. You ran
around, "There is a problem. There is a problem."
And all of the excitement that was there in trying to
discuss it."

"Then we got into what I call the easy problem-solving."

"I have not see it,..."

...you assumed was always potable,..."

...towards..."

...we have certainly a very different
attitude, and as has been often indicated,
more like the foxes taking care of the
chicken house than most of us are at all
comfortable with "
---------------------------------------------------

"But I do think that there has been a very
fundamental misunderstanding of what was
and is the will of the people as expressed

in the November 980 election

"The campaign had a lot of rhetoric in it,
when that rhetoric was translated into action,
and one has to give phe administration some credit
for effectively implementing their program

effect in a very--nevertheless, the stewardship
of the environmental and public lands has gone
by the wayside."

"Let me describe another scenario with you."

"In the mid-1960's there was the period of
time in which it was the town crier who ran
around sheatin, "There is a problem There
is a problem."

"Then we got into what I call the easy

problem-solving stage.'

"I have not seen it,..."

"...you always assumed was potable,. ."

"...toward..."
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"...which is international, global?"
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"As we got into the extremely complex and as we had done
the easy things, I think there might have been an over-
reactIon by some that it is too expensive."

"...Senator Nelson here talked about, we can't afford
not to do it."

"We saw in the League of Women Voters in the last--the
previous Administration, an opportunity in which y
were evaluating."

"And they were looking real hard at these issues."

..........................................................
"...clean-up..."

"We lift the dirty sites."

"...and how much do we have to go?"

"I think that we have done away, in the real colloquial
term, we have thrown the baby out with the bath water."

"How do you find new sources of drinking
Water and, what do you do about the poluted
well?"

"...which is an international, global
problem?"
-----------------------------------------------------
"As we get into the extremely complex issues,
and aslwi8|dldone the easy things, I think
there may be an over-reaction by some that
pollution control is too expensive."

"...Senator Nelson talked about when we can't
afford not to do it."

......................................................
"We saw in the League of Women Voters in the
previous Administration, an opportunity to
evaluate problems with
enviromenta programs."

"And-EPA and a broad spectrum of the public

were looking hard at these issues."

"...cleanp..."

"We list the dirty sites."

"...and how far do we have to go?"

"I think that we have, in the real colloquial
term, thrown the baby out with the bath water."
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".I1 am afraid that we are a long way from getting
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"...government..."
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...I am afraid that we are a long way from
getting into that real problem solving for
the terribly complex problems we face."

....................................................

"...modifications, renewals, and issuances."

'-::public oversight."

".K:,Tfor example
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In..."

...is the poor condition..."
......................................................

"The recent incident in New Jersey..."

"We should begin to solve these problems..."

"...some of the issues that should be taken

care of now."
0

------------------------------------------------------

"...2 years..."
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"...administration..."
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"...actions also."

"...biannual process..."

"...Government..."
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"And I believe that on the 13th and 14th, when
originally it had been talked about then, the League
had been talked about, there had been communication as
to whether or not we could get this together."

-----------------------------------------------------------

"I can't give you a date as to when was there a
particular invitation. It was just that we knew that
we--we felt that we sincerely had information which
would be of value to a committee investigating these
things."

"And that it was then dependent upon when my schedule
night he or when we could have another volunteer
member of the organization come in and participate and
whether or not this would mesh with the staff."

"No, we had a date conflict in which we would not have
been able to at that time."

"Oh, sometime last week, Thursday, Friday, that we
started to work on the testimony."

"...sometimes we have difficulty getting all of our

testimony down ahead of time."

"...time frame..."

"..Comnissioner of Environment .."

" five-minute suniation.. "

"...New York State's. ."
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"And I believe that on the 13th and 14th,
when originally it had been scheduled the
league had been invited and, there had been
communication as to whether or not we
could get together."

--------------------------.--------------------------

"I can't gve you the date of the
invitation, but we felt that we sincerely
had information which would be of value to
a committee investigating the performance of
the EPA.

"It also depended on my schedule and whether
we could have another volunteer member of
the organization come in and participate "

...................................................

"No, we had a date conflict, and would not
have been able to testify at that time."

------------------------------------------------------

"Oh, it was sometime last week, Thursday or
Friday, that we started to work on the
testimony."

------------------------------------------------------

". sometimes we have difficulty getting our
testimony done ahead of time."
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"...comissioner of environment.. "

".. 5-minute summation..."

"...New York State. ."
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"...and I guess New York State's position.

"...Reagan Administration..."

". .. of its..."

"...air, land and water."

"...previous Administrations..."

"....two-year-ago period..."

"...to advance new programs and to allocate funds..."

"It was at that time the end of the period..."

"...air, land and..."

"...problems between sts with air ......

"I think that the public has been polarized, again,
with we are not able to talk..."

"It ranges in the problem..."

"...to the people in Love Canal."

"...this Administration..."

"A consultant hired by the EPA..

"We were informed not only would that money not be
available in the Administration's budget..."

...and New York State's position.
....................................................-

"...Reagan administration..."
.....................................................-

"...of the Nation's..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...air, land, and water."
.....................................................-

"...previous Administrations..."
.....................................................-

"...2-year-ago period..."
....................................................-

"...to advance new programs, and to
allocate funds..."
...................................................-

"It was at that time, the end of the period..."
------------------------------------------------------

"...air, land, and..."
.....................................................-

"...problems between States such as with air...
-----------------------------------------------------

"I think that the public has been polarized,
again, and we are not able to talk..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"It relates to in the problem..."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...the people in Love Canal."
-----------------------------------------------------
"...this administration..."

"A consultant was hired by the EPA..."

.........................

".............

"But we were later informed not only would
that additional money not be available in the
adminithtioeKs budget..."
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162/3930-I 149 we woal d not be able to produce that program to

".. we would not be able to produce that program to

protect groundwater."

-.. th.generators.the.pr.d.cers.and.the.di.p.ser..."
"...the generators, the producers and the disposers..."

155 - Scheuer -".. in New York, Connecticut and New Jersey?"

155 Flacke i"...was not a small problem, but a rather large one."
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----------------------------------------------------------

"...and fail to..."

"New York State believes we will probably have 15 of the
680 sites, money flowing to them from Superfund, over
the next several years,"

"In that particular instance, we were pleased, because
we had..."
...........................................................

"...and our program at Love Canal. The applications
are in."

"...two or three weeks..."

" -Conissloner..."

"Long Island has always been a peculiar problem with New
York State money for ground water research on the
Island."
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... we would not be able to produce that
program to protect groundwater and other
resources from damage."
.....................................................-

"...the generators, the producers, and the
disposers

"..in New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey?"
.....................................................-

"...was not a small problem, but a rather
large one especially in the metropolitan area.
-----------------------------------------------------

"...and we fail to..."
......................................................

"New York State believes we will probably
have 15 of the State's 680 known or suspected
hazardous waste sites, money f owing to them
from Superfund, over the next several years.'

......................................................
"In that particular instance, we were pleased.

Because we had. ."
-----------------------------------------------------

"...and our program at Love Canal. the
applications are in."

"...2 or 3 weeks..."

commissioner...'

"Long Island has always been a peculiar problem
with New York State money for ground water
research."
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New York State government."
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"...minority members..,"
......................................................

"..5 minutes."

"...the chairman's representation..."
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"One question. You..."

"...federalism..."

"..federalism..."
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"It is one germane to the New York State Government.

"...Department of Health in the New York State
Government..."

"...Department of Environmental Conservation."

"...sole source..."
...........................................................

"...ten o'clock..."
...........................................................

"...Neuber ...
"

..........................................................

"...Chairmen..."
..........................................................

"...Minority Members..."
...........................................................

"...five minutes."
--------------------------------------------------------..-

"...the Chairinan's representation..."
...........................................................

"...two or three weeks ago..."

"One question: You..."

"...Federalism..."
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"In specific instances, if you ever get the
Administrator to do that--as the PCB project on the
Hudson River, the new concept of peer review, where
decisionmaking has been taken away from the regional
administrators, and so on.'

r. HILER."

"We are very pleased in the ability of a shortened
hearing process..."

...would mean New York could never achieve a
preventive hazardous waste management system we
envision and which our citizens demand."

"...passed a mini Superfund bill."

"But what I am saying, as the State of New York, you
can make up the difference..."
------------------------------------------------------..---
"So what the question comes down to, when the piper
has to be paid..."
...........................................................
"...Members..."

"Let's hear from Ms. Bertinuson."

"STATEMENT OF TERESALEE BERTINUSON"

"s.....T.................................................
"Ms. BERTINUSON."

"-MS. -BERTINUSON.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"In specific instances, if you ever get the
Administrator to d3 that--instead, the PCB
project on the Hudson xivgrniegs the
new EPA concept of peer review, where decision-
making has been taken away from the regional
administrators, and so on."

......................................................

"We are very pleased with the ability of a
shortened hearing process.-.."

"...would mean New York could never achieve a
preventive hazardous waste management system
as we envision it, and which our citizens
demand."

---
h-- - - h * ---

...passed a mini-Supertun bill."

"But what I am saying is, as the State of New
York,-you can make up the difference..."

......................................................

"So what the question comes down to is, when
the piper has to be paid..."

......................................................

"...members..."

"Let's hear from Mr. Easton."

"STATEMENT OF JOHN J. EASTON, ATTORNEY
GENERAL, STATE OF VERMONT"

-.EA.N.".......................................
"Mr. EASTON."

"Mr. EASTON."
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"..,land use law...

"...Members..."

.........en Federalism."

"...new Federalism."

"...redtape."
............................................................

"...20 percent cutback..."

"...air pollution..."

"...air pollution..."

"...northeastern..."
..........................................................-

"... S0-2."

"...midwestern..."

"...midwestern..."
.. annery.. .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
"...cannery..."
"...cannery ... ....................

"...federally involved."

"...eight minutes..."

"...site..."

'...land 1 use law...

'...members..."

"...New Federalism."

ew Federalism."

"...redtape."
......................................................

"...20-percent cutback..."

.alrpol I ution..."

"...airzjollution...,
......................................................

"...Northeastern..."
.....................................................

... so te

"...Midwestern..."

"...Midwestern..."

......................................................

"...tannery .."

"...tannery...

"...federally-involved."

"...8 minutes..."
-- -. -- - -- - - -- - -- -- - -- -- -- - -- -- -



Galley
Pg.

Speaker
Identification

t ___ I ______

179/4346

180/4354

181/4357

181/4358

181/4359

181/4363
182/4366

182/4366

182/4371

182/4372

182/4372

182/4374

182/4377

182/4377

182/4378

Easton

Scheuer

Scheuer

Bertilnuson

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

".,.noncommunity water samplings, water systems. ",..noncommunity water samplings, and water

systems."

"[Ms. Bertinuson's prepared statement follows:]" "[Mr. Easton's prepared statement follows:]"

...ten minutes..." "...10 minutes..."
--------------------------------------------------------..-..---------------------------------------------------

"[Recess.]" "[Recess taken.]"

"[Recess 2"15-2 40 p.m.]" __

"[The statement of Mr. Easton follows:)" --
................................................................................................................

'-five minutes..." "...5 minutes..."

"Mr. BERTINUSON." "Ms. BERTINUSON."

161

162
171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

171

I __ _ _ _ .1I

"STATEMENT OF TERESALEE BERTINUSON, VICE
c.AIRMANJ, COUNCIL OF STATE GOUVERMENTS
EASTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE TASK FORCE ON
THE ENVIRONMENT"

"Ms BERTINUSON."

"I am Teresalee Bertinuson. I am house
thai nman..."

.vice chairman .. "

S..State.. "

"...created, supported, and directed by
them..."

- State...

Mr. BERTINUSON."
............................................................

I am Teresalee Bertinuson, I am House Chairman..."

...Vice Chairman..."

...state..."

..created support and directed by them..."

---.....................................................
-.state..."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification

182/4379

182/4381

182/4382-
4383

182/4386

182/4387

183/4391

183/4394

183/4397

183/4397

183/4398

183/4399-
4400

183/4405

183/4406

183/4406-
4407

171

1 71

171

171

171

171

171
------71---.

171
--171 ------

171

171

171

171

-- -- --- ----.

Bertinuson

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
1.

--------------------
.1

--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------
11

--------------------

What Original Transcript Says

"...maintains an information service and serves as
liaison."

'...state..."
.............................................................

"...ten northeastern states..."

"...federal level..."

"...federal state..."

"...agency's..."

"...states..."

"...states..."

"...are highly dependent upon..."

"...state..."

"...are dependent on the government regulations to
protect them from exposure to these chemicals but to
assure continued viability..."

............................................................

"...Administration..."
............................................................

"...Critical Toxic Substances Control Program..."

"...less than 25 percent of 1981 and the real work has
just begun."

What Corrected Galley Says

"...maintainjgg an information services and
serving as liaison."

"...State... "
----------------------------------------------------

"...10 northeasternn States..."

"...Federal level..."

"..,Federal/State..,"

"...Agency's. ."

"...States..."
.....................................................

"...States..."

"...are also highly dependent upon..."

"...StAte...
"

"...are dependent on government regulations
nat mal to protect them from exposure to these
elicals but also to assure continued
viabllity..."
.....................................................

"...adminlstration..."

"...Critical Toxic Substances Control program..."

"...less than 25 percent of the 1981 level and
the real wrk has just begun."



Trans. Galley Speaker 1Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

183/4408
4410

183/4411

183/4412

183/4413-
4414

184/4418

184/4421

184/4423

184/4423-
4424

184/4425

184/4430

184/4434-
4436

184/4438

171

171
172

172

172

172

172

172

172

172

172

172

1 Typesetter lowerrased this word, correction written up to uppercase it.

Bertinuson

--------------------
11

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------
.1

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

---------------------

---------------------

"Similarly, EPA has not adequately addressed toxic air
pollutants although directed in the 1977 Clean Air Act
amendments."

'-states."
...........................................................-

"...Northeast's..."

"It is probably the sg$", source we may have a
competitive edge on orther parts of the country."

" -nation's..."

"...Administration..."

'-which according to .."

"...will allow EPA only to manage a limited number of
permits."

"...stated a times today."

.federal..."

"We feel the Clean Air Act must be amended, however, the
law must be implemented and rigorously enforced."

'-.state..."

"Similarly, EPA has not adequately
addressed toxic air pollutants although
directed to do so in the 1977 Clean Air
Act amendments."

"...States."..................................................

"...Northeast's..."

"It is probably the one resource in which
we may have a competitive edge on other
parts of the country."

" Nation's .."

"...administration..."

"...which, according to. ."

"...will allow EPA only to process a limited
number of permits."

"...stated many times today."

"...Federal ..."

"We feel the Clean Air Act must be amended,
however, once amended, the law must be
implemented and rigorously enforced."

"...State ...".

I



What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

"Since 1980 in petitions to EPA or member states of
Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York and
Mainehave pointed out to the agencies that the Clean Air
Act requires EPA to make a determination that no inter-
state air pollution will be caused before EPA may approve
a zip plan or zip revision. Yet EPA has approved some,
granted delays for others and proposed increase
allowable emissions at others."

" 5 02. .. "

...Northeast."

..nation...
............................................................

..Interstate Air Pollution..."

"This act con only he effectively enforced in the states
with primary responsibility for enforcement, very

adequately funded air quality control."
............................................................

"The Administration proposes a 20 percent reduction in
state air programs for 1983."
...........................................................

"...Administration..."
----------------------------------------------------..-----

"...to the states, the states are unwilling..."
...........................................................

...federal..."

.. about federal laws to be implemented at the state
I evel.

"Since 1980 in petitions to EPA our member
States of Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
New York, and Mainehave pointed out to the

Agency that the Clean Air Act requires EPA to
make a determination that no interstate air
pollution will be caused before EPA may approve
a SIP--State implementation plan or SIP
revision. Yet EPA has approved some, granted

delays for others and has proposed to increase
allowable emissions at others."

"...northeast."

"...Nation...

".interstate air pollution...

"This act can only be effectively enforced
in the States with adequately funded air
quality control programs."

"The administration proposes a 20-percent
reduction in State air programs for 1983."
..................................................
"...administration..."

"...to the States, the States are unwilling..."

". Federal..."

"...about Federal laws which must be
implemented at the State level."

What Corrected Galley SaysWhat Original Transcript Says



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

186/4470

186/4471

186/4472

186/4475.

4476

186/4480

186/4482-
4483

T86/4484

186/4486-'

4487

186/4487

187/4490

187/4492-
4495

187/4498

187/4502

187/4504

173
173

173

173

173

173

173

-------
173

173

173

173

173

173

173

- ______ .1 _____________ L a

Bertinuson

.....................

.....................

.....................

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.....................

...ten states...

"...federal..."

"...national governors association...

"...he states were responding with matching state
legislation..."
............................................................

"Where are we to do?"
............................................................

"We are not exactly sure yet how our matching funds
have to be 2rovlded.

"...federal..."
............................................................

"...which will bring new responsibility to the states,
federal financial assistance is suspected to be sharply
reduced."

"...states..."
............................................................

"...federal..."

"This could have a direct impact on the management of
hazardous waste because the small waste generators, the
exemption, they are not required to comply with 5RA."

"...states..."

...states..."

...probems...

"...10 States...

'...Federal..."

National Governors Association...

------------------------------------------------------------
"...the States were responding with matching
State legislation..."
----------------------------------------------------

"Where are we now?"
-----------------------------------------------------

"We are not exactly sure yet how our matching
fands ueat be provided."
"...Federal..."
------------------.----.-----------------------------

"...which will bring new responsibility to
the States, Federal financial assistance
is expected to be sharply reduced."
-----------------------------------------------------

S...States..."
.....................................................

"...Federal..."

"This could have a direct impact on the
management of hazardous waste because the
small waste generators, are exempt from RCRA
requirements."

States......"........................................
"...States..."

". .States..."

"...problems. .



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

187/4505
187/4506

187/4506

187/4512

187/4510

188/4512

188/4518

188/4520

188/4524

188/4539

189/4541

190/4558

190/4567

191/4577

191 /4578

19/4582

191/4552

191/4583

1 Typesetter inserted periods after letters and spaces before and after ampersand; correction written up to delete periods

and close up spaces.

173
173

173

173

173

173

173

173

173

173

183

183

183

183

183

183

183

183

183

Bertinuson

.....................

-------------------..

4 -- ------ ------------.

*- federal ... "...Federal...

...federal..." "...Federal..."

..Section 301(2)..." "...section 301(2)..."

...Administrati n..," "...administration..."

...database..." "...data base..."

...federal..." '...Federal..."

' ..states..." "...States..."
--------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ;-------------------------------------
...air, water and ground." "...air, water, and ground."
................................................................................................................

...Act." ..,act."

'[The statement of Mr. Bertinuson follows)]" "[Ms. Bertinuson's prepared statement follows:]"

..Joel Cantor..." " ol Kantor..."
------------ae---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------

...mid-morning ... " ...mdmorning..."

...realise..." "...realize..."
................................................................................. .... .. ... ..... .................

..states..." "..States..."

...Administration's..." "...administration's..."

...federal..." ...Federal..."

...state..." " ..State..."

...states..." "...States..."

'. . . R&.. D. I



Trans. Galley Speaker 1
Pg/Ln Pg. Identilfication What Original transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

191/4587

191/4590

191/4592

191/4592

191/4594

191/4598

191/4600

192/4603

192/4606

192/4621

193/4640

194/4652

194/4662

194/4671

194/4673

195/4682

195/4683

184

184

184

194

164

164

1- 4

184

184

184

184

184-185

185

185

185

185

185

1 Typesetter inserted periods after letters and spaces before and after ampersand, correction written up to delete periods and close up spaces.

Easton

Scheuer
. . . . -----.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

--------------------.

1.ne

................

Hl- --- ---

"...federal government...
...........................................................

"... sggets."

"...government..."

"...R&D..."

"...tohers..."

R&..60D..

"...government..."

".0..R&D.."
............................................................

...government..."
............................................................

"...erservation..."
............................................................

"...members..."

"...wellprepared."
............................................................

"...biparisan..."

"...committee of science and technology."

"...five ring circuses..."
............................................................

"...four ring circus."

"...for four weeks with four committees..."

._Federal Governent...
.....................................................

"... suggests."

"...Government..."

. R&D...'

"...others..."
-C--------------------------------"...R60.1

"...Government..."

. . a.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'...Government...i

"...reservation..."
.....................................................

'...Members..."

"...well prepared."
-----------------------------------------------------

". bipartisan..."

"..tComnittee of Science and Technology."

'.. five-ring circuses..."

"...four-ring circus "

. or 4 weeks with three coenlttees .."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

195/4684-
4686

195/4688

195/4688

195/4689

195/4690

195/4690

195/4691-
4694

196/4702

196/4704

196/4710

196/4711

196/4712

196/4713

196/4714

196/4716

185

105

185

185

185

185

185

186

186

106

186

186

186

186.....

Hiler

-- -- -- -- -- -- -

. . . . . . . . . . . .

---- ---- ---- ----

.....................

. . . . . . . . . . . .

", . with a minimum of 30 to 35 members of Congress and
as late as less than 24 hours ago we didn't have
witnesses for the hearing."
............................................................

"...members..."

".. four ring..."

S... members..."

"...circus when we have people..."

"..ways.

" ..who deserve to have their testimony listened to and
now this is nothing but a circus and no one is here to
listen and we didn't know they were going to be here
until 12 hours ago."

"...New York."
----------------------------------------------------------

"Mr. BERTINUSON."

"...knowlede..."
..........................................................

...ten years..."
..........................................................

"...forces..."

..........................................................

"...allt he answers."
Standima.... an. an...". . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .

"...Scandinavian and..."

".. with a minimum of 30 to 35 Members of
Congress and as late as 24 hours ago we didn't
have witnesses for the hearing."

---------------------------.--------------------------

Members..."

"...four-ring..."

"...Members..."
---------------------------.--------------------------

".crcus, and when we have people..."
-.----------------------------------------------------

"...way...
------------------------------------------------------

"...who deserve to have their testimony
listened to and now this is nothing but a
circus and no one is here to listen."

"...New York?"

"Ms. BERTINUSON."

"...knowledge..."
-..---------------------------------------------------

"..10 years..."
-..---------------------------------------------------

"...forests..."

"...to..."

"..all the answers."

"..Scandinaian.. and..."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification

r I
186 1196/4717-

4719

196/4719

196/4720

197/4734

197/4735

197/4735

197/4736

197/4741

197/4745

197/4746

197/4749

198/4759

198/4759

198/4768

199/4776

199/4779

199/4781

Bertinuson

---------------------

---------------------
.1

---------------------
Easton
---------------------

--------------------
11

---------------------
1.

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

-------------------
11

---------------------
Carney
---------------------

.1
---------------------

---------------------
11

--------------------
11

---------------------
1.

--------------------
11

What Original Transcript Says

"...that indicates that acid rain and the other--other
types of pollution of the types more important than
acid rain themselves, do..."
...........................................................

"...long range..."
...........................................................

"...primarily and..."

"...Section 126..."
...........................................................

'...East..."

"...states..."

...New Jersey..."

"...Administration..."

"...states..."

"... EPAs..."

"...four years..."

".. chairman.. "

"...co-sponsors..."

"...administrator..."

" ..time frame..."

".. frustrtions.."

"...Chairman's..."

1 Typesetter uppercased this word; change written up to lowercase it.

What Corrected Galley Says

".. that indicates that acid rain and the
other types of pollution of the types more
important than acid rain itself, do..."
.....................................................

"...long-range..."
....................................................-

"..,primarily, and..."

'-section 126..."
-----------------------..---------------------------
"...east ...

"...States..."

"...New Jersey,..."

"...administration..."

"...States..."

".4 years..."

"...chairman..."

"...cosponsors..."

"...Administrator..."

"...timeframe..."

"...frustrations..."

"...chairman's..."

186

186

186

186

186

186

186

186

186

186

186

186

187

187

187

187



Trans. Galley
Pg/Ln Pg.

199/4783

199/4786

199/4795

199/4799

201/4848

201/4850

202/4851

202/4855

202/4858

202/4869

202/4871

202/4872

202/4874

202/4874

203/4879

203/4880

203/4890

203/4894

187

187
- -187

187

188

188

188

188

188

188

188

188

189

188

188

lag

189

189

Speaker

Identification

Carney
---------------------

Scheuer

Walker

Bertinuson

Wal ker

Berti nusen

Walker

Walker

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

"...ten years...
...........................................................-

"...clearned..."

"...Gentleman..."

"...Chairman..."

"Mr. BERTINUSON."
..... Chairm an-...".........................................
"...Vice Chai rman..."

... Chai rman. .. "

"Mr. BERTINUSON."

"Mr. BERTINUSON."

"Mr. BERTINUSON."
............................................................

...lmpession..."

Chairman..."

"M;. BERTINUSON."

"...Chairman..."

Goverremnts..."

"Mr. BERTINUSON."

"...Administration..."

...Administration..."

"... 10 years...
..................................................-

"...learned..."

"...gentleman..."

'... chairman..."

"Ms. BERTINUSON."
.....................................................

"...vice chaiman..."

"...chairman...
"

"Ms. BERTINUSON."

"Ms. BERTINUSON."

"Ms. BERTINUSON."

"...impression ... 
"

"...chairman..."

-Ms. BERTINUSON."

------ee-----------------------------------"...chairman..."

"...Governments..."

""in. BERTINUSON."

"...admini strati an..."

"...administration..."



Trans. pGalley Speaker 1 F
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

Wal ker

Easton
---------------------

---------------------

Walker
--------------------.

Scheuer
.....................

Walker

Scheuer

Hiler

203/4896

203/4900

204/4908

204/4908-

--- /g40

204/4914

204/4915

205/4931
205/433

205/4934

205/4935

205/4937

205/4939

205/4942

205/4943-
4944

189

l8g

l8g

189

189

189

190

190

190

190

190

190

190

190

...sluggist...

"...Administration..."

'-state..."

"...have over the history of EPA because..."

"...Administration..."

"...state..."
.............Adninistratin.. . . . . . . . . . . .
"...Administration."

" ... Admi ni strata on. .."

"...Gentleman..."

"...Gentleman..."

"...Gentleman."

"I think that what a lot of this debate points out today,
the witness in the previous panel pointed this out, the
easy questions have been answered."

"Getting 90 percent of the particulate matter out of the
ir.,tha was the easy part."

'Getting the last 10 or 5 percent, that is where it
becomes difficult."

"...sluggish...
....................................................

"...administration..."

"...State..."
---------------------------..-----------------------

"...have, over the history of EPA. because..."

.....................................................

"...administration...'

"...State..."
.d...i.tr.t.n."...................................
"...administration."
....................................................
"...administration..."

----------------------------------------------------

". j..entleman..."
........ ..t- --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"...gentleman..."

"..ent eman."

"I think that what a lot of this debate points
out today, and as the witness in the previous
panel pointed this out, the easy questions
have been answered."

"Getting 90 percent of the particulate matter
out of the air was the easy part."

"Getting the last 10 or 5 percent is where
it becomes difficult."



What Original Transcript Says

___ 5 ___ 1 _____ 4 t
205/4945- 190 Hiler

4947

205/4947 j-190
205/4947 190

206/4958-
4959

206/4963-
4968

190

206/4969 -1 190

"We get to acid rain which is an extraordinarily
difficult type concept to deal with, the answers may
be in for you in Vermont."

"Yea feel the effects, the answers are in far yaa.'

-----------------------------------------------------------

...representative..."

"I think that we are at the point where the rubber is
meeting the road, that is the difficulty..."

'You pointed out, Representative, I do not think yes did,
Ir. Easton you did, but it corresponds with the
gentleman from New York's conments, local managers of
he state sewage treatment plan programs have been
leased by the recent speed up of EPA in simplIfying
egulations and passing more discretionary authority ta
tate officials."

"Those areas where it is possible to speed up and where
it is possible to have simplifications and regulations
simplified and continue to meet the law, they are
working there."

I . _ _ _ _ _ _j_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

What Corrected Galley Says

"We get to acid rain which is an
extraordinarily difficult concept to deal
with. The answers may be in for you in
Vermnnt."

"You feel the effects1 the answers are in

for you."

" Representativ..."
-----------------.---------------------------------.

"I think that we are at the point where the
r rubber is meeting the road; that is the
difficulty..."

"You pointed out, Mr. Easton, that local
managers of the State sewage treatment plan
programs have been pleased by the recent

peedup of EPA in simplifying regulations and
asking more discretionary authority to State
officials "

'In those areas where it is possible to speed
p and where it is possible to have
implifications of regulations and continue
o meet the law, EPA is working well."

Galley Speaker
Pg. Identification



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln I Pg. Identification

207/4978-
4985

207/4986-

4987
207/4992

207/4993

207/4994

207/4999

208/5007-

5008

208/5011-
5012

208/5020

208/5022-
5023

208/5025

208/5025

f iI
190

190

190

90

091

191

190

191

191

191

r--------------------

Bertl nusoe
r--- -----------------.

Hller

r--- ------- ----- -- ---.

r- -- -----------------.

r---- -------- --- -----.

191

191

What Original Transcript Says

"I think that while you may not agree with it, speaking
as someone from the Ohio Valley, I would rather see us
double the amount of money put into research to be sure
if we put the scrubbers on our power plants, and 96
percent of the electricity generated in Indiana comes
from coal and before we put the scrubbers on that will
increase the cost to consumers by 50 and 60 percent,
I want to be sure it will solve your problem."

"I do not want to do it because you have a problem and

let's spend money somewhere."
............................................................

"If you would like to respond?"
............................................................

"Mr. BERTINUSON."
............................................................
". .. state..."
............................................................

"...long range..."

"...we have I think in the State of Indiana two waste
disposals..."
............................................................

"You have been able to receive the positive property
tax values and tax receipts...."
............................................................

"...superfund."

"...the questions are now black and white, they
are not the easy answers."

"...states..."

"...federal..."

What Corrected Galley Says

"I think that while you may not agree with
it, I would rather see us double the amount
of money put into research to be sure that
if we put the scrubbers on our powerplants.
it will solve your problem. I am from the
Ohio Valley and 96 percent of the electricity
generated in Indiana comes from coal. Putting

scrubbers on our powerplants will increase
costs to consumers by 50 to 60 percent."

"I do not want to do it because you have a
problem and want to spend money somewhere."

"Would you like to respond?"
---------------------------------------------------

"Ms. BERTINUSON."

"...State..."
....................................................
... long-range..."

"...we have in the State of Indiana two waste
disposal sites..."
----------------------------------------------------

"You have been able to receive the property
taxes and income tax receipts,..."

"...Superfund "
----------------------------------------------------

...the questions are not black and
white, and there are not the easy
answers.

"...States..."

'...Federal..."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln 4 Pg. Identificaton What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

210/5057 1-192 - Alter

Hiler
--------------------

.1

--------------------
11

--------------------

191

191

191

191

"...government...
-----------------------------------------------------------
"...federal government..."

"...question..."

"...we have limited amounts of financial resources to
deal with extraordinarily complex problems and I think
as a representative and certainly as an elected
official in the state of Vermont,..."

"...the Chamber of Commerce,..."

"STATEMENTS OF HARVEY ALTER, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE; JERRY J.
JASINOWSKI, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS ; TOBY
ANTHONY, ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRY COUNCIL"

"...five minutes."
............................................................
"...Mr. Harvey Alter..."

"...the Chamber of Commerce..."

"HARVEY ALTER "

"...Manager of the Resources and Environmental Quality
Department..."

209/5026

209/5027-

209/5029

209/5029-
5032

209/5041

209/5044-
5047

209/5050

210/5053-
-- -5054-

210/5054

210/5055

"...Government...
-------------------------------------------------

...Federal Government..."

"...issue..."

"...we have limited amounts of financial
resources to deal with extraordinarily
complex problems. I think you will agree
as an elected official from the State of
Vermont,..."
------------------------------ --------;1---h ----------------------------------
"...the U.S. Chamber of Commerce;..."

"...5 minutes."....................................................

"...D r Harvey Alter..."

----------------------------------------CO; ---------------------
"...the U.S. Chamber of Commerce..."

HARVEY ALTER, MANAGER, RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY DEPARTMENT, U.S.
CHAMBER OF COMRIERCE

n...manager of the resources and environmental

qua ity epartment...

191 Scheuer

101 --

Scheuer

.....................
191

191-192

192

192
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192 Alter

192

102

192

192

192

193

193 "

-93

193

193

193

193

193
193

193

193 1

194

-----------94------------------.

193

210/5061

210/5074

211/5079

211/5083

211/5098

212/5107

212/5108

213/5126

213/5131

213/5134

213/5138

213/5144

213/5144-
- 5145

213/5145
214/5151

214/5157

214/5170

214/5170

'...Protetion...
.............................................................

"...refereed..."
"...the Chamber..."

"...the Chamber..."

"...the Chamber .."

"...about London ... "
"...to this day in my experience.."

- papet "Long-erm ..
"...long run " Progressive..."

"...1960s..."

"..management The. ."

"...environmental protection agency."

"It is not as some seem to think the. ."

".,the environmental regulatory agency."

"...criticie..."

...non-use..."

"...at M.I.T 
... "

...."One..."

"...Protection ...
--------------------------------.------..----------

.,,referee..."

"...the chamber..."

"...the chamber. ."

.the chamber..."

"...about the recent London conference ,..."-

".. to this day, in my experience..."

""---paper. Long-ten.....

"...long run. Progressive..."

"...1960's..."

"..anagonent and the."

Environmental Protection Agency."

"It is not, as some seem to think, the..."

"...the Environmental Regulatory Agency."

..criticize..."

"...nonuse.. "

"...at MIT...

• One,..-"
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194
194

194

-----------
194

--------4 --
194

194

1 ......4 ..
194

194

194

1 ......4 .. .
194

194

194

194

194
r----------..

214/5175
215/5177

215/5177

215/5179

215/5178

215/5179

215/5170

215/5174-

5185

215/5186

215/5l91-
5192

215/5194

215/5195-
5196----

215/5196

215/5209

216/529
5203

Al ter

Scheuer

Alter
--------------------.

Schue

-- -- -- -- -- -- -

"...stopped." Mr. SCHEUER.

"...five minutes..."

"...I would hope where under..."

"...the staff has instructed..."
--..........................................................

"...ten minutes..."

"...and everybody else..."

"...a generous five,..."

"...the same courtesy as all the others."

"...your five minutes."
r ..........................................................

"...and as a participant..."

--..........................................................

"...Administration..."

"With the--based on the material given..."

...in the printed statement I..."

"...deadlines..

"We suggest Congress look into this and related issues
such as politicization of the argument by some who claim
to be nonpartisan."

...stopped. Mr. SCHEUER.
----------------------------------------------------

...5 minutes..."
----------------------------------------------------

...I would hope that under..."
----------------------.-.---------------------------

.. that your staff instructed..."
----------------------------------------------------

...10 minutes..."

...and whereas everybody else..."
----------------------------------------------------

...a generous 5 monutes,..."
-------------------.--------------------------------

"...the same courtesy extended to all the
others."
----------------------------------------------------

...Your 5 minutes."
----------------------------------------------------

"...and as a former participant..."
...................................................-

...administration..."
----------------------------------------------------

"Based on thematerial given..."
...................................................-

"...in the printed statement, I..."

...deadline..."

We suggest Congress look into this and the
related issue of politicization of the
rguments by groups who claim to be
nonpartisan "
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216/5203-
5205

216/5206-
5208

216/5208

217/5230-
5237

218/5260-

5262

218/5265

219/5266
219/5273

219/5277

219/5278

219/5284

"We therefore must question some of their critiques,
some of which were entered in the record earlier today.

"We prais EPA far permitting the economy ta supply jabs
to supply basic seeds and fees I call an intellectual
initiative."
...........................................................

"Business and industry was simply not welcome..."

...........................................................
"Praise EPA for keeping an open mind on issues. I am
sorry this is so humorous to some in the audience, but
in my personal experience over the years, I commend
them for being willing to consider the evidence at hand1
for being willing to consider what is good and right for
the country rather than a knee-jerk reaction that the
environment is bad and more regulations are needed."-----------------------------------------------------------
"The economy ...is in a period of very weakened,_and to

some extent, decline."

... in teams of..."

"...over $150 billion..."
...........................................................

"...regulations of which..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"...in the least cost way that we can."

...........................................................

"...imporant.-.-

"...Administrations..."

199 - "~

"Henc wemust question some of their
critiques, such as were entered in the
record earlier today."

"We praise EPA tar permitting the economy
to create jobs to supply b"lI$JfdLj and
physical and intellectual amenities.
...................................................-

"Business and industry was simply not
welcome at EPA..."....................................................-

"And we praise EPA for keeping an open mind
on issues and commend them for being willing
to consider the evidence at hand and for
being wIlling to consider what is good and
right for the country rather than have a
knee-jerk reaction that the environment is
bad and more regulations are needed."
----------------------------------------------------
"The eonomy...is in a period of very
weakened and extended decline."----------------------------------------------------

"...in terms of..."----------------------------------------------------

"...over $50 billion..."
....................................................

"...regulations, of which..."
----------------------------------------------------
"...in the least cost, most productive
way that we can."
....................................................

"...Important..."

"...administrations..."

194

195

214

214

214

214

214

214

214

dasi nowski

-- - ------------------

- ---- ----------------.
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219/5286

220/5296

220/5296

220/5299

220/5301

220/5302

220/5305

220/5306

220/5307-
5308

220/5308

220/5310

220/5311

220/5313

220/5314-
5315 _

220-221/
5315-
5316

214

215
2---
215
215
215

215

215

215

215

215

215

215

215

215--------

215

215

Ja inowski
----------------

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------
1.

--------------------

'...administrator...
.............................................................

"Secondly,....

'..small business office..."

"A major problem..."

"...as I read it this has been..."

"...the CIP program..."
.............................................................

"Finally, I think the bubble policy..."

"...Administration..."

"...with a creative least costly way of meeting
objectives "

"The theme I would like to stress..."

'...agency..."

"...economic challenges we face. I am not here..."

"I.think.we.think.in.seine.case..."...........

"I think we think in some cases..."
... think. whethe... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"I think in some cases..."

"I think whether..."

"..Administrator...
.................................................

"Second,..."

"...small business ombudsman..."

"Another major problem..."

"...as I read it, this has been..."
----------------------------------------------------

". .the SIP program..."
---------------------------------------------------

"Finally, the bubble policy..."
...................................................

"...administration..."
----------------------------------------------------.

"...with a creative, least costly, way of
meeting environmental objectives."
-----------------------------------------------------

"The theme the NAM would stress..."
r- ----------n- ---------------------------
"...Agency..."

"..economic challenges we face.
I am not here..."

----------------------------------------------------

"In some cases perhaps..."

"In other cases..."

" W hethr... ". . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . ."'Whether..,"
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"...for which I think there is...

rt..a tremendous consensus in industry that we must
newt."

"So it would seem to us that there are difficulties. But
if you look..."

"Mr Joseph Povey..."

"...President..."

"...wastewater..."

"...its air, its land and its water."

"...industry, State and local organizations, and..."

223/5371-1 230 " ". ..number one..."

"...five minutes..."

"...air, water and land..."

"...four years..."

"...powerplants.."

poans. .. s

".power plants..."

Jasinowski

Anthony

- --- --- ------------. .

221/5325

221/5325-
5326

221/5329-
5330

222/5352

222/5353

222/5358

223/5365-

223/5366
223/5370

215
215

215

230

230

230

230

230

.for which there is...

'...a tremendous consensus in industry
that we must continue to move forward."

"So it would seem that EPA n have some
difficulties, but if you oak..

"Mr. Joseph Povey..."

'...resident..."
-.....--------------------------------

...waste water..."
----------------------------------------------------

...its air, its land, and its water."

...industry, State, and local organizations,
and..."

.. No. 1..."

----------------------------------------------------

...5 minutes..."

...air, water2 and land..."

..4 years..."

...powerplants..."

...plants..."
p. werp.a. s.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

...powerplants..."

224/5389

224/5391-
5392

224/5392
224/5394

224/5394

224/5396

230

230

230

230

230

231

--------------------
11

--------------------
1.

--------------------

--------------------
11
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224/5402 231

224/5402- 231
5403

225/5415- 231
5416

225/5417 231
225/5423 231

225/5424 231

225/5428 231

225/5437- 231

226/5441 231
---------------------

226/5451 231

226/5454 232

226/5455 232

226/5463 232

227/5465 232

227/5467 232

227/5471- 232--------
227/5472 232

227/5473 232

227/5473 232

Anthony

.....................

.. .. . . . . . . . .

.....................

S .. . . . . .. . . .

'...five or six years...

"Thus rapid progress was made.

".. if we have five-year appropriation periods."

"...four years..."

"The sitution..."

"...macroparticulates .."

"...macroparticulates..."

"...two, three, four years."

...........................................................

"...brand-new..."

"...Administration."

.e-inventing the wheel." 'm..."
...........................................................

"...Administration "

"...Acts and executive orders..."

"...executive orders..."
...........................................................

"...business enterprise and..."
---------------------------------------------------------..

"...to plan, design and construct."-----------------------------------------------------------
.. powerplant..."

"...to plan, design and construct."

.5 or 6 years...

"Thus, rapid progress was made..."

"...if we had 5-year commitment periods."

"...4 years..."

"The situation.."

"...macroparticulates..."

o...macroparticulates..."

"...2, 3, 4 years."

"...brand new..."

"...administration."

"...reinventing the wheel. I'm..."
.....................................................

"...administration."
0 --------- ---------------------

"...acts and Executive orders..."
--------------------------------------

"...Executive orders..."
....................................................-

"...business enterprise, and..."
....................................................-

...to plan, design, and construct."

"...powerplant..."

"...to plan, design, and construct."
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232

232
2---------

232

232

232

232

232

232

233

2--- - -

Anthony

.....................

.....................

Alte

227/5475

227/5475

227/5475

227/5479

227/5483-
54-- 04_

227/5485

228/5490

228/5499

228/5509

229/5014

230/5529-
5530

230/5337

231/5547

231/5549-
5550

231/5551

231/5555

231-232/
5564-
5566

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

...powerjlants... "...powerplants...
............... ..... .. .... .......................... .. ..... .. ... ---------------- ----- ---------------

... wastewater..." "... waste water..."
................................................................................................................

"...treatment plan." "...treatment plants."
.................................................................................................................

..powerplants..." "... powerpl ants..."

"As soon as 198,..." "As soon as 1981,..."

"...multi -billion..." "...multibillion..."
........................ .. .. ............................... .... .. .. .. .. ............................ ... ..........

"...multi-billion..." "...multibillion..."

" . problems often place at EPA's door.. " " ..problems often placed at EPA's door..."

"...towards .. " "...toward..

"[The statement of Mr Anthony follows:]" "[Mr. Anthony's prepared statement follows.]"

"Oraly, the offer was accepted on the spot, and we "We requested by telephone and the offer was
received written confirmation . " accepted on the spot. We received written

confirmation..."
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..-----------------
"..two weeks..." "...2 weeks.. "

--- a -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"Mr. Walker, from Pennsylvania?" "Mr. Walker from Pennsylvania?"----------- -- --------------------------------------- ----.. ---. ........... .. .. .... ................................

"...the fine inute rule ... " "...the 5-in.te role.."

"...who wee. " "...who were..."

"...the five minute rule..." "...the Sminute rule. ."

".we knew that the hearings were--word of month around ".. we knew that the hearings were to bo
town that the hearings were scheduled for held and were scheduled for "

240 Anthony

241 Scheuer

241 Walker

241 1

241

240 Alter
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232/5566 241 Alter "And with some uncertainty that they would be held. "Also, there was some uncertainty that they
5567 ,would he held."

232/5567- 241 "And I believe... showed me a letter he had received, "I believe.. showed me a letter of

5570 a letter of invitation." invitation he had received."
------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
232/5570- 241 "Because our membership is so broad and diverse, we "Because or onohership is so diverse and5572 _--- "eaueormmerhpi o ies n

think so representative of business broadlv in the broadly representative of business in the
United States, we felt..." United States, we felt..."

.. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . ..------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
232/5577- 241 Jasinowski "..was in touch with I believe the Majority..." "..was in touch with, I believe, the

5578......... ........ . - -ajority-. "
--------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

23215580 241 ...Majority..." ... majority.
--------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
233/5599 241 Anthony "No, we were invited." "Nob we were invited."

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
234/5636 242 Jasinewski ". one of those debates where yoa get-iou are finished "...one of those debates where you are

with the..." finished with the..."
------------ ---------- -------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------

234/5639 242 ."...the Act." ". ..th act. .."
---------- --- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
235/5641 242 " "..,non-attainment..." ".. .nonattainment..."
----- --------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------
235/5644 242 "..Clean air aCt." "...Clean Air Act."
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
235/5646 242 -"..basic theme." "...basic objective."
----- --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
235/5647 242 " ".-the Act..." "...the act..."
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
235/5647- 242 " "...either the standards or the goals or objectives "...either the standards, the goals, or the

5648 or the commitment." commitment."

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- I--------------------------------------------------
235/5649 242 "For that reason we believe that it is a good Act." "For that reason we believe that it is a

good bill."
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Jasinowski

Hiler

242

243

243

243

243

243

235/5650

235/5657

235/5663-
5664

235/5665

236/5666

236/5667-
5669

236/5674-
5675

236/5681

236 /--
236/56-3

236/5684

236/5684

236/5684-

5685

"The second reason is again,...

--- --- -- --- --- -- --- -- ----gag- --,,-
"...preform..."

"...when trying to advise those industries, and when
those industries begin to look at future generations
of pollution..."
----------------------------------------------------------.
".certainly they have to..."

............................................................
"...of a H.R. 5252..."

.............................................................
"Do they view 5252 as a retreat on clean air and that
they are going to lose all their business and no longer
will the business of America have to be concrned
about... ,

............................................................
"We have a position on the Clean Air Act."

...........................................................
"1... Act..."

"Mr. Altr ...."

"...government..."

"...Chamber..."

"...how do you view you analysis of 5252..."

"The second reason for supporting refons
of the Clean Air 

Act is that...."

'.perform..."

"...when those industries begin to consider
the future in terms of pollution..."

"...they have to... 
"

...................................................-

"...of an H.R. 5252..."
....................................................

"Do they view 5252 as a retreat on clean air
meaning that they are going to lose all their
lientsfor pollution control equipment and no
longer will the businesses of America have to
be concerned about..."
----------------------------------------------------

"We have a position on the Clean Air Act,
which I would like to request be included
in the official record."

"...act...
"

................................................-

"[The material referred to follows.]"
-;;------------------------------------------
"Dr. Alter_."

"...Government..."
----- ........------------------------------------

".-chamber..."

"...how do you view 5252..."

243 - Anthony

243

243

247

247

247

247

Hiler

Hiler

I
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236/5688

237/5694-
5695

237/5695

237/5697

237/5697

237/5698-
5701

237/5701

237/5703-
5704

237/5705-

5706

237/5707

237/5709-
5711

237/5711-

23--5712
237/5713

247 Alter

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

...government...

"So the bill certainly as introduced,.."

"...the print with that number on it is..."

"What we despair at a little is..."

"...seem to bbe..."

"In talking about environmental issues, 5252, a Clean
Air Act in particular, the experience is in the
Administration to reach those goals, the clean air
goals."

"And just as soon..."

"...a unified cry goes up as if we were indeed losing
our cowl tment."

............................................................

"...one of the things bandied around today, sometimes
during the day, there have been statements such as..."

"...Administration..."

"Quite to the contrary, one of the complaints we had,
if you will, is that EPA does not have a bill, the
Administration does not have a bill."

"All they proposed were the 12 principles."

"If you look at the 12 principles outstanding among
then is,....

Government...

"The bill as introduced ......

...the print with H.R. 5252 on it, is..."

"What we despair at is..."

"...seem to be..."

"In talking about environmental issues, the
Clean Air Act in particular, industry's
experience and the administration's policy
are to reach the clean air health goals."

"Just as soon..."

"...a unified cry goes up among certain
groups as if the Nation was losing its
comntrinent to environmental quality."
---------------------------------------------------

"...one of the things bandied about sometime
during the day, were statements that..."
---------------------------..----------------------

"...administration..."

"Quite to the contrary one of the complaints
we have had, if you will, is that EPA did not
offer a bill. The administration does not
banve a bill .

1

"All they proposed were the 11 principles."

"If you look at the 11 principles, out-
standing among them is,..."
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238/5716 1 247 1 Alter

248

248 Hiler

248

248 

248 Jasinowski

248

248

248 Scheuer

248

248

248 Jasinowski

240 Scheuer
.................................

240

249

249

"So I don't know where all of these misconceptions
come from."

............................................................

"And they are just not true."
..........................................................

"...question_ ."

"Would any of the three of you, and yen represent
somewhat diverse groups,.."

...........................................................

. ...e.bershlip... .

"...the program as..."

"There has been..."

"...profesional..."
............................................................

"...testimony,_."

"...modreate and very..."
............................................................

"...profit-making..."
...........................................................

"...question

"..at 16-1 and 17 percent.. "
............................................................

"...16 or 16-J..."

"...thlink..."

"...for corporations to lay other expenditures in R&D..."

"So I don't know where all of these
misconceptions about gutting the act
come from."
------------.------------------------------------

"They are just not true."

"...question, .."
---------------------------------------------------

"The three of you represent somewhat diverse
groups,..."

"...membership..."

"...the program has..."

"There have been..."
.....................................................

"...professional..."
.....................................................

"...testimony.."

".. moderate, and very..."
.....................................................

"...profitmaking.. "
....................................................-

"...question.. "

at 16 and 17 percent..."
.....................................................

"...16 or 164. ."

".. think..."

"...for corporations to make other
expenditures in R&D..."

238/5720

238/5 722

238/5724-
5725

238/5733

238/5736

238/5738

236/5738

2 39/5 747

239/5748

239/5763

240/5768

240/5776-

240/5779

240/5785

240/5786-
5787
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241/5797-
5798

241/5799

241/5804-
5805

241/5805

241-242/
5815-

242/5818

242/5827

242/5832

242/5834

243/5841

243/5843

243/5845

244/5865

244/5872

"There, I think, that there is more of a question."

"I think it, therefore, goes to..."

"I do think that there is a role for government with
respect to R&D ...."

...........................................................

"...nture.."

"...two or three-year period."

". .. R&d. .. "

"...environment 7"

"...would have their own judgment."

"[The information follows:]"

"...the committee is well to pursue."

"...ten days?"
-----------------------------------------------------------

"...question?"

".,.testimony-..."

"...businessmen are obviously most interested in."

Jasinowski249

249

249

"There, I think, that is more of a
question.'

"It goes to..."
.................................................

"There is general feeling among our members
that there is a role for government with
respect to basic R&D ......

'.nature..."

...2- or 3-year period."

...R&D..."

...environment?"

"...would be able to make their own
audgent."

"[The answer not supplied at time of

rintin 

1

"...the committee would do well to pursue."

...10 days?"

...question?"

testimony,...

...businessmen are, obviously, most
interested in."

249
240 Schecer

250 Jasinowski

250 Scheuer

250 Anthony

250 Schneider

250

249

249

249

249

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------

Jasinowski

--------------------

-----------------

----------------

-----------------
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244/5879

245/5886

245/5895-
5896

245/5896

245/5908

246/5915

246/5922

246/5923

246/5926

248/5928

246/5933

246/5933
247/5956

247/5957

248/5965

248/5967

250
250

250

250

251

251

251

251

251

251

251

251

251

252

252

252

Schneider
.....................

.....................

--- -- -- --- -- --

. . . . . . . . .. . .

.....................

--- -- --- -- --- --

. . . . .. . . .. . .

-- -- - -- -- - -- -

Anthony . .. .. ..

"...government ... "...Government...
...........................................................................................................

"...a 36 percent cut..." "...a 36percent cut..."
. . . . . . . . . -- -- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- -- --- -----------------

"...on a long-term research..." "...on long-tern research..."

'o..ts..." '...tests..."
-------------- --- ---- ----------------------------- -..------ ----- --------------------. . ....... .. ...... ......

"...decision-making." "...decisionmaking."

"...question _..." "...question ......

"Number one ....." 'No. 5,..."

"five, six years .... "...5, 6 years,...'

"...reliishing..." "...relinquishing..."
.............................................................................................................

"...rts..." "rates...'

"..0....." " NO..."
-----------------------------------------------------------..-----------------------------------------------

"...macroparticulates..." "...macroparticulates..."

"...Amendments .." "...amendments.. "
............................................................................................................

"So it was interesting..." "So, it was interesting. ."

"...budget ?" "...hudget?"

"I tried to indicate quickly I have some experience as "As I tried to indicate, I have some
a R&D manager." experience as an R&D manager."

I I
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Alter248-249/ 252
5968-
5997

249/5999 252

249/6000 252
250/6011 252

250/6012- 252

6013

250/6026 253
251/6038 253

251/6039 253

252/6062- 253
6063

252/6065 253
252/6071--------253--
252/6071 253

252/6080 253

252/6083 254

253/6088 254

253/6096 254

[See next two pages]

"...two to four years..."
............................................................

"...presidential elections..."
-------------------------..--------------------------------

"My comment is in the context..."

"...not in the context of the other."

...........................................................

"...Volume II,..."

'...Chairman..."

"...members...,
...........................................................

"...Mr. Robertson was writing, really, primarily, in his
views and did not..."

"...Chai rman..."
----------------------------------------------------------.

"...strongly -_held views..."

"...to saporess--express their support..."
...........................................................
"...concerns. "There..."

...........................................................

"...performances." Now..."
"Ad we e.a- we-- -- are---workin-... ". ... . .... ...
"And we are not--we are working..."

Schneider

Alter

Scheuer----------

Jasinowski

Scheuer

Jasi nowski

[See next two pages]
[Handwritten changes represent
differences between transcript
and corrected galley.]

"...2 to 4 years..."
----------------------------------------------

"...Presidential elections..."
-------------------------------------.--------

"My contents on ZBB type review is in the
context..." -

"...not in the context of the other
topics.'

"...volume II,. ."

"...chai rman..."

"...Mefibers..."
----------------------------------------------

"...Mr. Robertson was stating, really,
primarily his own views which did not...

"...chairman..."
..............................................

"...strongly held views..."

"...to express their support..."
..............................................-

".. concerns. There..."
----------------------------------------------

"...performances. Now..."
"A........d.. we-ar..."......................
"And we are working..."
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and I think that this uncertainty and the added costs that

are involved through delay only hurt business in the long

run.

Fr. ALTER. Mrs. Schneider, may I comment, please, on the RED
/A

budget ?

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Yes.

7) Ox_>
tir. ALTER. I tried to indicate q-no4l I have some

experience as afRED manager. Any time you review a''RED

budget, _all the good things' you list EPA was doing or is .t

doing/,or might do or should do.,i have to say that as a

P-4-- Lt '4a x- A ?L1A

participant and /observer in that program, in any RED program2>

there are 4-s-e a-4-o-t - things, a-&mnti-d rier.-..t-he

d ay-whenr I-b! say e--ou-- e r a t fher-ooat .at u&o'

b-ecause-y-ou n- av w-e aa-d-a-p-th - /w6A.t)/

,. nal hiuai---. I have noticed that a

good researcher is like a parent with a child i-n defending a

pro ect.-Eery once in a while aR&D manager will go back

and dsomething like ai and ask and question each

pro~ect.'an--sa- does it fit in with the company goals or the

agency goals? I hve

noticed an awful lot of t t-hg-s-tat I have to term

rese-e-r% as vqgue, - - {i 5

G-erciileis .n-we -aaseqo-to-lungpe-in-a anl1oit-whethe:rn-r-not- /

i-tt n with-alIIthe- gcod- a: _-s -- e- re a jang- zhye

-o-- e- ear-c~-----c-ar-O-, h - ring a- Perhaps,

C"/7, ,/-( /Q, 4-'2--U-"l-'z . - --- - - -t

,Cl .! 6|i A.y- D c: &&C .... 7, . -2
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now we are in period ofe(/qiaet zaI---YadK~~

say, well, let's rio6er again> se.e--ar- our go- a

V' A Vi ,etc

grhow the research fits int-
2
51 and rebuild fron there.

1LI don't know if the &are the facts. It is certainly my

perception. I-t may be a healthy thing to do every once ins

while, every few years, to make sure that the Fe funds are

being used for public purposes in the sense of backing up

standards, mayte methods of analysis, not being used to

A
compete with the private sector development of hardware, as

Mrs. SCHNEIDER. But I would hope that you as a businessman

would not be at all enthusiastic about review and change of

direction every tw o to fo-nr years, which is how this body

and the presidential elections do make determinations of

policy direction.

I would think that, you know, the American people in poll

after poll clearly indicate that they are willing to pay

more in their taxes for environmental protection than to do

without.

So I think that goal and standard is constant.

If you are talking about direction, that is one thing. But

if you are talking about changing your modus operandi, or

cutting down some of the barriers to get to some end, that

is another.
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254 Scheuer

254 --

"It is 20 minutes after four.
----------------..-----------------------------------------

"[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the subconaattee adjourned,
to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]"

"It is 20 minutes after 4.'

"[Whereupon, at 4.20 p.m., the subcommittees
adjourned, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m.,
Thursday, July 22, 1982.1'

I I ____________ .1 ____________________________________________________________________________

253/6103-

253/6108-
6109
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Trans Galley j Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. IdentlfIcation What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

Moffett
Frank---------------.

.....................

Frank

2/33

2/34

2/42

3/53

3/68

3/73

4/78

4/88

5/114

5/120

5/120

6/149

Correction written on galley to combine material before and after deleted name in same paragraph.
a Typesetter combined "with" and "in" as one word; correction written on galley to change to two words.

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

--- - - -

Walker

... subconnittee...
............................................................

'...will come to order.

Mr. SENSENBRENNER. The gentleman from Massachusetts
............................................................

"Mr. Chairman.
............................................................

".-Administration..."
...........................................................

"...representatives..."
---------------------------------------------------..------

'...to be dealt with in an atmosphere..
...........................................................

"...representative..."

"No I am not finished.

"...fact-findings..."
............................................................

'...denied...

"...strongly denied, yet in the..."
............................................................

"For six and a half hours of hearings yesterday, the
majority had about one or two people here the great
majority of that time."

'...subcommiittees...

will come to order. The gentleman from
Massachusetts."

..................................................

"Mr. Chairman
1
"

..................................................

"...administration..."

"...Representatives..."
-------------------------------------------------

2
'...to be dealt with in an atmosphere...

.................................................

"...Representative..."
..................................................

"No; I am not finished.
.................................................

"...factfindings..."
..................................................

'-denied,...

"...strongly denied. Yet in the..."
..................................................

"For ]&hours of hearings yesterday, the

minority had about one or two people here for
most of that time."

3 11
- 1 -



What Original Transcript Says What corrected galley Says

"I think it was a great disservice to the witnesses
we had here after calling a tremenous number of
witnesses from all over the country here to appear
before four committees of Congress. then to have
very, very few people on the majority side who
called this particular hearing."

...Massachusetts'...
...........................................................

'...alloted...
...........................................................

"...the minority asked two additional witnesses join
Mr. Ruckelshaus..."

"...minority member Myers and Mr. Gregg on a panel."

"I think it was a great disservice to the
witnesses we had here after calling a
tremendous number of then all over the

country to appear before three committees of
tongress.0 then to have very, very few people

on the minority side in attendance, even
though they called this particular hearing."

'...Massachusetts...
---------------------------------------------------

'...allotted..
---------------------------------------------------

"...the minority asked two additional
witnesses to join Mr. Ruckelshaus..."

".minority members
1 

Mr. Myers and Mr. Gregg
on a panel."

'd also like to note that the minority,
contrary to its statements yesterday and
today, was provided with all witness letters
sent out by the committee as so0n as those
letters were issued/See a" I I 'The
minority has, therefore. known, in some cases
for some weeks now, most of the witnesses who
were scheduled to appear before the body.

Moreover, where there was confusion about wit-
nesses appearing, that confusion resulted from
EPA's refusal to guarantee Administrator
Gorsuch's appearance until the last moment.
Finally, although by letter of July 5, 1m82,
we asked EPA to provide all members with

documents prepared vy L'A in an'cicpation on
these hearings, the majority never received a
sigedocucent.

r "member", correction written on galley to delete it
dix"; correction written on galley to abbreviate it.

What Corrected Galley SaysWhat Original Transcript Says
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Pg/Ln Pg. Identification

8/198

9/203

9/203

9/208

9/211

9/214

9/214

9/214

9/216

9/2 17

10/233

10/249

11/258

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

-- - - - -

S

Moffett
--------------------

--------------------
1.

-------------------

Winn

What Original Transcript Says

... Administration...

"...Administration..."

"...five months..."

'...land fills...

"...agency..."
.............................................................

"We have seen policies which seem to emanate
from closed-door meetings with special interest.

.--.........................................................

"...78 percent..."

"...headquarters..."

-- - -.. .. .. .... .. . ... .. ..... .. .. . ... .. .. ... .... ..... ... ..... ..

"We have seen regulations proposed supported by
the chemical industry..."

--- --- -- -- ----| i----------------------------
I.-Sebconmmittee on Natural Resources, Agricultaral,

Research and Environment..."

...double-check...

...check the true facts."

'Typesetter uppercased this word- correction written en galley to loWerase it.
2 Typesetter spelled out "appendix"; correction wri tten n ga ley to abbreviate it.

What Corrected Galley Says

...administration...
...................................................

"...administration..."
---------------------------------------------------

"...5 ;- iths..."

,..... dndi "
'  

.

-------- ........................................
"...Agent5 ..

"We I seen .les which seem to emanate
from I., meetings with special
interests.

---------------------------------------------------

"...78_:percent..."

"...headquarters... 1

".../ -See app. 2.|/2"

"We have seen regulations proposed and
supported by the chemical industry..."

"...Svbcomnittee on Natural Resources,
Agriculture Research and Environment...

'...doublecheck...

...check the facts.

-----------------
--------- ----------
-------------------
-------------------11

---- 5 ------ I ------- 11 -----------

I



Trans. Galley Speaker
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_____ f ___ I _ _ 1 ___________________ 4
11/259

11/262

11/267

12/ 298

15/365

15/371

16/379

16/380

16/384

16/388

16/393

17/401-
---402---
17/403

17/416

17/425

18/429

18/433

5

5
-----------.

6"-----------

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

W1inn

Moffett

Scheuer

Walker

-------------------..

---------------- ----.

. . .. .. . . . . . .

.....................

...onsidered..

..appreciate since...

'...okayed..."

"...6.00..."

.1 ...roll call..."
-----------------------------------...--.-...---------.---.

"..Administration..."

.. five-minute..."

"..I ill say. .

... oU committee..."
............................................................

"...anything..."
Minority......."..........................................

"...Minor ity...".... ,-----------------...................................

"...Minority.. ."

"...Minority...

"..Admnstration...

............................................................

"...Minority..."

.. sa... . r a....... ...
"...ensure.. "

What Corrected Galley Says

_considered.
S............. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .

'...appreciate, since...
....................................................

". . OK'd. ,. "

... .... . ...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

"...rollcall.."

"...administration..."
...................................................

"...5-minute..."

"...I will say .."
....................................................

'_ our committee.. "

...anything..."

"...minority..."

"...the minority..."

"...minority..."

.. minority...

"...administration..."

'...minority.,."

"...insure..."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg /Ln pg. Identification

19/455

19/463

19/473

19/474

20/477

20/481

20/484

20/485

20/494

20/495

21/507

21/508

21/515

21/519

21/521

9

9

9

9

9

9

14

14

14

14

14

Walker

Moffett

.....................

. . .. .. . . . . . .

----- -- --- -- --

. .. .. . . . . . .

.....................

Gore- -- -- - -- -

. . .. . . . . .. . .

--------------------..

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

'...five minute... '...5-m nute...

"Second ..." "Second..."

"It says. among other things..." "It includes, among other things..."
--- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -e-- ---------------------

"...assistant administrator..." "...Assistant Administrator..."
----------------------------------------------------------..--------------------------------------------------
"...5:00 p.m." "...5 p.m."

----------------------------------------------------------..--------------------------------------------------
"...Minority..." "...ainority..."

-- "/he material referred to follows: 7

"Mr. MOFFETT. So the gentleman in order, let's tell "So let's tell the full story."
the full story."

"No, I deny that was the case." "No. that was not the case."

"/-The opening statement of Mr. Moffett follows- " Mr. Moffett's opening statement follows:_/

...Minority..." ". . .inority..."
----------------------------------------------------------..--------------------------------------------------
"...Administration..." "...administration..."

".. he.. ." ".. the..."

- ..40 percent ..... . "...40z~percent..,,

"...nation's..." "...Nation's..."



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

Gore
--------------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------
1.

--------------------
1.

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

23/565 15

23/565 15

23/567 ... - ------------------23/565 15

23/568 15
--------------------..-------------------
24/576 15

25/585 19 Carney

25/594 19

25/596 19

22/527

22/535

22/540

22/ 542

22/ 544

23/552

23/557

23/560

23/561

23/561

14

14

14

14
14

14
15---------

15

15

15

'. .promulgated and...
..........................................................-
"..Administration's..."

...........................................................
"...nation's..."
..........................................................-

"...agency's..."
-----------I ...............................................
"-Is enforcement.,."
------..---------------------------------------------------
"-__a-Is EPA retaining..."

".. RIFs..."
----------------------------------------------------------.
"-__-Is the EPA improving..."
...........................................................
"...Administration.."
---------------------------------------------------..------
"Let's look at the Office of Research and Development.
Eighteen months into the Administration..."

...........................................................
'...agency..."

"...five-year..."
...........................................................
"...22 percent..."
...........................................................
"...Fiscal Year..."

"/.The statement of Mr. Gore follows'_T"

.C5A.."

"...fourteenth..."

... seventy-fifth,.."

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

,...promulgated, and...
...................................................

...administration's..."

"...Nation's..."

",... ency's..."
---------------------------------------------------

"Is enforcement..."
---------------------------------------------------

"Is EPA retaining..."

"...RIF's..."

"Is the EPA improving..."
....................................................

"..administration .."
---------------------------------------------------

Let's look at the Office of Research and
Development: 18 months into the
administratTon-"

....................................................
... .Aency. ..

"...5-year..."
....................................................

"...22percent..."
....................................................

"...fiscal tear.. "
....................................................

"/31r. Gore's-prepared statement follows. 7"

"...C-5A .."

" .14th..."

". 75th..."



Trans. I Galley SpeakerPg/Ln Pg. 1Identification What Original Transcript Says j What Corrected Galley Says

25/598

26/605

27/608

27/616

27/618

27/621

27/622

2 71623

28/637

28/642

28/647

28/651----------
28/659

29/668

29/.66 ...

19

19
24

24

24---------
24

24

.. .24 . . .

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

-----------..

25
|------------

1
Typesetter inserted colon after "question" and uppercased "is"; correction was written on galley to insert colon after "is," to
lowercase "Is" and to uppercase 'are."

Carney

Moffett

Danneineyer

Moffett

Dannemeyer

Moffett

Floerie

... ist... "

"/ The statement of Mr. Scheuer follows: 7"

" Chairman..."
"fin- minue.........................................
"...five-minute..."
"r.. MOFFE.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"...floe-minute..."
------------------------------.....----------------..------.
"Mr. MOFFETT.."

."....fivre-minute..."

"We urge our witnesses, and we have been--we have been
orlIn with some success in some instances and not too
muchFin others, the witnesses to keep their, try and
keep their statements down, their oral statements,
to about five minutes."
-------------------------------------------------------------"M " ..

inority..."
...........................................................-

"...five-minute..."
............................................................
"STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES FLORIO..."............................................................

...policies of EPA that have been published over the
last 18 months."

............................................................

•...semi -contentiousness..."
............................................................

...Ranking Minority Member,.."............................................................

"...the basic question is: are we..."
-.- clearly. o.. . W .......................................
"...clearly no. What..•."

" . .. ,.

"/:Mr. Scheuer's opening statement follows:_]"

c...chairman..."
..................................................
"...5-mnute..."

"...5-minute..."

"Mr. MOFFETT."
..................................................

".-minute..."

"We have been urging our witnesses, with some
success in some instances and not toe much in
others, to try and keep their oral statements
down to aout 5 minutes."

-------------------------------------------------

"...minority..."
-------------------------------------------------
....5-minute..."

"STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES FLORIO..."

"...policies of EPA that have been adopted over
the last 18 months."
.................................................

"...semicontentiousness..."
-------------------------------------------------

"...ranking minority member..."

"...the basic question is: Are we "..."

"...clearly "no." What,.."
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_ _ _ _ _ t 1__ _

29/672

29/673

29/674

29/675

30/693

30/706

31/709

31/711

31/
718-721

32/735

32/739

32/739

32/744

33/757

33/758

33/763

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

25

26

26

26

26

26

26

Florio

.....................

-------------------.

.... . . . . . . . .

....................

"In.. Washington Post was an article..
-- --- ------------------------------.. ...----------- -- -- ---.
.,.a nationwide survey have determined industrial

chemicals..."
...........................................................

"...under-water..."
...........................................................

"...nation..."

"...an industrial standard."

'...Trust..."

"...by partisanjjysupported legislation..."

'...Administration...
...........................................................

'...cleanup..."

"...shows that the estimated total revenues... for fiscal
years 1981-1983 will be 6845 million of that amunt

-EPA has requested..."

"...one site..."

". fially...

"...Plan .."

"...partiuclar..."

".lift..."

'...District...

'. -a year.. --

Trans.
Pg/Ln

"In.. Washington Post there was an article ..
---------------------------------------------------

"...a nationwide survey has determined that
industrial chemicals..."

...................................................
"...underwater..."

---------------------------------------------------

"...Nation..."

"...an industrial solvent."

"...trust..."

"...by bipartisan supported legislation..."
.........= -----------------------------------------

'...administration...
---------------------------------------------------
"...clean up..."

"...shows that the estimated total revenues.. for
1981-83 will be $845 million.

"Of that amount, EPA haT requested.
....................................................

..1 site..."

"...finally.. "

glen"... Plan ..,"

".. particular .."
---------------------------------------------------
" li st....

------------v----------------

'...district...

F--- -- - - ---------------------- -
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Florio
--------------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------

---------------------

---------------------
.1

---------------------

---------------------
11

---------------------
1.

---------------------

----------------

--------------------

33/764

33/766

33/768

33/770

33/778

34/788

34/790

34/794

34/795

35/813

35/814

35/825

36/845

36/854

36/854

36-37/
856-858

________ .1 ______ .1 ___________ J __________________________________ I ____________________________________

26
26

26

26

26

27

27

27

27

27

27

27

26

26

26

27

"Another year of my subconnnittee's jurisdiction...

"..marketplace.."

"...worklace..."

"...in the past one and a half years the Agency has
initiated no control actions..."

...........................................................
"...has gone..."

"...Agency..."

"...Clean Air..."

"...Act..."

"...whoel..."

"Over the past years..."
...........................................................
"...regulations regulations reltaing..."

"...three final permits..."

"...revrsals..."

"...Administration..."

"...rfuses..."

"By creating confusion and uncertainty as to what it is
that is going on cannot make the capital decisions..."

"Another area of my subcommittee's jurisdiction...'

"...marketplace."

"...workplace..."

"...in the last 1 years the Agency has initiated
no new control actions..."

---------------------------------------------------

"...have gone..."

"...agency..."

"...clean air..."

"...act..."

"...whole..."

"Over the past 13 years..."

"...regulations relating..."

"...3 final permits..."

"...reversals..."

"...administration..."

"...refuses..."
....................................................

"By creating confusion and uncertainty as to
what it is that is going on, business cannot
make the capital decisions..."
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T/ran Pg. IdentificatIon What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

Scheuer

Florio

1
Typesetter lowercased this word, correction written on galley to uppercase it.
?Typesetter lowercased this word, correcton written on valley to uppercase it.

37/862 28
37/8 -- 28---------

37/874 28

37/878 28------- -----.......
38/895 28

39/906 44

39/906 44

39/914 44

39/917 44

39/ 44

819-920

40/922 44

40/925 44

40/925 44

40/926 44

40/929 44

...hardre...

"...absautely...

".. .apppriate..."

"...Administration..."
.................................................. ---------

'/-The statement of Mr. Floro follows:J"

"...four months..."

"...Superfund..."
..........................................................-

"...District..."
-----------------------------------------------------..----

" . special supplemental appropriation, that these 17
sites around the Nation were of igaicl
imminent hazard..."

".. Superfund..."
...........................................................

. Superfund mnoles... those monies ..

".. two sites..."
...........................................................

"...two weeks..."

".,eone site.. "

.PCB laden...

" .thousand dollar.."

' .harder ..
--------------..-----------------------------------

S...absolutely. ."
---..----------------------------------------------

"...appropriate..."

"...administration.. "

"/ Mr. Florio's prepared statement follows: "
"...4 months..."----------------- ...............................-
"...Sperfoed...1.

'.-.district..
---------------------------------------------------

"...special supplemental appropriation. These
were 2 of 17 sites around the Nation of
significant imminent hazard ."...................................................

"..Superfund. "2
....................................................

" ..Superfundlnoneys... those moneys...

"..2 sites .."

" ..2 weeks. "

". one site. "

,. PCB-laden..|--,------------...................................

--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------
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40/933

40/935

40/935

40/938

40/
945-946

41/947

41/948

41/954

41/955

41/955

41/958

41/966

41/970

42/974

42/975

42/978

42/979

44
44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

45

45

45

45

----------..

45

45

Florio

i.

--- - - -- - - - -

1
Typesetter lowercased this word; correction written on galley to uppercase it.

...authorilzed...
...........................................................

"...Superfund..."

,....monies..."

"...objctive..."

"...quotes I would like to read to you, see if you
agree with what they are saying."

"...prsent..."

'...agency..."

"...Administrations..."

"...Administration..."
...........................................................
"...Administration..."
...........................................................
"...Adminlstrations..."

"...conacous..."
..........................................................
"...Administration..."

-,..;.Adminis-tra"ti-on.; :.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

... says, alarming enough..

"Without other urging them on..."

"...proceed,1"

'...authorized...

"...Superfund..."

".moneys...

...objective..
"

"...quotes I would like to read to you, to see if

you agree with what they are saying"

"...present..."

"...Agency..."
"...a-dmi -i strata ens..."

"... administration..."

...............adninistratin.. . . . . . . ."..administration..."

consc..os......................................."..-administration..."

"...administration..."

"...adminlistration..."

. says--***al arming enough...
..................................................-

"Without either urging them on...

"...proceed,"



What Original Transcript Says

-~ ____

Wa I ker

Florio

(42/980

42/
995-996

43/998

43/998

43/999

43/1000

43/1003

43/1021

44/1022

44/1022

44/1035

45/1049

45/1051

45/1063

'Typesetter misspelled this word; correction written on galley to correct it.2
Typesetter lowercased this word; correction written on galley to uppercase it.

What Corrected Galley Says

45

45

45

45

45

45----------..

45

46

46

46

46

46

46

46

Galley Speaker
Pg. Identification

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------

--------------------

Gore
--------------------

1.

11
---------------------

---------------------
Florio

Administration..."

. would categorize it as a radical philosophy, that

EPA that 4id commence with the beginning of the

of this Administration

"...Adnmistration..."

"-Administrations."

"...Administration..."
", .Adi nst ra-t . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .

"...Administrations."

"Administration..
"...Administration..."

"...Envronmental Subcommittee..."
... perf.d.".............................................
"...Administration..."

'...groundwater ...

"...Superfund."

"...Administration..."

...Administration..."

......monies ...

"...administration... '"
-------------------.-.-----------------------------

".. I would categorize it as a radical
philosophy that EPA did commence with the
beginning of this administration."

".. administration. 1
'I

..administrations."
1

ad-----str--t-on --."------------------------

I "administration."

"...administrations. 1

"...administration.
"I

" ...environmemtal sbconmmittee...
-administrations.1

'..roond water...

"..Superfund. "

administration...
"i

"...administration...,I

o.. n.......

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
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45/1065

45/1067

47/1101

47/1110

47/1120

47/1121

48/1123

48/1124

48/1125

48/1141

49/1149

49/1158

49/1167

50/1183

51/
1204-1205

52/1222

52/1236

46

46
47

47

47

47

47

47

47

48

48

48

48

49

49

49

ITypesetter inserted quotation marks before and after this phrase; correction written on galley to delete them.

Hil er

Fithian

Florio

Carney

Carney

Whittaker

'...monies...

'...monies..."

"...we are saying and spend those moneys ......
--------- --- -------. ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .

"...pre-manufacturing..."

"...pre-manufacturing..."

"...a low risk, and if..."

S.. no unreasonable risk in which the EPA could
accept..."

"...determinations..."
...........................................................

"...pre-manufacturing..."
..........................................................

"...Chairman..."
----------------------------------------------------------.

",..foud.,,"
----------------------------------------------------------.

"...yes,..."

'...agency...

"...eight..."

'...Catch 22 situation."

"...Subcommittee Chainman..."

"...Chairman."

.. moneys . .. '

n -moneys..."

'-we are saying go and spend those moneys ..."
..................................................

"...premanufacturing..."

"...premanufacturing..."

"...a low risk. If .
"

"...no unreasonable risk, the EPA could
accept..."

"...determination..."
..................................................

"...premanufacturing..."
..................................................

chairman..."

"...found..."
--------------------------------------------------
"1... yes, ". .. "

'...Agency..

"1.8....'1

...catch-22 situation."

.suconmittee chairman..."

"...chairman."



What Original Transcript Says

1:- _____ 1 _______________

Whittaker

.... ..-- _ . ..........

Gregg

--------------------

'...in , ..

"/21r. Myers prepared statement follows. . . . .

"/-Mr. Rinaldo's prepared statement follows:-/********

52/1241

53/1258

54/
1260-1261

55/1263

55/1266

55/1273

55/1275

55/1278

55/1282

56/1287

56/1289

56/1290
56/1290

56/1293

56/1295

What Corrected Galley Says

...is....

"/Thr. Myers' prepared statement follows :J"-- -- - --- -.. .. . ----------------------- -- --------- -.

49

SO

50

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

Galley Speaker
Pg. Identification

**COMITTEE INSERT** *
..........................................................

"...HONORABLE JUDD GREGG..."
..........................................................

"...pre-notice..."
..........................................................

"...request I be..."
..........................................................

"...immaterial, and I..."

"...Majority side..."
..........................................................

"...Majority ...... Minority

"left at a very..."

"...Majority..."

"...and so many..."

'".. we could have addressed then, and I strongly
suspect..."

" .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'...Majority...

".-0. -JUD GREGG..."

...notice..."

"...request that I be..."

"...in aterial. I..."

.. minority side..."

"...majority ...... minority..."

"left in a very..."

... majority ...

".. and in so many.,."... ------- ----- -| ----- --- --- -- -- --- ; ;;------
".we could have addressed them. However, I
strongly suspect..."

m. .majority .,"

.majority,.

I I I
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____ F ___ _____ I I
56/
1298-1299

56/
1300-1301

56/1303

56/1311

57/1319

57/1322

57/1324

57/1325

57/1326

57/
1328-1329

58/1346

58/1355

58/1361

53

53

53---------.
53

53-- -------.
53

53
53---------
53
53---------.
53

53

54

53

53

53

53

Gregg "...that is not a chairman of a Republican Comittee
that is..."

-----------------------------------------------------------

*.or not the Chairman of a Republican committee
that has.."--- -- --- -- -- --- --|; -| ; --- ------------- ------------r It is not the Chairmn of the RepublicanCommi tree. .."

"...secondmost..."
----------------------------------------------------------

"...and so, in August of 1979, an extremely..."

..........................................................

"..,dump site, which had been..."
..........................................................-

"...more than a thousand tons..."

". .waste being located on the site', and for mre..."

"...liquid waste being..."
-..........................................................

'...the garage which took pipes and piped the
liquid..."

" ...for the Cities of Lowell, Lawrence and other..."

"...clean-up..."

...one day..."

What Corrected Galley Says

'...that is not a Republican chairman of a
cowlittee that is..."

---------------------------------------------------

...or not a Republican chairman of a committee
that has..."-- ----- -----'; - -; -; h- ----J -;----- ----- ----- ----
"It is not the chairman of a Repablican

committee. ."

... second...

"...and so, it was in August of 1979, when an
extremely...

". ..dunpsite. It had been... . . .
---------------------------------------------------

n... more than 1,000 tons..."-- --, --- -- --- - ---|; ; ; -------- -------------
"-waste being located an the site. For

more..."

"...liquid waste was being..."

'..the garge which piped the liquid...

"..for the cities of Lowell, Lawrence, and
other..."

"...cleanup..."

"...1 day..."

-------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
1.
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59/1366 54
59/1361 Gd----------

59/1383 54

59/1386 54

60/1389 54

60/13--3 54---------60/1394 54

60/1393 54

60/1401 54

60/1403 54

60/1406 54

61/1412 54

61/1417 55

61/

1420-142 5

61/1423 55

61/1423 55

61/1423 55

61/1423 55

Gregg
--------------------

I
--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
1.

--------------------
1.

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------

-------------------

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------

'.,Itter...
..........................................................

".,three months..."

"...established with a State..."
..........................................................

"..government. "
..........................................................

"...ground-water..,"
...........................................................

"...ground-water.,."

"...containment. ."

" ..the treatment..."

"...Congressional.. "

a hundred percent..."
...........................................................

" . -| feet.. ."

".,.Superfund,..."

"There were no partisan attacks on the EPA's failure

to come into New Hampshire."

.Democratic Mayor,"

"...Democratic Senator.,"

". Ward Alderman..."

" ..Ward Representative.."

What Corrected Galley Says

* letter..
...................................................-

"..3 months..."

". established between a state.."
...................................................-

"...Government..."
------------..-------------------------------------

".. ground water.."
....................................................

",.,ground water..."
...................................................-

c.. contaminant..."

"...treatment..."

c, congressional..."

"...100 percent..."
....................................................

".<1I feet..."

". Superfund..."

"There were no partisan aspects to the EPA's

actvities in New Hampshire."

"...Democratic mayor,"

"...Democratic State senator

"...ward alderman . "

ward representative..."
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61/1435

61/1436

62/1443

62/1444

62/1446

62/1447

62/1449

62/1450

62/1453

62/1456

63/1465

63/1477

64/1478

65/1506

65/1521

65/1526

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

56-57

57

57

56

58

Gregg
.....................

.....................

-- offett-- -- --

Gregg-- -- - -- -

--- -- - -- - -- -

'...four months...

... different experience..."

"...find where this problem, where this Superfund
worked. ."

----------------------------------------------------------

., four months..."
..........................................................

"...ahve..."
...........................................................

"We sell it at a cheap rate, and he can take it back
to New Jersey."

..nation's.. "
...........................................................

" ..health problem, although in New Hampshire it..."

...........................................................

'-nation..."
...........................................................

"...there as tourists."
...........................................................

"...nation..."
...........................................................

"Thank you--I will say, Mr. Ambassador."

"...Attorney General's office..."

'.whether in this extreme case..."

"...midnight dumper sites."

.4 months...

"...different experience|.

"...find, where this Superfund worked..."

"...4 months..."

"..phave..."
....................................................

"...Nation's..."
------------------------------------------------

"...health problem. Particularly i~n New
Hampshire, it..."

---------------------------------------------------

"...Nat on. ."
-- ----. = -------- ----------------------------------- -

"...there n tas tourists."
midnight.-dumper-sits...........................

"...Nation... "

/--See next two pages.--/

"Thank you."

"...attorney general's office..."

".weher, in this extreme case,..."

"...mi dnight-dumper sites.
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STATEMEN.-T BY CONCRESSMAN JUDn GRErm ON THE SUPERFUND AND THE
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AcENcy

In a period when public perceptions of issues are often formed by simplified mass
media presentations. our view of the federal government frequently tends to be
badly distorted. Probably no agency during this Administration has fallen victim to
the media more than the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

To hear some tell it, "Our natural resources are being ravaged and the EPA is
unwilling or unable to intervene."

Such sweeping allegations on the part of the media or the general public are very
disturbing to those of us from New England where there is unquestionable evidence
of the increasing concern for our natural resources in both the private and public
sector.

For those of us in New Hampshire, a state which depends on its natural environ-
ment a- a primary economic resource, it has been reassuring to discover that the
EPA still lives. In its handling of the nation's first case under the Superfund, a pro-
gram created by the 96th Congress to clean-up the country's worst toxic waste
dumps, the Agency displayed the will and resources to effectively get the job done

In August, 1979 an extremely hazardous toxic waste dump was discovered in
Nashua. the second largest city in New Hampshire. The Gilson Road dump site had
been illegally used by the "midnight dumpers" of the 1970's for the disposal of
liquid and solid hazardous waste. More than a thousand drums of chemicals were
scattered over the surface of the site and for more than ten years hazardous liquid
wastes had been illegally poured directly into the earth through hidden markeshift
pipes.

The seriousness of the situation was compounded by several factors. The site was
adjacent to a residential area housing several hundred families. There was the po-
tential for chemical explosions, and carcinogens were discovered in the liquids. And
worst of all, the plume of groundwater wastes, containing acutely toxic and carcino-
genic chemicals, was moving into the Nashua River-a water source from which
several cities downstream (including Lowell and Law-rence Massachusetts) draw
their drinking water. The Gilson dump site was a major disaster waiting to happen.

In 1979 and 1980, New Hampshire state officials and the EPA took preliminary
steps toward cleaning-up the site. However, it was not until Congress passed the Su-
perfund law in December 1980. that there was a potential fast-track along which the
clean-up operations could proceed-

On January 29, 1981, a representative of my office along with a group of Nashua
residents met with the regional administrator of the EPA to discuss alternatives
available to us under the new SuDeifund law, and the seriousness of the situation.
On February 27, one day after EPA Administrator, Ann Gorsuch had been sworn
into office, I forwarded a written request to the Administrator requesting Superfund
dollars for the Gilson site. After meetings with the New Hampshire Water Supply
and Pollution Control Department and the Governor's office, a letter from the State
was sent to the EPA, requesting Superfund assistance and agreeing to meet the
State's share of responsibilities as specified in the law. On June 8, a heavily attend-
ed public hearing was held in Nashua where residents had the opportunity to dis-
cuss the problem with State officials and representatives from the regional and
Washington EPA offices. The response to the meeting was very positive, and resi-
dents of the area were given the assurance that ameliorating steps would be taken
to clean up the site.

The following day, State and Federal officials met again in an all-day session to
discuss the technical aspects of cleaning-up the Gilson site On June 30, the State
submitted a formal application requesting Superfund assistance. And, on Aue-ust 24,
only three months after a formal request had been made to the EPA, New Hamp-
shire was awarded over S2 million in the first cooperative ag-reement established
with a State and the federal government under the Superfund law. -

Using these funds, the State would carry out a study of various ground water
treatment, options and would be responsible for the design and construction of a
slurry wall and cap to contain the wastes on the Gilson Road site. In addition. EPA
committed to install and o.ierate an interim ground-water pumping and rec~cling
system which would keep the containment from reaching the stream below ground,
while the slurry %all and cap were under construction

Subsequent work showed that the below 'round containment--origi-nally thought
to affect some 12 acres-had spread significantlN, and now covered over 20 acres.
This meant-that the slurry wall and cap would have to be expanded In addition.
geological data collected at the site showc-d that the treatment of the ground water
wlth.n the containment system would be -ces.ary

090 0
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Thus, on April 27, 1982 the New Hampshire Congressional delegation met with
Administrator Gorsuch to discuss the additional work and commensurate costs. On
June 22, the Slate-EPA cooperative agreement was amended to provide New Hamp-
shire with another $2 million for expansion of the containment system and to
design a system to treat the contaminated ground water.

New Hampshire was successful in receiving prompt action under the Superfund
because local and state officials, the EPA, and residents of Nashua stayed in con-
stant contact and worked together. During this process, the EPA regional officials in
Boston and Washington responded to our requests and to the urgency of the situa-
tion with speed and competency uncharacteristic of many operations of the federal
government. Further. it is a credit to the EPA, and all parties involved, that a new
piece of legislation, as complicated as the Superfund, could be hammered into shape
and successfully implemented within four months.

Toxic waste has become this nation's most immediate environmental health prob-
lem, although in New Hampshire it is our most immediate and vital health prob-
lem. It is a problem that must be addressed in an efficient manner by locating the
worst sites in the nation and cleaning them up. If the EPA uses the Gilson site as a
precedent for the administration of Superfund dollars, the law will serve this nation
as effectively as Congress intended-a level which, further, is not often achieved.

EPA's decisive action in this case is a feather in a battle worn cap which deserves
recognition.
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Gore

Gregg

Moffett

66/1529

66/1531

66/1531

66/1539

66/1548

66/1551

6?/1565

67/
1557-157

68/1580

68/1581

68/1589

68/1590

68/1591

68/1592

68/1597

69/1604

_______ _____ 3 _________ 3 _____________________________ L

Galley
Pg.

Speaker
Identification

58
58

58
58---------
58

58

58

58

59

59

59

59

59
59

59

59

--------------------

Carney
--------------------

---------------------
Gorsuch

---------------------

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
I .

--------------------

"Particularly with no..
..........................................................-

"...here..."

"...investigators and maybe..."

"...working on it, we are..."

/_Recess./"
..........................................................-

"...administrator..."

"Yes, we swore...
............................................................

"...camera men..."

"...members of Congress.. "
----------------------------------------------------------

" ..agency. ."

"...administrator..."

'-deputy administrator.. "

"... agency . "

"And while..."

'...environmenal

"Particularly, with no...
...................................................-

"...hire.. "
...................................................-

"...lnvestigators, and, maybe..."
....................................................-

"working on it
1 
we are..."

'7Recess taken. /"
...................................................-

"...Administrator..."
...................................................-

'...Yes, we swore...
....................................................

/See next page.'/
-Handwritten changes represent differences

---Mtvmel Abg tgjtS.Qtlkt a4.d A crece -al1U- 2
"...cameramen..."

"...9embers of Congress..."
---------------------------------------------------

".. Agency..."

".. Administrator.."

"...Deputy Administrator.."

I.. .Ayency..."

"And, while..."

..,environmental.,
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witnesses.

rS-Tjfl-m. OF HOX. ANNE M. GORSUCH, ADMINISTRATOR,

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCYt-ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN

HERNANDEZ, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR, LI IXRONMENTAL-pR-OZYC-T-f&N

AGENT ROBERT M. PERRY, GENERAL COUNSEL, OF

CO|.SU--E----NVIRlNnNflTL---P OS|E-T-|LOM--KAZE|YAITA LAVELLE,

ACTING ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR SUPERFUND E-VIROHMEHT
-
t

PROT-C.-T-I-ON-.AflxijQ-/ ' AND COURTNEY RIORDO, ACTING ASSISTANT

ADMINISTRATORR FOR RESEARCH AND ELOMN XTA -

P R A- -ENC --

----- O---E-r-Tc Chank you for being hereZcS-

r-e do have your prepared statement, and without objection.

that will be considered a part of the record.

You may proceed in any manner you may desire-

ie would appreciate any shortening of your statement, but

again, it is entirely your decision as to how you proceed.

Ms. GORSUCH. I have been directed by the invites c± the
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69/1605 59

69/1608 59
69/1611- 59----------

69/1611 59

69/1614 59

69/1617 59

69/1614 59

69/1621 59

69/1623 60

69/1624 60

70/1633 60

70/
1635-163 60

70/1637 60

70/1641 60

70/1642 60

70/1650 60

70/1652 60

71/1657 60

Gorsuch
--------------------

1.
--------------------

1.
--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------
.1

--------------------
1.

--------------------
.1

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------
.1

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------
11

---------------------

n.. one quote, right, unquote...

".. both local governments..."
...........................................................

"...Administration..."

'...executlve order...
..........................................................

"...than congressional..."
...........................................................

dumped out of site and..."
----------------------------------------------------------

..legal authority and in most cases .."
----------------------------------------------------------

"The strong Federal presence..."
-------------------------------------------------------..-

. vital and Congress..."

"...at a Federal level."

'.. with toxic chemicals and with pesticides.

"...11- years .."

"..1950s..,"
..........................................................

"..,1980s..."
----------------------------------------------------------

.. agency..."
----------------------------------------------------------

".-and this indeed represents..."
you... set.. ot... to.. d... ". .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

"...you set ot to do..."

'... one quote right quote...

",..both State and local governments..."
...................................................

"...administration..."
---------------------------------------------------

'...Executive order...
---------------------------------------------------

"...than b congressional..."
---------- ..........................................

"...dumped out of sight, and.."

"...legal authority, and2 in most cases. ."

"A strong Federal presence..."

"...vtal, and Congress..."

"...at the Federal level."
---------------------------------------------------

with toxic chemicals, and with pesticides.
---------------------------------------------------

". .11 years .. 
"

---------------------------------------------------

"...1950's. ."

"...1980 's..."
---------------------------------------------------

. Agency..."
---------------------------------------------------

',.and this, Indeed, represents
.. you.set.to.o...".............................
". .you set to do..."
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______ t ____ I ________ L _______________________ I __________________________

71/1659

71/1659

71/
1660-166,

60
60

60

71/ 1 60
1666-167*

71/1684

72/1684

72/1687

72/1689

72/1692

72/1695

72/1695

72/1697

60
61---------
61
61

61

6161

61

61
61

Gorsuch

--------------------. .

S .. .. . . . . . . .

---------------------

"In any society and those...

"...change and indeed..."
----------------------------------------------------------

...in government, we find that the greatest force in
interia, some articles will represent change,
I feel..."

"The Ennironmental ProtectiontAgency is a conmpleo and
complicated agency and one with more differing
technical problems than any other Federal Government.
Furthermore, since 1970, each Administration has seen
additional responsibilities placed with the agency
we are now responsible for 10 programs ranging from
the Safe Drinking Water Act to our sewer
responsibilities under Superfund."

...........................................................
"..history and stands.. "

...........................................................
".and attempted..."

"...agency..."
...........................................................

"In some areas...".... ,--------------7-------,--........................-
"...assistant administrator..."

"In others..."
...........................................................

"But the simple fact..."

...Administration.."

...course..."

"In any society, there are those..

"...change, and, indeed,..."
....................................................

"...in Government, we find that the greatest
force is inertia. I feel..."

-----. . ..- - ..-.-.-- ----. .. .... ... ... ...

"...history, and stands .."
---------------------------------------------------

...and have attempted..."
---------------------------------------------------

"...A gency..."
---------------------------------------------------

"In some areas,..."
---------------------------------------------------

"...Assistant Administrator..."
---------------------------------------------------

"In others,..."
---------------------------------------------------

"But, the simple fact..."
...................................................

"...administration."

"...correspondence..."
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72/1698

72/ 16 98

72/1701

72/1702

73/1703

73/1705

73/1706

73/1707

73/1709

73/1710

73/1712

73/1717

73/1718

73/1719

73/
1720-172

73/1724

73/1726

61

61

t -

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

61

Speaker
Identification

Gorsuch
---------------------

.1
---------------------

11
---------------------

.1
---------------------

---------------------
.1

---------------------

---------------------
11

---------------------

---------------------
1.

---------------------

---------------------
.1

---------------------
11

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------
1.

---------------------

i
What Original Transcript Says

.. agency..

. enforcement case tracking..."
..........................................................-

PRPA..."
----------------------------------------------------------

"Just imagine..."
---------------------------------------------------------.

".. administrator..."
..........................................................

"..agency..."
...........................................................

"...the quality, quantity and timeliness..."

"..- agency's..."
...........................................................

"...this Congress I have..."
.........agenc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"...agency..."

.- agency..."

"...agency..."
...........................................................

"...inherit."
...........................................................

"...Fed, State..."
--------------------------------------------------------..

'.. new federalism...
|------.....................................................

...agency..."

"...scientific predicate of the foundation..."

What Corrected Galley Says

'... Agency .
...................................................-

"..enforcement-case-tracking..."
---------------------------------------------------

". FIFRA..."
...................................................-

"Just to mention..."
...................................................

"...Administrator..."

"...Agency..."
....................................................

"...the quality, quantity, and timeliness..."

"..A gency's.. ,,
....................................................

"...this Congress, I have."
....................................................

"...Agency..."

" .Agency..."

"...Agency..."
....................................................

".,.Inherited."
....................................................

"...Federal, State, ."

.New Federalism...
....................................................

...Agency..."

....scientific foundation..
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74/1729

74/1730

74/1733

74/1735

74/1743

74/1750

75/1758

75/1767

75/1772

75/1777

76/1781

76/1788

76/1789

76/1789

76/1798

76/
1798-179

77/1808

61

61

61

61

61

62

62

62

42

62

62

62

62

62

62

62

63

Gorsuch
---------------------

11
---------------------

---------------------
.1

---------------------
.1

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------

---------------------

--------------------
.1

-------------------

-------------------
11

-------------------

-------------------
.1

--------------------
11

-------------------

What Original Transcript Says

.agency .

'...agency...

'.. agency's. ..

"...talents and energies..,"

'..agency..."
............................................................

...agency. ..

.agency ..

,...agency...

"..towards. "

"Generally our efforts..."

.reform goals. better science,..

"..three years ."
............................................................

"...appropriation, of tax dollars..."

"...on the petroleum..."

",. .the funds..."

-and the taxpayers, which are being expended."
---e-- ner -----------------------------------

"The I nger-tennm..'

What Corrected Galley Says

"...Agency...

Agency..

" ,Agency's,,."
....................................................

"..talents, and energies..."
....................................................

. Agency ."
....................................................

Agency.
....................................................

"...Agency . "

Agency
....................................................

"...toward. ."
....................................................

"Generally, our efforts..."

...reform goals- Better science.
....................................................

"...3 years .."
....................................................

"...appropriation of tax dollars..."
....................................................

"...on petroleum ."

"...the fund.. "

"and the taxpayers for cleanup costs.

"The longer term. -
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I I I.

Gorsuch

.....................

.....................

Galley
Pg

Speaker
Identification

77/1817

77/1818

77/1819

77/
1819-182

78/1832

78/1832

78/1833

78/
1836-1837

78/
1838-1839

78/1840

78/
1840-1841

78/1841

63

63

83

63

63

63

63

63

63

63

'...list at 400...
............................................................

agency..."
............................................................

...eight...

...the agency has.. amended eight.. cases ..counts.
Referred .... cases.
Referred two... Justice, issued.. two.. Section 106

orders for cleanup..."

"...abandoned sites. In RCRA..."

............................................................

"...agency's..."
............................................................

"...program under RCRA is now..."
............................................................

"We have covered rules covering...
............................................................

"...generators and transporters and intermix status,
and procedural status for issuing permits."

"Permanent standards..."

'...treatment, storage and disposal...

"We have recently..."

What Corrected Galley Says

'...list of 400...
..................................................

.. Agency...
...............................................

...the Agency has.. amended 8 cases..,counts;

referred.. casesi eferred 2.. Justice; issued

... section 106 orders for... cleanup;...

".abandoned sites.

In RCRA..."
..................................................

"...Agency'$..."
..................................................

"...program is now..."
..................................................

"We have promulgated rules covering..
..................................................

"...generators, and transporters in interim
status, and procedural standards for issuing
permits."

"Peritting standards.."

treatment, storage and disposal...

"We recently..."
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78/1842

78/1849

79/1854

79/1856

79/1858

79/1861

79/1862

79/1864

79/1869

79/1872

79/1874

79/1875

79/1877

80/1879

80/1881

80/1882

80/1883

80/1895

63

83

83

63

83

83

63

63

63

84

84

84

84

84

84

84

63

63

Gorsuch
.....................

.....................

.....................

.....................

. .. .. . . . . . . .

________ - ______ .2
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'...incinerating... '...incineration..
...............................................................................................................

"...agency..." "...Agency .. "
..............................................................................................................

"...Administration..." "...administration..."

"...lesat... "lnst...

"...agency..." "...Agency..."

"...agency..." "...Agency..."
...............................................................................................................

"...Section 3007..." "..section 3007..."
---------------------------- ----- .. .... .... ....-- - - - - - - - - - ------------; ------------------------------------- -

"...storage and disposal..." "...storage, and disposal..."

"...Section 3008..." "...section 3008..."

"...the agency..." "...the Agency..."
...............................................................................................................

"...groundwater to ensure..." "...ground-water to insure..."
...............................................................................................................

"And again, a concerted effort ... "And we plan a concerted effort..."

"The Clean Water Act. The Clean Water Act." "The Clean Water Act."

"...to prevent, reduce and eliminate ... ..to prevent, reduce, and eliminate..

...agency..." .. .... Agency...
...............................................................................................................

"...to ensure..." "...to Insure..."

"...Federal staff, and..." "...Federal staff and..."

"...the Act." "...the act."
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80/1897

80/1900

81/1905

81/1906

81/1909

81/1912

81/1914

81/1921

82/1928

82/1930

82/1931

82/1933

82/1937

82/1940

82/1942

82/1944

82/1946

64
84

64

64

64

64

64

64

64

64

65

65

65

65
65

65

65

Gorsuch

.....................

.....................

.. .. . . . . . . . .

.....................

. .. .. . . . . . . .

"...our harbors and estuaries..."

"...nation's..."
-----------------------------------------------------------
"Clean air. The Clean Air Act..."

"...our nation's pollution..."

"...Administration..."
...........................................................

"...Administration..."
...........................................................
"...agency..."

"...funding over 70 percent in fiscal year 1982
through..."

.. Act."

"...the principle -enunciated in tenms of..."
............................................................
"...Act..."

...........................................................
"While at the same time searching..."

------------,--..........................................-
....onthese...

"...to assist could..."

'...agency..."

"...four months..."

"...Administration's..."

"...our harbors, and estuaries ..
...................................................
"...Nation 's..."

---------------------------------------------------
"The Clean Air Act..."

"...our Nation's air pollution.."

"-administration .."
...................................................
"..,administration..."

---------------------------------------------------
"...Agency..,"

"..funding of over 70 percent from fiscal year
1981 to..."

"1 .. ,act."
---------------------------------------------------
"...the principle of..."

---------------------------------------------------
"...ct .. "

---------------------------------------------------
"At the same time, he made clear that we were
searching.."

---------------------------------------------------
"...on these..."

"...to assist Congress..."

"...Agency.. "

"...4 months .."

".. administration 's..."
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Gorsuch

-----------

82/1947

82/1949

83/1956

83/1961

83/1962

83/
1971-197;

83/1976

84/1978

84/1983

84/1984

85/2003

85/2016

86/2028

86/2029

86/2029

Typesetter lowercased this title; correction written on galley to uppercase it,

65

65

65

65

6

65

65

65

65

66

66

66

66

66

'...State of the Union...
agency.....................................................

...agency..."
............................................................
"...agency ..."

"...the source to support..."

"...Administration..."

"-project.
Third, by...
board,.. .... . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .

'...board ...
............................................................
'...board ...

...fron 278 million...

'...22 percent...

"...Administration..."
............................................................

"...Administration..."

"...Program Office.."

"...Enforcement Office and..."

"...General Counsel office."

.state of the Union...
--------------------------------------------------

... Agency..."
...................................................

". .. Aency. .. "

"...the source of scientific expertise to
support..."

"...administration..."

"...project, and third, by.."

--------------------------------------------------

...Board,...'... .....................

.from $278...

'...22-percent...

"...administration..."
...................................................
"...administration..."

program office..."

"...enforcement office, and..."

"...General Counsel's Office,"

--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------
11

--------------------
.1

--------------------
.1
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2033-203

86/2035

86/2038

86/2039

86/2040

86/2047

86/2052

87/

2058-205

87/2063

87/2065

87/2066

87/2067

87/2067

87/2069

87/2070

66
66

66

66

66

66

67

67

67

87

67

67

67

67

67
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Identification

Gorsuch
--------------------

.1
--------------------

1.

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
11

--------------------
.1

--------------------
11

--------------------

--------------------
11

---------------------
.1

---------------------

---------------------
1.

---------------------

What Original Transcript Says

'...to get enforcement...

"...results I am convinced,..."

"...associate administrator for legal and
enforcement counsel."

"...regional counsel..."

".. regional administrators..."

". ensure..."

"...in this regard.
The Agency has...

"In our Office of Administration, better management
in general, we have initiated..."

o. fund of one-fourth ...."

".. by 300,000,..."

"...save U. S. Treasury..."
..........................................................-
"...close to 750,000..."

...........................................................
"...Fiscal Year..."

-------------------------------------------------------..--

...Cincinnati and...
.. amillion.plu.........................................

'. .a million plus ...

________ - _____ .1 ___________ .1 _________________________________

What Corrected Galley Says

I...to get our enforcement program...

"...results, I am convinced,..."

"...Associate Administrator for Legal and
EnfoFcement Counsel."

....................................................

"...Regional Counsel..."
---------------------------------------------------

"...Regional Administrators..."

"...insure..."
------------------ -- ------------------. . ----------- -

"..in this regard. The Agency has..."

---------------------------------------------------"In our Office of Administration, we have

initiated..."

"...fund by one-fourth,.. "
-- --.. .. -------- -------------- --------------------- -.

"...by $300,000,..."

"...save the U. S. Treasury..
---------------------------------------------------

"...close to $750,000..."

"., fiscal tear..."

..Cincinnati, and .

$5il mlion-plus.
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Gorsuch
--------------------

--------------------
1.

-------------------
11

--------------------

87/2072

87/2072

87/2074

87/2075

87/2077

88/2084

88/2087

88/
2088-2089

88/2090

88/2091

88/2098

88/2098

89/2107

89/2111

67

07

67

67

07
67

0707

67

67

67

67

67

67

'...over 670,000. .

.a million plus...
----------------------------------------------------------

"Eliminating telephones..."

"...long distance..."

'...average of 6.
............................................................

hundred plus...
----------------------------------------------------------
"Data processing operations."

...Fiscal Year...
............................................................

"...realigning...

'...facilities and...
............................................................

"...ensure..."
...........................................................

"...government.."

"...Fiscal Year .."

"...nation's..."

over $670,000...

.$1 million-plus.
---------------------------------------------------

"We are eliminating telephones..."

"...long-distance.
....................................................

'. average of $6,00ype mnth.
....................................................

. 10-plus...

...fiscal year...
....................................................

realining...

facilities, and...

"...insure..."
...................................................

"...Government..."

"...fiscal year..."

"...lNation s..."

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
11

--------------------
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89/2117

90/
2138-213

90/2 140

90/2143

91/2151

91/2154

92/2183

93/
2208-220

93/2214

94/2223

94/2228

95/2245

95/2246

95/
2247-224

....reemphasize

'...stronger, better directed, and more
effective..."

...................................................-

"...stands..."
...................................................-

"/-Ms. Gorsuch's prepa-red statement follows-I"

"...of that."

"...the 5-minute limitation..,"

"...memorialized..."
....................................................

'..Assistant Administrator for Air, Noise and

Radiation.
....................................................

"...law, regulation, or code..."
---... -.. -|, -| * |* - - - -------------------------

"Inspector General's..."
...................................................

"...administration..."

".. pursuing it."

"In that case, that.. "
---------- ---- --- --- ----- --- ---- -- ------.. .... ..

68

1 68

68

68

123

123

123

124

124

124

124

124

124

124

Gorsuch

Moffett

E . ..... .. -. ------. .

'...re-emphasize...

'...stronger, better directed and more effective...

"...standards..."

"/-The statement of Ms. Gorsuch follows :/"

"...for that."

"...the five-mnutes limitation .."

"...memoralized..."

'...assistant administrator for air, noise and
radiation..."

............................................................

"...law, regulation or code..."

" ..inspector general's..."

"...Administration..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

"...pursuing."

"In that case that..."

"We indeed hae again made change here."

-------------------

-------------------

- -------------------

Gorsuch
-------------------
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95/
2253-225

95/2257

95/2262

95/2268

96/2772

96/2285

96/2286

97/2295

97/2302

97/2314

97/2315

97/2318

98/2323

98/2328

98/2332

'...most favored nation policy ....

"...Admeiistration."

"...five minutes."

'...inspector general.

"I cannot take any more time given my rule."
...........................................................
"...Environmental Protection Agency, and I am told that
was 1978,..."

...........................................................
'-which indeed allow..."

-----------------------------------------------------------
'-were you aware or your people aware that..."

...........................................................
"-Administration."

...........................................................
"I personally, I believe this is my 15 appearance..."

...........................................................
"I know that the membership or the representatives..."

"...for appearance we..."

"...lawyers..."

"...members..."

"...two days..."

'...most-favored-nation policy ....

"...administration."

"...5 minutes."

Inspector General.'-

"I cannot take any more time, given my rule."
...................................................
"...Environmental Protection Agency- and I am
told that was 1978--..."

---------------------------------------------------
"...which, indeed, allow .."

---------------------------------------------------
"...were you aware, or your people aware, that..."

...................................................
"-administration."

"I, personally, believe this is my 15th
appearance..."

---------------------------------------------------
"I know that representatives..."

"..for appearance, we..."

'...voyeurs.,."

"...Members..."

"...2 days..."

Gorsuch

Moffett

Gorsoch

Moffett

Winen

Gorsuch

Ien 11
Winn

124
124

124

125

125

125

125 ..- -

125

125--------
125

125125

126

126
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99/2352 126 Gorsuch "Thee.. "There...

99/2356 126 ".. up-to-date..." "...up to date,..."

99/2363 126 " "...in our rtg will be the standard " "..,will be the particulate standard."
.......................................................................................................................................................

100/2388 127 Moffett "...nation..." "..Nation..."
.......................................................................................................................................................

100/2389 127 -- "fThe letters follow'J" '/ -The letters refferred to follow:,'

101/2395 135 Gore "...since I you have taken charge." "...since you have taken charge "
............................... ........ .. ... ... ...... .......................................................................... ..... .................. .

101/2397 135 " "But what troubles..." "But, what troubles..."

101/2400 135 "One example." "One example," 0
--------.-- ---------------------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C D
101/2404 135 "...for EPA and the..." ".. for EPA, and the .."

101/2410 135 Gorsuch "...underlying function." ". underlying question "

101/2415 135 ' "--are taking..." "We are taking. ."
--------..------------------------------..---------------------------------------------------------..--------------------------------------------------

102/ 135 Gore "I wish if you would please..." "I wish, if you would, please..."
2419-242,

102/2425 135 "...eight months ." " .. months

102/ 135 "But while he was still there, he testified that after "But, while he was still there, he testified that,
2429-243 analyzing the enforcement program he..." after analyzing the enforcement program, he..."

102/2433 135 " . . .. . eight months " o. .hs... - -..

102/ 135 Gorsuch "...September, 1982 .... " . September 1982,
2430-243i

102/2439 135 "...this schedule in testimony before you in March " this schedule, in testimony before you in
and.." March, and
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103/2447

103/2450

103/2451

103/2457

103/2459

103/2461

103/2463

104/2467

104/2480

104/2483

104/2489

105/2491

105/2492

105/2496

105/2500

105/2502

135
138

136

136

130

136

136

136

136

136

136

130

136

136

136

136

Gore

Gorsuch

Gore

Gorsuch

Gorsuch

... eight months ago or four months ago."
...........................................................

"In the first year they..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

" ... rferrals..."
...........................................................

"...cost recovery.."

". .no, zero new..."
...........................................................

"..January I of 1982,..."
...........................................................

"And in one additional case EPA..."
...........................................................

",..125Q letters..."
..........................................................-

"...Justice are but one..."
..........................................................-

-cost recovery...
...........................................................

"Which was two parts. One, our..."

"...is reflected in the number..."

"...Ageny..."

... administratilve..."

"It is our philosophy and it may indeed be contrary
to yours..."

"...wilth..."

What Corrected Galley Says

.8 months ago or 4 months ago."

"In the first year, they..."

"..referrals..."
...................................................

"...cost-recovery..."

".no, zero, new. "

"...January 1, 1982..."

"And, in one additional case, EPA..."
---------------------------------------------------

"..1,250 letters..."

"...Justice is but one..."

'...cost-recovery...

"Which was two parts: One, our..."

"...is reflected only in the number..."

'...Agency..."

'..administrative."

"It is our philosophy, and it may indeed be
contrary to yours,...

". .. with. .."

i
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105/2504 136

105/2507 36 - 137

105/2510 137

106/2510 137

106/2517 137

--06/2---.-----137--106/2525 137

106/2525 137

106/2525 137

107/2553 137

107/25 55 137
107/2527 137
107/2552 137

107/2563 137

108/2568 137

108/2571 130

108/2575 138

Gorsuch
.....................

.....................

. .. . . . . . . . . .

-- -- -- -- -- -- -

. . . . . . . . . .

--------------------.
Goruc

-- -- -- -- -- - - -

I___ _ I I__ _J_ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

..part two...

... of Justice.
It is reflected...

"It is 80 million plus dollars..."

n...monies..."

".. iOsllble.."
...........................................................

"..Fed litigation. ."

.lots of delay and..."

"..,up-front monies..."

"..from March this calendar year..."

"Of that 44 cases,..."

I---- ----------------------------------------------------------" Adinistration..

"Of that our records show that approximately in
1981,....

"And for a lot of..."
...........................................................

".. always equitable..."

"...that now, you have.. "

"In your testimony you .."

,...part 2...

"...of Justice, Rather, it is more accurately
reflected.

"It is $80 millonjplus..."

"....moneys..

"..possible..."
...................................................
". iltigation..."

...................................................
". lots of delay, and,..."

"..up front moneys.."

from March this calendar year,..."

"Of those 44 cases ..."

"..administration. ."

'Of those 315 cases, our records show that
appromately, in 1081...

"And, for a lot of ."
...................................................
" ..always equatable..."

" that now, you have.. "

"In your testimony, you.. "
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108/2579

108/
2581-2582

108/2583

2601-2602

109/2604

110/2618

110/2621

110/2622

110/2 62 6

111/2641

111/2645

111/2647

111/2660

112/
2679-2680

138

136

130

130

130

130

138

138

138

130

130

138

138

138

Gorsuch

Perry

Carney

Perry

Scheuer

Perry

Gorsuch
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..and it does each...

... cases to you that you feel are eilther...

"...in terms of your interest."

... we have referred from our regions to our headquarters

aver 80 cases..."

".. that one quarter. ."

"Yes, you did because..."

"...75 to 80 percent ratio "

"We have developed with the Department of Justice what..."

"...Trial Litigation..

"...that that memo of June 23rd..."
............................................................

"...Tht.. ."

"...Number two--"
n.....re.............t.....re..........r.....gra...........

"..more mature programs

What Corrected Galley Says

"...and agreed that it does each...

" ..cases to them that they feel are either.
--------------------------------------------------

"...in terms of other factors."

".. we have referred, from our regions to our

headquarters, over 80 cases..."

"...in one quarter..."
--------------------------------------------------

"Yes, you did, because..."
--------------------------------------------------

"...75- to 80percent ratio."

"We have developed, with the Department of
Justice, what..." -

"...trial litigation...

"...that in that memo of June 23..."

'...worst..."

..................................................

"...That..."

"...No. 2--"

" .., the more mature programs.
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113/2691 140

113/
2692-269 140

113/2695 148

113/2691 140

113/2699 140

113/
2700-2701 140

113/2704 140
113/2705--------140-.
113/2705 140
113/2712- 140--------

113/2711 140
113/2713 140

113/2714 140

113/2713 140

113/2714 140
---------..----------
113/2715 140

Gorsuch

.....................

Scheuer

.....................

.. . ... . . . . . . .

I...................

.....................

'...our record, perhaps we should go back to that,
to enforcement .

'...in our world is all...
............................................................

"Okay."
------------------------------------------------------------

"On page 7 of your testimony you.. "

"...Administration..."

"There was...
-------------------------------------------------------------
".-two weeks ago, on July the 8th...'

.............................................................

"...belatedly was given..."
............................................................

'...Number one....

"...two weeks..."
............................................................
".. four months..."

............................................................

.. indong this."

"...research plan it should have ben, .."

"...required to be accompanied by. ."

'...our record on enforcement,...

--------------------------------------------------

'...in our world, is all...
...................................................

"OK.
...................................................

"On page 7 of your testimony, you..."

"...administration..."

"There were...

" ..2 weeks ago, on July 8 ......
--------------------------------------------------

"...belatedly, was given..."
..................................................

No. 1,...

"...2 weeks.. "
..................................................

"...4 months..."

1. in doing this."

".. research plan, it should have been,..,"

"...required to be, accompanied by ."

I
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114/
114/
2718-271

114/2722

114/2725

115/2741

115/2742

115/2744

115/2753

115/2755

115/2756

115/ 27 60

115/ 2764

116/
2778-2779

116/2783

140
140

140

140

140

141

141

141

141

141

141

---------

Scheuer
---------------------

1.

.....................

. .. . .. . . . . . .

.....................

Goruc

.....................

Schue

--- -- -- --- -- --

What Original Transcript Says

... January of early February?"

"...four or five months..."
... ... a ... . 1 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

...........................................................-

"...ful-time...
.............................................................

'...agency."

"...the name of the Lord-don't you,.."
............................................................

"...Administrator --"

"--confirmed by the Senate."

...an Acting full-time Assistant...
-.. . . . . ..--------------------------------------

'...part-time..."
...........................................................-
"..and have..."

"...Administrators, to my knowledge, the only one that
is designated is that for solid waste and emergency
response under the Super Fund legislation."

".. straight, it was not my industry..."

What Corrected Galley Says

'...January or early February?"
...................................................
"...4 or 5 months .."

...................................................
"...al I.. ."

"...full-time..."

...Agency."
...................................................
"...the name of the Lord, don't you..."

"...Administrator--"

/-continung -/-- Confirmed by the Senate."

...an Acting. full time Assistant...
...................................................
"...part time..."

"...to have .."

"...Administrators. To my knowledge, the only
ones that are designated b law are those for
solTd waste and emergency response an2er the
Super Fund legilsation and for toxic substances
under the Toxic Substances Control Act."

"...straight1 it was not "my" industry..."
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116/ 2788

117/2798

117/2804

117/2806

118/
2819-282(

118/2821

118/2827

118/2830

118/2833

119/2847

119/2848

119/2851

119/2853

119/
2854-2855

119/2855
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___I
141----------
141

142

142

142

----- -- -142

142 ....

142

142

142

142

142

142

143

143

Gorsuch

Hernandez

Walker

K------ --- --- -

Gorsuch
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...both here and before to the committee...

".. Mrs. Gorsuch."

we can find..."

"...that working with them will..."

...in your own way or the questions...

'...Chairman...

" -agency's..."

"-..and that is if...'

".. enforcement, and if..."
............................................................

"...federally-defined..."

"...to delegate tht. program to the implementation b.
State government...

" the enforcement number of people . "

"...workforce of each..."

..seen dramatic numbers of increase...

National enforcement..

Trans.
Pg/Ln

'. here before the committee...
...................................................

"...Ms. Gorsuch."

can find..."

"...that, working with them, will. ."

.in your own way, or the questions...

chairman...

'...Agency's..."
...................................................

".. and that is, if..."

"...enforcement, and, if..."
...................................................

"-federally defined .."

"...to delegate the implementation of that program
to the State government,..."

"...the number of enforcement people..."

"...work force, but each..."

".. seen dramatic increases..

" . enforcement..."
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119/2857

119/2859

119/2161

119/2864

119/2865

120/2868

120/2876

120/2877

120/2882

120/2890

121/2900

121/2914

122/2921

122/2928

122/
2931-2932

What Corrected Galley Says

'...Inspector General ...

. -Inspector General .........................

"The Inspector General...i
...................................................

"...assumed.. "

"...was their legal..."

"...Agency...."

"...Agency...."

"...gency

"...has been, primarily, talking..."
---------------------------------------------------

" -insuring the fact that, as..."

"..in terms of how the States are performing;
that is, are..."

---------------------------------------------------

"...and certainly national level in that regard."

" .the Chair..."

".-Inspector General's...,,

"...Opinion which was based on the worst
scenarios."

'Typesetter lowercased this title; correction written on galley to uppercase it.

143
143

143

143

143---143.....

143

143

143

143

143

143

144

144

144

Walker

Gorsuch

WalIker-----------
1-

Grosuch

Walker

Moffett

Gorsuch

'...I.G ....
............................................................
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those hazardous pollutants contained in our 1982 budget, as well as
our 1983 budget proposal.

Mr. WALGREN. Could I ask, Mr. Chairman, if we could get a
breakdown of the dollars allocated to that particular effort, those
37 pollutants, if that might be put in the record at this point.

Mr. MOFFL=r. Without objection, if that is doable, we would like
to have that.

Ms. GoRsucH. I would be happy to provide it for the committee.
It is a matter of public record. I think I should, however, be remiss
if I did not point out that it is not necessarily the research compo-
nent that we feel is inhibiting our progress in this area so much as
the uncertainties in the regulations that must be imposed under
the current provisions of the Clean Air Act and would welcome the

Congressman's scrutiny of the Clean Air Act in that regard.
[The information follows:]
The research contained in-the -azardous air pollutants research program focuses

on those 37 pollutants that have been identified as potentially the most hazardous.

In support of the hazardous air pollutants regulatory program, the Office of Re-

search and Development conducts research to determine the presence, source con-

centration and fate of potentially hazardous air pollutants; and assesses the human

health effects and risks associated with explosure to those pollutants. In fiscal year

1982, we expect to have spent approximately $10.3 million on these research actvi-

ties. In fiscal year 1983, we expect to spend $7.7 million. This reduction results from

a temporary shift in emphasis within the air medium to provide added support for

the development of criteria documents.

'._IL-GEN. Can you give us some estimate of how long it will
take you to make definitive findings on those 37 pollutants under
your present projected research efforts, not as to the regulations,
but whether or not they are hazardous as I understand the finding
asked of EPA.

Ms. GoRsucI. I cannot do that from memory, but we will be
happy to provide the information we have to the Congressman.

[The information follows:]
In the hazardous air pollutants program. comprehensive risk assessment docu-

ments are developed to quantitatively identify the risk associated with exposure to a
particular air pollutant. These documents are used by the Office of Air, Noise and

13 -' Radiation as the basis for determining whether a pollutant should be regulated, pro-

vided there is a sufficient scientific basis for making the decision. Given the current

level of funding, we do not expect to complete documents for all 37 pollutants until

1987. However, discussions to accelerate the research in this area are being conduct-
ed.

Mr. MOFFrr. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas,
Mr. Gramm, for 5 minutes.
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.. .o::|U,',::£ t' isa or 
S t 

uprogrnom

* ~-':E K, -

lawthe anatyere s o -soe tenautythao os att

oolccema
st p me on th hig ua en I e

1oes norsu ds"cr' ea this-; "

a f n ea o a S" en-'os-n |q 'e ! 5- en ... "t " rl

leve goiS to b
A 3- e V'e-d :>

-: ,-.,| . . . . . . ., . . _ .. | - T h e s n -: - .
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en do c e om et te ,ta 'lke ' t o tv r er -r s t' I '  th la w- s ays you "- a l

do hi ,"-hcmZ tt

that e over salln v lre - m. n - a o -

~~'-s* athi ifs you vioate thero

lthat "e,ea 
or 3. 0- Wl,

dthereoshould ,,e .so _ ..... ..me e o n t

ex -> e cemcl nd

ave een an v 'i -- -A 2.mo.'SCA-t
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the - - yearsr-I se e -- n --. e in •..1  -

A A 1
decision-making authority to the chemical industzy;- to me.,
that -s the captive agency syndrome, not EPA. independently .

representing thepublic interest and at arms-,length lootng•

at chemicals and seeing whether they hive been adequately
- .. | ... - | | | , , |, | Y|r > " . ... | -- A

tested and -Yegu1ating them if 3.t_-s pproprta .-

The same approach is apparently In the process of eing-

implemented for the pesticide law- is an aixmative

licensing'statute. It is designed to'cover poisons and

inherently dangerous substances_

is true of petcas For that reason, EPA is supposed

to assess every pesticide before it is allowed to'go onto:

the market-, Under TSCA, there .i a limi-- period.

In, 19175,1 EPA, following a statutory command, established the-

standards for what kind of testing, should be done for-

pesticides. The statute says the Administrator shall -
. . - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- . - - - - - ---

prescribe mandatory guidelines lor the testing of-pesticides-

r O|5 -
4 -4t 'egi tration of pesticides/0

- specified the protocols tobe followed fox a.;-.

whole series of toxicity is proposing to make

thos% _olnarnow

The histr x one Which EPA cannot be 4 .axnrijzL b.

..- . . . -. : ; | -. 1 *. - - .!|- 2.,
Proudn4 ---. t..

Since 1972, the agency has had 10 years to %0 as|4 ~~~ ev-y l'om ALaeuP~g,,
.existing regulation and every- time suptConres

-" . " -. ..
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tries to change the law; to make-it easier for EPA to do

ti.hey have not De b -
- 

---to do the job-

Mow, i |nthat led- to tae indictments of officers

of one of the major'private testing lahs on this country, a

shadow -has been cast on the validity of a very large s-tny/y'

o--th-a estcide-health- and safety at t. ,: !'s '

-A 
-

The industry with respect to chemicals in general nrflJ

petcie not given us th e i n d ofi r ec orYd

that would make 'me 'conident that they can be left to do'.

these things voluntarily--

The agency was directed in 1978 Thy Congress to disclose t.o

the public. t~o as5sit Th c :n

a 0  
al Thea't a nd safety data."4

That section of the statute hias, never been implement ed

he cause of i1-1 n fl' J-oti 
0 

----&---t-|-2-IL ----7"-- --n smitfi oif

challenges by the pesticide chemical 1 ndustry_e-th/e -

ErPA is supposed to -be- disclosing those _data to the public

Ao~jd thy ail1,ie- n ois'Cosi it, _so -between,-§

voluntary testing approaches, no'ndisclosure of existing.

studies in the files, proposed changes in their review of

the hazardous pesticides that n-ake decisions on whether a

_; - M)-

pesti~cide needs to Theegulat d en ti el-y

behind closed doorsjt-i? , --dLtn&'CAe'-~

We think the public has a right to know what a company
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ad v an1ces as2 Ssuppoft tg~btttlrhtaetc

can be use dJ~L

EPA is very busy trying. to get the government off the back

of industry, and uhetherz the public suffers as a result snd

the environment suffers as a| result, seemsto he not even a

secondary consideration, a tertiary consideration -

i object to the say the agency is gong forward, and if
-A - S, m&'s

Congress is persuaded that the laws were wrong, then change

the la but in our system - don't think it is proper for

EPA to take mandatory directions from Congress and simply

ignore -them, and that is what I see under TSCA Attend

PIFRA t-

Thank you.

tMs- Warren's prepared statement follows:]



Trans Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg Identification

208/
4934-4940

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

I _ _ _ _ _

Kennel ly FIIn ndv* dti we unuLa3 adllO hIadLvW W ill an uin to
Ms. Warren and then Mr.Stackhouse,iid then an will
have guests ctioae will place your
written statement and the one of the previous witness
who had to leave, on the record at this time.
Ms. Warren?'

208/4942 272 -- '...DEFENSE COUNCIL"

208/4947 272 -- "/ The information follows:/"

209/4957 337 Warren '...to get the agency moving on it, and it has had
consistent pressure for it."

209/4961 337 " "...the complex statute..."

209/4963 337 " "...under the act, and although the statute.. "

209/4965 337 "-'-. .with chemical, toxic chemical..."

209/4966 337 "...manufacturing processing, . "
---------.-.---------.-.------------------.-.---------------------------------------------------------

209/4967 337 ".. agency .."

209-217/ 337-341 / See next mine pages /
4969-5160

218/5164 365 Kennelly ". .for some ."
218/5175 -- 305------- ----------- "Without objection---- . ".........................................
218/5175 365 ..Without objection."

M. Warren

"...DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC."
-. .--- --------- ------ -- --- ---- ----- ----- ---- --- - ---

"/Mr. Hawkins' prepared statement follows:"

...to get the Agency moving on it, and the
Agency has been under consistent pressure
to do it."

..................................................

"...a complex statute..."

"...under the act. The statute..."
-------------------------------------------------

"...with toxic chemical..."

". manufacturing, processing,..."
.................................................

"...Agency.. "
| - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

/ See next nine pages /
/ Handwritten changes represent differences be-
tween the transcript and the corrected galley. /

"..for your.

"Without objection, it will be made part
of the record 

"



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

218/
5179-5181 1 365 '...as director of Agriculture, having served as

a district supervsor and thalrman of the board
of supervisors of a local soil and water
conservation district,...'

................................................-

"...the Ohio Department..."
................................................-

"...legislation..."

...Prohibition."
"---one-tenth of 1 percent..."

"...jovernments."

Cochairman...

"...task force,....
-..... yea..."................................

"...8 years,..."
------------------------------------------------

"...8 years .,.."
------------------------------------------------

" ... Appendix C. . ."

"...director..."

.. a..r.....................................

"...Ohio was recently ordered..."

"...as Director of Agriculture, having served as a
District Supervisor and Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors of a local Soil and Water Conservation
District,:.."

...........................................................

"...the Department..."
...........................................................

"...legs slatin..."

'-prohibition."

'...a tenth of one percent..."

"...Governments."

"...Cs-Chairman.

"...Task Force,..."
...........................................................-

"...eight years,..."
...........................................................-

"...eight years..."
...........................................................-

"...Appendix C..."
...........................................................-

"...Director..."
...........................................................-

"...the major..."

"...Ohio recently ordered..."

Stackhouse

-- ---------- --------.
1.

--.... --........ ......

.. . . .. . . . .

219/595

219/5198

219/5209

220/5221
220/5230

220/5235

220/5237

220/5237

220/5238

220/5247

220/5248

220/5252

220/5253

365--------

365

365

365
366

366

366

366

366066

366

366

366

366



Trans Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln I Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

389 Kennelly

. one dollar..

"...government "

'-six or eight months "

".. a 5-minute restriction .."

220/
5253-5254

220/5260

222/5267

223/5276

223/5578

223/5283
224/6317

224/5317

224/5324

226/5336

226/5362

226/5365

227/5376

228/5401

228/5401

228/5415

"..$1...

"...Government."

"...6 or 8 months."

. .. a -minute limit. .
" -

........ ...... .. ........ ........ ........

'".. like to be recognized
7'

.................................................

.3 billion dollars worth...

"...ppendix C..."

.. firsthand..."

" questions Whether, ."

"..indeed,....
.................................................

Agency's

"...4 years..."

"...almost nowhere in the 4 years.

. 10ercent.. "

" ..0percent. ."

chairlady ."

Stackhouse
-----------------

11
----------------

-----------------

366
366

366

like to begin?"
............................................................

... $3 billion worth..

... Appendin C.

-first-hand. ."

"...questions whether

indeed. ."

'. agency's.,

s ..four years ."

.almot nowhere in the four years .."
10 percent-

.10 percent

".. Chairlady, ."

389

309

389

389

389

380

390

300

390

3901

391

391

Carney

Stackhouse

Quarles

Carney

-----------------

-----------------

-----------------
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Stackhouse
---------------------
Walker

---------------------

---------------------
1.

---------------------
11

---------------------
1.

---------------------

---------------------
.1

--------------------
.1

--------------------

--------------------

--------------------
Walker

--------------------

--------------------
.1

--------------------

--------------------

228/5420

229/5433
229/5440

229/5440

229/5442

229/5443

22-/5446

229/5447

229/5447

229/5450

230/5451

230/5460

230/5465

230/5470

230/5472

231/5452

391

391

391

391

391

391

391

391

391

391

391

392

392

392

392

392

'...Appendix...

"...tht..."
............................................................

"...congress..."
............................................................

"...congress..."
............................................................

"...Minority..."
............................................................

...nation..."
............................................................

" ._TV .. "
............................................................

".-Minority..."

"...Majority..."
...........................................................

"...Minority..."

"...Majarity...
------------------------------------------------------..---

1...T.V ... "
...........................................................

"..nation..."
...........................................................

"...nation..."

"...Mrs. Gorsuch..."

"/ The information folows:J'

...apendix...

"...that..."
------------------------------------------------

".. Congress..."
------------------------------------------------

".-Congress..."
------------------------------------------------

"..minority..."
------------------------------------------------

"...Nation..."

"...TV..."
------------------------------------------------

"...minority..."

"...majority..."
------------------------------------------------

"...minority..."
------------------------------------------------

"...Ma3orlty...
"

'...TV..

"..Nation..."

"...Nation..."---- -A|;; ; , ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ -----
".... Garsuch..."

'/ No documentation was submitted for the
record. 7/"



Trans
Pg/Ln

231/5483

232/5484
232/5491

232/5491

232/552

233/5510

233/5522

233/5522

233/5531

234/5540

234/5554

234/5554

235/5565

236/5588

236/5591

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says
Galley Speaker
Pg. Identification

392 --

392 Kennelly

392 Quarles

392

392 Walker

393

393 quarles

393
393--------..-------------------

393

3 9 3- -------. . ----- ---- -- -------
393

393

393 1

394

394 Warren

394

"***** nComiittee Insert******-

11 years..."

"...agency. ."

..agency..."

agency?..."

"...one year..."

"...in the operation."

..Counsel, and...

"...entitled The First..,Program , and..."

"...I commented on that in a-= I put a book out..."

'..America",...

pollutants s .

..speaking on the premanufacturing review
exemptions, exemption reviews "

ever new chemical should be required to have
premanufacturing notification submitted or just a lift.
But since it is a bit of a catch-22 for-

ITypesetter inserted coma after quotation marks, correction written on galley to transpose them2
Typesetter omitted this hyphen, correction written on galley to insert it.

"Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Walker."

"...11 years..."

A.. Agency..."

"...Agency...

'.Agency?.. ,,

1 year..."

"...in operation."
------------------------------------------------

'.. Counsel and...................................................

"...entitled "The First... Program,_ and..."

".. I commented on that in a book I put out..

...America,"

"...polluters..."

.. speaking on the premanufacturing
exemption reviews."

------------------------------------------------

". .every new chemical should be required to
have premanufacturing notification submitted
or just those on a list of suspicious
chemicals Since it is a bit of a catch-22 2
for. ."

f
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* 7aeepLeranceias nalcnlm

236/5606

236/5607

237/5609

237/5611

237/5613

27/6614

237/5617

237/5619

237/5626

237/5627

394

394

394

394

-- 394-

394

394

394

394

394

Warren '-.to exempt certain chemicals in a low volume

category, all chemicals which they..."

"...as site limited intermediates and polymers."

"But the estimates wee 50 to 80 percent

"For one reason .."

" ..by a qualified expert."

"The qualifications. are not defined, the basis

for.. is not given."

'-.seeing the product get on the market 
"

"Mr. WARREN."

"What I am not sure of is you are concerned..."

".. or with the fact that it is the--that the
independent..."
"The tangress in a report issued with..."

"...complaints that the Congress in this report had with
EPA was with regard to premanufacturing exemptions. for
certain chemical groups, little tangible progress has
been made."

,.. to exempt certain chemicals in a low
volume category, and all chemicals which
they.

" ..as site limit ted intermediates, and
polymers."

"But the estimates are that 50 to 80
percent .."

"For one reason,....
'

". by a qualified expert employed by the
manufacturer."

"The qualifucatuons ..are not defined the
basis for ...is not given."

- ------------ - 3 - a------------------
"...seeing the product gets on the market."

"Vs. WARREN."

"What I am not sure of is are you concerned..."

"...or with the fact that the independent
person..."

"In a report issued with..."

"...complaints that the Congress had with EPA
was with regard to premanufacturing exemptions
...for certain chemical groups, where little
tangible progress has been made."

-
" 

-

Hi1er

237/5630 395

237/5632 395



What Original Transcript Says

'...euegtjons...

"Mr. WARREN."

"First of all, the OECD set of requirements you
mention, EEC, the limit on low volume EPA is
proposing..."

"...and say this chemical, for example, it is in a
group..."

"Okay. "

'...it is a reasonable class with certain caveats
attached to it to have an exemption from all the
P&M requirements."

".-low volume of dioxin is very toxic."
------------------------------------------------------------

"So low volume in and of itself isn't a basis for
exclusion."

"I also want EPA to be able to know.

.reason was which they are sat proposing..."

What Corrected Galley Says

'...exemptions...
.................................................

"Ms. WARREN."

"First of all, regarding the OECD set of
requirements you mention, or rather the EEC,
the limit on low volume that EPA Is
proposing...

" ..and say, f , this chemical is in
a group..."

-it is a reasonable class, with certain
caveats attached to it, to h~ve an exemption
from all the PMN requirements."

"...a low volume of dioxin is very toxic."
------------------------------------------------

"So low volume in and of itself shouldn't be
a basis for exemption from premaau|atare
screening 

"

------------------------------------------------

"I also want EPA to know...
.. reason.was1.which.they.are.met.proposi.....

"...reason was, which they are not proposing..?'

I



Trans. Galley Speaker 1
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

239/
5665-5668

239/
5672-5673

239/5679

240/5685

240/5689

240/5690

240/5707

242/5735

242/
5746-5750

395

395

396

396

396

396

396

396

397

Warren

Hiler

Qoarilen

Hiler

"I would add that the meeting I attended was only after
testifying in a congressional hearing that EPA was
meeting exclusively behind closed doors."

"...if the chemical had been identified as a potential
hazard, it can be--would not be able to get an
exemption."-

at.P|..."

............................................................

"...two days..."

... .. .. ..... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .

"...two days."

"...mind-set..."

"Ms. Warren,...

'...or do you think that the debate is just by its very
nature and the very groupsTnvolved Ad th ult-up
recor that we are unfortunately doomed to have to
undergo. what has been an extraordinarly
hearig"

"I would add that the meeting I attended was
only after testifying in a congressional
hearing that EPA was meeting exclusively behind
closed doors with CMA to develop the exemption
proposal and that other interested parties
were excluded.'

i...if the chemical had been identified as a
potential hazard, it would not be able to get
an exemption."

".PMN. , ,"

"...2 days..."

".to..."

"...2 days."

"...mindset..."

"Ms. Warren...

"...r do you think that because of the very
nature of the debate and tne groups involved
and theuilt-up record that we are
unfortunately doomed?"



Speaker
Identification What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

I i __ __ _ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Warren

243/
5775-5778 397 - Hiler

242/
5752-5755

243/5760

243/

5760-5761

243/5765

243/
5767-5769

'Correction marked on galley not clear.

"But in all candor, in trying to deal with EPA,
there does not seem to be any difference
between the EPA's position and the regulated
industries' position on virtually every issue in
the area I work in."

"...administration..."
------------------------------------------------
"...had a lot of open meetings, and heard
from everybody."
------------------------------------------------
"...administration..."
................................................-

"I think that EPA has sent out a signal in so
many ways that they may not be enforcing
very vigorously "

................................................-

"They have downgraded the enforcement
capability of the agency so it is not an
Assistant Administrator 990M

'...because the Administrator was very clear
today that they just have a different approach
in the enforcement area "

"... somber of people."

Galley
Pg.

"But in all candor, I, in trying to deal with EPA, the
difference between EPA's position and the regulated
Tndustries position on virtually every issue in the
area I work in, there doesn't seem to be any
difference."
...........................................................
"...Administration..."
...........................................................

"...had a lot of open meetings, heard from everybody.
...........................................................
"...Administration..."
----------------------------------------------------..-----

"I don't think that EPA has--well, they have sent out a
signal in so many ways throuhon
enforcement that they may not be enforcing very
credibly."
...........................................................

"They downgrade the enforcement in the Agency, so it is
not an assistant administrator anymore."

...........................................................

"...because the Administrator was very clear today that
there is a person who is acting administrator, it was
in the research area, encase me. but that they just have
a different approach in the enforcement area."
.... number. of. peopl... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"...X number of people..."

397

397

397

397

397

243/
576g-5771 397

243/5779 397



Trans. Galley Speaker f 1
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Warren

--- - - - - - - - -

Stackhoase------

243-244/
5782-5784

244/5787

244/
5787-5788

244/5790

244/57 4

244/5794--------
245/5895

245/5817

245/5819

245/5822

'...Ms. Gorsuch doesn't have a lot of
credibility in the environmental community
because although she speaks very authori-
tatively t se says things that we know are
not correct."

',-TSCA ...

"But she said it in a way that sounds as if she
speaks the absolute truth."

"...dialog..."

'.t ask force...
................................................-

"It is very difficult to have just a quietd-iscussion,...
------------------------------------------------

"...because I think that I should call to the
committee's attention..."
------------------------------------------------

'...specifically,...'

"...pesticides." Section ..."

"...all States have approved pesticide programs
that where State programs that have been
developed..."

'...Ms. Gorsuch doesn't have a lot of credibility in
the scientific community because she speaks very
authoritatively and says things that we know are not
correct."

... TOSCA...

"But she said it In a way, she speaks the truth.

"...dialogue,."

..Task Force...
...........................................................

"I mean it is very hard to have just a quiet
d -iiEi on..,"
...........................................................
"...because I think that, would call to the committee's
attention..."
...........................................................

-specifically...
---------------------------------------------------------..
"...pesticides. Section..."

"...all States have approved pesticide programs that
were State programs that have been developed..."

397

397

397

397

397

397.-----------.

398

398398



What Original Transcript Says
_______ I. .1 ___________ L

245/5829 398 Oxley "Madam Chairman, Mr. Stackhouse, the question always
comes around, particularly I guess somewhat sensitive
in our State..."

246/5838 398 Stackhouse "...agreed upon..."
......................................................................................................
246/5841 398 " "...acid loving..,"
....................................................................................................---
246/5850 398 ' "...our crop yields...particularly primary crops of

basically all doubled..."

246/5854 398 Oxley "...sorry I missed your presentation earlier, your
comments."

247/5869 389 " "...that is in many cases the end of it."

247/5870 399 " "I wonder if you would comment, the Administrator when
she was here seemed..."

247/

5874-5875 399 "...number one...

247/5875 399 "...number two..."

247/5876 399 . ".. .number three..."

247/5877 399 ". "...wayl....

248/5893 399 Quarles "Lone Canal..."

What Corrected Galley Says

"Mr. Stackhouse, the question always comes
around, particularly on a somewhat sensitive

issue in our State..."
.................................................
"...agreed-upon..."

.................................................
"...acid-loving..."

-------------------------------------------------
..our crop yields, particularly primary

crops have basically all doubled...

------------------------------.....-...-..--....."...sorry I missed your presentation earlier

and your coments."

"..,that is, in many cases, the end of it."

"I wonder if you would consent? The
Admnistrator, when she was here, seemed.

.. No . 1...
.................................................
"...No. 2..,"

"...No. 3..."

"...way... "

Love Canal
(in italics)

Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg/La Pg. Identification



Trans. Galley Speaker
Pg /Ln Pg9. Identification

248/5895

248/
5901-5902

248/5905

249/5928

250/
5953-5954

250/5955
251/59 1

251/5965

251/5974

251/
5974-5975

251/5982
252/5984

252/5984

252/5992

399

399

399

400

40

400

400

4OO

400

400

400

401

400

491

Quarles

Stackhouse

SWinn

--------------------.

......................

--------------------.

What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says

... number game... ... numbers game...

'...fought-out... '...fought out...'

*.wrist slapping '..wristslapping.

".. government... " .Government..."

...I concur.. .with many that you have to have '...I concur., with him that you have to have
_regulatory presence." c regulatory presence.

"USEPA" "U.S. EPA"

"Mr. STACKOUSE." 'Mrs. KENNELLY."

Majority ". . majority,.."

" ..Ranking..." "...ranking..."

...on Science and Technology Committee,... '...on the Science and Technology Committee,..
..............................................................................................................

"...Majority..." "...majority..."
Minority.................................................. "minority--... ".................................

"...Minority..." ... minority..."
"----------------...the.future..oop.r.ti..."...the.future..e.coop.rati.e..
"...Minority..." "...minority..."

"...the futu re cooperative ... 11"...the future be cooperative ... "

iTypesetter combined these words, correction written on galley to make them two words.
I I

I



What Original Transcript Says What Corrected Galley Says
Trans Galley Speaker
Pg/Ln Pg. Identification

252/5993 401 Winn

252/5996 401

252/6004 401 Kennelly
253/6014 401

253/6015 401

253/6015 401

253/6022 401 Quarles

254/6056 402

254/6057 402

255/6093 402 tarney
----------..-------------------------------

256/6084 402

256/6092 402 Kennelly

256/6093 402 -

'...minority...'

"...Government..."

".member."

"...to oay the time..."
-------------------------------------------------

"...has gone by."
.................................................

"...I was out in Seymour, Ind ......
-------------------------------------------------

...Government...

'...Assistant Administrators...
.................................................

"...majori ty .."
" .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .

"The meeting will be adjourned,"

"...the subcommittees were adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chairs. P"

...Minority...

"...government..."

'...Member.

"...to be a little--you said the time..."
-----------------------------------------------------------

..has kind of gone by "
-----------------------------------------------------------
. I was out in Seymour,..."

............................................................

... government...

...lI ..

'...assistant administrators...
............................................................

"...Majority. ."

"...three..."

"The meeting will be adjourned."

"...the subcommittees were adjourned .j"
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APPENDIX E

THIRTY-PAGE STATEMENT OF LESTER 0. BROWN
Before the

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct

My name is Lester 0. Brown. I am a Special Assis-

tant on the staff of the Environment, Energy, and

Natural Resources Subcommittee of the House Committee

on Government Operations. I am appearing voluntarily

before the Committee to tell what I know, and what I do

not know, about the matters the Committee is investi-

gating pursuant to H. Res. 254, dated June 30, 1983.

Accompanying me is Mr. James C. Moore II, my

lawyer and a partner in the Washington, D.C., firm of

Zuckerman, Spaeder, Moore, Taylor & Kolker. In order

to comply strictly with this Committee's understanding

of the procedural requirements of H. Res. 254, Mr.

Moore has accepted for me a subpoena directing me to

appear here today. For the record, I was and am wil-

ling to testify without having been subpoenaed.

H. Res. 254 authorized this Committee to investi-

gate what the resolution called "inrproper alterations"

of House documents, in particular tbe transcripts of

joint oversight hearings regarding the Environmental

Protection Agency held on July 21 &nd 22, 1982, before

five subcommittees of the Committees on Government

Operations, Energy and Commerce, a Science and Tech-

nology. In my staff capacity on o -- of those subcom-

mittees, I was actively involved in the preparation for



4nd conduct of those hearings. I also had certain

responsibilities in connection with the handling and

printing of the transcripts of those hearings.

By agreement with the staff of this Committee, my

testimony today will constitute my answers to the

written interrogatories that were propounded to me by

this Committee on July 29, 1983. I understand from

Chairman Stokes's July 29 letter that identical inter-

rogatories have been served on other staff members of

various committees. I also understand that interroga-

tories have been sent to all current Members of the

House.

Before going into details, I would like the Com-

mittee to be generally aware of my background and my

recent activities.

I am 31 years old and have worked full-time in

various staff positions with the House of Representa-

tives since January 1975, after I graduated from

Cornell University. I believe that I have worked hard

for the House. In the last seven weeks, Iohave

coordinated six days of hearings for the

subcommittee. Indeed, it has become apparent to me

through the observations of friends and my professional

counselors that for a long time I have been working too

hard and have put my health in jeopardy.
I



. As my counsel told the Committee staff, I am now

seeing a psychologist and a psychiatrist who are

assisting me in working out the various stresses and

pressures under which I have been living for some

time. I respectfully ask the Committee to take into

account my strained emotional and psychological condi-

tion in reaching its conclusions. With my consent,

doctors who have spoken with me have been authorized to

disclose certain information about my psychological

condition to the Committee staff and to the Commit-

tee. In addition to having a report from my own doctor

available to it, the Committee will have the benefit of

the conclusions reached by Dr. James Foy, a professor

of psychiatry at Georgetown University who was retained

by the Committee.

While working full-time for the House, I have also

been pursuing a law degree from Georgetown University

for the last four years. I took my last examination on

July 30, 1983, and I expect to graduate in October

1983. Studying the law while routinely putting in work

weeks of 60 hours or more has put me under considerable

stress and has largely burned me out physically and

emotionally.

Although I have not yet decided exactly how I will

use my law degree, I will be leaving the employ of the

House to pursue pthbr activities.



The joint hearings that are the cause of this Com-

mittee's inquiries grew out of the interest various

House committees had in the management of the EPA. In

recent years, that agency has been the subject of con-

siderable congressional and media attention. Not sur-

prisingly, therefore, the investigations and political

maneuverings that preceded the hearings of July 21 and

22, 1982, were contentious, and the hearings themselves

were marked by acrimony on both procedural and substan-

tive grounds. That acrimony set part of the stage for

later developments regarding transcripts.

While I was not the most senior staff person on my

subcommittee, I was the most senior staff member on the

EPA investigation in terms of the location and con-

tacting of witnesses and other general preparation for

the hearings. I was also the most senior subcommittee

staff member in terms of exercising follow-up responsi-

bility after the hearing in such areas as having the

transcript printed. Consequently, even though there

are many aspects of the way in which the transcripts

were handled of which I was completely unaware or of

which I have no recollection, I do accept the general

responsibility for the way in which the transcript mat-

ters of most serious concern to this Committee were

handled or mishandled.



eAs is set forth in more detail below, there are

certain changes that have been of concern to some Mem-

bers of the House which I did indeed make. There are

other changes which I could well have made. There are

a number of changes about which I have no recollection.

Overwork and emotional stress probably caused me

(1) to be careless about checking the record for accur-

acy when I received it from others, or (2) to take some

actions which I cannot remember, or (3) to make certain

changes cavalierly or jokingly, but anything I may have

done was without malice.

I also want to assure this Committee and the House

that, so far as I am aware, there never was a plan or

conspiracy to alter the words that appeared on the July

21 and 22, 1982, transcript pages in any unauthorized

or improper way or to add material to or subtract

material from the public record of the hearings. To

the contrary, disorganization rather than coordinated

moves characterized the treatment of the transcripts.

Looking beyond the EPA hearings, I have never partici-

pated in or considered participating in any such plan

or conspiracy during my years as a House employee.

I would like the Committee to be aware of the

usual practices regarding the treatment of hearing

transcripts at the subcommittee for which I work, prac-



tices that to the best of my knowledge are similar to

those of other committees in the House. So far as I

was aware during the time I had any responsibility over

the transcripts at issue, there was not a set of writ-

ten rules regarding the circumstances under which com-

mittee members or staff employees of committees could

make alterations to the raw typewritten transcripts,

galleys, and page proofs, that emerged from hearings.

My understanding, which I believe was shared by other

staff members throughout the House, was that committee

members, their personal staffs, and committee staffs

had considerable latitude in changing the court

reporter's transcriptions during the various stages

that preceded final publication of a hearing.

In my experience, such changes range from those

that involve spelling, grammar, punctuation, and syntax

to more substantial changes. Substantial changes

include, for example, the addition to the record of

material that a Member or witness should have supplied

at the time of a hearing but did not or could not sup-

ply and the deletion of references in the original

transcript to material to be supplied later when such

material was not supplied by the time of the final

printing. It has always been my understanding that all

of the kinds of changes that I have just set forth were



' designed to accomplish one or both of the following

purposes: to make the record clearer than it might

otherwise be or to avoid embarrassing Members of the

House.

Changes of the kind that I have described above

are, to my knowledge, made frequently by House Members

of both political parties and by their employees.

Indeed, I am confident that an examination of the

dozens and dozens of changes made on the transcripts

now at issue will bear out the accuracy of my observa-

tion. By what I believe is the generally accepted

view, most transcript changes improve the accuracy of

transcripts without distorting their meaning and would

be characterized as acceptable or even desirable

changes by House Members. I believe that the vast bulk

of the changes that were made in the transcripts now at

issue would fall into that category by everyone's

agreement.

There were, however, changes made in the tran-

scripts of the July 21 and 22, 1983, hearings that have

been of concern to this Committee, to certain Members

of the subcommittees that held the hearings, and to

certain other Members of the House, and I agree that

there are some changes which go beyond what I have

always understood to be proper. While I take responsi-



bility for some of those changes and have specific

knowledge about others of them, I do hope that the Com-

mittee will understand the somewhat confusing circum-

stances in which these transcripts wended their way

from their initial version to the final printing. I

also ask the Committee to recognize that many staff

members of both political parties had transcripts on

which changes could have been and were made and that,

moreover, numerous staff members had ample opportunity

to correct errors before the final printing went to

press.

What follows is what I know.

So far as I can recall, the court reporter who

transcribed the two days of hearings had the testimony

typed in preliminary transcript form not long after the

conclusion of the hearings and had that transcript sent

to the subcommittee for which I worked. In the normal

course of events, which so far as I know occurred in

this instance, the transcript would have been sent to

Ms. Becky Meadows, the staff assistant on our subcom-

mittee. Because the hearing involved four other sub-

committees, Ms. Meadows would then have distributed

copies of the transcript to the appropriate staff

members of the other subcommittees. It is possible

that the court reporter made copies of the transcript



1and sent them directly to the other four subcommittee

staffs for their review. In any event, it is my

understanding that staff members on all subcommittees

had the transcripts in hand at approximately the same

time.

Nothing that I am aware of happened regarding

review and correction of the transcripts from late July

until sometime in the late Fall of 1982. I cannot

speak for other House employees, but I had the sense

that many of them shared my lack of enthusiasm about

trying to put into final form a transcript that

reflected a fair amount of confusion and incompleteness

and a considerable amount of acrimony. Thinking about

putting the testimony and materials together merely

brought up memories of the unpleasant hearings.

I also recall that sometime in the Fall of 1982

disagreements arose as to which subcommittee would bear

the printing costs for the hearing transcripts. That

disagreement caused a further delay.

At the time of the hearing, my understanding had

been that the Committee on Science and Technology, two

of whose subcommittees had participated in the hear-

ings, would bear the'printing costs. Consequently, all

relevant materials were transmitted from my subcommit-

tee staff to the Science and Technology Committee



staff. Sometime in what I recall as approximately

December 1982, I was informed that the Science and

Technology Committee did not want to bear the printing

costs and that the Committee on Government Operations

wanted to have the transcript printed and was willing

to bear the expense.

In approximately late December 1982 or early

January 1983, the staff of Congressman Gore's Subcom-

mittee on Investigations and Oversight (which is part

of the Committee on Science and Technology) returned to

my subcommittee a copy of the transcript. It contained

numerous changes. I glanced only briefly at those

changes, and I made no further changes to that

transcript.

During January 1983, the staff of the Environment,

Energy and Natural Resources Subcommittee for which I

worked began to prepare the record for printing. I was

officially responsible for that activity, but the day-

to-day ministerial work was carried out by Becky

Meadows, our subcommittee's Staff Assistant. Shortly

before Ms. Meadows sent what she and I assumed was the

corrected transcript to the printer, I had a conversa-

tion with Ms. Maryanne Bach of the minority staff on

the Science and Technology Committee, who said that the

staff and Members of her committee wanted to review the



transcript again to make additional changes for the

sake of completeness. Ms. Meadows then returned the

transcript to the Science and Technology Committee for

its review.

I have no recollection of how much time passed

before the transcript was returned to the offices of

our subcommittee, and I have no recollection of when

the transcript was sent to the printer. I have been

told that a transcript was sent to the printer in early

March 1983. I do not recall having had anything to do

with that submission, which would in the ordinary

course have been the responsibility of Ms. Meadows.

In connection with the transmission of a tran-

script to the printer in early March 1983, I have been

told by the staff of this Committee that some staff

Members of the Science and Technology Committee believe

that (a) I took from their office a transcript which

contained numerous changes requested by the minority

Members of the Science and Technology Committee or

their staffs, (b) I later told a staff member from the

Science and Technology Committee that I had taken the

transcript because it was needed for submission to the

printer, and (c) I misled the staff of the Science and

Technology Committee because in fact a transcript that

purported to be a final transcript had been sent by me



5to the printer several days before I picked up the

edited transcript from the Science and Technology Com-

mittee. My recollection of the events in early March

is as follows.

I do recall being in the Science and Technology

Committee offices sometime in the first half of March

1983. I cannot recall why I was there, although I have

been in that office from time to time on various bus-

iness matters. The staff of this Committee has shown

me the transcript that I allegedly took from the

Science and Technology office. The cover of that tran-

script has a note written to me by Ms. Maryanne Bach of

the Science and Technology staff explaining in a

general way the changes that she had made on the tran-

script. While I do not specifically recall taking that

transcript from the Science and Technology office, it

appears that I did. It is certainly possible that I

saw a transcript with a note to me written on the cover

and that I, logically, took it with me back to my

office so that the changes made on the transcript could

be incorporated into the final record. Whenever I

received that kind of information, I routinely gave it

to Ms. Meadows, who handled all the mechanics of incor-

porating changes from various Members of Congress and

staff employees into a master transcript for submission

to a printer.



3I do not know what happened in the present

instance that prevented the changes made by Ms. Bach

and others from appearing in the final print of the

hearings. I do not know precisely what transcript was

sent to the printer, and I do not know when or how the

transcript that contains Ms. Bach's note to me was sent

back to her.

I also do not recall when the galley proofs of the

July 1982 hearings came back from the printer. In the

normal course of events, those proofs would be returned

to the appropriate committee staff within several weeks

of the submission of an edited transcript to the

printer. At that stage, the committee staffs (and the

Members of the House if they wished) would be able to

review the galley proofs to correct any mistakes, to

fill in material such as exhibits that had been inad-

vertently omitted, to respond to questions abouz the

transcript that may be raised by the printer, and so

forth.

I have no recollection of how long -the galleys

were in the hands of my subcommittee staff or of other

subcommittee staffs, but in the normal course of events

the galleys, with any corrections, would be sent back

to the printer in fairly short order. At that stage,

the printer would put the transcript into what are



called page proofs, such proofs being the next to last

step in the printing process. The printer would return

page proofs to the committee staffs, which would give

the staffs a final chance to review the transcript and

correct any errors.

As to the July 21 and 22, 1982, hearings, I do

recall briefly reviewing some of the galley pages. I

do not recall reviewing the page proofs.

I would like this Committee to keep in mind the

fact that there was considerable confusion among the

various subcommittee staffs about how the final tran-

script of the hearings was to be prepared. Unlike the

usual hearing in which only one committee or subcommit-

tee is involved and for which there is therefore a cen-

tralized control system for such items as transcript

changes, in this hearing there were numerous copies of

the transcripts in the hands of the various subcommit-

tees. In retrospect, I wish that I had insisted upon a

more tightly controlled system with, for example, only

one clearly identified master transcript op which all

changes by all staffs would ultimately have been

made. That was not done in this case, and for that

managerial error I take full responsibility.

Let me turn now to some of the specific altera-

tions that have been of particular concern to Members



3\f the House. My references to page numbers are to the

page numbers in the printed version of the hearings

that was issued by the Government Printing Office after

the page proofs were returned to the printer.

Changes in addition to those specific ones dis-

cussed below have been brought to my attention by the

staff of this Committee. While I do not recall making

those additional changes, I acknowledge that I made a

number of editorial changes and that I may indeed have

made the particular changes that have been brought to

my attention.

Moffett Changes

Former Congressman Toby Moffett was Chairman of

the Environment, Energy and Natural Resources Subcom-

mittee at the time of the 1982 EPA hearings. I worked

for Mr. Moffett. He was no longer a Member of Congress

at the time the transcripts were prepared for printing

in 1983. As was my normal custom, and as I believe is

the normal custom with staff members who work for other

congressmen, I made certain routine transcript changes

in Congressman Moffett's remarks to reflect improve-

ments in grammar, syntax, and the like. The change I

made to Chairman Moffett's testimony that has prompted

the most adverse comment was the addition, at page 258,



3of a paragraph that Congressman Moffett had prepared

for his opening statement on day two of the hearings

but had inadvertently omitted when he made those open-

ing remarks. The paragraph is as follows:

I'd also like to note that the minor-
ity, contrary to its statements yester-
day and today, was provided with all
witness letters sent out by the commit-
tee as soon as those letters were
issued. (See app. 1.) The minority
has, therefore, known, in some cases for
some weeks now, most of the witnesses
who were scheduled to appear before this
body. Moreover, where there was confu-
sion about witnesses appearing, that
confusion resulted from EPA's refusal to
guarantee Administrator Gorsuch's
appearance until the last moment.
Finally, although by letter of July 15,
1982, we asked EPA to provide all mem-
bers with documents prepared by EPA in
anticipation of these hearings, the
majority never received a single docu-
ment.

I recall making that addition. Although I did not

obtain Congressman Moffett's approval before inserting

that paragraph into the record, I know that he had that

paragraph in front of him when he made his opening

remarks, I know that he frequently said into the micro-

phone only part of the full text of his prepared

remarks, and I know that he expected me to put the full

remarks into the final printed version of the hear-

ings. I also know that it is common practice for con-

gressional staff members to put the full text of open-

ing remarks intQ fihal hearing transcripts, even when



the congressmen for whom they work have not spoken

every single word into the microphone.

As I understand the complaint about my action in

the instant case, certain congressmen feel that because

Congressman Moffett did not say these words and because

they did not have these words in front of them in the

original version of the Congressman's opening statement

(which was distributed to the committee Members) the

effect of the added paragraph was to make certain

minority congressmen appear unreasonable in their

treatment of the hearings. That was certainly not my

intention, and I regret any impression that may have

been caused along that line. I felt that I was simply

doing what other staff members and I had always been

told to do.

There are also certain other changes in Congress-

man Moffett's remarks, for which I take responsibility,

that I felt were well within the authority I had and a

common practice on the Hill. For example, on page 7-8

the original transcript contained the following words

from Congressman Moffett:

But we are not going to have a -- in the
spirit of gagging and bookburning and
various other ugly things -- we are not
going to have this . .

Page 7-8 of the final print reads as follows:



i But we are not going to have -- in the
spirit of gagging and bookburning -- we
are not going to have this . .

I may well have deleted the phrase "and various other

ugly things" in the interest of brevity and precision.

That change was the kind of editorial change I routine-

ly made on Mr. Moffett's remarks.

Gregg Changes

At page 309 of the final printing, Congressman

Gregg's comments appear as follows:

... I look at the staff over there ...
and I wonder how -- we have so many
staff members on the minority side --
they did not have time to get back to
us."

In the original transcript, the Congressman makes a

reference to "the majority side." I believe that I can

explain this change. I know that I was fatigued and

overworked, and I feel that I simply lost my sense of

proportion about the hearings. At some point in the

process of preparing the transcript, perhaps as late as

the galley stage, I saw the passage quoted above with

the word "majority" changed to the word "minority."

When I saw the change, I was not surprised by it (per-

haps in recognition of having made the change), and,

therefore, I neither questioned it nor made any effort

to correct the wording. Upon reflection and given the



c ircumstances set forth above, I have concluded that,

however the word change occurred, I-properly accept

responsibility for it.

Schneider Change

Congresswoman Claudine Schneider has complained

that an opening statement she submitted for inclusion

in the transcript of the second day of the hearings was

not included in the final printed copy. I have no

recollection of anything connected with this event. I

would note that there could be any number of explana-

tions for the omission, including an oversight on the

part of the court reporter, an oversight on the part of

the minority staff in failing to submit the statement,

and an oversight on the part of the majority staff or

staffs of the various subcommittees.

The printed hearings contain no reference to

Congresswoman Schneider's having said that she would

include her opening statement in the record. Rather,

the entire exchange between Congresswoman Schneider and

Congressman Moffett that appears in the original tran-

script is deleted from the final printing, where it

would have appeared at page 408. Based upon the stan-

dard practice I have described earlier, I can only con-

clude that when the opening statement did not appear



Among the documents submitted after the hearing, some-

one, perhaps even I, deleted the exchange to save the

Congresswoman the possible embarrassment attendant to

her having failed to supply something she said she

would supply.

Winn Change

In the original transcript, Congressman Winn was

quoted as saying "[s]o I hope you will check the true

facts." At page 259 of the final print, that sentence

appeared with the word "true" deleted. I have no

specific recollection of making that change myself, and

I have no recollection of ever hearing about anybody

making that change.

Walker Change

At page 20 of the final print, the following

statement appears from Congressman Walker:

"Many members of the other party know
that I am not willing to take part in
reasonable hearings ...

I have been told that at some point in the tran-

script preparation process the word "not" was added

between the words "am" and "willing" in the sentence

set forth above, with the effect of embarrassing Con-

gressman Walker. Since the investigation began, I have



looked again and again at that sentence in Congressman

Walker's statement, and I have read the longer state-

ment of which it is a part. I simply have no specific

recollection of having ever reviewed or altered that

statement.

Hiler Changes

I have been told that at two points in the printed

record the word "minority" appears in remarks made by

Congressman Hiler when the Congressman in fact used the

word "majority" at the time of the hearing. Although

these two changes are similar in nature to the "major-

ity/minority" change in Congressman Gregg's statement

which I have discussed above, I have no specific recol-

lection of making the change to Congressman Hiler's

remarks.

Various Omitted Materials

The staff of this Committee has asked me about

three cases in which Members of the House or their

staffs have complained that documents submitted to my

subcommittee staff for inclusion in the record were not

included in the version of the hearing transcript

printed by the Government Printing Office. The first

of those incidents involves the request of Congressman



|Carney for the insertion of his statement. I have been

told that Ms. Maryanne Bach of Congressman Carney's

staff says that the statement was submitted to our sub-

committee before the final printing of the transcript.

I have no specific recollection of ever seeing that

statement.

I also understand that Ms. Cathy Sands, the minor-

ity counsel on our subcommittee, has said that I failed

to comply with her direction to insert into the record

a statement supplied after the conclusion of the hear-

ing by the Chemical Manufacturers' Association. I have

no specific recollection of anything connected with the

absence of such a statement from the final record. I

do, however, have the following recollections about the

Chemical Manufacturers' Association and more generally

about the practice of inserting materials after the

conclusion of a hearing.

The Chemical Manufacturers' Association was

invited to participate in the hearings. My recollec-

tion is that no one from the Association attended the

hearings. In such a case, the common practice is for

the witness to submit a proposed statement to the

chairman of the subcommittee with an accompanying writ-

ten request that the statement be included in the



record. The chairman has discretion whether to accept

such a submission.

I do not recall ever seeing such a letter from the

Chemical Manufacturers' Association, I do not recall

ever seeing a written statement from the Association,

and I do not recall ever seeing any written request

from any staff member or from any congressman that such

a statement be included in the record.

I understand that Congressman Walker has accused

the subcommittee staff of failing to include in the

record an affidavit in support of Ms. Ann Gorsuch, who

headed the Environmental Protection Administration at

the time of the July 1982 hearings. I have no specific

recollection of having had anything to do with that

affidavit, but I would make the following comments.

First, I recall hearing at some point that one of

Congressman Walker's staff members had handed the affi-

davit in question to the court reporter at the time of

the hearing. That would have been a common practice.

As I recall, Congressman Walker read portions of the

affidavit into the record during the course of the

hearing.

My Contacts With Other Staff Members

As I said at the beginning of my statement, I have



no evidence of any plan or "conspiracy" to alter the

transcripts of the July 21 and 22, 1982, hearings.

Throughout the supervision of the record, I acted

entirely on my own. At no point during the time

between the hearings and the issuance of the GPO's

final version of the hearings did I participate in any

conversations that I considered, or that I believe any-

one could consider, as evidence of some sort of con-

spiracy. I failed to exercise the proper degree of

supervisory responsibility over the transcripts, and I

may have made some changes to the record of the pro-

ceedings at a time when I was not in the best of

psychological conditions. That, quite simply, is all

that happened so far as I am aware.

The staff of this Committee has asked me to state

whether I discussed the question of alterations with

certain individuals. My comments on particular indi-

viduals follow. Let me say as a preliminary matter

that I did not discuss transcript alterations, addi-

tions or omissions from the record, or the, like with

the people listed below (except for routine discussions

with Ms. Becky Meadows about routine changes) at any

time prior to the final printing of the hearings.

Mr. Robert Clarke Brown, who is now with the Ohio

Department of Transportation, was a close friend of

'7-090



mine who used to work on the staff of what is now

called the Energy and Commerce Committee's Subcommittee

on Oversight and Investigations. I have recently

talked by telephone with Mr. Brown about personal mat-

ters. In the course of one of those telephone conver-

sations, Mr. Brown told me he was aware of the news-

paper allegations against me. We did not discuss

anything of substance about those allegations.

In June of this year I recall having a luncheon

conversation with Mr. John R. Galloway, the former

staff director of the subcommittee for which I current-

ly work. Also in attendance at the luncheon conversa-

tion in the cafeteria of the Rayburn House Office

Building was Mr. David Finnegan, who I believe is

Special Assistant to Representative John Dingell,

Chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee. I

recall that Messrs. Galloway, Finnegan, and I discussed

a newspaper story about the transcript alteration

matter. Mr. Galloway told me he felt that my subcom-

mittee staff was being unfairly singled out for accusa-

tions. I also recall that Messrs. Galloway, Finnegan

and I thought that this entire matter had been blown

out of proportion.

Sometime during the above luncheon conversation

Mr. Gary Sellers, a House staff employee, came over to



&3our table. He told us that he was then working for

Congressman James Scheuer, whdse Science and Technology

Subcommittee on Natural Resources, Agricultural

Research and Environment had participated in the July

1982 hearings. Mr. Sellers expressed an interest in

the transcript alteration matter, and he conversed with

us for a brief time. I have heard that Mr. Sellers has

told other people that Mr. Galloway and I essentially

admitted to him at that luncheon that we had made

changes in the transcript and that we had joked about

the situation. I did not suggest or imply any such

thing to Mr. Sellers at that luncheon, and I have never

suggested or implied such a thing to anyone else. I do

not recall Mr. Galloway making any such statement to me

or to Mr. Sellers.

I have spoken recently with former Congressman

Moffett, my former boss, about the allegations leveled

against me. I called him by telephone after a story on

the transcript alteration matter appeared in a June

1983 edition of The Washington Times. I told Congress-

man Moffett that I had added the opening paragraph

referred to and explained earlier in my statement. He

told me that that addition had been proper.

I do not recall having had any substantive conver-

sation with Ms. D. Ann Murphy about transcript changes,



'additions, or omissions, although it is possible that I

had a brief conversation with her about the nature of

the ongoing investigation. Ms. Murphy was on the staff

of the subcommittee for which I worked during the July

1982 EPA oversight hearings.

I, quite naturally, had numerous conversations

with Ms. Becky Meadows, with whom I worked closely on

the subcommittee staff. Unlike the conversations

referred to in this section of my statement, I had many

discussions with her during the time that the tran-

scripts were being prepared for their final printing.

All of those conversations were only routine ones about

such things as the mechanics of collecting changes and

documents from the various subcommittees.

I want to emphasize that Ms. Meadows at all times

functioned in what I would call a purely ministerial

role. She did not exercise editorial judgment, and she

should not be blamed for any errors that may have

occurred. In retrospect, I do think it is the case

that there was a certain sloppiness to the way the

transcripts were handled. Even though some of that

sloppiness may be laid at her feet because documents

passed through or did not pass through her hands, I

accept full responsibility for the lack of supervisory

control.



I have had several conversations about the tran-

scripts with Mr. William M. Jones, General Counsel and

Staff Director of the Committee on Government Opera-

tions. All those conversations have been in recent

times. Before this Committee initiated its investiga-

tion, Mr. Jones was independently looking into the mat-

ter on behalf of his committee. I attended several

meetings in his office along with other subcommittee

staff members. While I told Mr. Jones what my general

responsibilities regarding the hearings had been, I did

not give him the details contained in this statement.

For example, during my conversations with Mr. Jones I

did not address the "majority/minority" changes in

Congressman Gregg's testimony.

So far as I can recall, I have never had any dis-

cussions about the transcript changes with Mr. John E.

Moore, the Staff Administrator of the Committee on

Government Operations except during the staff meetings

with Mr. Jones discussed in the preceding paragraph.

It is possible that I have discussed the investigation

in passing with him, but I do not recall it.

Similarly, I do not recall any discussions about

the transcript changes with Ms. Sandra Harris, the

present staff director of the subcommittee for which I

work, except (a) during the staff meetings with Mr.



Jones discussed above, (b) in connection with the ,

execution of memoranda identified below, and (c) in

connection with the transmission of documents to this-

Committee. I have kept Ms. Harris apprised of the fact

that I was under investigation and that I would be -

testifying before the Committee. In addition, at her

request, I prepared for Ms. Harris two memoranda on the

subject of transcript alterations. Both memoranda are

dated June 10, 1983. One is addressed to Ms. Harris,

and one is addressed to Congressman Synar. I believe

that the Committee staff has copies of both memoran-

da. I prepared the June 10, 1983, memoranda before I

had had the benefit of the information I have reviewed

in the course of preparing the present statement, which

is therefore more complete than the June documents.

Other than apprising him generally of the fact

that I was being investigated, I have had no substan-

tive conversation with Congressman Michael Synar about

these matters.

The statements set forth above are to the best of

my ability and recollection.

I regret anything I may have done which has caused

embarrassment to the House of Representatives. Working

here has been an honor for me. I am proud ofmy sub-

committee, the Congress, and the public, and I believe

my record speaks for itself.



- I have prepared the statements set forth above for

submission to the Committee on Standards of Official

Conduct as part of my testimony on August 17, 1983. 1

am subscribing to them on August 15, 1983, as a gesture

of my cooperation with the Committee.

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 15th day of August, 1983.

Notary Ekblic

DistrA of Columbia

My Commission Expires: / d
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APPENDIX H

LIST OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ORIGINAL

TRANSCRIPT VERSION, BACH'S PROPOSED VERSION

AND PRINTED VERSION

General Notes

1. Underscoring indicates differences between original transcript

version and Bach's proposed version.

2. Asterisks indicate changes made by someone other than Bach.
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--------------------------------------.----
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...........................................
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I think it is incredibly
difficult to determine the
costs and benefits as we so
often have a tendency..."
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OPENING STATEMENT

HONORABLE W,' LL1AM CARNEY

EPA OVERSIGHT HEARINGS

JULY 21, 1982

LIKE ALL ME11BERS OF THE SUBCOI-IMITTEE GATHERED HERE THIS

MORNING, I FEEL THAT WE HAVE A PRECIOUS NATIONAL HERITAGE,

AN ENVIRONMENT WHICH MUST BE PROTECTED, PRESERVED, AND IN

SOME C4SES RESTORED TO ITS ORIGINAL STATE. THAT INDEED,

COUPLED WITH THE PROTECTION OF THE HEALTH OF AMERICAN CITIZENS,

SHOULD BE THE GOAL OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,

ACCORDING TO THE STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS CONGRESS HAS ENACTED,

ON THAT NOTE, MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, LADIES

AND GENTLEMEN, TO GAVEL THE SUBCOMMITTEES TO ORDER THIS

MORNING, UNDER THE PRETENSE OF QUOTE "OVERSIGHT HEARINGS"

END QUOTE, IS A DECEPTION. PERHAPS A MORE APPROPRIATE START

WOULD BE: "LIGHTS, CAMERAS, ACTION." IS THIS A SEQUEL

TO BEN HUR, THAT CAST OF A THOUSAND FAMOUS ACTORS -- OR --

IS THIS HEARING AN OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE A POLITICAL FORUM

FOR A SENATORIAL REELECTION CAMPAIGN EFFORT?

I REGRET THAT THE MOST OBJECTIVE REVIEW OF THE WITNESS

LIST (WHICH VAY I ASK: WHERE IS IT?), THE SIRUCTURE OF THE

HEARINGS AND THE COORDINATION (OR PERHAPS, MORE APPROPRIATELY,

THE LACK CF CO'OI' NATION) POINTS TO THE HIGHLY PARTISAN

NATURE OF THESE HEARINGS.
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AS THE RANKING iIINORITY ME11BER OF THE FULL COMMI TTEE ON

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, MR. LARRY WINN, HAS STATED, OUR

COHPIITTEE HAS A LONG HISTORY OF BIPARTISAN COOPERATION. MY

DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES, BOTH THE CHAIRMAN OF THE FULL

CUIRITTEE, MR. FUQUA, AND MR. 14INN ALONG WITH THE CHAIRMAN

AND RANKING N'iNORITY MEMBERS OF ALL 7 SUBCOMMITTEES HAVE

.';RKED LONG AND HARD TO MAINTAIN THIS PRESTIGIOUS REPUTATION

THAT SOME OTHER COMMITTEES DO NOT SHARE.

CHAIRMAN SCHEUER AND I, ALONG WITH THE STAFF OF THE

SUBCOIMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, HAVE ALWAYS, IN THE PAST,

BEEN ABLE TO WORK IN A CONSTRUCTIVE, COOPERATIVE, AND RESPECTABLE

FASHION. NOW IT APPEARS THAT THE INTERACTION WITH OTHER

COMMITTEES OUTSIDE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY HAS JEOPARDIZED

THIS VERY FOUNDATION, I EXTEND THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT TO

NY COLLEAGUES ON THE MAJORITY SIDE, THAT CHAIRMAN SCHEUER

AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE STAFF DIRECTOR, GEORGE KOPP, ARE AS

EQUALLY CONCERNED AS I All ABOUT THE UNDERMINING FORCES AT

WORK HERE.

THE PURPOSE OF THESE HEARINGS, AS I HAVE BEEN INFORMED,

IS TO REVIEW THE ACTIVITIES AND PERFORMANCE OF EPA's ADMINISTRATOR'S

FIRST 14 1IONTHS IN OFFICE. YET, SINCE OCTOBER 1, 1981 THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY HAS TESTIFIED BEFORE CONGRESS

ON 75 DIFFERENT OCCASIONS. I"IRS. GORSUCH HERSELF HAS TESTIFED

1I TIES. IS THE ';JORITY INDICATING THAT CO:,GRESS HAS

'EGLEC'ED ITS RFSPONSIBlLITY TO CONDUCT TPUE OVERSIGHT AND
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REVIEW DURING THE COURSE OF 75 HEARINGS? I QUESTION THE

CHAIR AS TO THE NECESSITIES OF THESE HEARINGS,. IS THERE

SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT WHICH THE MAJORITY FEELS MUST BE

ADDRESSED?' MR. CHAIRMAN, I HAVE READ THE FIVE AND ONLY

LETTERS OF IN1VITATION WHICH MY STAFF HAS RECEIVED FROM THE

FlAJORITY., LND I FAIL TO DETECT ANY SUCH NEW DIRECTION OR

SPECIFIC FOCUS.

THE NjINORITY SHARES MANY CONCERNS AS TO HOW THE AGENCY

IS MANAGED AND HOW OUR ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS ARE CARRIED OUT,

AND WE ARE MORE THAN WILLING TO WORK ON ANY AND ALL REASONABLE,

RESPECTABLE, AND PRODUCTIVE EFFORTS TO DETERMINE WHAT PROBLEMS

MAY HAVE PERSISTED OR ARE PRESENT AND HOW THESE CAN BE

RESOLVED, THE TOTAL EXCLUSION OF ALL MINORITY MEMBERS,

HOWEVER, FROM THE PLANNING OF THESE HEARINGS IS AN OBVIOUS

INDICATION THAT PRODUCTIVE, RESPECTABLE, AND REASONABLE ARE

NOT PART OF THE INTENTIONS HERE TODAY.

NEVER BEFORE, IN MY 14 YEARS IN CONGRESS, HAVE I EVER

HEARD OR WITNESSED COMMITTEE STAFF DENYING A MEMBER 14E

CONGRESS, OF THIS CHAMBER, THE RIGHT TO TESTIFY AS A WITNESS,

YET, SUCH ACTION HAS TAKEN PLACE WITH THESE HEARINGS. I

FIND THIS ACTION TO BE ABSOLUTELY DEPLORABLE AND BEYOND,

ABSOLUTELY BEYOND, ANY LIMIT OF ACCEPTANCE,

AS-OF TNIS 'CfG, rE;,BFRS H'LD OT 3EEN PROVIDEDD FITH

A FI IIAL PRITF21 I'ITiNESS LIST, YET ACCORDING TO SCIENCE AND
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TECHNOLOGY RULES, TESTIMONY MUST BE RECEIVED i8 HOURS IN

ADVANCE, I ASK THE CHAIR, ONCE FORE, TO CLARIFY: HON ,' CAN

COMMITTEES BE ACCEPTING TESTIMONY FROM INVISIBLE WITNESSES?

WHERE WAS THIS TESTIMONY q8 HOURS AGO? W''HERE IS THE WITNESS

LIST? HERE HAS IT ALL THESE HEEKS? AS OF 3:30 P.M. YESTERDAY,

AFTER REPEATED REQUESTS BY THE FlIORITY STAFF, ONLY A VERBAL

BUT NOT FINAL LIST NAS SUPPLIED. 11R, CHAIRMAN, THERE 4RE

SOME VERY FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS WHICH THESE

HEARINGS SURFACE, ABOVE AND BEYOND THE ENVIROI,.,ENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY, THERE IS A QUESTION HERE AS TO THE COIM,'ON COURTESY

AND DECENCY MITH WHICH MEMBERS OF CONGRESS ARE BEING REGARDED,

I HAVE READ IN THE ENERGY AlsD ENVIRONt',ENTAL STUDY

CONFERENCE BULLETIN DATED JULY 19, 1982 THAT A CONGRESSIONAL

REPORT ON THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

SHALL FOLLOW THESE TWO DAYS OF HEARINGS, I ASK YOU, MIR.

CHAIRMAN, IS THIS THE OBJECTIVE OF THE HEARINGS OR OF PREVIOUS

HEARINGS HELD BY THE COI,MMITTEES? WHAT COMM1 TEE OR COMMITTEES

ARE PUBLISHING THIS RECROD? WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIVES OF

THESE HEARINGS? HoN WERE THESE OBJECTIVES DETERtMINED AND BY

VMHOM?

I HAVE BEEN ASKED BY THE IIlAJORITY OF GOVERNMENT OPlRATIONS

TO LIMIT MY OPENING REARKS TO T::REE I,]NUTES. m"EFORE CLOSING

W MOULD LIKE T0 SAY THAT I LOOK FORM,.RD TO E7PA'S 1ESTIONY

TOi.ORP2-. , I THINK THEY WlILL PRFSFNT A COOD CASE.
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FINALLY, LET ME REITERATE MY OPENING CONCERNS, 1, TOO,

A1 CONCERNED ABOUT THE STATE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT, IT SHOULD

AND MUST BE PROTECTED, BUT HOW THESE HEARINGS WILL LEAD TO

SUCH PROTECTION STILL ESCAPES ME. AS I REQUESTED EARLIER,

PERHAPS ONE OF THE DISTINGUISHED CHAIRMEN COULD REASSURE ME

ON ALL OF THESE POINTS,

THANK YOU, MR, CHAIRMAN,
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Printed Version
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'I think Mrs. Gorsuch assumed a large
headache and there has been a lot of
mistakes, a lot has been cleared and
organizationsn is necessary. Hopefully
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is she, the cat's Mother?)"
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...I realize."
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...variables in question..."
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lot is c earned and reorganization is
necessary and hopefully she will--Mrs.
Gorsuch--my mother used to ask me, who
is she, the cat's mother?"

"But anyhow I shouT think this Mrs.
Gorsuch should be...to move forward.

"...I realize that."

"I yield the..."

[-while they testified."

"...to make sure you dant forget me down
here since this was..."

"...the R&D Committee..."

"..long ago the..."

"...variables in questions..."
------------------------------------------
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Trans PrInted Speaker Original Transcript Version Bach's Proposed Version Printed Version
Pg./Ln. I P age I I I

"...to the United States, their deter-
mination... road that they drive on in
Japan, but that they would..."

- ----------------------------------------
"...that you as a businessman would..."

"...to the United States. Their deter-
mination... road from where they drive on
in Japan, and that they would..."

"...that you, as a businessman,
would. ."

"...to the United States, their
determination...road that they
drive on in Japan, but that
they would..."

"...that you as a businessman
would...".

264/6078-
6082

Schneider

266/6123- 252
6124
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August 23, 1983

The Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman I -...
Committee on Standards of

Official Conduct
House of Representatives
2360 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At your request ani at the request of this Committee'sstaff, I am submitting this statement to sum up my private depo-sition testimony of AugUst 17, 1983, before Congressman Myers ofthis Committee and Messrs. Swanner, Lotkin, and Powers of theCommittee's staff.

The essence of my testimony about the improper or unauthor-ized changes to the transcripts of the July 21 and July 22, 1982,EPA oversight hearings is as follows:

1. I had extensive responsibility, officially and in fact,for the handling of the transcripts.

2. I made numerous changes on the transcripts before theywent to the printer for the final time, including changes toremarks of Members of the House that, whatever their nature, wereunauthorized in that no senior staff member of any committee orsubcommittee and no Member of the House had explicitly authorized
me to make the changes.

3. Some changes have been brought to my attention by thisCommittee's staff. As to those changes, I have no specificrecollection of what connection I may have had with them. Insaying that I do not specifically recall whether I made suchunauthorized changes, I would like the Committee to understandthat I am not denying that I could have made changes, and Ibelieve that I could have made what the Committee defines asunauthorized changes that I cannot recall. I cannot, however,say that I made all the changes of interest to this Committee,
and to say so would be to testify untruthfully.

In looking at this case, I ask you to take into considera-tion certain personal problems and strains with which I havelived for some time. Before, during, and after the time of theEPA hearings, I was under considerable psychological, emotional,and physical stress.. I was working far too hard here in CapitolHill while also pursuing my law studies at Georgetown University.I believe that any inappropriate action I may have taken can beattributed in significant part to my poor psychological state.
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The Honorable Louis Stokes
August 23, 1983
Page 2

The staff of this Committee has been told about my condition
by my counsel. In addition, in my written submission of
August 15, 1983 (which was prepared in consultation with the Com-
mittee staff), I referred to my health problems. Dr. James Foy's
letter of August 15, 1983, to you also discusses his conclusions
about my psychological condition. In addition, Dr. Sally Ann
Greer, the psychologist I have been consulting, wrote to you yes-
terday about her treatment of me. In short, I am facing some
psychological problems that have required and apparently will
require continued professional counseling. With this letter, I
am giving to you the original of Dr. Greer's letter of yesterday.
I also have for you copies of my August 15th statement and
Dr. Foy'q August 15th letter if you have not already seen them.

In addition to my psychological problems, in recent days I
have been experiencing significant physical problems that my doc-
tors say are the product of certain psychotropic medication I
have been taking in connection with my counseling. In sum, I am
not well, and testifying is therefore difficult for me.

I believe that I have tried hard -- in recent days through a
series of lengthy meetings and telephone conferences between my
lawyer and the Committee's staff -- to cooperate with your inves-
tigation. I truly wish that I had a more complete recollection
of all the transcript matters that are of interest to the Commit-
tee, but I do not.

I appreciate your interest in and understanding of this
matter.

// iLeser O.y, w

/kgc

Enclosure

• . , | '-J '

I,13S
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
3800 RESERVOIR ROAD, NW.

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20007

CONF ID EN TI AL

August 15, 1983

The Honorable Louis Stokes, Chairman

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct

The House of Representatives
2360 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Lester 0. Brown

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On the afternoon of August 10, 1983 I conducted a psychiatric interview
and examination of Mr. Brown in my office at Georgetown University Medical
Center, over period of two hours and twenty minutes. This psychiatric
evaluation was to assess Mr. Brown's capacity to testify before your
Committee, including his emotional and mental competency as a prospective
witness.

Mr. Brown is a thirty-one year old married man who has been employed by
the U.S. House of Representatives for eight years, three years as Special
Assistant to the Committee on Government Operations with assignment to
a Subcommittee concentrating on environmental and energy affairs. He is
also currently finishing Georgetown University Law School, having been
a night student over the past several years. During my examination he was
very cooperative. He is an intense, well-dressed man with some pressure
to his speech, appearing anxious and irritable at first, but quickly
settling down in a responsive and thoughtful manner to my inquiries and
instructions.

Mr. Brown states he has been increasingly tense, overactive, insomniac and
drinking more at night over the past ten months, going back to November of
1982. Since that time he has experienced strain in his marriage with new
difficulties communicating with his wife, who is, incidentally, an attorney
with a federal agency. There are no children. Symptoms of anxiety,
violent dreams, staring spells with "spacing out," fitful sleep with long
hours at law school or work and avoidance of marital interaction worsened
to the point where he was referred by his physician to . clinical psychol-
ogist, Dr. Sally Ann Greer for counseling, psychotherapy and non-medical
stress management. Tnis was in May of 1983. Mr. Brown has a past history
of mental disorder, and was treated in childhood and adolescence for
"nervous breakdowns." He has a history of peptic ulcer disease since 1974.

Dr. Greer has continued to treat Mr. Brown in weekly scheduled office
visits. From a physician, he has been prescribed Valium for his anxiety
s)mptoms. Recently he consulted, at Dr. Greer's request, a psychiatrist

DIVISION OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
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August 15, 1983

Page Two

who added Thorazine, a major tranquilizer, to the prescription drug

regimen. This was to alleviate severe insomnia. His psychiatrist is

Arthur Behrmann, M.D. It should be noted that Thorazine is also an

anti-psychotic drug. Since being interrogated by counsel of the House

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and since expecting to be

served a subpoena to appear before a hearing of the committee, his

anxiety has increased and, I might add, so has his fear and suspicions.

He says: "They are out to destroy my career."

In brief Mr. Brown's past history of mental disorder relates to two

serious episodes of abnormal behavior. First, at age nine he exhibited

hallucinations and school problems associated with fear and shyness.

Psychological tests were performed and he was treated with counseling for

three years. He is uncertain whether neuroleptic (anti-psychotic) drugs

were prescribed. Second, as a 21 year old senior college student at Cornell

University he suffered a psychotic reaction with hallucinations, depression,

suicidal ideas, depersonalization and derealization. He was treated in

the infirmary for one week, followed by drug treatment with Thorazine and

psychotherapy sessions with a psychiatrist. Still he managed to graduate

cum laude and without having to interrupt his studies. Mr. Brown also

received psychotherapy as an out-patient between November 1978 and April

1979. No medication was prescribed. Anxiety symptoms prevailed. He has

never been hospitalized in a psychiatric facility. He has never received

electroshock therapy, or medication for depression or mania. There is no

documented history of mental disorder in his family, although both parents

have reportedly behaved in an eccentric and, at times, an explosive manner.

He is alienated from his mother. His parents live in retirement in Arizona.

His only sibling, a sister, six years older, has been in psychotherapy 
for

ten years. He does not know her diagnosis.

My mental status examination revealed an alert, loquacious and intelligent

individual whose affect was well modulated and always appropriate. His

mood was anxious and intense. There was no thought blocking or loose

associations. There were two examples of word reversal. Stream of thought

was logical, coherent and on target. Concentration, when tested directly,

was slow. Orientation, recall, memory and cognitive mental functions were

all intact. Content of thought was suspicious, referential to some degree,

slightly grandiose and in general showed paranoid tendencies. Reality

testing was, however, very adequate in the interview. No systematized

delusions were disclosed. It should be noted that episodes of depersonal-

ization and paranoid tendencies in his thinking go back to 1973. He was

not hallucinated during the examination.

My psychiatric diagnosis is:

(1) Generalized Anniety Disorder;

(2) Schizotypal Personality Disorder. The latter means a person with

some of the quirks and suspicions of a schizophrenic patient, but

one wfo is not overtly psychotic or out of touch with reality.
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The Honorable Louis Stokes

August 15, 1983

Page Three

In conclusion, Mr. Brown is currently under treatment by both a psychiatrist

and a psychologist. He takes tranquilizers, which have been prescribed for

him. He is not currently hospitalized, nor is this warranted. He has

sought the advice of an attorney. His current mental distress is no

impediment to his testifying under oath. He is mentally competent in that

he understands the proceedings and is capable of acting under the advice

of an attorney. Quite appropriately, there is anxiety about testifying.
This in itself is not abnormal. While under extreme stress in the past he

has responded to treatment and managed to adapt successfully, for example,

earning his college degree with honors. He has exhibited no psychotic

behavior for ten years and during this time has successfully maintained a

high pressure position in government, authored a book, and completed law

school. In my opinion he is able to testify.

Sincerely your,

ames L. Foy, M.D.
Professor of Psychiatr

JLF/pk
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N OVA Thoi Norlhern Virginia Psycholherupy Cenler, Inc
671 0- BWHTI[PAVENUE
MCLEAN VIRGIN, 22101

TELEPHONE 356-3111

leodoe F Gront Ph D
Semos pueIneld Ph D.

,,ohM ZUenmerno PhD

psych~aliC Comsuionl

m BehTO- MD

Cohisfonls August 22, 1983

CooJ Hei ACSW LCSW

JeireyA. Schulrn PhD
Phya Kohlrrn, M Ed
Moy AnaGoswy ACSW LCSW
AteEWodeyJ D PhD Honorable Louis Stokes

Ge PhD Chairman

MChoelCeo MA Comnittee on Standrards of Official Conduct

PobedoSoplefr SW House of Representatives

ECOP Downe ACSW LOSW 2360 Rayburn Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is to confirm that Lester Brown sought psychothera-

peutic treatment beginning May 26, 1983, for issues con-
cerning stress related anxiety, confusion, forgetfulness
and fatigue due to emotional exhaustion. He has been
receiving concurrent psychopharmacological treatment for
these problems. Unfortunately, as of Thursday, August 18th,

he experienced a negative physiological response to his

psychotropic medication that necessitated discontinuing it.
The negative response involves the patient's liver and the

possibility of hepatitus exists. This event in combination
with the stress of the present hearings, is contributing

greatly to Mr. Brown's increasing psychological difficulties.

If any further information is required, please contact me.

Sxcerely,

/ 1'

Sully Ann Greer, Ph.D.

Clinical Psychologist

SAC-bb
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PAGE 7 4

or demonstration assistance.'' Was that an accurate answer?

Mr. NOBLE. That is correct.

Mrs. HOLLEMAN. Even though your statement today said that

you are now demonstrating a capability to produ[e--

Mr. NOBLE. I think we are talking about two different

things Mrs. Holleman. We are talking about the fact that I

think we do need to demonstrate our capability to produce

these products at a commercially viable price, something

i will demonstrate to the world that we can do it. In

that one instance we can show them that, if they push the

American people too far or raise the prices too high, we can

convert much more massively than we are doing at this

moment.

I think that that, in itself, will be a real red flag to

all of the exporting countries g that they should

not push us too far.

On the other hand, we do believe that diversity within the

technology, as Mr. Axelrod said, -me within the resource

base will give us a better long-range potential for

/ produce we are still looking :7 production.

I also think t the way we are going which, for those

u o n rQ4ees~te environmental qeto m-~

building a :few plants -We kno that the Ea eol

that h ese/1technologies r very sound and very good,

but it will sure e a lot more responsible to be able to
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PAGE 69

value of choosing diversity over production and concluded,

basically, that at best you could get 350,000 barrels a day

into production with the money you had, and at worst you

uould get only 150,000. Is that correct? That is on page 21.-,

g A That is with the authorization which you have

in the first phase.

Mr. AXELROD. What page are you on?

Mrs. HOLLEMAH. It is 21.1.

Mr. AXELROD. I think that you ought to put this whole

thing within context instead of picking pieces out of_5=and

recognize the document for what it is. What the document wa,

was a briefing of the board by the staff to acquaint them

with the problems within the synthetic fuel industry, which

are comparable4 and perhaps more difficult than the petroleum

refining and the petrochemical industry as a whole. As such,

there was stress placed on the risk elements. It was done

purposely to make sure that they were understood.

It does not necessaryeflect the specifics of any

particular projects, and the economics of any particular

project are very largely site specific, feedstock specific,

technology specific, product specific, and management

specific. We know that very well.

Mrs. HOLLEMkH. The staff did say that--

Mr. AXELROD. The numbers to which you are referring here
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PAGE 56

Mr. NOBLE. The first stage is, but if they go ahead with

the second or third module of their own--I am not saying that

they will, but IThoPe that they will. That would be a great

demonstration of the private sector's ability toj |,uttbnt

government subsidyLfS rd .U 1."

Mr. MOFFETT. I want to stop and give my members a chance

for more questions.

Mr. Atkinson, do you have any additional questions?

Mr. ATKINSON. I do not.

Mr. MOFFETT. Mr. Hiler? q6
Mr. HILER. I only have one more direction to t-ae. It

probably can be answered in one question.

It seems to me that the problem we face right now is that

we are heavily dependent upon fossil-based fuels in the form

of petroleum, tW- in the particular form of liquid. It

seems that what we are doing~through our whole exercise in-

the synfuels pro)ect(Sm continuing to move in a direction

which is oriented toward fossil-based fuels in a liquid

form. In fact, it is getting us into a situation wherein, to

try and do that, we are going to put out phenomenal sums of

money.

The Exxon-Tosco project might possibly have cost $6

billion. We are getting into phenomenal sums of money

Everyone acknowledges that the sums wall be very high in the

future. The cost of a barrel of petroleum out of a fossil
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PAGE 84

Mrs. HOLLEMAN. This report is to estimate for budget

purposes the on-budget effect of the corporation. cBO found

that, if the corporation guaranteed an average price support

in 1982 dollars of $45 a barrel for 200,000 barrels per day

of production, every dollar pledged as a price support would

be expended, all but $500 million of it by 1997.

Therefore, if half of your authority or about $7 billion

were committed for price supports of $qS5 per barrel, all of

that $7 billion would go on budget and become an actual

outlay.

You told Representative Conte that there would be little

or no expenditure from the corporation. That means that you

do not expect to guaranty supports of more than S45 a

barrel. Does it not?

Mr. NOBLE. I do not put any dollar value on these things,

although every contract which we sign, if we sign one, will

have at uI limit on it in the contract. It is not an

open-ended contract.

However, to discuss what we would negotiate, I think.

would be a real mistake, St==, to publicly discuss what

we are going to negotiate in -+|- prices. All I can tell

you is that we are going to do our very best to be prudent

and responsible in what we are doing. If I cannot do that.

then I will not be here.

- --| i± -aw.4| Excuse me, gentlemen. Mr-

27-090 C
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PAGE 85

Moffett just called from the floor and said that neither he

nor the other members will be able to make it back.

Therefore, the hearing is adjourned. We thank you for your

time.

IWhereupon, at I:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.I
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|| United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation
2121 K Sireet. N W Washington, DOsinic of Columbia 20586 Telephone (202) 822-6600

August 24, 1983

Mr. Ralph Lotkin
Chief Counsel for Investigation of
Altered Documents

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
tashington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Lotkin:

Out of approximately 19 difference between the verbatim transcript and the
final printed version most are inconsequential. However, there are some
significant differences. For example, by not including "'very seriously'
interested in environmental ouestions" and "'environmental' technologies are
very sound" in the fourth paragraph on p. 137, the tone of fir. Noble's
testimony is significantly diminished..

On page 133 a statement is incorrectly attributed to Mr. Noble. Committee
staffer Edith Holleman responded "that is with the authorization which you
have in the first phase" to Noble's question "what time frame is that?"
which was dropped from the transcript.

The most important alteration which significantly affects the meaning of
Chairman Noble's remarks came on p. 94. He said:

...if they (private sector) go ahead with the second
or third module of their own -- I am not saying they
will, but I would hope that they will -- that would
be a great demonstration of the private sector's
ability to not have to have government subsidy all
the time.

The following was printed:

...if they go ahead with the second or third module
of their own -- I am not saying that they will, but I
would hope that they will -- that would be a great
demonstration of the private sector's ability to do
without government subsidy.
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Mr. Ralph Lotkin
August 24, 1983
Page 2

Finally, it should be noted that when Chairman Moffett left for a vote, no
other members were present. Staffer Holleman continued questioning for 45
minutes to an hour where upon the hearing was closed by the staff with no
members present. The notation that Rep. Frank closed the hearing is
inaccurate. John Galloway, the Subcommittee Staff Director, closed the
hearing. Although we are not experts with hearing protocol, we are
unfamiliar with extensive hearings being conducted solely by staff.

Thank you for allowing us to comment on this matter. If you have any
further questions, please Iontact Gary Knight, Director, House Relations.

Sincerely,

Nictor ;-.Sch ee| --
President

, : I£ ': U|I
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r. 4-- United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation
2121 K Sliest, N W. Washington, Dislr,ct of Columbia 20586 Telephone 1202) 822 (VO0

September 14, 1983

Fir. Ralph L. Lotkin
Chief Counsel for
investigation of Altered Documents

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
U.S. House of Representatives
Vashington, D.C. 20515

Dear fir. Lotkin:

On August 23, 1983, my office received a form letter explaining that all
members of the House during the 97th Congress and certain present and former
congressional and conittee staff were receiving an interrogatory, a copy of
which was enclosed, calling for information relating to unauthorized changes.
in statements made during any official proceeding of the House of
Representatives. Although I do not fit the categories of congressmen and
congressional staff for which the interrogatory was apparently drafted, I
understand that the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct desires my
personal perspective with regard to certain testimony I gave before the
Environmental, Energy and Natural Resource Subcommittee of the House
Government Operations Committee on June 9, 1982.

At that time, Corporation staff made a tape recording of my testimony. They
compared the tape with the draft official transcript and transmitted
proposed corrections reflecting the differences between the tape and the
draft transcript. Both a copy of the final official transcript, marked to
note differences between the transcript and tape, and the original tape
cassette recording have been made available to the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct.

I did not personally review the official transcript when it was first made
available to the Corporation some fifteen months ago and my present
recollection of my testinony is such that I cannot independently confirm
whether the official transcript or the tape recording more accurately
reflects my actual testimony. FMy staff, in making its contemporaneous
review of the transcript, recommended that the draft be changed to reflect
the differences on the tape. They evidently concluded, however, that no
further action was warranted beyond calling these changes to the attention
of those responsible for the transcript and none was talen following
publication of the official.transcript.

Sincerely,

tju rd E. Noble .CI c
Cairran - - g
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Coii~rs; of tfc ZMuitcb a1atcg
3ou c of Arprrtrnatbco:

COMMERCE, CONSUMER, AND MONETARY AFFAIRS APP. R

SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE , i

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING, ROOM 8-377

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20516

June 28, 1983

Hon. John Hiler
U.S. House of Representatives
Room 316 CHOB
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Hiler:

This is in response to your letter of June 14, 1983, requesting access to
the "original transcripts" of the subcommittee's hearings into the silver
markets on April 14 and 15, 1980. The subcommittee 's policy, for many years, has
been to discard "original transcripts" six months after the hearing record has
been printed and this policy was followed in the case of the silver hearings.
However, I am advised that a duplicate set of the original transcript was
retained by the full committee and is available to members personally in the full
committee offices.

In yesterday's edition of The Washington Times, at page 12A, anonymous
"committee sources" are quoted that they have een finding alterations in
another set of hearings from another subcommittee of Government Operations,
Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs .... Those sources said-a preliminary
check of the original transcript of those sessions against the final document
showed serious changes in the testimony." (Emphasis added.) The substance of
this allegation was repeated by Congressman Judd Gregg on the House floor today.
Please provide me at the earliest possible moment with the specifics of this
allegation.

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this letter to Congressman
Gregg, who is the ranking Republican on the subcommittee, and who is quoted in
the above-referenced Washington Times article.

Sincerely,

Doug Barnard, Jr.

Chairman

cc: Hon. Judd Gregg

DB:bb
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C ,g011rcSe of t0 ivnfftcb atatcB --
... usc of 3AcprrScntatibg,

...... |ngln, f.. 20515 P T'.............t

APP. S

June 28, 1983 ' "'

Dear Colleague: s

You may be aware that in the past several weeks a matter has 3oe C.
to light that reflects adversely on the integrity and the character of 
this body in which we all serve. We are referring to the alteration of
conmittee transcripts to reflect adversely on ourselves as members, and
to create a false official hearing record. During this period, we have
attempted, without success, to instigate within the House a full, open,
public investigation into the alteration of these transcripts. We have
had numerous roadblocks put in our way in an attempt to get to the
bottom of this. Because of these difficulties we intend to bring to the
floor on Wednesday, June 29, a privileged resolution calling for the
establishment of a select committee to investigate the several cases of
altered transcripts.

This incident centers around two days of hearings held July 21 and
22, 1982, entitled "EPA Oversight: A One-Year Review". A total of five
subcommittees from three different committees were involved in these two
days of hearings. The final hearing record was published in late April
of this year. We have discovered substantial alterations from the
reporter's transcript which now appear in the official hearing document.
In general, these alterations make Republican members look foolish,
insincere, and unprepared, and make Democratic members look fully pre-
pared, knowledgeable, and non-partisan in the extreme. In addition, we
have discovered that statements of witnesses before the committees uere
also altered. In most instances, these witnesses gave sworn testimony
at the two days of hearings. Such alterations of the official record, in
addition to reflecting on the integrity of ourselves and the House, are
a violation of criminal statutes. Our own investigations, although
incomplete, have now discovered further alterations of transcripts
beyond the two days of EPA hearings. It is our belief that only a
elect comm-ittee constituted to delve into this specific matter can get
o the bottom of this in an open and public forum.

We oppose simply referring this matter to the Ethics Committee as
jme have suggested. While we have the utmost respect for the members
id capabilities of the Ethics Committee, we feel that the Ethics Committee
not well-suited to addressing this particular problem. We believe
at openness is one of the key elements in the investigation of these
terations. If the matte; is referred to the Ethics Comittee, the
ceedings beco-e closed, and the records become inaccessible to all
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members except those on the Ethics Committee. This is a unique situation

which, to our knowledge, the Ethics Committee has not dealt with before;

that is, the unauthorized alteration of members' remarks at a congressional

hearing. Unfortunately, the history of the Ethics Committee in dealing

with unique situations does not give us great confidence that a satifatory

resolution of the matter will be forthcoming. We fear that a Ethics

Committee investigation would be too limited in scope. As we have just

discovered, the scope of the alterations is already extending beyond one

hearing. We would question the ability of the Ethics Committee to be

able to move outside of the assigned scope should the magnitude of these

alterations continue to expand. Also of grave concern to us is the fact

that were a staff member or members to resign while the investigation

was on-going, the Ethics Committee would lose jurisdiction and the

matter would be closed. We feel it is crucial that any investigation

continue on until all responsible parties are brought to justice and .

that the investigation not be dropped halfway through.

For these reasons we feel that a strongly worded resolution such as

we will introduce tomorrow to establish a select committee to quickly

and thoroughly investigate these altered transcripts is the proper

route. We ask for your support in its establishment.

Sincerely,¢ /|//

LARRY W N, JR. F. JAMES SENSENBRENNER

ROBERT S. WALKER D GRE-

WILLIAM CARNEY 11 J HN HILER
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]Touse OF RErflEsErT1T1Emm3

WASIST ONI. 13C. 20515

July 32, 1983 APP. T.

Honorable Doug Barnard, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives

236 Cannon OB

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I received your letter of June 29, 1983, on the eve of my departure for

the July 4th recess, and I am pleased to know that Chairman Brooks is willing
to make the original transcript of the subcommittee's hearings into the silver

Oarets on April 14 and 15, 1980, available for my personal examination.

'When our problems with the Noffett-Synar transcript relating to EPA

hearings came to light, that situation raised the question of whether

similar practices may have occurred in conjunction with other hearings and

other subcommittees. That question in turn prompted an immediate re-

collection of concerns we had earlier about the testimony of then Cc,nijssioner

Read P. Dunn of the CFTC with respect to his statements at a hearing on the

silver markets which Were held on April 15, 1980.

On that occasion, toward the end of a particularly acrimonious hearing,
CormissJoner Dunn made an especially telling rejoinder to Chairman Rosenthal

during the course of their debate over whether the Administrative Procedure

Act should govern the Covomission's regulatory functions.

T-cnty onths later, in november, 1981, the tinoritfy Counsel in gathering
rateri~ls tn preparation for ny dissenting vje-s, routinely consulted the

eft|c:al Lr.ng record to confirm the accuracy of his recollection. The

printed Ii ar~ng betraed chat appeared to be at Ieast a material distortion

of Mr. Dun's state ents. In response to his inquiry, 1' nont-i Cnu.sel -as

a6vJsed that the original tTanfStipt h d 1.(ien "archi-d," .- d tlat 5 mould

tale "about three inets" to ii-c'r 5s ,r), ol. I- .t',,r,-c.v i-c-

* --c:ich - s a- , Ir. e';or , -.- , ol 0.. - t'at
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quotation within my dissenting views (pp.169-70). In this instance, we
believed this procedure fully justified since it was a case of the Minority
Counsel remembering what he heard, and the witness remembering what he said.

I also note with interest your reference to the quotation of "anonymous"
"committee sources'" within the second paragraph of your letter. To be sure,
the original "sources" of information relating to this possible incident have
their origins from within the Committee because this is, quite simply, Com-
mittee business. At the same time, this matter has been the subject of
widespread discussion on the Hill- and downtown. In order to facilitate
the work of your Subcommittee in the future, the Minority Counsel is, and
has been, under specific instructions to communicate solely with me or Members
of the Committee. Accordingly, any substantive Inquiries directed to him by
the press have been referred automatically to MTembers directly.

I share with you my concern for maintaining the good name of the Sub-
committee in its relationship with Executive Branch officials and private
citizens. In arriving at an early resolution of our concerns, the purposes
of an accurate historical record will have been served, and to whatever
extent there are differences of opinion as to the potential seriousness of any
alterations which may exist, each interested party will have an opportunity
to make an independent judgment according to their own personal standards.

Sinberel ,

ohn P. Hiler
Member of Congress

cc: lion. Judd Gregg

JPH/as
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NrIcwn.4T CONGRESS

(IongrzSS of the United states
3AOflE of Rprntaflus

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

2157 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 205 15

July 12, 1983 APP. U.

The Honorable Judd Gregg
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Gregg:

On June 28, 1983, you made a statement on the Floor of the House alleging that
alterations had occurred in the transcript of a hearing involving silver market
issues by the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary Affairs. You stated,
,...we have definite documentation that those transcripts were dramatically altered
in relationship to one of the testimonies of one of the people brought up here from
the Executive Department to testify before that committee "

That same day, you wrote to me asking that the stenographer's transcripts
Incident to the silver market hearings on March 31, April 13, 15, and 30, 1980, be
made available. In no, response the following day, I advised that the original tran-
scripts had been retrieved from the archives and were available for your review in
the committee office. Furthermore, as I, too, am concerned about any unauthorized
alterations in committee transcripts, I requested that you provide me with any evi-
dence in support of the al igations with reference to these hearings.-

As of this date, I havw not received any further communication from you or other
Members specifically identifying in whose testimony and at what point unauthorized
changes supposedly occurred. It is also no' understanding that you have not availed
yourself of the opportunity to review the original transcripts in the committee
office. Nevertheless, various publications continue to carry articles alleging that
major alterations may have been made in those transcripts.

Although I have not been advised of the specific allegations, news reports quot-
ing unnamed "House staffers" suggest that the controversy concerns a colloquy between
Subcommittee Chairman Rosenthal and CFTC Commissioner Dunn appearing on page 155 of
the printed hearing record. In the interest of getting to the bottom of these charges,
I am forwarding to you a copy of this same colloquy as it appeared in the original
transcript provided by the Official Reporter to the committee. It appears to me that
the changes in the printed hearing record are clearly within the scope of standard
editing practice.

If I have misidentified the questioned remarks, or if there are other changes
which you question, I would appreciate being advised of such.

BROROKS

Airman

[rs mirroc
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July 12, 1983 APP. V

The Honorable Larry Winn, Jr.
House of Representatives
Washington, 0. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Winn:

On June 29, 1983, you offered a privileged resolution, H. Res. 245, calling for
the establishment of a select committee to investigate alleged alterations of certain
transcripts of House subcommittee hearings. A portion of this resolution dealt with
hearings conducted in 1980 by this Committee's Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer,
and Monetary Affairs involving silver market issues. Your resolution stated that,
"...certain testimony and statements of that hearing may also have been materially
tampered with.'

As Chairman of the Committee on Government Operations, I naturally am concerned
aoout any unauthorized alterations in Committee transcripts. I, therefore, would
have appreciated being apprised by you of the evidence substantiating your allega-
tions regarding the silver market hearings and I would appreciate being informed of
that evidence at this time.

As of this date, I have not received any communication from you or other Members
specifically Identifying in whose testimony and at what point unauthorized changes
in the silver market hearings supposedly occurred. Nevertheless, news reports quoting
unnamed "House staffers" suggest that the controversy concerns a colloquy between
Subcommittee Chairman Rosenthal and CFTC Commissioner Dunn, appearing on page 155 of
the printed hearing record. In the interest of getting to the bottom of these charges,
I am forwarding to you a copy of this same colloquy as it appeared in the original
transcript provided by the Official Reporter to the committee. It appears to me
that the changes in the printed hearing record are clearly within the scope of standard
editing practice.

If I have misidentified the questioned remarks, or if there are other changes
which you question, I would appreciate being advised of such.

Sincerely,

JACK BROOKS

Chairman

Enclosure
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Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Committee on Government Operations
2157 R.4 .O.B.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Cbairman:

RECEIVrD-

JUL 1 8 1983

HOUS- COM'M.TTE- 10U
GOVERNMENT C.'- i, TIONS

Thank you for your letter of June 29th and July 12th. Since the
Ethics Committee has taken jurisdiction over this matter, it is my

understanding that the proper procedure is for me to turn over any

information I have to that Committee and this is the course which I
will be following.

Sincerely, -

Judd Gregg

Member of Congress

JG:smp

i~ LIZ I Th
141 ThUA III

(10 £, W ~W 21

03;\13'33)A
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APPENDIX X

[Repr,nia Irow B-r,-v', Apr 21. 19s0l

EDITORIAL COMMENTARY-RUSH TO JUDGMENT

THIS IS NO TIME TO CHANCE THE RULES IN COMMODITIES

Every disaster (or near-disaster) in financial annals Sooner Or later leads to an
official inquiry, in which a duly constituted investigating body, usually long after
the dust has settled, sifts through the wreckage and seeks to affix blame barely
three weeks have gone by since the near-eisa in silver jolted the commodity and
stock markets, but the political headline-grabbers and professional second-guessers
already are hard at work.

Thus, to Capitol Hill last week, at the behest of Rep Benjamin Rosenthal (D,
N.Y), who heads the House Government Operations Subcommittee on Consumer
and Monetary Affairs, trooped James M Stone. chairman of the Commodity Fu-
tures Trading Commission, and his colleagues, as vell as Harold M. Williams.
chairman of the SEC (Tomorrow the Subcommittee will vote on whether to subpoe-
na the testimony of Nelson Bunker Hunt and his brother, whose wheeling and
dealing in the precious metal triggered perhaps the most spectacular margin call in
Wall Street history ) Vying with the Rosenthal group in the rush to judgment soon
will be the House and Senate Agriculture Committees and the Senate Banking
Committee. which plan to launch hearings sometime next month- In the Hunt for a
scapegoat, evidently, the la-makers ajm to leaie no Stone unturned.

Last week, hearings, however, barely scratched the surface- For one thing, they
were staged so hastily that only one CFTC Commissioner came armed with an
introdotory statement, while the Chairman of the SEC was obviously unprepared
Congressman Rosenthal, moreover, conducted the proceedings as if he w ere late for
a ro-oall. Herewith one thoughtful colloquy, after Commissioner David G Gartner
had cited the legislative history of his agency in an effort to defend its turf,

Rosenthal- Enoughi That's enough [gavel]
Gartner- I only have two paragraphs more. .
Rosenthal- No' That's enough- Just submit it for the record- [Gavel, whereupon

the Subcommittee chairman exited, stage left ]
And for someone presumably seeking to ferret out the facts, the solon, so the

record suggests, already holds strong if not unshakable vies "I Find it incredible
- " he told one witness Or- Ive never heard anything like that in my life" Or.

"So what did you do' Nothing " The tireless quest for truth, of course, is always
easier once you've made up your mind-

Be that as it may, the hearings held by the Rosenthal Subcommittee failed to
turn into an officially sanctioned lynch party On the contrary, to the laumaker'n
palpable dismay, the expert witnesses proved to be highly divided on the issues.
True-and true to form--the SEC's Williams. while balking at same of Rep Ro-
senthal's more extreme ideas, lined up on the side of greater regulation In particu-
lar, he urged that a so-called suitability rule ("know your customer") be imposed
upon commodity trading, and that margins be raised closer to the 50 percent lesel
that applies to securities- Similarly. Chairman Stone of the CFTC, invoking the
hallowed names of Roosevelt and Truman. said that he, too, favored federal control
over margin requirements on commodities On this issue (as on others), he thereby
parted company with his fellow commissioners, who. to a man, defended their
agency's behavior in the crisis and rejected the need for so-called reform. "No one
except speculators and unwary brokers got hurt," averred Commissioner Gartner
"This is no time to advocate solutions to problems that do not exist."

We don't always see eye-to-ye with the Commissioner, who once, in a scathing
letter to the editor, accused Baron's of being a century behind the times. In the
current controversy, however, he and his colleagues strike us as profoundly right-
Regarding "suitability," scarcely anyone seems more superbly equipped by both
nature and circumstance to lose billions of dollars than the Hunts Despite missing
the margin call, after all, they wound up paying every cent they owed, with nobody
but themselves and their hangers-on the poorer.

As to investor protection, Chairman Williams' concern looks equally misplaced-
Those who deal in commodities are not investors but speculators, who by and large
know what they're doing Unlike securities, moreover, commodities are usually not
brought and sold outright; they're traded, for a specific and limited purpose such as
hedging, which depends on readily available liquidity and low margins Finally,
nobody needs the kind of protection that saw the federal v.atchdogs look the other
way at scandals like Equity Funding Few claim that the commodities marts work
perfectly, or that they can't be improved But regulation-as the US in other
realms is belatedly and painfully aare -only sees to make matters worse-

That's not a popular view in Wahinglon, DC. which automatically seizes on
every disaster, natural or man made, to yield political capital FDR, after all, had
his "Ishmaels and Insulls. whose hand IS turned against every man," to say nothing
of Montgomery Ward's intransigent Sewell Avery. while "Give 'em hell Harry"
fiercely tilted against the steel barons and other malefactors of great wealth Benja-
min Rosenthal, the scanty record indicates, plainly is seeking to cast the Hunts in a
similar role- As several Commissioners testified, no evidence whatever of manipula-
tion, market corner or squeeze has surfaced- Yet witness the following revelatory
exchange between the lawmaker and CFTC Commissioner Read P. Dunn

Rosenthal Are you a regulatory or an adjudicatory agency?
Dunn We're obviously both-
Rosenthal Then how on earth do you consider it proper for litigations-like the

Hunts-to see the judge? Do you know of anywhere else where those who are
litigating have access to the judge's office to sit down and talk over their problems
with him?



Dunn: I'm glad you said "litigants," because once a compant is filed or a matter is
in litigation, we stay away from the matter and from those involved in it And I
excuse myself from any CommLssion decisions on any matter I've been involved
with. But we're also a regulatory agency, and in regulating the industry we have a
talk with the people in that industry.

Rosenthal: But the Hunts, with a massive corner on silver, don't you think they're
potential litigants?

Dunn- That reasoning would leave us talking to ourselves.
That's probably as good a way as the Subcommittee's of learning things. For even

without public hearings, or the benefit of supoena power, it's clear that while
mistakes were made acrom,s-the-board, the system continued to function On the first
Count, as we have said before, there's plenty of blame to go 'round The Hunts
unquestionably made the mistake of overstaying their market and overplaying their

hand. In turn, the New York Commodity Exchange and the Chicago Board of Trade
acting at the not-so-subtle urging of the CFT'C, mas be faulted for abrupt]N ras 1
margin requirements, imposing limits on the number of contracts a trader might
hold and decreeing "liquidation only" (no ne, buying) on outstanding contract.
thereby overnight changing the rules of the game against the longs and trigger,
the subsequent collapse On the other hand, the CFTC firmly rejected an outrageous
suggestion by Bache & Co to suspend trading in silver, ,hile the Hunts, as noted
met all their obligations. Would that every financial crisis, past and future, had to
happy an ending.

In the circumstances, despite the ,orst efforts of Congressman Rosenthal and
likeminded colleagues, the search for scapegoats will probably come to nought Mas
the -same fate befall the legislative "reforms" so eagerly embraced bx N'esr'
Williams and Stone After years of disillusionment, regulators aggrandzement_
after all, no longer automatically commands the knee-jerk response it once eoked
on Capitol Hill, these days you can run it up the flagpole and nobody salutes In the
realm of securities regulation, lawmakers are uneasily aware that much of the
landmark legislation of the past decade-the Williams Act of 196S, the 1970 amend-
ments to the Investment Company Act of 1940, the 1975 amendments to the Securi-
ties Act of 1933-bear the name of a Senator whose wife works for him on the
public payroll, who may or may not have understated the value of his assets and
who, in the aftermath of the undercover Abscam operation, is currently the target
of a Justice Department investigation into influence peddling Leasing aside the
Equit) Funding scandal, about which the SEC did nothing until too late that
hardly the kind of legislative historN to inspire others to go and do likewise

A dubious blessing in the securities field, oscrer-r-u1ation could do perm.inent
damage in commodIties, where the market mechanism is sensitive to Uampei'ing and
alternatives exist abroad Thus, over the Nears, Congess time and again has rec-ted
proposals to give the federal government authority to impose margnir requirement,
on commodities And for good cause Because of low margins, for example, prajin
merchants and food processors, who operate largel\ on borrossed money, can ht'dc.
their transactions at relatively low cost, a practice that offer'- adsanta'es not on]"
to the businessman but also to the ultimate consumer. Contrariise, an increas-e in
margins not only would raise costs up and do,%n the dtstribution pipeline but nls
curtail liquidity and choke off the customary channels of trade Protect us. as thv
saying goes, from our so-called friends

For the first time in these pages-max' it not be the last Commissioner Dasid
Gartner deserves the last word "There are those -. ,ho take the position that
government necessarily erred because government did not act This point of \ie, i'
embodied in a theoretical notion that government intervention is the only solution
Those who hold this unenlightened point of view are the victims of artless simplir-
ity. While the fact that we permitted the normal forces of supply and demand
to work their will may be unusual for a government regulatory agency, this cou.-c.
of action nonetheless was the responsible one to take Consequently, this is no tim-
to advocate solutions to problems that do not exist The silver phenomenon was fr
enterprise at its finest hour- It demonstrated that that s stem wor:s . Hopeful-
ly, a consensus will emerge that this was one c ccaion "hen government, in it-
"isdom, exercised restraint and thereby did not lead a difficult rmrket situation
into a state of chaos."

-- ob-ert .',f RIciL'rr
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Mr. Rosenthal. Do you conceive yourself as a quasi-

judicial body or a regulatory body? How do you conceive

yourself?

Mr. Dunn. There is no question that we have a judicial

function. The organization has it's own court system, and

I sit as a Judge.

Mr. Rosenthal. Do you think it's appropriate that

litigants before the court can come and see the Judge?

I'm just trying'to ask if you think it's appropriate that

people whom you regulate have the right, or you thought

it appropriate that they could come and visit with you

in the way that they did?

Mr. Dunn. The two times you put the question are

very different litigants. I make it a policy, in fact all

of us do, to have no communication with people who are,

let's say, before our court, our Administrative Law Judges.

In otherwords, once we have issued a formal complaint

and the matter is in litigation, then we stay completely

away from it, because we may have to sit in judgment as

a Commission or as a Commissioner in the review of the

Administrative Law Judge', decision on appeal.

And, alsq, if there is a litigation against any person

with whom I've had any close connections in the past, my

policy is to disassociate myself.

Mr. Rosenthal. Let us take the example of somebody
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who owned a majority of the siLver markets in the United

States. The potential for that person being a Litigant or

appearing before the Commission is rather high.

Mr. Dunn. Potential. I don't understand potential

that you and I may be -- hold up before some court or other

I hope it doesn't happen.

But if you talk about potentiaL in that way, then

it means that no discussion with anybody that is ever in-

volved in the market would be possible. I think that's

going too far.

Mr. Rosenthal. It' an interesting thought.

Mr. Dunn. Yes.

Mr. Rosenthal. It's an interesting thought.

Mr. Dunn. Yes.

Mr. Rosenthal. We'll develop that.

Mr- Martin?

Mr- Martin, why don't you offer 'your thoughts and

views so I'll know anything we've taLked about or anything

you think is relevant to this.

Mr. Martin. I think reading the deathless prose iot-

have before you will come from Mr. Gardner rather than 75.

Mr. Rosenthal. That's fine.

Mr. Martin. I do have a couple of comments anc

witl come back. You don't have to ask my opinion abuC

whether we art-d or whether we didn't, and so on.

27-090
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But, I'm not going to -- I've got a few notes here

that I'll just kind of wade through in a littLe bit.

And at the risk of seeming to oversimpLify the problem,

to my mind, after stripping away the extraneous matters,

the threats of impending doom that started to surface on

March 26th, arose from some bad business judgments previous-

Ly made by one or more Commission houses.

These judgments have to do with the extension of

credit, acceptance of the exposure of carrying customers

positions that were so great, as to be too big for the

market, and then in effect, crying fire in a crowded theater.

And any speculative venture, whether involving

securities or commodities, the dangers of pyramiding,

using unrealized profits as margins with which to expend

the position are basic and should be pointed out to the

customer.

I don't say that this was general throughout the

whole structure here, but I think it happened in more than

one case.

Mr. Rosenthal. We're talking now about the silver

markets?

Mr- Martin. I~m speaking about the silver market.

Mr. Rosenrhal. And you think individual innocent

citizens were involved in this run up in price?

Mr- Martin. I think by the time late last year, the
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(NOT FOR ATTRIBUTION)

.The four CFTC Commissioners testified before Rosenthal's

House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs in a

continuation of the hearings begun yesterday.

CFTC Chairman Stone opened the session by responding in

a general way to several questions prepared by Rosenthal's staff

member. (attached) With respect to an update on traders, markets,

etc., Stone said he had no new information to disclose, and re-

minded Rosenthal that the CFTC is prohibited from divulging in-

dividual traders' positions. As for structural reforms/vertical

integration of general regulatory authority, Stone said that there

was no need for such reforms now.

Stone then addressed specific changes in regulatory

approaches, working from the premise that the Goverrment should

prevent market manipulation by individual traders or small grc.;s

of traders working together. In this regard, however, he did not

believe that speculative position limits are cf much use whn

they are imposed fter positio'is have already becn at: ined (I.c..

"once the cat has been let out of the bag"). In::ead, he

it may be necessary to impose limits before large por:t%.n5 are

acquired, and he hoped the CFTC would reconsider its c'0t0?i

to ipose silver contract limits.
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Stone also thought that margin requirements should be

tighter, and that there should be greater restrictions on insti-

tutions lending to traders for margin purposes. He reiterated

his view that "the futures markets should not be a low-4own-pay-

ment vehicle for the acquisition of physical commodities."

Lastly, Stone said there needs to be better caopera-

,tion and coordination with other agencies to prevent tha kind of

problems that could develop with banks and brokerage hoses lend-

ing money to meet margin calls.

Rosenthal: What about suitability requirements?

Stone: I'm generally in favor of them; other Commis-

sioners are not.

Rosenthal: What about position limits?

Stone: In my prepared statement, and just noV in my

comments, I said I'm in favor of them.

Rosenthal: How about margin requirements?

Stone: I just said that I think the Federal Government

should set uniform margin requirements, and that speculative

margins should be much higher. I'm not the first to suggest

this, of course: President Roosevelt said it when the CEA was

created, but Congress declined to provide margin authority.

President Truman suggested the same thing, and Congress again

failed to act. When the CFTC was first established Coniressman

Vanik urged that we be given margin regulatory authority. Again

Congress declined. I think President Roosevelt, President Truran,

Congressman Vanikand countless others were right.

Rosenthal: Do you think the CFTC should be mved under

the aegis, the wing, of another agency, e.g., the Treesury or the

SEC?
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Stone: Not at this time, certainly. An independent

agency has many advantages over a Cabinet office, including its

independence and its continuity. At the same time, a Cabinet

or-Executive Branch agency is better able to respond quickly

to changes in national policy. But I don't think we need to,

or should, change the fundamental structure of commodities re-

.gulation at this time.

Rosenthal: Has the CFTC accepted the involvement of

other agencies in these problems? Or does it still think it's

the only one that can handle commodities problems?

Stone: We all see the need for better coordination

and cooperation with other agencies, especially the SEC, the

Fed and the Treasury. But we feel the exclusive jurisdiction

and regulatory system of the CFTC worked and worked well in the

silver market situation.

Commissioner Dunn spoke next, painting out that the

problems in the silver market are far more complex and much more

difficult than either the comments or stories in'the press, or

the questions and comments by Congress, would indicate. Specif-

ically, Dunn said, the roots of this problem go deep into the

cash market and they extend literally around the world in the

cash market for silver.

There were fundamental supply and demand factors that

led to the silver price increases in the cash market, and the

cash market pulled the futures market up with it. As the cash

market price rose it reflected -- and was caused by -- increased

world wide supply and demand factors, principally greatly increased
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demand, and a decreasing sw:ply, especially in coins and old

silver. The demand increase was caused by inflationary fears

about national currencies, not only in the U.S., but throughout

the world.

The decreasing world supply was also aggravated by

the hoarding of physical silver by certain large traders, both

-locally and abroad. And this was especially the case when

holdings of people with the same name were aggregated. The

silver price run-up, therefore, resulted from the fact that

people were taking silver out of the cash and commercial markets

worldwide.

Rosenthal: What percentage of that was domestic and

what percentage was foreign? What percentage was caused by the

Hunts?

Dunn: I'm glad you phrased the question that way,

because the fact is no one knows about the cash markets. If

you ask traders in London, Chicago, New York, Hong Kong, Germany

or Switzerland what their estimates of the cash market are, their

answers differ by billions (millions? [he mumbled]) of dollars.

Rosenthal: Was the silver'market crash caused by

foreigners or by the Hunts?

Dunn: Let me say it was not "or", but "as wall." It's

the problem of aggregation. It'd be very easy to say we'll ag-

gregate the positions of everyone with the same name and blame

the situation on them. But that's much easier said than done.

The fact is, aggregation in the worldwide cash market is extremely

difficult to assess.
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Rosenthal: But isn't it true that the CFTC never did

anything to stop the Hunts from acquiring -- from monopolizing --

the supply of silver in the U.S.?

Dunn: No, that's not true. We watched them carefully,

we were concerned about their positions, we discussed it, but we

determined that no official Commission action was necessary.

Rosenthal: What percentage of delivery is required in

silver?

Dunn: Delivery is required in all contracts in all

markets, as a means of forcing traders to close out their con-

tracts. Delivery in silver contracts is higher than in most

others. We use 5% delivery as an average for all commodities

contracts -- but it's always a higher percentage in silver.

Rosenthal: Wasn't it really a case of the Hunts manip-

ulating the market through delivery?

Dunn: I don't think there was any manipulation -- at

least we have no evidence of any -- since there was no distortion

of the cash market against the futures market.

Rosenthal: Did you ever meet with the Hunts? Do you

have any records of those meetings? Are those records personal

or CFTC records?

Dunn: Yes, I've met with them and have some notes on

those meetings and . . .

Rosenthal: Will you give them to me, or do we have to

subpoena them to get them in here?

Dunn: It'e not S8 material, so I don't have any pro-

blem sending them. But let me say one thing, some people have

the idea the CFTC should have provided some protection -- or
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should have prevented -- the silver price from going up and coming

down. Well, that's not our function. We don't set silver prices,

and we do not control the cash market or the prices people want

to pay or ask for silver.

Rosenthal: Do you see any need for additional legisla-

tive authority?

Dunn: No, not at this time.

Rosenthal: Do you have any regrets, then, about how the

CFTC handled itself or the silver crash?

Dunn: No. Maybe we should have acted sooner on setting

position limits, but hindsight is always easier. And the enforce-

ment of position limits is almost impossible, especially with the

aggregation problems.

Rosenthal: Are you a regulatory or an adjudicatory

agency?

Dunn: We're obviously both.

Rosenthal:' Then how on earth do you consider it proper

for litigants -- like the Hunts -- to see the judge. Do you know

of anywhere else where those who are litigating have access to

the judge's office to sit down and talk over their problems with

him?

Dunn: I'm glad you said "litigants", because once a

complaint is filed, or a matter is in litigation, we stay away

from the matter and from those involved in it. And I excuse

myself from any Commiscion decisions on any matter I've been

involved with. But we're also a regulatory agency, and in re-

gulating the industry we have to talk with the people in that

industry.
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Rosenthal: But the Hunts, with . massive corner on

silver, don't you think they're potential litigants?

Dunn: That reasoning would leave us talking to our-

selves. You and I could be potential litigants someday -- I hope

it never happens ---but does that mean we shouldn't talk to each

other except in a court room?

Commissioner Martin testified next noting that an image

of "impending doom" has been raised in the media and the subcom-

iittee. If there is an image of impending doom, he said, it re-

sulted from the bad business judgment of certain Commission Houses,

bad business judgment in:

-- the extension of credit to traders,

-- the expo-ure to the Commission House of carrying

large customers,

-- crying "'Fire:" in a crowded theater.

Furthermore, pyramiding is not some evil machination, it's basic

to commodities trading, and it should be explained and pointed

out to any customers -- or anyone else -- that doesn't understand

it.

There weren't very many "little people" in the silver

market by the end Of March. The markets had become too volatile

and too sophisticated -- and expensive -- by then. And the

Commission Houses should not have accepted unrealized profits

as margin for higher loans to buy more silver and acquire still

more unrealized profits for margin uses.

Additionally, the price run-ups in silver were worldwide,

not 3ust in the U.S. And they were in most futures markets and in
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all metals: copper, silver, gold, platinum, titanium. This isn't

market manipulation; it was a reaction to the feai of inflation,

and the decline of the dollar.

Also, with the proposals for a suitability rule, I

think it's ridiculous. I can't think of any customers that would

have a harder time failing suitability requirements -- any suit-

ability requirements -- than those involved in the silver markets.

And customer protection. Well, to many customer protec-

tion is a compound word, like "Damn Yankee" and many people would

like it to mean protecting the customer from himself and his own

bad judgment. I think that's wrong. Customer protection, should

protect the customer from fraud, deceit, and inadequate or mis-

leading disclosure. But it should not insulate him from his own

bad judgment aTre Tt- .em-t or the

losses that result from bad business judgments. In the commodi-

ties markets we don't need the kind of suitability rules found

in the securities industry. Rather, we should have full disclosure

of the RISK of futures trading.

No one ever invests in commodities. Few people buy

commodities. They speculate. If you want to trade in commodities

you've got to be a trader, not a buyer. So we don't need to see

if a certain commodity is suitable for that customer's age or

financial situation; whether it's too conservative or too specu-

lative. Commodities is speculation. If you've got the money to

speculate, no commodity is more or less "suitable." And lots of

people have the money, but no temperment for coLmodities trading.

They can't take the risk of loss or the daily price changes. In

my mind they shouldn't be in the market -- and with that kind of
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temperment, they won't be in the markets for long

Rosenthal: Would you submit what gvdr't left for the

record. Have you ever met the Hunts?

Martin: Yes, I only have a little left

Rosenthal: Just submit it. Have you met the Hunts,

ever? And where?

Martin: I met Bunker Hunt once, in Commissioner Dunn's

office, and Herbert Hunt once in my office. They had come to the

Commission to complain about excessive government regulation,

restrictions on their trading, and the possibility that these

restrictions would force them to liquidate their positions.

Rosenthal: And you didn't see anything wrong with meet-

ing with them? With meeting with the very people you're supposed

to regulate? And meeting with them not as}ihe Commission, but

privately, informally? I find it incredible that you'd ever

consider such off-the-record meetings!

r' . Anonymous: Isotto voce] Ever meet with a lobbyist?
r)(CFTC staff)

Martin: No, I don't think it's wrong -- I think it's

imperative. Like Commissioner Dunn, I won't talk with anyone if

there's a proceeding against them. But we need to talk to industry

people to regulate the industry.

Rosenthal: Do you talk with other people? Can anyone

come into your office and talk with a CFTC Commissioner?

Martin: Yes. I often talk with industry people. We

have to do our jobs.

Rosenthal: Do you have any records of these meetings?

, Martin: Only my secretary's log of who comes to visit.

our discussions are not recorded -- and we, of course, have to be
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careful not to discuss things that only we, as a Commission,

know. But we're here in Washington -- not in the markets every-

day. So we've got'to talk to lots of industry/market people to

keep up with the situation.

Rosenthal: What about the effects of the silver market

on the securities markets.

Martin: First, I was not surprised by the silver market.

I'm not saying I predicted it, but I wasn't surprised. Most sharp

price rises end up with sharp corrections -- in any market. Here

some Commission Houses got themselves exposed to a point they

shouldn't have.

Rosenthal: Were the Treasury, Fed and SEC, Carswell,

Williams and Volcker overly concerned, then, or what? They seemed

surprised.

Martin: You'll have to ask them. I think they were

being told that several large banks would fail, Wall Street

would topple, and thei/would be financial ruin and chaos. The

fact is, nobody folded, no one failed.

Rosenthal: No one failed -- well, just a $4.5 million

company, but that's nobody, I guess.

Stone: What? Who was

Martin: Was that brokerage, a Commission House:

Rosenthal: No, a metals company.

Martin: Oh, that. That was not . . .

Rosenthalt I think, it's your philosophy, then, to

regulate by not regulating? To do nothing?

Martin: No. The Commission did not sit idly by. We

pressed and pressured the Exchanges into taking action. And
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there are lawsuits pending and threatened from those 
actions.

And we put continuing pressure on them to liqUdate positions

Rosenthal: On who? Who did you pressure?

Martin: The three Exchanges involved: COME/X, the t

Chicago Board of Trade, and the Mid-America Exchange.

Rosenthal: So you jawboned. You talked and talked

but never did anything? Never took emergency action.

Martin: No. We got the Exchanges to take action --

actions that we could not take ourselves . . .

Rosenthal: But they took different actions. Each

Exchange took different actions, so how could that work?

Martin: Yes, each Exchange took different actions, but

each action had an effect, and the overall effect was to cool

speculation in the market.

Rosenthal: What are you? Are you a Regulator? Or

a Persuader? I've never heard anything like this in my life.

Doing business off the record, through the staff, over the phone.

You're an administratie agency subject to the Administrative

Procedures Act and you're doing business informally, privately,

off-the record!

Martin: We privately called each of the Exchanges into

our Commission Hearing Room -- where we conduct all Commission

business -- to urge them to take action. We had . duty to keep

the markets orderly, and just the knowledge that the CFTC had

called in the silver Exchanges could -- would -- disrupt the

markets.

Rosenthal: But shouldn't you have simply told the

Hunts to stop trying to buy up all the silver in the U.S.
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Martin: That's the cash market, and we just don't have

that authority. Nor can we set retroactive position limits on

futures contracts.

Commissioner Gartner read a prepared statement (attached),

and then read other comments. Before he finished the first

statement, Rosenthal interrupted.

Rosenthal: It says here in the CFTC Annual Report that

the Commission is established to control excess speculation and to

prevent market corners and manipulation. So what did you do?

Nothing.

Gartner: There is, in fact, no evidence so far of any

market cornering, squeeze or manipulation. And we have an investi-

gation in progress now so I can't coaent on specific allegations.

Rosenthal: But if there's an investigation in progress,

you don't knowif there was manipulation. So how can you say [in

prepared statement] that "this was free enterprise at its finest

hour."? You can't say that -- you just don't know.

Gartner: No. We do know that so far there is no

evidence at all of any market corner, squeeze or manipulation.

Gartner then finished his Statement, and continued with

his remarks (also attached). Rosenthal then asked Stone to comment.

Stone said tat he was pleased that "Those at this Hearing -- all

of those at this table, at least -- have focused on the right issue,

not on what has been heard in the media and Congress." He went on

to say that if any complaints were to be made, they should be

directed at the Comissioners, not at the staff, which did an

exemplary job.
J

Congressman Jim Jeffries (R-KAN) spoke next, saying that
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the talk of "impending doom" should be directed not at the futures-

markets, but at the incredibly high interest riatei and the havoc

they're causing to the people of America. There is talk, he

said, of people being 'induced" into the futures markets.cWell

how far does inducement go? We induce people to spend, and

borrow, and we constantly induce greater government regulation.'

In his view, poor money management -- especially by the

government -- and the exportation of our inflation have caused

these problems. "How many people in the silver or commodities

markets were hurt?", he asked, "compared to those hurt by infla-

tion, interest rated and excessive government regulation? How

badly were thp markets hurt? And who really suffered?" The

answers, he thought, were obvious.

Martin I don't think any markets were necessarily

hurt, but they took on a different coloration. We've learned

some things from this episode. But we've also learned that the

markets work. And the government itself is not one of the least

significant market influences.

Rosenthal: Commissioner Gartner, should the Fed, Treasury

and SEC have access to CFTC surveillance meetings?

Gartner: By "access" do you mean should htey be present

and participate? I think they should be provided access to sur-

veillance information -- the same as any other federal agency --

on a "need-to-know" basis.

Rosenthal: On March 28, 1980 the CFTC voted 4-0 to pro-

vide Senator [Donald W.] Stewart ED-ALA] with information on the

silver market. But that very same day, that very Commission voted
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3-i, with Chairman Stone dissenting, not to provide the same

information to me. Why?

Gartner: Senator Stewart requested information that did

not contain any S8 material, and he specifically asked us to

delete any S8 material that might be included in that request.

you asked for S8 material.

Rosenthal: So you voted to delete the S8 material from

the information provided him, but voted 301 not to respond to me?

Gartner: No. We decided that if the information re-

quested by Senator Stewart contained any S8 material, then we would

vote on whether or not to provide his Committee [Senate Banking,

Housing and Urban Affairs Committee] with that material. The

material he requested was not S8 material, so we did not need to

take that vote, and it has not yet been taken.

But now that you bring that subject up, I'd like to

read into the record the majority position of the CFTC, on S8

material. It represents the views of Commissioners Dunn, Martin

and myself, and that is that Congress provided in the CEA statute

for a grant of exclusive jurisdiction to the Commission over the

commodities futures markets. We oppose any intrusion into our

exclusive jurisdiction, and believe Congress was clear -- as clear

as it could be -- in granting the Commission exclusive jurisdiction.

Based on the language of the Act, and on legal opinions

and the legislative history of the provisions, it is the majority

position that we will provide (58] information only where Congress

has expressly required us to do so. When Congress said we should

provide such information to Congressional Committees, we believe

it reant "Co~mittees," and only those Committees acting within

27-090 O
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the proper scope of their jurisdiction and authority. Congress

did not say "Subcommittees" in §8(e) , and this is a subcommittee

of the full House Committee. We . . .

Rosenthal: enough! That's enough. [Gavel]

Gartner: I only have two paragraphs more . . .

Rosenthal: No! That's enough. Just submit it for

the record. [Gavel; whereupon the subcommittee chairman exited,

stage left.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
BENJAMIN S. ROSENTHAL, CHAIRMAN

COMMERCE, CONSUMER AND MONETARY AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITTEE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

APRIL 15, 1980 "

FEDERAL RESPONSE TO EVENTS IN THE SILVER MARKETS

At today's hearing on the Federal response to the collapse of the silver

market and the impact of that event on the 'financial markets, the subcommittee

will receive testimony from the Chairman and Commissioners of the Commodity

Futures Trading Commission.

We have asked the Commissioners to provide information in three general

areas:

First, an update on the traders, exchanges and commodities most affected

by March silver trading.

Second, the structural reforms proposed by the GAO in May 1978, including

the concept of vertical integration of regulatory authority.

Third, the possible effects on the various financial markets of either

a corner on an underlying commodity or manipulation of d particular futures

contract.

In addition, the subcommittee is concerned about the regulatory disparities

among the Federal agencies regulating these markets, particularly in the broad

area of customer protection, pyramid and tax-induced trading (conversion.

deferral, and straddles), margin requirements and the explosive growth in non-

agricultural contracts.
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FDJIg OF Q*44ISSIOER DAVID G. GARNER

IMMDITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION

MFORE THE COMMITTEE ON GVERa4T OPERATIONS

soaa=flTE ON afmmE|a, mCsuER AND mxm u AFFAmI

UNID STATES HOUSE OF REPRSETATIVES

April 15, 1980

The Caondity Futures Trading Cammisssion has nothing to apologize for

with respect to its-role in connection with recent reverberations in the

vlr futures Lie the fact that we permitted the normal forces

of supply and demand to work then will may be unusual for a goverrsent

regulatory agency, this course of action nonetheless was the responsible one

to taker

-Conseqently, this is no time to advocate solutions to problems that do

not exist. The silver phenenon was free enterprise at its finest hour. It

demonstrated that the system works.

/ T are those. " a'r-who take the position that government necessarily

erred because government did not act. This point of view is embodied in a

theoretical notion that government intervention is the only solution. Those

who hold this unenlightened point of view are the victim of artless simplcity. - 'r

The Securities and Exchange Comission has no additional role in commodity

futures. Neither does the Federal Reserve System nor the Department of the

Treasury. Congress made that quite clear in 1974 after careful thought and

deliberation. The CFTC is capable of doing its job and capable of doing it with

the tools it presently has at band.

The Silver Saga of 1980 will be discussed and debated for a long time.
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APPENDIX BB

STATEMENT

of

READ P. DUNN

FormTer Commissioner

COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION

August 29, 1983

I am aware of the allegation that certain parts
of the record of an April 15, 1980, hearing regarding silver
prices and the adequacy of Federal actions in the marketplace,
1979-1980, were improperly altered. Specifically, it has
been alleged that an exchange between Rep. Benjamin Rosenthal,
Chairman, Subcommittee:on Commerce, Consumer, and Monetary
Affairs, Committee on Government Operations, and me appearing
at page 155 of thefinal printed record was improperly
modified from what was actually stated. I understand the
basis of this allegation is an April 21, 1980, editorial in
Barron's. The editorial presents a different colloquy
(although the substance is materially the same) than the
published hearing.

I have reviewed with the staff of the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct the verbatim transcript of the
April 15, 1980, hearing, the official printed hearing record,
and the Barron's editorial.

I conclude that the Barron's version of my exchange
with Chairman Rosenthal should not be regarded as a direct
quote, but, rather, a summary or recapitulation of what the
Chairman and I said-

It is my opinion that no improper alterations were
made to either the transcript or the final print of the subject
hearing and that there istherefore, no basis for so contending.

Read P. Dunn

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 29th day of August, 1983.

1 otary Public
District of Columbia

MY Comission Expires:

,'-I Co',ni - r~:- " , ,i A%1
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h"adam Speaker tsis is another -e Sind Sion oa FBI undc-coier ap- DAIRY PRICE SUPPDRTS
pa t taprat eltv oti"oa Fiear 0 rh 2 April 1 0I c hhsr iii... 0.. a Jine aa So 01 vahoicmhar .... RIDDE toted and van tlies

Al d C ory n I.. i-- s A,, 198d person to I address the House for I
0 -n Spedieer at this point in the nrelet an a e ui e and revise and extend his
,iiitca lnoildhlrtoinnr-rtshOfl, shnt ihii are to ong anme remorrkl

eahlis official W0 i mciesnriihalt en da Mr RIDDE Madam Speaker, duringI ciut Pont's -ntlptivn of the clainethe eur at .l hmeelng the Fosrt Salt ri-less I held aeer
s'aii iir , to be tulioned b the final Mr EtDsn.s I bheIae Lhat Sia e m at to's eseetings throughout mY ds-
Slnisild irsun Of ih:aiemant polant point -re al i-mind ourrlen at tie Oe of the issues Ihat kept
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i| 51 10 C ON
CLa lnt " O 'rnemc

ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTION-
I W I I|V IG;| A bl_ LC2:ALNIHTS OF COMI]IITEE ON
THE JUDICIARY

(Mr. EDWARDS of Callfornla asked

and was gien permIssion to address
Ike House for I moute and to revise
and extend his remarks I -

Mr. EDWARDS of California.. Mr.
Speaker. yesterday, the gentleman

from New Mexico raised an issue
about changes between the travscrpt
and the printed record of heruings
held by my subcommittee The gentle-

aman yo correeta change wow made.

however the reason for the change
and the fact tha' I simply edited myo0n words were not reealed no made
clear In this Noose.

During the period of time my sob-
committee. the Subommictee on Cvil
nd Constitutional Rights of the
House Committee on the Judiciary.

I as conducting oversight hearings on
usdercovee atilvites of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation. It cane to the

I attention of my staff that internV in-
sestiCations had been roncted by
the Of ice nf Professioal Respoesibi-

I nf the Department of Justice- We
felt the results of this ins estigation

ere pertinent and Important to know
and understand.
C The Counsel and Director of that
Office. Mr- Michael Shaheen. agreed
to brief our staff on the condition thaIt
oal of the information be treated a
confidentia and not be retealed pub-

S bf1. The policy of that office does not
permll It to make public the details of

6 Its infernal lnsestliahons Relying on
the oord and reputation for Integrity
of ur committee staff, Mr. Shaheen
agreed to the briefing.

At . hearing on Noiember 23. 1982,
one of the staff members who attend-
ed that briefing gae me information

iithing to use at the public hearing
*tlinknown to me. this information eio-
lated the promise to keep the briefing
malerf confidential Not knowing, n
sed it I s sobsquensly told what

had occurred I ammrdiaiely called Mr.
'Siaheon to explain the circumstances

and pcsronnall aipoloie. 1. in iddi-
fin diiid my own words in the tran-
- ]etr of tle hearing fo rmose some

of flt det'its while leasing the sub-
.tance intact My ile aas then and it

;is en. that busing breached our word
an confidentiality. we needed to con-

,iom the damage of my inadvertence.
The staff person responsible for that
btach of cnfidrece and broken
promise is no fongLr ilh the eomnifl-

TIere is no resemblance to nor anal
foci 0 an3 Unfortute changes
,1ir.ncipLs which eere m~de to aJler

tie ml anng of bfmbrrs or ie s
Lords hich oe hair board so much

1oiirrrnnl Tho e co w no plot no
Q d,,sun olbor shan to uyhold te -avid
wI hr ro'nllce slff. mo svbrsm~nil

-.id b-s House-
It - I b he itei rht JldLmcnf

ash, n as i e, no.

GNLSSIONAL ,1 COD - IlOUSE Juti 14 Jvij

Now that the malceii ios bon we- Me. Sipter. f truly uovdoe If the
fortunately placed in the ROwn. I people tlll thik they are better oil
Invite your careful svrutlny You 0111 todao Iantry ere 3 ivnr-.o
find we simply tried to balance the In-
tegrity of the IIvIno and the intoelri
ty of nur promise THE END OF AN ERA

iMI. SATES asked end wos gison
Permission to address the 1-foos for I

PERSONAL EXPLANATION minute and to revise and extend his

(Mr. AUC01N asked and wow given remarks I III
permsslon to address the House for MrM SATES Mr Spr..er. on Java
minute and to revise and extend his ary 0. 1983. America' comfortable c-
remairkso istrence with Its telephone a

- urned- upside don. The consent

avoidaby absent yesterday during rol_ decre signedd between the Joee De
call 248p the adopTon of the rulthe vdit n rc -ea 28thodpinothroeo vestitre of its 22 operatrhg cumpa-

the Caribbean Basin Economic Recos 22 It romp.-

ery At_ I a opposed to the, rfe. aed ni..I.t eoded an era of Ike nuirt f
f l

had ] been present I woald have noted cie .mnopolyof the free worlds
no' Seake, lages corporatio"Mr. SaIn three bills that I have recently In-

Spee, I ask un mous con produced I have sought to clarify this
sent that my statement appear in the consent decree. to protect the consum-
permanent R-cono follow ing the roll- er. to insure effective competition. and
calL to -guarantee that this incredibly coin-

The SPEAKER Is there objection plex telecommunications system con-
to the request of the gentleman from liues to serse this Nation
Oregon' - This legislation has been strongly

There was no objection. criticized on the grounds than it i Ln-
appropriate Goverernent Intervevtion
in the markelplace- That Is an arg-

EFFECT OF IEAGAJNOMICS ON nent that none of us should buy. -
- STATE BUDGETS Our telecommunications network is

(Mr KOLTER asked and was given a creation of the legislative branch-

permission to address the House for 1 The Communications Act of 1934.

minute and to recite and extend his among others. created this great mo-
nopoly and the Federal Communica-

emarks.) tons Commission to monitor it- It is
Mr- KOLTER Mr- Speaker. I rise both right and appropriate that the

today to address a problem which legislative branch also oversee the dm-
faces esery State in the country, but mantling of this monopoly.
which has reached drastic proportions The AT&T. distitureg will be the
in my home State of Pennsylvania great consumer iwsue of f9t3 and 1984
The Commonwealth of Penosylsania We must be prepared to discuss It in a
how operated ullhout the benefit of a reasonable and practical manner- Spu-
State budget for the past 2 weeks- rous complaints of the Congoess
Hundreds of thnusands of Pennsyfa- hesing no jurisdiction hae no place in
nirs are'not receiving State services this discussio
Certain State employees are going
without their pachecks and the
entire State Is suffering from a lack of SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPOR-
certaint about the future. TATION CO. RAIL LINE ABAN-

A great deal of attention is being DONMENT

paid b the media to the budget battle (MI. BOSCO a-sed and was gisen
between the Gonernor and the State permission to address the House for I
legislature Some blame the Goernor minute and to revise and extend hm
and sorne blame the legislature- But remarks )
the fault lies here in Washington. at Mr. BOSCO Mr. Spouter. I want to
the White House It Is the ireespons- draw my colleagues attention to a sl-
ble potlices of President Reagan which uaton in my district that should be of
have forced the majority of State gov- interest to an- kfember eho epre-
ernments to raise caXes and to cut sents an area where reol senice pla~s
vital Slate series The President an important role In the local econo-
puffs himself up wish pride uhbn he m

3 
and the area's regional transporla

talks about hou he has oaf leses He lion sslem
enser mentions Ihal 00 Slte cosero Earie this vear. the Southero Pa
ments base rai..d or are coosdiring cilfc Trisportalion CO announced Its
raising fa.es H-t necr ,c:-ir rhat plans so abandon a f70 mite steck of
the States haie had to cut irnpsrlant the Nirthucsern Pacific Railroad.
senices in the fholds of i-duca ion the north coast of Caliornia's onl

ousing hill and urIlare. nail livi with Ike rest of Ie State and

The f'clen, has built his public the 1-utlon At the saie lime SP Im
ace on the ba cls of the Siate eo- pas(d an immcd ate and pcoii n: nt

e rr| nns His carel2 nd dicptloe cmba-go on rail sen, ice on the alfe, d
rsbcr* hair errot ld doan in State portion of the i nne-a ioi cli rrl
and munriouf ci osrnmtns and she aimed ci at ing a de facto eidon
ppr the; s ren mvnt and b9 psmg the muIrl ate

\
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Another HousE
Bi'Whilt Fiora ..
Vehe.NTOt TIMES STAFF

The transcript of a 1982 House ovqrsight subcommittee
hearing was substantially altered by the deletion of key
documents and insertion of others, according to charges
contained m congressional correspondence.

The latest hearing to come under' question as House
staffers continue to find cases of official records being
altered occurred Feb. 8, 1982.

Chairman of the hearing was Rep. John Dingell,
D-Mich., in his role as chairman of the Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee of the Energy and Com-
merce Committee.

The subject of the hearing was whether the Securities
and Exchange Commission had been correct in pursuing
allegations against the Mobil Oil Corp.

The hearings were' complicated and became bogged
down ini questions of whether' subcommittee staff mem-
bers had leaked documents to a reporterwho later became
Involved in a libel suit.,,

After'the final version of the hearing was published last
July, a member of the subcommittee - Rep. Norman F
Lent, R-N.Y. - wrote Dingell to protest changes that had
been made from the original..

In one case, Lent wrote, "I 'was particularly surprised
by the inclusion of. . a letter to theattorney general dated
Dec. 28, 1981, requesting an inquiry'by the Department
of Justice into 'whether the-private investigation of sub-,
committee witnesses and potential witnesses may have
constituted a violation of Section 1505 of Title 18, United

'States Code: No reference ta this letter was at any time
made during the hearing, nor was any minority counsel
advised before or after the hearing that any such inquiry
t the attorney general had been made. Yet it appears in
the hearing record with the apparent imprimatur of the
full subcommittee:' , 1 .

lrecMird aiter'ed
In other cases, Lent charged, the testimony of Mobil

officials was left out of the hearing record, as were some
attachments to letters from Mobil officials.

He wrote Dingell, "It would appear that majority staff
has selectively placed in the record certain documents
while excluding others, without any authority granted to
it by the subcommittee membership."

Lent concluded, "John, I am concerned that this hear-
ing record is flawed and/or faulte'9id does not accurately
reflect the materials and documents which should appear
in the subcommittee record pursuant to the long-standing
committee and subcommittee treatment. Accordingly, I
request that the hearing record be recalled and cor-
rected."

Lent said Dingell did not respond to his request.
Dingell's staff referred inquiries about the matter to

subcommittee staff members, who agreed to talk about
the subject provided their names not be ysed.

They were quick to defend the'hearing. record, saying
the testimony of Mobil executives was not in the record
because they had refused to testify in person.

"That's'the subcommittee's policy and Norm (Lent)
ought to know that," said one staff member.

In his letter to Dingell, Lent said that based on the
subcommittee's actions on the hearing day, "It would
appear that.Mobil had some basis for believing that its
Feb. 25,'1982, statement would be included in the printed
record."' . -. . • r.

The staffers also said that while some other material
from'Mobil had been left out 6'fthe'record, it had been

.quickly printed up after-Lent's complaints and sent to
subcommittee members. p a ,nt

"We worked hard to get that out to all subcommittee
members, and they were all given copies," the staffer said.

The staffers had no explanation of how the letter to the
attorney general got into the record, or why Dingell has
not replied to Lpnt.
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Qfau9g_ of t e ?Huiteb 5tntc .
3IouSc of 1&cprcSrnfatfbc5

Zasbinston, "Z.C. 20515

July 21, 1982

The Honorable John D. Dingell, Chairman
Subcommittee on Oversight & Investigations
2322 Rayburn
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear John:

I have received the printed record of the hearing of the Subcommittee
on Oversight & Investigations in connection with the hearing of February 8,
1982, entitled "Securities Laws and Corporate Disclosure Regulations".

I am deeply concerned that the printed Record does not include certain
material that was agreed to be included, and contains certain material for
which there was no agreement.

Specifically, on page 68, I asked that "Mobil's letter to you dated
January 28, 1982, with the attachments be included, by unanimous consent"
in the Record. Although the Mobil letter of January 28, explaining the
reasons for the declinations of Mr. Rawleigh Warner, Jr. and Mr. William P.
Tavoulareas, to the Subcommittee's invitation to testify appears in the
printed record, the attachments were omitted.

You may have concluded that the unanimous consent request *Was to have
been limited to the Mobil letter of January 28, 1982. If that is true, I
do not believe that the Subcommittee was afforded the opportunity to determine,
as stated by you on page 71 of the printed record, that the proffering of
Mobil's testimony be deferred:

"until such time as we have concluded today's hearing, at which time
we will, I think, make some judgment as to whether we wish to receive
Mobil's proffer of testimony or whether we desire to have Mr.
lavoulareas and/or others appearing either in their individual
capacity or in their capacity as officers of Mobil under process of
the committee and under oath, so that we might examine more fully
into this matter."

I am also attaching a copy of a letter dated M~arch 11, 1982, received
by our colleague, Marc L. Ilarks, as Ranking Minority M~enber of the Subcommittee,
attaching a copy of a Statement dated February 25, 1982, submitted by Mobil
following the February 8, 1982, hearing. It would appear that l1obil had
so-2 basis for believing that its February 25, 1982, statement would be
included in the printed Record.
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July 21, 1982
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On page 298, the last page of the hearing record; it is stated:

"(the following documents were submitted for the record. Depositions
of over 25 witnesses taken by the SEC staff and other relevant
Mobil, Fairfield-Maxwell, Atlas and Samarco documents may be found in
Subcommittee files.)"

This text appears after, as the transcript reflects, the Subcommittee
adjourned.

Who submitted the documents reproduced from pages 299-390? 1 recall
no unanimous consent request asking that these materials be made a part of
the hearing record. It would appear that majority staff has selectively
placed in the record certain documents while excluding others, without any
authority granted to it by the Subcommittee membership.

I was particularly surprised by the inclusion on page 345 of a letter
to the Attorney General dated December 28, 1981, requesting an inquiry by
the Department'of Justice'into "whether the private investigation of S~bcommittee
witnesses and potential witnesses may have constituted a violation of
Section 1505 of Title 18, United States Code." No reference to this letter
was at any time made during this hearing, nor was any Minority Member or
minority counsel advised before or after the hearing that such an inquiry
to the Attorney General had been made. Yet it appears in the hearing
record with the apparent imprimatur of the full Subcommittee. Even more
curiously, no Department of Justice response is included in the record.

I am also appalled by the insertion in the hearing record of certain
newspaper articles designed to show that majority staff member Peter Stockton
was somehow the victim of an attempted personal smear by either Mobil Oil
or Mr. Tavoulareas. The articles describe Mr. Stockton as a "dedicated
Congressional investigator" whose "credentials are extraordinary". With
all due respect, this seems entirely self-serving to Mr. Stockton and of no
relevance to the issues identified as the subject matter of the February 8
hearing. Its inclusion in the hearing record is, to my knowledge, without
authority from the Subcommittee membership.

John, I am concerned that this hearing record is flawed and/or faulty
and does not accurately reflect the materials and documents which should
appear in the Subcommittee record pursuant to the long-standing Committee
and Subcommittee treatment. Accordingly, I request the hearing record be
recalled and corrected.

Sierely,

NOMA .LENT
Member of Congress

NEL/cr

cc: The Honorable James T. Broyhill
The Honorable Marc L. Marks
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Qrougr5o to e Zliiftcb tNateS
3)ouse of 3ArprriScnratibt

rasTjfngfon, ).C. 20515

August 11, 1982

The Honorable John D. Dingell
2221 Rayburn
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear John:

On July 21, I wrote you regarding the printed record of the
hearing of the Subcoommittee on Oversight & Investigations, held
on February 8, 1982, entitled "Securities Laws and Corporate
Disclosure Regulations". To date, I have not received a response
to that letter although, in my opinion, a number of glaring
omissions were outlined.

Since writing that letter, additional information has come
to my attention which makes it even more clear that either a
republication or a supplement to the printed record of our
Subcommittee's proceedings is required in order to accurately
portray what has in fact transpired.

It seems that one of the reasons, perhaps the principal
reason, why the printed record exhibits the deficiencies pointed
out in my earlier letter- lies in the timing and purpose of the
printing-'and release of that record. After the passage of many
months from the February 8, 1982, hearing, and before any
Subcommittee report had been prepared, the hearing record was
hurriedly printed and distributed on July 17, 1982. This,-by a
remarkable coincidence, was the very same day on which Messrs.
Michael Barrett and Peter Stockton of the Subtommittee staff
were scheduled to testify in the libel action brought by William
Tavoulareas against The Washington Post in the Federal District
Court in Washington, D.C. During cross-examination of Mr.
Barrett by counsel for The Washin ton Post, he was asked whether
a transcript of the hearing a d een punished and Mr. Barrett
answered that it had just been published that very day, and had
been brought to the courthouse (Tr. pp. 2763-64). Counsel for
The Washington Post sought to introduce the printed hearing
record into evidence, but the Judge sustained an objection to
such introduction of the document (Tr. p. 2765). The timing of
this exercise strikes me as most peculiar, especially since
neither I nor any other member of the subcommittee had received
a printed copy of the hearing transcript as of that date.

In my letter to you of March 16, 1982, you will recall I
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suggested it would be appropriate to obtain sworn statements
from our, Subcommittee staff members as to the circumstances
surrounding the dissemination, in November 1979, of confidential
Subcommittee information 'and of their secret dealings with The
Wasbington Post. In large measure that request has been fulTfl-ed
Sy reason oft eir testimony, under subpoena, in the libel
action. On July 17, both Messrs. Barrett and Stockton testified,
and I enclose a copy of the trial transcript containing that
testimony, together with pertinent portions of their earlier
depositions.

That testimony illuminates several matters directly pertinent
to the Subcommittee's activities relative to Mobil Corporation
and Mr. William Tavoulareas. First, you will recall that your
letter of March 5, 1980, to Mr. Tavoulareas stated that any
dissemination of Subcommittee materials to The Washingtor Post
in November 1979 was done by someone "not associated witH our
inquiry", and in your letter of December 18, 1981, you expanded
this to mean a person "not associated with the Subcommittee".
However, as you also know, in a sworn deposition Mr. Stockton
testified that he was the one who gave the documents to The Post,
and that he informed you virtually contemporaneously, probay
on the very day in December, 1979 that Mr. Tavoulareas first met
with you about this situation. (Deposition of 11/16181, pp. 71-
75.) Mr. Stockton has now repeated these statements again under
oath, in the public trial, stating that in November 1979 he had
repeated contacts with Pat Tyler of The Post (Tr. p. 2794), and
that during the week ending November-23-T99 he called Pat
Tyler and delivered the Subcommittee documents to Mr. Tyler (Tr.
PP. 2801-04). Further, Mr. Stockton admitted that at the December
4, 1979, meeting attended by yourself and Mr. Tavoulareas,
although questions were asked about who released the documents
to Mr. Tyler, he remained silent and did not identify himself as
the person who had leaked those materials to Tyler (Tr. p.
2810).

Perhaps even more startling, Mr. Stockton testified under
Oath that the purpose of leaking the documents was to "obtain
publicity" about the topic of possible Subcommittee "hearings";
however, no hearings had been scheduled and in fact no hearings
On this matter were held in 1979, 1980 or 1981 (Tr. pp. 2802-
06). Instead of making a general release of information to the
Press, Mr. Stockton admitted that this was a "narrow, singular
release of information to one reporter and one newspaper",
Laying "that is often the case, that is not unusual" and that he
did that "quite often" (Tr. pp. 2807-08).

Among the materials leaked to the Post reporter in 1979Were SEC materials from a "private investigation", which were
-ubject to confidentiality restrictions, including the release
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of the SEC transcript of its 1977 interview with Mr. Tavoulareas,
and a subsequent letter directed to the SEC by Mobil General
Counsel; George Birrell. I do think it is a matter of real
concern that our Subcommittee staff would obtain such materials
from a federal agency for the apparent purpose of selective
dissemination to the media, a purpose which has been documented by
Mr. Stockton's testimony (Tr. p. 2787) and by the unrelated
testimony of Post reporter Patrick Tyler (Tyler testimony at p.
525, 540, 549-557, 553, 557, and 562-567). This conduct is made
further reprehensible by the fact that the Subcommittee did not at
the time contemplate any related hearings or other legislative
activity on the matter.

Mr. Barrett's testimony further confirms the repeated contacts
between Pat Tyler and Mr. Stockton, prior to publication of
The Washi ton Post articles of November 30 and December 1, 1979
Tr. p. 43), and states that at the December 4, 1979, meeting
between you and Mr. Tavoulareas, you denied that the Subcommittee
materials had been leaked and said "if somebody leaks documents he
gets fired" (Tr. p. 2749). Of course, as Mr. Barrett testified,
Mr. Stockton is still employed by the Subcommittee (Tr. p. 2749).

I still do not understand why you and our Subcommittee
continue to tolerate this admitted misconduct by our Subcommittee
staff members, especially in view of your earlier commitment to
take appropriate action.

My letter of July 21 noted that the printed record not only
failed to include the attachments to Mobil's letter of January 28,
1982, but also omitted the Statement of Mobil Corporation, dated
February 25, 1982, submitted by Mobil following the February 8,
1982, hearing. I have since learned that Mr. Michael Barrett had
agreed that such a Statement would be included in the printed
record. Copies of pertinent correspondence to this effect are
enclosed.

Accordingly, it seems to me essential to print and republish
the hearing record, or at least a supplement to the printed
record, which would include the attachments to the Mobil letter of
January 28, 1982, the Statement of Mobil Corporation dated February
25, 1982, and my letters to you of March 16, and July 21, 1982,
and this letter. Copies of each of these items are enclosed, and
I trust this can be accomplished in the near future so that the
substance of this hearing can be accurately convbed.

• V~incerely| '

-NOJAN F. LENT

Member of Congress

::FL/cr 27-090 268

EcOsures
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CC: The Honorable
The Honorable
Thi Honorable
The Honorable
The Honorable
The Honorable

Marc L. Marks
Bob Whittaker
Don Ritter
Harold Rogers
Dan Coats
James Broyhill
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1.. j~suz of Reprr~tntstitr5

Committa on Enrag ad Coaw
3oom 2125. Enapburn koum Ofs[ |NTfbng

Vash1inft0, 32).C. i0)

MHEBHDBA N DUHN

TO: Members, Committee on Energy and Commerce

FROM: The Hohorable John D. Dingell, Chairman

RE: Attached WashingtQn Tims Article

I am bringing to your attention an article headlined, "Another
House record altered", which appeared in today's edition of ib&
Washington Time.

I have not seen the letter from Congressman Lent to Congressman
Walker to which the article refers. The article, however, indicates
that it relates to the record of the hearing 0 the Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations, held on February 8, 1982, which examined
"Security Laws and Corporate Disclosure Regula:ions" in the light of
Mobil Oil practices. (Hearing Record -- Serial Number 97-124).

I want you to know the facts about this m...ter.

(1) There was no alteration of either the transcript or the
record as the article alleges.

(2) The article quotes Mr. Lent as descr:-ing himself as
"surprised" at the inclusion in the --cord of a letter
to the [U.S.] Attorney General rezue ing an inquiry as
to whether one of the parties in lve in the hearing
might have violated Federal law i- c nducting
investigations of Committee witne se- Unanimous
consent was requested and granted to includee in the
record "appropriate documents'. whf| the letter was
not specifically identified, it ji clarly an
appropriate document and was proerl' inserted, as were
the other documents to which Mr. er: referred.
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(3) The article quotes Mr. Lent as charging that
'attachments" to Mobil "letters" were omitted from the
record. The hearing record was printed on July 14,
1982. On July 21, 1982, a letter was received from Mr.
Lent complaining that "thje attachments" to Mobil's
letter of January 28, 1982, had not been included in
the record. I determined that the material had been
inadvertently omitted and directed that an appropriate
errata sheet be prepared immediately for inclusion in
the permanent hearing record. The errata sheet was
printed and distributed by July 27th, less than a week
after Mr. Lent's letter was received. The sheet was
sent to all Members and has been included as a part of
all hearing records thereafter sent out. It should be
noted that there was only one letter, the letter of
January 28, 1982, and only one attachment, a letter of
January 11, 1982.

(4) The article reports that Mr. Lent further complained
that a statement of Mobil Oil was left out of the
hearing record. It was and it should have been.
Mobil's Chairman of the Board and President were both
invited to testify at the Subcommittee's hearing but
refused to do so. Two weeks after the hearing an
unsworn statement was submitted on behalf of Mobil Oil
Company. The long-standing policy of the Subcommittee
on Oversight and Investigations is to require all
witnesses to be identified fully and sworn in advance
of giving testimony. To include in the record the
unsworn and untested statement of Mobil Oil Company
when the company's two highest ranking officials
refused to appear and provide testimony .under oath
would have been a violation of that policy. You should
know, however, that Mobil's statement was distributed,
upon receipt, to Members of the Subcommittee for their
information.

The hearing record, published by the Oversight and Investigations
Subcommittee, thoroughly and accurately reflects the hearing which
occurred on February 8, 1982.

Attachment
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Another House
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The transcript of a 1982 House oversight subcommittee
hearing was substatittally altered by the deletion of key
documents and insertion of others, according to charges
contained in congressional correspondence.

The latest hearing to come under question as House
staffers continue to find cases of official records being
altered occurred Feb. 8, 1982.

Chairman of the hearing was Rep John Dingell,
D-Mich, as his role as chairman of the Oversight and
Investigations Subcommittee of the Energy and Com-
merce Committee.

The subject of the hearing was whether the Securities
and Exchange Commission had been correct in pursuing
allegations against the Mobil Oil Corp

The hearings were, complicated and became bogged
down in questions of whether subcommittee staff meat-
bers had leaked documents to a reporter who laterbecame
involved in a libel suit.,

After thefinal version of the hearing was published last
July, a member of the subcommittee - Rep Norman F
Lent, R-N Y. - wrote Dingell to protest changes that had
been made from the originaL

In one case, Lent wrote, "I was'particularly surprised
by the mclusion of.. a letterto thearioroey general dated
Dec. 28, 1981, requesting an inquiry by the Department
of Justice into 'whether the private investigation of sub-
committee witesses and potential witnesses may have
constituted a violation of Section 1505 of Title 18, United
States Code' No refernce to this letter was at any time
made during the hearing, nor was any minority counsel
advised before or after the hearing that any such inquiry
to the attorney general had been made, Yet it appears in
the hearing record with the apparent imprimatur of the
full subcommittee" ,

record filtered
In other cases, Lent charged, the testimony of Mobil

officials was left out of the hearing record, as were some
attachments to letters from Mobil officials

He wrote Dingell, "It would appear that majority staff
hasnselectively placed in the record certain documents
while excluding others, without any authority granted to
it by the subcommittee meipbeshlil

Lent concluded, "John, I'am -onec'aed'at bis hear-
ing record is flawed and/or faultVan ddge.jot accurately
reflect the materials and documents which should appear
in the subcommittee recordpursuant to the long-standing
committee and subcommittee treatment Accordingly, I
request that the hearing record be recalled and cor-
rected"

Lent said Dingell did not respond to his request
Dingells staff referred inquiries about the matter to

subcommittee staff members, who agreed to talk about
the subject provided their names not be used

They were quick to defend the hearing record, saying
the testimony of Mobil executives was not in the record
because they had refused to testify in person

"That's the subcominittee's policy and Norm (Lent)
ought to know that," said one staff member

In his letter to Dingell, Lent said that based on the
subcommittee's actions on the hearing day, "It would
appear that Mobil had some basis for believing that its
Feb 25, 1982, statement would be included in the printed
record" I I I ' ' ', - 11

The staffers also said that while some other material
from Mobil had been left out bftherecord, it had been
quickly printed up after,Lbnt's complaints and sent to
subcommittee members '- 

"We worked hard to get that out to all subcommittee
members, and theywere all given copies," the staffer said

The staffers had no explanation of how the letter to the
attorney general got into the record, or why Dingell has
not replied to Lent.

27-09
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APPENDIX II

T1.. u~iae of xscpcctrnzuiiutn
C ommiuCE on r and OmmrIrc

. .a.hinon, D.C. 20515
July 26, 1983

Honorable John 0. Dingell

ChairmanCommittee on Energy and Cmmerce"

2125 Rayburn House Office Bldg. |
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear John:

This is in response to your Memorandum dated July 21 to all the Members
of the Cmmmittee on Energy and Commerce concerning an article which appeared
in The Wshinton Times on July 21, 193. As I advised you and Committee Counsel

Frank Potter this morning, I did not speak with any reporter from The Washington

Times concerning this matter, nor did anyone on my staff. Further, I have refused
other media requests for statements on this matter because, in my view, this is
an internal matter to the House and the Energy and Commerce Committee.

Let me further state unequivocally that your integrity has never been in

question in this matter. I have always had the highest regard for your fairness
and honesty.

The issue here, as I conveyed to you in July and August of 1982, is that the

Subcommittee staff overstepped the authority granted by you in February, 1g82 to
prepare the hearing record of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation's
February 8, 1982, hearing and to insert "appropriate documents" in the hearing

record. To compound this abuse of authority delegated to it, the staff then

orchestrated the printing of the hearing record. The staff exercised pressure

on the Government Printing Office so that the printed hearing record would be
available on July 17, 1982, the very day that two Subcommittee staffers testified

in a trial then in progress before the U.S. District Court for the District of

Columbia. The printed hearing record was on that date offered into evidence at

the trial by attorneys for The Washington Post. The printed transcript was

failed to the offices of Subcommittee Members only after that date.

I have enclosed a copy of my letter to Mr. Walker dated July 19. You wll
note that I make no allegations concerning alterations of the transcript of the

hearing. However, I have rade allegations that certain liberties were talent by

the staff with the printed and published hearing record of the February 8, 1932

hearing, and I stand by that allegation.
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Hon. John D. Dinge't
July 26, 1983
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I must point out that I never received any responses to my letters of

July 21. 1982 or August 11, 1982 in which I first raised my concerns about the
accuracy of the printed hearing record of the February 8, 1982 hearing of the
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations and requested that the hearing
record be recalled and corrected.

As I pointed out to you in my letter of July 21, 1982, I had requested during
the course of the Subcommittee's hearing on February 8, 1982, that Mobil's letter to
you dated January 28, 1982, with the attachments, be included by unanimous consent.
The printed hearing record excludes the attachments. I acknowledge that the sub-
sequent "Errata" sheet sent by you in late July, 1982, to Members of the Committee
included the additional material, but this Errata sheet was printed and published
one week after attorneys for The Washin ton Post attempted to place into evidence
in civil litigation pending in the U.S. District Court the printed hearing record
of the February 8, 1982 hearing.

I further acknowledge, as the hearing record reflects at Page 71, that you
indicated that some subsequent decision would be made concerning the proffer of
Mobil's unsworn statement at the hearing, which I had requested also be included
in the record. As I advised you on August 11, 1982, I had learned that your
Subcommittee Chief Counsel, Mr. Michael Barrett, had agreed on February 19, 1982,
that such a statement would be included in the printed hearing record. This was
evidenced by a letter dated February 19, 1982 by Mr. Paul F. Petrus, General Manager
of Mobil's Government Relations Department here in Washington to Mr. Barrett, con-
firming the oral agreement reached under which Mobil's statement would be included
in the printed hearing record. To my knowledge, Mr. Barrett neither responded in
writing to Mr. Petrus or phoned Mr. Petrus to correct any misimpression which
Mobil's representative may have had.

Had there been any difficulty with Mobil's unsworn statement appearing in
the printed and published record, appropriate language could have been inserted
immediately prior to the Mobil statement indicating the statement was submitted
after the hearing and was not under oath. This, however, was not done, and since
no further hearings on this matter involving Mobil and its corporate officers have
been conducted, the Subcommittee's hearing record of February 8 contains no infor-
mation or oral testimony from Mobil Oil, although its conduct and the conduct of a
number of its corporate officers was under scrutiny, and despite the fact that
representatives of Mobil Oil had substantial basis for believing that their state-
ment submitted on February 25, 1982, would be included in the printed hearing
record.

I remain concerned about the inclusion of "appropriate documents" in the
printed hearing record. As I advised you on July 21, 1982, 1 was particularly
surprised by the inclusion on Page 345 of the printed hearing record of your letter
to the U.S. Attorney General dated December 28, 1981, requesting an inquiry by the

Department of Justice into "whether the private investigation of Subcommittee
witnesses and potential witnesses may have constituted a violation of Section 1505

of Title XVIII, U.S. Code'." No reference to this letter was at any time made
during the course of the February 8 hearing, nor was any Minority Member or staff

member advised before or after the hearing that such an inquiry with the Attorney

General had been initiated. Yet the letter appears in the hearing record with the
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apparent imprimatur of the full Membership of the Subcommittee. As I indicated
on July 21, it seems more curious that no response by the Department of Justice
was included in the record.

I also continue to be concerned with the kinds of self-serving materials
placed in the printed hearing record of the February 8 Subcommittee hearing
concerning Peter Stocktonf of your staff. Newspaper articles focusing not on
"securities laws and corporate disclosure regulations", the subject matter of
the February hearing, but citing Mr. Stockton as a "dedicated Congressional
investigator with the reputation for taking on the big guys" and as an individual
whose "credentials are extraordinary," are totally irrelevant considerations to
the issues before the Subcommittee on February 8. The clear implication of
these materials in the printed Subcommittee hearing record is that Mr. Stockton
has been unfairly and maliciously maligned in his work by corporate bullies.
Your chief counsel of the Subcommittee has acknowledged that these materials had
no business in the printed and published hearing record. He was, of course,
correct.

Lastly, I want to explain the circumstances under which my letter'to
Congressman Walker of July 19 was prepared. As you know, the Subcommittee on
Commerce, Transportation, and Tourism, of which I am the Ranking Minority Member,
was one of the five Congressional Subcommittees which met in July, 1982 to
conduct a "one-year review" of the policies and programs of the Environmental
Protection Agency. A number of disturbing and potentially criminal alterations
occurred in the printed hearing record of that joint Subcommittee hearing.
Mr. Walker asked me, as the Ranking Minority Member of the Subcommittee,
whether I was aware of any alterations of my remarks, and I advised him that
I was not. However, I also advised him of my specific knowledge of the conduct
of the February 8, 1982 Oversight and Investigations hearing and how the printed
hearing record did not include certain material that was agreed to be included,
and contained other irrelevant and non-germane material. Mr. Walker asked me to
provide information concerning these matters, and in compliance with the request
of my colleague, I did so.

It was not my wish that Mr. Walker release these materials to the press.
However, it appears clear to me that the conduct of the Majority staff in the
preparation of the printed hearing record, as well as its conduct in the entire
investigation into this matter, has been highly questionable. As you will recall,
testimony taken in the U.S. District Court in Washington revealed that among the
materials leaked to the reporter for The Washington Post in 1979 were SEC materials
from a then "private investigation", which were subject to confidentiality restric-
tions. At that time, as you know, no Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee
hearings were contemplated and, accordingly, any staff objective to "obtain
publicity" about the topic of Subcommittee hearings was invalid. As I wrote you
In my August 21, 1982, letter, I think it is a matter of real concern that our
Subcommittee staff would obtain such materials from a Federal agency for the
apparent purpose of selective dissemination to the news media, which was documented
by Mr. Stockton's testimony before the Federal District Court and by the earlier
testimony of Post reporter Patrick Tyler.

My concerns over this matter have nothing to do with the merits or demerits
of the position of the Mobil Oil Corporation. What is at issue here is whether
printed and published records of Subcommittee hearings fairly reflect the hearings
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themselves and the understandings of hearing participants. Further, if irrelevant,

non-germane and self-serving documents can be inserted by the staff without constraint

and without the knowledge of the subcommittee membership under the guise of including

"appropriate documents", these printed hearing records will surely lose their value

to those who must examine them to ascertain legislative intent or for other historical

purposes.

While I would like to put these episodes behind us, I would be willing to

further discuss'these matters with you should you think the same appropriate.

nLcerely,

Noman F. Lent
Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Commerce, Transportation,

and Tourism

Attachments
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EXHIBIT 1

IV

98TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION H R

[Report No. 98-285]

To authorize an investigation by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct.

IN TUE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JuNE 29, 1983

Air. STOKES (for himself and Mr. SPENCE) submitted the following resolution;

which was referred to the Committee on Rules

JUNE 29, 1983

Reported with an amendment, referred to the House Calendar, and ordered to be

printed

JuwE 30, 1983

Considered, amended, and agreed to

RESOLUTION
To authorize an investigation by the Committee on Standards of

Official Conduct.

1 Resolved, That the Committee on Standards of Official

2 Conduct is authorized and directed to conduct a full and corn-

3 plete inquiry and investigation into improper alterations of

4 House documents including, but not limited to the alleged

5 alteration oL transcripts of joint hearings entitled, "EPA

6 Oversight: One Year Review", before certain subcommittees
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2

1 of the Committee on Government Operations, the Committee

2 on Energy and Commerce, and the Committee on Science

3 and Technology of the House of Representatives, Ninety-sev-

4 enth Congress, second session, July 21, and 22, 1982, and to

5 determine whether any individuals have violated the Code of

6 Official Conduct or any law, rule, regulation, or other appli-

7 cable standard of conduct, or engaged in any other miscon-

8 duct with respect to the events investigated. The scope of the

9 inquiry and investigation may be expanded by the committee

10 to extend to any matters relevant to discharging its responsi-

11 bilities pursuant to this resolution or the Rules of the House

12 of Representatives.

13 SEC. 2. The committee is authorized and directed to

14 report to the House of Representatives any findings, conclu-

15 sions, and recommendations it deems proper with respect to

16 the adequacy of the present Code of Official Conduct or the

17 Federal laws, rules, regulations, and other standards of con-

18 duct applicable to the conduct of Members, officers, or em-

19 ployees of the House of Representatives to prevent alteration

20 of transcripts of hearings or other documents of committees

21 of the House of Representatives.

22 SEC. 3. The committee, after appropriate notice and

23 hearing, shaU report to the House of Representatives its rec-

24 ommendations as to such disciplinary action, if any, that the

25 committee deems appropriate by the House of Representa-

HRES 254 ATH
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1 tives and shall in any event report to the House the results of

2 its inquiry and investigation, and said report shall be made to

3 the House not later than December 30, 1983.

4 SEc. 4. (a) For the purpose of conducting any inquiry or

5 investigation pursuant to this resolution, the committee is au-

6 thorized to request or compel-

7 (1) by subpena or otherwise-

8 (A) the attendance and testimony of any

9 person-

10 (i) at a hearing; or

11 (ii) at the taking of a deposition by one

12 or more members of the committee; and

13 (B) the production of things of any kind; and

14 (2) by interrogatory, the furnishing under oath of

15 such information as it deems necessary to such inquiry

16 or investigation.

17 (b) A subpena for the taking of a deposition or the pro-

18 duction of things may be returnable at such places and times

19 as the committee may direct.

20 (c) The authority conferred on the committee by subsec-

21 tions (a) and (b) of this section may be exercised-

22 (1) by the chairman and the ranking minority

23 member acting jointly, or, if either declines to or is

24 unable to act, by the other acting alone, except that in

25 the event either so declines or is unable to act, either

HRES 254 ATH
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1 shall have the right to refer to the committee for deci-

2 sion the question whether such authority shall be so

3 exercised, and the committee shall be convened as soon

4 as practicable to render that decision; or

5 (2) by the committee acting as a whole.

6 (d) Subpenas and interrogatories authorized under this

7 section may be issued over the signature of the chairman, or

8 ranking minority member, or any member designated by

9 either of them. A subpena may be served by any person des-

10 ignated by either of them and may be served either within or

11 without the United States.

12 (e) Any member of the committee or any other person

13 authorized by law to administer oaths may administer oaths

14 pursuant to this resolution.

15 (f) All testimony taken by deposition or things produced

16 by deposition or otherwise, or information furnished by inter-

17 rogatory pursuant to this section, other than at a hearing,

18 shall be deemed to have been taken, produced, or furnished in

19 executive session.

20 SEC. 5. For the purpose of conducting any inquiry or

21 investigation pursuant to this resolution, the committee is au-

22 thorized to sit and act, without regard to clause 2(m) of rule

23 XI of the Rules of the House of Representatives, at such

24 times and places within the United States, whether the

HRES 254 ATH
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1 House is meeting, has recessed, or has adjourned, and to hold

2 such hearings at its deems necessary.

3 SEC. 6. The committee is authorized to seek to partici-

4 pate and to participate, by special counsel appointed by the

5 committee, on behalf of the committee and the House of Rep-

6 resentatives in any judicial proceeding concerning or relating

7 in any way to any inquiry or investigation conducted pursu-

8 ant to this resolution, including proceedings to enforce a sub-

9 pena.

10 SEC. 7. The authority conferred by this resolution is in

11 addition to, and not in lieu of, the authority conferred upon

12 the committee by the Rules of the House of Representatives.

13 In conducting any inquiry or investigation pursuant to this

14 resolution, the committee is authorized to adopt special rules

15 of procedure as may be appropriate.
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EXHIBIT 2

U.S. Department of Justice

|-j, Criminal Division

A-ssstat Attorey Gceral W sington, D C 20530

Honorable Louis Stokes OCTQPFP 7, 1983

Chairman
Committee on Standards of

Official Conduct
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This letter relates to the referral to the Department
of Justice from seven Members of Congress* concerning
alleged improper alterations of transcripts relating to
joint hearings held by various Subcommittees of House
Committees on July 21 and 22, 1982. We understand that
these allegations, involving an official House document,
entitled "EPA Oversight: One-Year Review"--also identified
as Serial No. 97-199 of the Committee on Energy and Commerce
and Serial No. 168 of the Committee on Science and
Technology--have been the subject of an extensive investiga-
tion by your Committee. We also understand that your
Committee may have received written statements and sworn
testimony from Lester 0. Brown, a former staff member of the
Energy, Environment, and Natural Resources Subcommittee of
the House Government Operations Subcommittee, indicating
that Mr. Brown was responsible for having made unauthorized
changes to the original transcript.

An investigation of this matter is currently being
conducted by the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal
Division. You may be aware that the Federal Bureau of
Investigation has recently interviewed individuals believed
to possess relevant information. It is apparent that
information already obtained by your Committee would greatly
facilitate the Department's investigation of these serious
allegations. In order to assess the extent of unauthorized
modifications for which Mr. Brown has acknowledged respon-
sibil'ity, we are most immediately interested in obtaining

*Larry Winn, Jr., Robert S. Walker, William Carney, John
Hiler, F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr., Judd Gregg, and Claudine
Schneider.
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any statement or other information provided to the Committee

by Mr. Brown or his attorney. In addition, we understand
that your Committee has acquired other significant mater-

ials, including notes and photocopies of materials prepared

by Congressional staff members in connection with authorized
changes made to the original transcripts, which would assist

us in this investigation. Finally, we would appreciate the

opportunity to review statements provided to the Committee

by witnesses and any other materials which you deem
pertinent.

It is impossible to overemphasize the need for your

cooperation in this important investigation. If you have

any questions concerning this matter, please contact

Joseph E. Gangloff of the Public Integrity Section, the

attorney handling this case, at 724-7064. Of course, you

may contact me directly.

We look forward to your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Stephen S. Trott

Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division

John C. Keeney
deputy Assistant Attorney Geel

- Criminal Divislon

NO :!I'II;:1AU0

£0 :Z i:H I11i0 £gSI

O31,13O3U



EXHIBIT 3

vjg) DOug;C of Rrpr~cnEfiht;
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT

Magbinon., T.f. 20515

September 16, 1983-

Dear Colleague:

As you know, House Resolution 254 authorizes and directs the Com-
mittee on Standards of Official Conduct to investigate alleged improper
alterations of House documents. The Resolution also directs the
Committee to report to the House any recommendations it deems appropriate
to prevent such actions. To this end, the Conittee seeks the advice
and suggestions of Members regarding the procedures by which the official
records of the House are edited and published.

Therefore, if you wish to offer suggestions with respect to existing
or proposed procedures affecting the editing and publishing of House
documents, the Committee would be pleased to receive them.

So that the Committee can expeditiously review and analyze such
advice and set a hearing schedule, we ask that you notify the Committee
within seven days of-your intention to respond on the matter.

n 

e 
I ye

Ranking ( ority member
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EXHIBIT 4
Page I of 2

INTERROGATORIES

1. Have you, or to your knowledge, has a member of either your clerk-hire
staff or a committee or subcommittee staff, ever noted or brought to your
attention any unauthorized changes to-testimony or statements you have made
either as a witness before or as a member of, a congressional committee or
subcommittee? Yes No

If yes, pleas& detail who noted the changes, when and where they occurred,
and how they were identified. (Attach additional sheets if necessary.)

2. Have you, or to your knowledge, has a member of either your clerk-hire
staff or a committee or subcommittee staff, ever noted or brought to your
attention any unauthorized changes to statements other Members of Congress
have made on the floor of the House of Representatives? Yes . No

If yes, please detail who noted the changes, when and where they occurred
and how they were identified. (Attach additional sheets if necessary.)

3. Have you, or to your knowledge, has a member of either your clerk-hire
staff or a committee or subcommittee staff, ever noted or brought to your
attention any unauthorized changes to statements other Members of Congress
or witnesses have made either as a witness before or as a member of a
congressional committee or subcommittee? Yes No

If yes, please detail who noted the changes, when and where they occurred,
and how they were identified. (Attach additional sheets if necessary.)

4. Have you, or to your knowledge, has a member of either your clerk-hire
staff or a committee or subcommittee staff, ever noted or brought to your
attention any unauthorized changes to statements you have made on the floor
of the House of Representatives? Yes No

If yes, please detail who noted the changes, when and where they occurred,
and how they were identified. (Attach additional sheets if necessary.)
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5. Do you have any information regarding any unauthorized alterations

to official proceedings of the House of Representatives?

6. Does someone you know have, or claim to have (now or in the past),
any information regarding any unauthorized alterations to official
proceedings of the House of Representatives?

CERTIFICATION

I, certify to the

House Comnittee on Standards of Official Conduct, pursuant

to its investigation under House Resolution 254, that the

foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on

Signature

THIS INTER|ROGATORY IS TO BE COMPLETED AND
RETURNED TO THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS
OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT, ROOM 2360 RAYBURN HOUSE
OFFICE BUILDING, NOT LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 15,
1983.



EXHIBIT 5

Page 1 of I

INTERROGATORIES

I. Have you, or to your knowledge, has a Member of Congress, or an

individual working on a congressional , coroittee, or subcommittee

staff, ever noted or brought to Your attention any unauthorized changes

to statements made by you, a Member of Congress, or a witness, during

any official proceeding of the House of Representatives? Yes

No

If yes, please detail who noted the changes, when and where they

occurred, and how they were identified. (Attached additional sheets

if necessary.)

2. Do you have any information regarding any unauthorized alterations

to official proceedings of the House of Representatives?

3. Does someone you know have, or claim to have (now or in the past),

any information regarding any uP, uthorized alterations to official

proceedings of the House of Reprcsentatives?
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EXHIBIT 6

HOUSE RESOLUTION 254

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, at 10:25, in room 2359-A, Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. Louis Stokes (chairman of the committee)
presiding.

Present: Representatives Stokes, Spence, Rahall, Myers, Dixon,
Forsythe, Fazio, Brown, and Coyne.

Staff present: John M. Swanner, staff director; Jan Loughry, sec-
retary; Ralph L. Lotkin, chief counsel, altered transcript investiga-
tion; Richard J. Powers, chief investigator, altered transcript inves-
tigation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Chair at this time would make a preliminary statement.

Since June 30 of this year, the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct has been engaged in a wide-ranging and intensive investi-
gation of allegations that improper alterations were made to House
documents. The investigation, authorized and directed by House
Resolution 254, has embraced all aspects of the process and proce-
dure by which the official documents of the House are issued.

The investigation has been conducted in essentially a two-tiered
way. First, it focused narrowly on all allegations of improper alter-
ations to House documents. And, second, it focused broadly on the
process and procedures resulting in the official documents of the
House.

On September 14 and 16, the committee invited interested mem-
bers, staff, and others to offer advice, comments, or suggestions re-
garding the editing and printing process. The September 14 and 16
invitations were followed by letters to all members indicating that
the committee would receive testimony on the matter.

Today's hearing represents the culmination of nearly 4 months
of investigation and analysis pursuant to House Resolution 254. On
behalf of the committee I would like to thank all of those individ-
uals who responded to our call for comments and suggestions. The
committee will include, as part of the record of today's hearing, the
written responses and statements for the record it has received.
[See material at end of hearing.]

I would also like to thank, in advance, those members and staff
who are offering advice and comments at today's hearing for their
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interest and concern over the integrity of the process by which offi-
cial House documents are published.

The Chair now welcomes both Representative Robert S. Walker
and also Mr. Judd Gregg, our colleague. At this time Mr. Gregg
and Mr. Walker, you may proceed in any way that you like.

STATEMENT OF HON. JUDD GREGG, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Mr. GREGG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate the op-
portunity to come before your committee, and I appreciate the dili-
gence with which your committee has sought to review the ques-
tions raised and issues presented by House Resolution 254. I will be
very brief, because what I really want to do is get on record on
some of the issues which I hope that you have had a chance to ad-
dress, and you may well have addressed most of them already.

As you mentioned, there is a two-tier issue here. As to the first
tier, there are a number of questions which I think have to be ad-
dressed, and some to them you have addressed, the first tier being
the alterations of comments made by myself and six or seven other
members of our committee and the Science Committee, and the
Commerce and Energy Committee during the EPA oversight hear-
ings.

The questions which arise out of those changes are, first, obvious-
ly, who made them, and that is clearly the intent of your investiga-
tion.

Second, whether or not prior to those changes being made, there
were Members of Congress who were aware that there was an at-
tempt being made to change those, and whether or not after the
changes had been made, Members of Congress were aware that
those changes had been made, and took no remedial actions as a
result of their knowledge.

Third, whether or not the changes were made as part of a group
decision or whether they were made by an individual. Obviously,
one individual has resigned over this issue. Did that person act by
himself; was that person the prime modus operandi for this in-
stance, or were there other individuals involved in making the de-
cision to make the changes or participating in the decision to make
the changes.

And collateral to that issue, after the changes were made, did
members of the staffs of the three committees involved become
aware of those changes having been made but took no remedial
action and did not notify either the members whose remarks were
changed or any other person of a high position of authority that
the changes had occurred; so was there sort of an accomplis after
the fact, accomplis prior to the fact situation here.

And was there a purpose behind the changes. Was there an
intent. Were they done for the purpose of creating an atmosphere
in which the members whose remarks were changed were going to
be perceived as being incompetent or foolish or unprepared for
their remarks, or were they done out of simply some sort of frivo-
lous intent that wasn't tied to a larger purpose of attacking basical-
ly an entire group of members.



Those, I think, are the specific questions which I hope this com-
mittee will address and answer, and be able to answer through its
investigation relative to the specific instance of the changes that
grew out of the EPA hearing.

On a much higher plane, I think that we as a Congress have to
address the attitude which seems to have arisen amongst staff,
throughout the Congress in many areas, that the procedure of pre-
paring the business of Congress is subject to their whim and to
their actions unilaterally taken. Obviously there have been a
number of allegations made over the last few months that there
were other occurrences where changes occurred in transcripts, or
changes occurred in report language, which were unauthorized and
which were done unilaterally by somebody who was not participat-
ing in the process as an active member or witness, and it seems to
me that if this committee is going to fulfill the charge under House
Resolution 254, there has to be a chronicle of the various instances
where these allegations have been made, and a specific investiga-
tion of each one of these instances, to determine just how wide-
spread, if at all, this practice of arbitrary and unilateral changing
of statements by members or witnesses is.

The charge to this committee is obviously a very serious one and
I know is taken very seriously, but from my perspective it is prob-
ably raised at a higher level than maybe other members are aware
of, because I think that it is critical, as a member whose comments
have been changed, that we have as an institution the confidence
of the public, and the confidence of the public depends, of course,
on the public's ability to perceive that what we say is what we
mean, and the way we say it is being reported accurately as we
wish it to be.

The failure that has occurred here has been a failure which calls
into question the entire legislative history not only of the subcom-
mittee which I was serving on at the time, but of all committees.
Anyone who now wishes to make a specious comment about the

U.S. Congress can point to this instance as an instance where the

Congress legislative history was inaccurate and was abused, and if

we are going to maintain the credibility and the integrity of our

legislative history, it is going to be really up to this committee to

make it clear that all the various occurrences that have been al-

leged have been investigated and fully looked into, so that no one

in an arbitrary manner can point to the record of the Congress and

say that that record is not one that is kept accurately and within

the confines of how we structure our procedures.
That is why your report is absolutely essential, in my opinion, to

restoring and reinforcing our process as an institution. Thus I

would just once again like to commend you for undertaking this

task, but to ask you to be sure that you not limit the scope of your

investigation, and that you do respond to the various issues and

questions which I have tried to point out.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gregg. We would certainly like

to thank you for your testimony here this morning. The Chair

would also note that we have now been joined by the gentleman

from Indiana, Mr. Hiler.



Mr. Walker, do you want to proceed at this time? You may
present your statement in any way you so desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT S. WALKER, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate this opportunity to testify. As

a member who is directly affected by transcript alteration, I feel an
obligation to my constituents, to my colleagues in the House, and
to myself, to come before you and to urge the most thorough inves-
tigation possible be pursued so that this reprehensible episode can
be brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

Mr. Chairman, the issue here is more serious than an effort to
embarrass any individual Member of Congress. The subcommittee
involved, the full committees, and the House of Representatives
have been insulted. This institution is one of tradition, of prece-
dent, and of pride. The historical record that we establish every
day in the work that we do can be awesome in its magnitude. It
can be quite ordinary and it can be quite dull, but it should always
be honest.

That is central to the keeping of the people's faith, and, after all,
this is the people's house. In application and government, Mr.
Chairman, our word is our currency. Someone, somewhere, decided
to steal our currency and to counterfeit it. I urge the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct to help us get to the bottom of this
matter and thus to restore value to our words and deeds.

This case is one that has gone to the very core of the integrity of
this institution which we all love and serve. The problem of unau-
thorized alterations, and any proposed solution to that problem, are
issues which affect each and every Member of the House.

When an alert counsel with the Committee on Science and Tech-
nology first noticed that there had been changes in the published
version of the EPA hearings of last year and brought them to my
attention I must say that my first reaction was to ask, "How could
that happen? Who would dare do such a thing?" But we now know
that it did happen and that there obviously was someone who
dared to do just exactly that.

There is a particularly insidious threat to every Member of this
great body in this incident since we all live, and die, by our words.
It is a fundamental part of our profession to take public stands on
dozens of issues each and every week. What we say on the floor of
the House, or in our committee meetings, is properly a matter of
public record. Over the course of each Congress we create a fabric
of stands on a wide range of problems and legislative issues. And
each of us knows that those stands are available to the public in
the Congressional Record and in the printed records of our commit-
tee proceedings.

There have been far too many things going on within the Con-
gress for a Member to have the time to read each and every docu-
ment published each year, and we have always counted on the ef-
forts of the staff to insure that the records were correct. Within the
institution of the Congress we have been blessed with an extraordi-
narily dedicated and competent group of highly professional staff



people who carry a heavy burden in doing all of the behind-the-
scenes work which is necessary to make the legislative branch
work.

I first came to Capitol Hill as a member of the staff, and I have
many, many examples of professionalism firsthand. And I will say
that that professionalism exists on both sides of the aisle. Just as I
have learned that Members can strongly disagree on certain issues
and still work cooperatively within the rules, I have also seen
many examples of majority and minority staff maintaining a
highly professional relationship while still representing totally dif-
ferent points of view.

But this case represents the terrible damage that can happen
when a single bad apple gets into the barrel. While the results of
your investigation have not yet been made public, I surmise that in
the matter of the alterations in the EPA hearings record that we
are dealing with a single perpetrator who acted, for whatever
reason, entirely on his own. I have no doubt that virtually every
Member of Congress, regardless of party affiliation, condemns
those actions and would be willing to take steps to insure that they
never happen again.

The House directed that this committee undertake an investiga-
tion and make recommendations on the matter. I congratulate
each of you, and your staff, for what has obviously been a very dili-
gent effort. I must say that from the moment that these alterations
were first discovered my suspicions were focused on the individual
who has now admitted to making the unauthorized changes.

My fear was that all of the evidence had been destroyed and that
it would be impossible to provide a case against the guilty party.
The fact that you were able to gather sufficient evidence to con-
vince the perpetrator to admit his guilt and submit a resignation is
a major accomplishment and I think that it shows remarkable dili-
gence and professionalism on the part of the investigative staff of
this committee.

I understand that in the very near future you will report back to
the House on the results of your investigation. I expect that you

will have suggestions for changes int he House rules to lessen the

possibility of such occurrences in the future. I think such changes
are needed, and I supported the change in the rules of the Commit-
tee on Science and Technology that now requires that all of our

proceedings on that committee be printed in a verbatim transcrip-
tion.

But I think there is still a major problem which must be ad-

dressed. I am not a lawyer. I do not claim to be an expert on the

law. But during our discussion of this matter on the Science Com-
mittee it was suggested by Mr. Reid of Nevada, who is a distin-

guished attorney, that these alterations appeared to constitute

criminal acts.
It appears to me that there are at least several of these unau-

thorized alterations which constitute violations of the United

States Code. I am also concerned that because of these alterations

the entire printing of the EPA hearings record had to be reprinted.

Based upon the approximate cost of producing each page of the

Congressional Record, it has been estimated that the cost to the

taxpayer for that reprinting could well be in excess of $75,000.



Further, as a result of those unauthorized alterations, we have
had the costs of this committee's investigation, and the costs of pro-
ducing your record and the report on this matter, the costs of the
proceedings of the House of Representatives on the day when the
resolution was adopted, and again on the day when the report is
considered. Those costs will undoubtedly far exceed the cost of re-
printing the entire original report.

There are some who have viewed this as some kind of minor
transgression, or as some kind of bad practical joke. But, in reality,
whatever the intent, it has cost the taxpayers of this country tens
of thousands of dollars if not hundreds of thousands. And that is
neither minor, nor is it a joke on the American taxpayer.

Because of the seriousness of this action, I and a number of other
Members requested the Attorney General of the United States to
make an investigation to determine if there were grounds for
criminal action against the person, or persons, responsible for the
unauthorized alterations, and also to determine if the Government
could proceed in some manner to recover the costs associated with
those actions.

I feel very strongly that if we had a situation in which some Gov-
ernment employee had defrauded the United States out of that
kind of money, or if we knew that some employee had filed false
claims against the Government for tens of thousands of dollars, we
would immediately move to insure that the funds were recovered,
and that the individual was prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law.

But I understand that there may be some problem in any pros-
ecution in this case because of the fact that all of the individuals
involved in this matter have turned over to this committee all of
the materials which they had concerning the unauthorized alter-
ations. As a result, this committee now has virtually all of the evi-
dence which would be required for a successful prosecution.

Under the rules of this House this committee only has jurisdic-
tion over the actions of current Members, officers, and employees
of the House. It appears that because the individual who has been
identified in the newspapers as the responsible party is no longer
an employee of the House that this committee has no jurisdiction
over him.

Now it is possible that this individual may escape the conse-
quences of his acitons because his employmnent was terminated. I
think that this would be a tragic ending to an episode which has
shaken public faith and public confidence in this honorable institu-
tion. No matter what the final result of this investigation may be,
and no matter what changes the House determines should be made
in the rules of the House to safeguard us in the future, I feel very
strongly that any individual who so outrageously abuses the trust
of this House should face the full consequences of his or her ac-
tions.

Therefore, I am here today to request this committee to make
available to the Department of Justice any and all materials in the
committee files which would be germane to their investigation into
the possible criminal prosecution, or a civil action for recovery, in
this matter.



I know that there are some who have indicated they see consti-
tional issues involved here. As I indicated earlier, I am not a
lawyer, but it does not take a constititional scholar to see that
these arguments cannot be supported. The first argument, I have
been told, is based upon the speech and debate clause of the Consti-
tution. That clause is a protection for individual Members of Con-
gress to insure that they will be free to engage in full and open
debate on controversial issues.

How can anyone possibly attempt to claim that the protection
which belongs to each individual Member to speak freely can be
twisted in some way to protect some staff member who acts to
change what the Member of Congress actually said?

The second constitutional issue revolves around the separation of
powers clause. This is an issue which is not so lightly dismissed. It
is one which many Members of Congress can understand and feel
strongly about. But it is one that I think is not applicable in this
particular case. Normally, I would feel that the executive branch of
Government has no business questioning any Member of Congress,
or any of our officers and staff members for the performance of
their official duties. But that is not the case here.

I cannot believe that any Member of Congress would possibly
argue that altering another Member's words so as to discredit him
is possibly within the official duties of anyone within the legislative
branch. There is no way that I can possibly see that these actions
can be defended, or protected, as proper performance of duties
within the scope of the individual's employment by the legislative
branch.

What we have here is clearly an independent act, or a series of
acts, which were undertaken by an individual, with no possible col-
oration of acting within the scope of his duties. We would not allow
some staff member to commit murder, or to sell defense secrets, or
to do any other criminal acts within these halls with impunity, so
why should we suddenly find some reason to cloak this person, or
persons, with some form of congressional immunity?

I see this entire episode as an assault upon the honor of the
House and upon the honor of the individual Members of Congress
who were wronged. We must send a message to each and every
person who is selected to serve this great institution that the stand-
ards for service here are very high, that the ethical standard
against which each Member of Congress, each officer of the House
or Representatives, and each individual on the staff is measured is
strict and unyielding.

We have all seen episodes in recent years in which Members and
staff people who did not meet those high standards have brought
disgrace upon this House. In those cases there has been no question
that the actions for which they were tried and convicted were
clearly outside the scope of the constitutional protections. I submit
to you today that there is no difference in the present case.

There are thousands of decent people who serve this institution
who are shamed and disgraced that these kinds of things have hap-
pened. There are people on the staff who have devoted a lifetime to
serving the Congress and who have never dreamed that this type of
thing would ever happen. Those faithful individuals deserve to
know that when someone who is dishonest, someone who is unethi-



cal, someone who does not understand honor, brings shame down
upon the institution by acts which breach that high ethical stand-
ard that there is no question that those reprehensible individuals
will have to live with the full legal consequences of those actions.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I urge you to make
all of the relevant materials in your files available to the Depart-
ment of Justice so that we may see this disgrace go beyond the
report which you issue and brought to a fitting and proper conclu-
sion in the courts.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Walker, for your presentation,

very thoughtful presentation, and the suggestions, recommenda-
tions which you have made here to us this morning.

At the conclusion of the gentleman from Indiana's testimony we
will permit the panel to pose questions to the two of you, if they
have any.

The Chair now recognizes Mr. Hiler.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN HILER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Mr. HILER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, first of all let me extend my appreciation to you

and the other distinguished members of this panel for permitting
my this opportunity to discuss the serious issue of the deliberate
and illegal alterations of official transcripts. As you know, I am one
of several Members whose statements at a joint committee hearing
last year were changed.

Mr. Chairman, the altering of official documents shakes the
foundation upon which our Government was founded. It casts a
dark cloud over our ability to deliberate the serious issues which
affect this Nation in a truthful, open, and honest way. For us to
reduce this matter to an issue of partisanship would not only be
deceiving, it would be wrong.

This is why several of my colleagues and I feel strongly that the
perpetrators of these alterations should be prosecuted to the fullest
extent of the law. A mere resignation in no way will deter others
from perhaps committing changes that cripple the legislative proc-
ess and affect the way each of us elected to serve in the House
work with each other.

The investigation we sought and obtained by the Justice Depart-
ment was not for the purpose of challenging or hindering the abili-
ty of this committee. Far from it. We sought the independent inves-
tigation because it is our view that if the offending person or per-
sons committed a criminal act, they should not go unpunished. To
do otherwise, in my view, would make mockery of the law and the
legislative process.

Mr. Chairman, it is my hope and recommendation to You that
this committee, in its final report to the House, recognize the very
serious nature of these alterations and fully punish those responsi-
ble. We must deter such acts from happening again. If we fail to
punish to the fullest extent of the law, we would question, in my
view, our resolve to conduct the business of this House in a truth-



ful, honest, and open way, the hallmark of our legislative process
and example to the world.

The nature of the changes themselves are not earth shattering,
but for the committee to weigh the seriousness of the changes in
their report to the House would be a tragic mistake. The issue here
is one of integrity. The integrity of our governmental process has
been wounded by these alterations. The only way to heal the proc-
ess is to make sure that it never happens again.

I think that there are several specific kinds of actions which I
believe we as a Congress need to take. It may or may not be in the
purview of this particular committee, but it seems to me that the
entire revise-and-extend privilege which we have a Members, both
on the floor and in committee, needs to be reviewed. If that is in
the purview of this committee, so be it, but I think that a specific
study of the way we conduct our revise-and-extend privilege needs
to be tackled, and I think we also need to review the procedure
that is used to get a transcript to the final print.

Every committee does it a little bit differently, it is my under-
standing, and I think that we should have a full overview of the
way that process is handled. I think that we must do everything
possible to hinder the ability of any unauthorized changes to take
place, and while the committee is looking into who perpetrated this
particular changed [sic], I think we need to have that overview of
the entire process.

And third, I might add, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania
said, there are literally thousands of honest, decent, hardworking,
loyal, dedicated staff people on the Hill, and I think it is unfortu-
nate that this particular episode calls into question the people that
we, as Members, depend on to get a lot of the day-to-day work
done, but I think it is true that staff members tend to reflect the
attitudes of the Members they work for.

I think that part of the report that you all put out should include
a warning to us as Members that statements we may make or the
intensity that we share also is shared by the staff, and sometimes
in an exuberance to perform well for their Members they may do
things that are both unethical and illegal, and I think that a warn-
ing should go to Members that we need to be cognizant of that, and
that we need to insure that the people that work for us individual-
ly know that there are certain bounds and certain restraints with
which we all operate under.

Mr. Chairman, with that, I finish my testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hiler. Let me on

behalf of the committee thank you for taking time out of your
schedule and coming here this morning and giving us the benefit of
the presentation that you have made. Both of you gentlemen along
with Mr. Gregg, who was here earlier, have certainly been very
helpful by the presentations that you have made here this morn-
ing.

The Chair will operate under the 5-minute rule. Mr. Rahall.
Mr. RAHALL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Not exactly a question,

just maybe a comment. As was indicated, Mr. Walker, in your
statement, as you know, Mr. Hiler, the person responsible has ad-



mitted his guilt and resigned. Do you know of anything further we
can do to that person, other than what the Justice Department
might do in a criminal sense? And it has been referred to them al-
ready.

Mr. HILER. Let me say that a person has resigned. It is up to you
all to say whether that person was responsible, and it is up to the
Justice Department to determine if there was criminal activity,
and I hope that in my statement I didn't pin it on a particular indi-
vidual, because I by no means intended to do that.

It is in my estimation that a criminal action has taken place, and
I think that action needs to be prosecuted, and I think whatever
this committee can do in assisting the Justice Department, who
does have responsibility for prosecution of cases like this, I think
we need to do that, and I know Bob has mentioned the separations
of power issue, and of course it is a very, very important issue.

But if an individual can commit a criminal activity, and basically
escape by resignation, where there is a clear-cut criminal activity
having taken place, I think we really wound the process, and ad-
mittedly sometimes that is going to hurt. I mean, as I say, I don't
think this is a partisan issue. I think it is an institutional issue,
and--

Mr. SPENCE. I understand what you mean. I just wanted to make
the point, of course, that we only have limited jurisdiction, the Jus-
tice Department has additional jurisdiction, and sometimes we are
confronted with this situation, and of course the added problem, as
has been brought out with the speech and debate and all the prob-
lems we have involved with the different branches of Government
which affect a lot of Members, not just involved in this particular
incident right here, but, well, for the future, the dealings with the
different branches of Government, and the sanctity of what is said
in speech and debate in this House that we are so protective of.

Mr. WALKER. In my statement I indicated that the individual
that has been referred to is simply a case of the newspaper reports
identifying a particular individual who has resigned, and you know
it is our assumption that in large part that came out of the dili-
gence of the work of this committee. Whether or not it goes beyond
that, of course, we won't know until you are prepared to issue your
report, and we will look forward to that.

There are two things, I think, one that I highlighted in my state-
ment, and that is that I would hope that the committee would, in-
sofar as is possible, cooperate with the Justice Department investi-
gation by turning over the files. Obviously, those files consist of the
whole case, and the Justice Department cannot proceed unless
those files do become a part of their investigation.

Second, it would be my hope that in your report, that there
would be an indication that there may be possible criminal activity
involved. If that is what you find that would also indicate beyond
the bounds of this body, namely, into the executive branch, that
this committee's findings are such that you find that there may be
an involvement of criminal activity that is beyond the scope of the
committee, but not beyond the scope of legal action taken against
individuals who are responsible for that kind of activity.

Mr. SPENCE. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dixon.



Mr. DIXON. Congressman Walker, you and I are obviously on dif-
ferent ends of the political spectrum, and I would like to join the
chairman in congratulating you on your fine testimony, with the
exception of your request here to turn over to Justice, which I
would like to reserve on, and it is obviously an issue that the com-
mittee will discuss.

I wholeheartedly concur with every word that you uttered here
this morning. It is one of the few times that I think we can both
agree, Bob, on an issue. Thank you very much.

Mr. WALKER. Well, I thank you, and, as I indicated, it has been
my experience that a wide variety of Members are deeply con-
cerned about the issue that we are involved with here, and I thank
you very much for your statement.

Mr. DIXON. I think you are absolutely correct on this issue.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Myers.
Mr. MYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I might add to my colleague the differences between individuals

isn't always political. The gentleman from Pennsylvania and I
have disagreed. We sit on the same side of the political aisle, but
we have had disagreements. I, too, join my colleagues in thanking
both of you, and all three of you, for your testimony this morning.

As is obvious from your testimony and the experience we have
had, we have a very difficult problem here, and a very sensitive
one, and one that has some definite legal questions that I am not
sure this committee can even answer in all of its wisdom. Maybe
not. It is a very serious problem that we are confronted with, and
the questions you raise, Bob, are serious ones.

I am not sure about the constitutional question. In fact, I would
have to reverse your analogy somewhat. I think the constitutional
rights of Members of Congress, for that experience that is protected
by the Constitution, has been denied by the actions or action that
has taken place here in the changing of the records. I think the
constitutional rights of the member have been denied, so I think
there is a question here, but I think it comes down to what our re-
sponsibility is now. It is obvious, since the one now confessed perpe-
trator of some of this changing of records, if not all of it, has been
terminated, so he is outside the jurisdiction of this committee and
the Congress.

However, the testimony, the records, all the evidence is in the
hands of this committee, and I think it does raise a very serious
problem what action we should take, and I see somewhat an anal-
ogy with-and I hate to bring this word up-Watergate, where it
was just somewhat the reverse.

The Executive had all the evidence, and we demanded that it be
turned over to the Congress, and rightfully so, because we had
some concern about this. Now it is just the reverse. We are holding
all the evidence, and if it is criminal-and I am not sure it is, and I
don't think it is probably in the jurisdicition of this committee to
decide whether the action was criminal.

But in the event, we cannot make that decision today, because
the jurisdiction no longer lies with us, so it has to be placed with
someone else, and I think the evidence from what I can see here, I
think it is a serious question that this committee is going to have



to decide: Do we turn the evidence over to someone who does have
the responsibility of deciding whether it is criminal or not.

To me it is a very serious problem that has been taken here. If it
is criminal, we cannot, we must not withhold that evidence. If we
are, we are just as guilty as those who tried to protect or insulate
or deny Congress the right to have the access to the Watergate tes-
timony.

Mr. WALKER. You make an excellent point. The problem with
raising speech and debate in this context is the fact that it would
be a real perversion of speech and debate to suggest that any mem-
ber's words could be changed at any time, and there is no way of
getting to the person who makes those kinds of changes. I mean,
that would be a terrible perversion.

That would in fact, as you say, deny the constitutional rights of
members to be assured that their speech and debate was protected,
but also assure that a mere resignation would allow the person to
escape any kind of penalty for such actions, and that the executive
branch, through the Justice Department, would have no recourse
in such a matter. That would be, I think, a destruction of the very
principle upon which that constitutional phrase was predicated.

Mr. MYERS. Well, the question today isn't whether we punish the
person that has already confessed. I think the precedence is most
important here. Possibly that person has received enough punish-
ment. I can't decide that today, and should not, but in any event
the precedence is the important thing here.

I don't think that this committee, personally, and the Congress,
can be in a position of withholding the only evidence available to
someone else who should make the decision whether it is criminal
or not. I think we do have a definite responsibility.

Mr. WALKER. That is the fundamental point. I thank you.
Mr. MYERS. We thank you for your testimony. It is a difficult

question this committee is going to have to decide.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fazio?
Mr. FAZIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too would like to join in

the plaudits that have been addressed to you gentlemen for your
efforts.

I must confess initially I was somewhat skeptical. I thought per-
haps there might be a purely partisan intent in what might end up
being a witch hunt. I think I have been reassured by the serious-
ness with which you have addressed the matters and the way you
presented them both here and on the floor, and I think out of this
will come, I hope, some real good for the institution, and it may be
beyond the purview of this committee, but I would like to hear
from both of you, if you would like to comment, on how you feel
about the issue of a verbatim transcript versus the concept that
some committees are already using, which tightly control the origi-
nal transcript of debate, and which provide the mechanism by
which we can be assured that this sort of thing will not occur.

There are two approaches, obviously, to the ultimate protection
that the institution and the members need. I am wondering if you
could express your views on those.

Mr. WALKER. I personally favor verbatim transcripts in commit-
tee and a verbatim Congressional Record, and I realize that that



carries with it some problems. Punctuation and all kinds of things
can enter into the matter and it carries with it some penalties. But
other legislative branches in other countries and even in the
United States manage to do it, and I think we probably could too.
And I think that the penalties associated with verbatim are far less
over the long run than the penalties that are associated with the
present rather loose, revise and extend privilege, so much of what
goes on in this body is subject to the interpretation of people out-
side this body, once we are finished with our actions.

Right now the revise and extend privilege is permitting that in-
terpretation to be characterized in ways different from what the
debate would have shown and I think that is a problem.

I might also say that one thing that bothers me at the present
time is that on the House floor, and to some extent in committee
meetings, we have two different transcripts. We have a verbatim
transcript and then a revised and extended transcript.

The verbatim transcript is in the video tapes that are done. The
revise and extend is in the printed word. When those two don't
agree, it is somewhat embarrassing for this body and I think it ulti-
mately reflects on the trust that this body can expect from the
American people when we find discrepancies between those two.
And so I think, given the fact that we have decided to have open
coverage of the House of Representatives, and open coverage of
committee meetings, that we ought to now go to the next step and
make certain that the official documents that come out of those
sessions are also verbatim.

Mr. HILER. I have no particular problem with severely limiting
the revise and extend clause. I notice that there are times when I
go over my remarks from the transcripts that there will be what I
would call technical inaccuracies, and I think that is always going
to happen, and I think that you have got to have the ability to take
care of technical inaccuracies somehow.

I think in terms of the number of times when remarks are added
into the Record or things are added in, as if they had been spoken,
it seems to me that that could be handled by putting it at the end

of the official Record with clearcut remarks that these things were

not spoken, that they were added into the Record.
I think that could happen on the floor as well. It is sometimes

amazing when you look at or you have heard what has been said

on the floor, and then you read the printed transcript, the printed

Record, and it may be significantly different, and it seems to me

that the ability to add things into the Record under revise and

extend is all right, but that should be clearly marked when some-

thing is different than what was spoken.
And so we might have said besides what was spoken and what

was added.
Whatever we do, the process is not going to work as easily as it

has worked in the past because certainly the process has worked

for the convenience of the members, not necessarily for the conven-
,ience of history.

Mr. FAzIo. Apparently the committees are left to their own de-

,vices in this area. Each develops its own procedures and rules.

Would you advocate an across-the-board kind of approach to

standardizingg the way committees deal with their own records?



Mr. HILER. I would advocate that. I think that the procedures
that are used both in terms of revise and extend and the proce-
dures that are used to get a transcript to a printed form should be
standard.

I think one of the difficulties that you gentlemen may have had
in this process, and certainly in the initial stages when we were
trying to look at it was the complete lack of information on how
the process even takes place, and it was different in Energy and
Commerce than it was in Government Operations, than it was in
Science and Technology, and I think that that is a process that
ought to be standardized, and, frankly, if you severely limit the
revise and extend, it would probably make that much easier.

Mr. WALKER. Let me say in that regard, I think it is particularly
necessary that some kind of standardization be implemented if we
are going to have joint hearings of the type this EPA hearing was.

One of the problems that grew out of this EPA hearing was the
fact that you had three different committees involved, all with a
little different way of operating. And it was a highly partisan kind
of meeting that had tempers flaring on all sides. And the bottom
line was that you had staffs then that were not used to working
with each other. That, I think, helped even aggravate the situation
further. And so some standardization of procedures, whenever you
are going to have such joint hearings, appears almost necessary for
the smooth working of the body.

Mr. FAZIO. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Forsythe.
Mr. FORSYTHE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I too join in the commendation for our three witnesses this morn-

ing. I think it is very helpful.
On this revise and extend, and again I am not sure that this is in

our jursidiction, but we have gotten into conversation-I am not
sure that what we do now in the House where we do have a verba-
tim, not only sound, but sight, and still revise and extend, of
course, is used, doesn't give the protection that is of concern as to
whether there is a substantive alteration in what does transpire,
and maybe that is what is needed at the committee level, as it is
used by many of our reporters at the committee level, and would
again give that assurance that if there is monkey business, there is
a record to clearly be able to deal with it because I think if you go
too hard on limiting this revise and extend, it is going to procedur-
ally give us some problems just in the time involved because very
frequently-and I use it myself-you will have a written statement
and summarize it very briefly verbally.

Now, if you read one and hear the other, it is obvious there is a
broad difference, but if it is not something that is controversial or
substantive changes, I think it does expedite very much.

I think it is something that we must look at very carefully.
I would also, and Mr. Hiler had brought out some specifics, as

does the testimony of our colleague, Mr. Durbin, whose testimony
is here although he is not, in terms of some other procedural mat-
ters, that I think we are going to take more study, if this commit-
tee does have jurisdiction, and I think since we initially have it, we
should at least be the one that transmits it rather than let it die
with this committee on that basis.



That we may want to get out the report on this phase now with-
out going into the more long-range matters that have been suggest-
ed, and I hope that doesn't bother you in this process.

[See material at end of hearing.]
Mr. HiLER. Will the gentleman yield at that point?
For my own, and I am sure it is probably the case for the others,

I think that the importance of the first report is to edify the specif-
ic problem that occurred. I think the solutions, I would hope that
the solutions, particularly if it involves a significant recommenda-
tion to change the revise and extend clause should only be done
after serious study and it may not be the Ethics Committee's juris-
diction to do that.

It may take a select committee to meet for a year to review some
of this, and I personally have no problem with that.

I think the report, if it can edify what happened in this particu-
lar case, that will certainly have made me feel a heck of a lot
better.

Mr. WALKER. The only caveat I would put on that is that I think
that it might be well to do it in timely enough fashion that we
could have something, some kind of recommendation before the
next Congress convenes, so that any rules changes that would be
necessary could take place at the convening of the next term of
Congress.

Mr. FOSYTHE. Of course, that again is one of the problems. As we
all are aware of the heat to get out of this year.

Mr. WALKER. I am talking about moving from the 98th to the
99th Congress.

Mr. FORSYTHE. Yes, that is a good comment.
I would just finally like to reinforce what my colleague, Mr.

Myers, has said on this question of the evidence, and I think we
should not be in the position of withholding evidence. I am not sure
that we are the place qualified to really determine the criminal act
part of it, but I don't think we should be in a position of withhold-
ing evidence. So, with that, I again commend you and thank you
very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Coyne?
Mr. COYNE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to extend my thanks to all of you.
I had some feeling, the impression that perhaps referring this

matter to this committee was not your first choice at one point in
the process.

Mr. WALKER. I don't know how you have gotten that feeling.
Mr. MYERS. I do.
Mr. BROWN. But your kind words for the committee I think are

greatly appreciated, I am sure, by everybody here. I would just like
to focus on one aspect of this. It seems pretty clear that at least in
my own feeling that obviously this committee should not be in the
business of covering up or withholding evidence of criminal activity
in this case, and I would hope we will deal with that in terms of
making the records available to the appropriate authorities to
make those determinations, but I think this committee would ap-



preciate your thoughts on where we draw the line on making docu-
ments and evidence available.

I have heard suggestions that perhaps you make information re-
garding employees available, but not with regard to members, or
the suggestion that perhaps you make information available with
regard to past employees or members but not present ones. I have
heard suggestions that you make everything available except that
which might endanger the independence and the functioning of the
branch.

Do you have any thoughts or suggestions as to what kind of
guideline we ought to adopt or follow?

Mr. WALKER. You raise a tough question, and the easy answer to
it, but I think that the right answer is that it has to be done on a
case by case basis.

I mean, you really have to look at the individual set of circum-
stances that is involved in what is being asked. But I think the
bottom line is that we should not allow this body to house criminal
activity.

Now, you know there may be a request for information out of the
executive branch that would be seeking information of a type that
would be useful to them, but where there are no allegations of
criminal activities involved.

Obviously, it seems to me, then we protect the separation of
powers. That in those kinds of instances would not, I think, war-
rant the executive branch coming to Congress and making requests
for information. But where you have allegations of criminal activi-
ty on the part of some individual, and we could use our powers to
protect that criminality, then I think on a case by case basis we
have got to make very certain that we are not withholding infor-
mation that would prevent that individual from being prosecuted
to the full extent of the law.

Mr. HILER. I might add to the gentleman from Colorado that the
separation of powers, it seems to me, doesn't mean that one branch
should be above the law. I mean I think that if we are one thing in
this country, we are a Nation of laws.

I think we all have to live under those laws.
One of the problems is that so many people outside of the

beltway tend to feel that we do put ourselves above the law, and I
think that, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania mentioned, where
there are allegations of criminal activity in a particular case, I
think it is the responsibility of this body to help bring that crimi-
nal activity to light, not to judge.

I think if we start to judge whether something is criminal or not,
I think we put ourselves in the position that I don't think we want
to put ourselves in. I certainly don't think we should put ourselves
in that position.

If it is a frivolous investigation by the executive branch, then
clearly we have to protect our prerogatives, but I don't believe that
we, as an institution, should protect our ability to violate the law,
and I think that that is the potential we put ourselves into if we do
not cooperate in this particular case and other similar cases.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Myers?



Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, I can't help but feel that someone
might get the impression here that this committee and/or the Con-
gress might be purposely withholding evidence, and the impression
could well be taken that way, but I want to make it clear as far as
I am concerned this is a procedural matter, and I certainly want to
protect the separation of powers by any means.

We need to separate that power. We need to protect zealously
our authority here, our power.

However, in this case I think it was a procedural matter where
the Justice Department was wrong in the procedure they went
about getting this evidence. There is no question about it. They
didn't use an established technique or a system, a procedure that
should have been used.

That is a procedural error on the part of the Justice Department.
However, we have to look at the overall problem here. What is

more important, protecting procedurally? I think it is time for the
Justice to back up and correct, I think, their procedure than for us
to work with them, but I would be wrong, I think, to leave the im-
pression anyone is willing to withhold evidence.

I am sure I speak for every member of this committee we cer-
tainly have no intention of doing that, but we do want to protect
the Congress right of the separation of powers.

Mr. HILER. I think once again for myself I certainly would not
want to leave the impression that I am accusing anyone or suggest-
ing that anyone is withholding evidence.

I think the question from Mr. Brown was in terms of how do you
address that particular issue in the separation of power, and I
think that the separation of power should not give us the right to
hide or to prevent the prosecution of criminal activity, and on a
case-by-case basis I think you almost have to determine what that
means.

Mr. MYERS. Justice was wrong the way they went about trying to
get the evidence, no question about it, and I think they recognize
their mistake now, but there is always a remedy for that too.

Mr. WALKER. Implicit in my statement was, I think, a means
should be found in order to accommodate their need to proceed
with the investigation. I don't doubt that mistakes may have been
made on it, and I certainly don't want to leave the impression that
I think you are attempting to withhold evidence.

I just-what I am pleading for is that a means be found to ac-
commodate that investigation so we can get on with whatever pros-
ecution the Justice Department may feel is necessary.

Mr. MYERS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I would think that in all probability the sense of

this committee would be to accommodate any requests made by the
Justice Department to any extent that we can, while at the same
time preserving the requirements of the House as it relates to any
type of evidence given to this committee under its jurisdiction and
authority here in the House.

And, of course, the additional question of us not establishing
precedent in any single case to in any way prejudice future matters
coming before this committee.

Mr. Dixon.



Mr. DIXON. Aside from the issue of separation of powers, I think
your testimony, both of you members, raises another fundamental
question, and that is the appropriate use of terminating employ-
ment, in lieu of pursuing a criminal prosecution.

That is one of the fundamental questions. Not only is it used
here, it is used in the private sector, and it has been used in the
executive sector.

I can think of some recent cases where people have thought that
the acts were illegal. The whole dispute had been resolved by that
person or persons resigning, and so aside from the issue of separa-
tion of the two branches of Government, there needs to be a full
discussion of the appropriate use of Government as a determina-
tion to resolve what could be a criminal dispute rather than a civil
one.

Mr. WALKER. Or, you know, the sidelight to that may be that at
some point there may have to be a modification in principle of the
jurisdiction of this committee to allow you to cover people for what
they did while they were on the job, whether they are presently in
that job or not.

I mean there may need to be some kind of a look at the proce-
dures under which you are allowed to proceed.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would just like to say that it should be
apparent to all concerned here today that this matter has certainly
been taken very, very seriously by this committee, and in the sense
that the House did refer it to us, and that we certainly intend to
carry out our full responsibility in every respect and in every
regard.

I also would like the record to publicly reflect the fact that while
we were in the process of investigating a situation that had arisen
as a result of activity by a staff person or staffers, that we were
very, very privileged in this case to have some of the best staff
work that we have seen in the House and, of course, I agree with
your statements earlier by both of you that we have been privi-
leged, of course, here in the House, as Members, to have some very
talented, very dedicated, committed people, and we are fortunate in
that respect, and in this investigation, this committee had the
benefit of some of the finest investigative work that I have been
privileged to see here on the Hill.

I do want to specifically have the record reflect the committee's
appreciation to our staff director, Mr. John Swanner, and to Ralph
Lotkin, who was loaned to this committee from the GAO, and who
has done an enormously outstanding job, and then our investigator,
Richard Powers, and then also the work of Jan Loughry and Caro-
lyn Andrade. These individuals have performed over and above the
call of duty and this committee is certainly indebted to them.

In fact, it would be the intention of the Chair for the committee
to mark up the report prepared by the staff, and right now that
report consists of about 93 pages along with appendixes to it that
run, make the entire thing run about 500 pages, which, once it has
been printed, will probably run in excess of 300 pages printed by
the United States Government Printing Office.

A great deal of work has gone into this matter, and I do want
you to know how seriously we consider this entire matter, and we



appreciate the very kind comments you have made regarding both
the staff and the committee here this morning.

Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
At this time the committee now has business to conduct in execu-

tive session.
The Chair would recognize the gentleman from South Carolina,

Mr. Spence, for the purpose of making a motion.
Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Chairman, pursuant to rule XI 2(k)(5) and

2(g)(2)(B), I move we go into executive session, for today and one
subsequent day.

The CHAIRMAN. You have heard the motion. A rollcall is auto-
matic. The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Stokes.
The CHAIRMAN. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Rahall.
Mr. RAHALL. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Conable.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Jenkins.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Myers.
Mr. MYERS. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Dixon.
Mr. DIXON. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Forsythe.
Mr. FORSYTHE. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Fazio.
Mr. FAZIO. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Coyne.
Mr. COYNE. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Hansen.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Chairman, nine members answer aye.
The CHAIRMAN. Nine members having voted aye, this meeting is

now in executive session. All members of the public are requested
to absent themselves from the hearing room.

[Whereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the committee proceeded in executive
session.]
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Ing or statements for the record notify to aegarote wilh the Sosiet Poises
the Committee on Standards of Offi- The many dme in oe own donestis
cial Conduct within 7 days debase am so captivated by their oonnicts

with oae another ihat they asuely hit
any time or energy available to figure out

ARMS-CONTROL PRINCIPLES how we should deal the Soviets a 
(Mr FAZIO asked and was given nation we rather resemble * hily foet

permission to address the House for I tious labor union engred in a battle oier
minute and to revise and extend his wbo ae to be i leadne, tai t the di0
remarks) aers foes nes moiraul, such lgcii

Mr FAZIO Mr. Speaker. our col- s to get credit Aith the member, for pro-""ing whatL and whether Or not to coneel
league from Wisconsin (Mr. Ase-) thenew dues assessment for a nrtie unde
has long been a leader in this Congress In the meantime, orposing ioaeitnt
and in the country in behalf of arms (headed by a notoriously tough-baghiit.
control Recently he made a signifi- eves unios-bosting, Chief Exeethe 011-
cant contribution to the evoking srf sl there etmiling. saitig cnd baildin
debate on this subject by publishing a up litinensaris, The praPect toe rchieg
very welf reasoned white paper which a reasonble deal under these elcrsuicriis not bright
I think will help focus our attention o itis sub acts conicL Wh rsrntia
and hopefully the attention of the ad' im are oat o rtro ace ibs totes e ouIo po.er, they arioue that mny
ministration on the moves that need Poaosed arms accord (e g, SALT Il) meeif
to be made in October in Geneva to ratifies Soslet adl antaces and louber rks

it 6896 Septeibr 14, 1983
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UI.6. jQou!9r of ±Reprratntatibrs;
COMMInEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT

*abington, s.C. 20515

September 16, 1983

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you know, House Resolution 254 authorizes and directs the Com-
mittee on Standards of Official Conduct to investigate alleged improper
alterations of House documents. The Resolution also directs the
Committee to report to the House any recommendations it deems appropriate
to prevent such actions. To this end, the Committee seeks your advice and
the suggestions of Members regarding the procedures by which official
records of the House are edited and published.

In addition to obtaining your views, the Committee is interested in
the opinions of those of your staff, such as Committee and Subcommittee
staff directors or others, who are responsible for the editing and
publishing of House documents.

Therefore, if either you or a member of your staff wishes to offer
suggestions with respect to existing or proposed procedures affecting
the editing and publishing of House documents, the Committee would be
pleased to receive them.

So that the Committee can expeditiously review and analyze such
advice and set a hearing schedule, we ask that you or your staff notify
the Committee within seven days of an intention to respond on the
matter.

Chairman

Ranking Mority Member
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COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT

*aebington. D.C. 20515

September 16, 1983

Dear Colleague:

As you know, House Resolution 254 authorizes and directs the Com-
mittee on Standards of Official Conduct to investigate alleged improper
alterations of House documents. The Resolution also directs the
Committee to report to the House any recommendations it deems appropriate
to prevent such actions. To this end, the Committee seeks the advice
and suggestions of Members regarding the procedures by which the official
records of the House are edited and published.

Therefore, if you wish to offer suggestions with respect to existing
or proposed procedures affecting the editing and publishing of House
documents, the Committee would be pleased to receive them.

So that the Committee can expeditiously review and analyze such
advice and set a hearing schedule, we ask that you notify the Committee
within seven days of your intention to respond on the matter.

Rin ely,

~Chairman
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ministrator of the Year, presented by MAJ. GEN, JAMES TAYLOR. JR.
the Los Angeleo chapter of the Amer- WELL DONE AND WELCOME
gun Society for Public Admlnistration. HOME

In addition to his work for the city '-The SPEAKER pro tenpore. Under
of Salinas. Bob has been very active in a previous order of the House, the gen.
urban and professional public manage- tleman from North Carolina (Mr
ment organization He ctirently NzaL) is recognized for 10 minutes
serves as president of the Monterey e Mr. -NEAt. Mr. Spiekker. I would
chapter of the American Society for like to pay special tribute today to
Public Administration and as a board Major General Taylor of Winston-
member of the League of Camlforra Salem who recently retired from the
Cities. He also serves on the oa Air Force after nearly 32 years of serv-
iues Committee and the Tax Reform ice to Si country.

G General Taylor, who was bern in
Took Forve in that organization. th Rural Hall, N.C.. received his primary
19ci. he orrved us president of the and secondary education in Jonesville
City Manager Department of the In 1945, he was graduated from Mars
League of California Cities Hill College and in 1947 was awarded a

Mr. Speaker, on November 5. Bob bachelor of arts degree from the Uni-
Christofferson will be honored with a versity of North Carolina. He received
opeciaf celebration in recognition of his Jurs doctor from the university's
his years of service to the people of law school in 1949 After 2 years in pri-
Saioins I know my colleagues Join me vate practice in Boone. N.C.. he an-
io wishing him well us he move on to cepted a direct commission in the
preoao.e Judge Advocate General's Deport-

I meat. U.S. Air Force, and waS assigned
N -- RIG BY - - to Biggs Air Force Base in Texas. Folf

NOTICE OF REARING BY COM' lowing this initial tour, General
CITTE ON STANDARDS OF Taylor served in England at RAF

OFFICIAL CN iCr Greenhaw Common and with the Ith
Air Division at RAF South Ruislip In

The SPEAKER pro teempore. Under 1956, he woo assigned to EQ SAC at
a previous order of the House. the gin- Offutt Air Force Base. Nebr. and 4
tleman from Ohio (Me STOss) is ree- years later was brought to the 'Judge
ogoiced for 5 minutes. Advocate General's Office in Washing-

Mr. STOKES. Me Speaker, on Jmne ton. D.C. as an appellate Government
30 of this year. the Hone agreed to. counsel From there, General Taylor
House Resolution 254, by a vote of 409 was assigned for 3 years as base staff
to 9. authorizing and directing the Judge -advocate at Hickam Air Forve
Committee on Standards of Official Base in Hawaii. He returned to Wash.
Coodoct to Stake an investiion ington in 1967 to deal directly with
Conduct to undertake an investigation Congress. first as legislative attorneyinto alleged improper alteration of and then as Chief of the Legislation
House documents A part of the tam- Division of the Office of the Secretary

ittee's inquiry involved the serving of the Air Force. He left Washington
of interrogatories on each Member of again in 1972 to become staff Judge ad-
the House during the 97th Congress vacate of the 13th Air Force In the
and certain present and former con- Philippines. but was reassigned to the
cressional and committee staff. Capital 2 years later as director of civil

Also. on September 14 of this year, I law for the Judge Advocate General.
addressed the House and invited lorter- In 1977. he was promoted to the grade
emted Members and staff to share their of brigadier general and shortly
advice, comments, and suggestions re- thereafter. selected as Assistant Judge
garding the procedure by which the Advocate General of the U S Air
official records of the House are pub- Force, the position in which he served
ilched The September 14 invitation until his nomination and for confirms-
wa followed by letters on thi subject tion us the first Deputy Judge Advo-
dated September 16 to every Member. cte General in 1980 General Taylor

- has accepted a position as the directorThe committee has reviewed and sia- of clincal education programs and vis-yood the responses it has received and Iting professor of law at the Wake
in 0ow ready to receive testimony from Forest University School of Law in
interested parties Winston-Salem. N C. General Taylor is

To this end. I invite any Member. esarried to the former Louise Lewis of
staff, or other individual wishing to Boone. They have a daughter. Dawn.
present pubbc testimony on the edit- who is a graduate of and employed by
ing and publishing of Hose docu- the University of North Carolina at
ments to do so on November 3, 1983, at Chapel Hll.
3 pm. in room 2359-A Rayburn Hone Major General Tayor was presented
Office Building. the Distinguished Service Medal at

In order that the committee c.n ceremonies recently held at the Penta-
make necessary arrangements. we re- gon This award, the highest military
quest that ano wing t tify decoration awarded in peacetime. rec-
contact the committee not later than 5 ogn1ed General Taylor's exceptional

m inos Novembec 2, 1983, and provide mecltorioi service in duties of great
20opis o ane pere . n rovide responsibility.20 copies of soy prepared statement at Today I ask the Members of this
that time. Hone to Join me in honoring General

November 1, 1983
Taylor for his devoted and selfes
service to this great Nation-well done
and welcome home e

PRESIDENT EXHIBITS SKILLS AS
CASUIST IN CASE OF COMMU-
NISTS
The SPEAKER pro tempore Under

a previous order of the House, the gen-
teman from California (Mr D-iol.y)
is recognized for 30 minutes
Mr. DYHALLY. Mr Speaker. Presi-

dent Reagan In his public statements
gives the Impression that he is the
most fervent and monolithically anti.
Communist American leader since
John Foster Dulles Some credit him
with restarting the cold war We can
easily picture his anger at Cuba for
sending workers to Grenada to build
an airstrip-an airstrip probably not
unlike the one we are building In Hon-
dus-os We know how intent he is on
deploying Pershing It mLsiloies in
Europe to save the Western Europeans
from being destroyed by the Russian
Communists.

But to Mr. Reagan It appears there
are 'Communists" and then there are
"Communists." In the midst of all the
anti-Communist rhetoric, it is easy to
lose sight of the fact that the Pres-
dent can make rather esoteric distino-
tons when he chooses to-like the dis-
tnction between Chinese Communists
and all other Communists. He cosid-
em it all right to arn some Commu-
rusts even as he pressures other Com-
munists to disarm A recent article by
Robert Scheer in the Los Angeles
Times reflects on this ability of the
President I think the article provides
an insight that is important to under-
stand- The distinction he makes be-
tween Commtnists, I might add, ap-
pears to be revisited in the distinction
he makes between totalitarian-bad
Communist regimes and authoritar-
ian-supportable Communist regimes.
I shall enter the Scheer article in the
Reman for the benefit of my fellow
Members of Congress
[from the Ins Angeles Tte Oct 2, 19831

0.5 Aoes IRo Cm-s LaosoG mro 
Tosoc CoCo Hoes
(By Robert sheer)

There wo something oiy dlocvertino
loot week about the pictures of Diese Sm
retar Caspar W. Weinberger happily m
sorting a the Grest W.1, while on efis-
sin to sel ophistimted UVS weopoas to
the Chinese ensurisit DU- his swm-
ble staY i China he al.o held out the poosi
bIllty of strategic psechco with pIeking.
ad promised eventauy to end ns es
to Tiwao Lvhereby ip ylild y endomina
China's claim Lo Taiwc.

Arms for Red China sod the -tet-yla" of
Tiwan- Te sery ide would have mooed
the impeachment of so Ameran President
not s very lon ago Yet sow the offer hs
been made by an AdmLnostmtio that ho
based much of in foreign policy cc sh.t It
beievm in the inherent lssondiLto sod li-
porl drioe of commualt ideology

This Is o remable tsrabost lot the
Pridest cd the msay otben in his Ad-
milstctson aho once believed that vast
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COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT

UWabtngtm, 1.C. 20515

November 3, 1983

Dear Colleague:

On June 30 of this year, the House agreed to House Resolution
254, by a vote of 409 to 0, authorizing and directing the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct to undertake an investigation into alleged
improper alterations of House documents. A part of the committee's
inquiry involved the serving of interrogatories on each Member of the
House during the 97th Congress and certain present and former congressional
and committee staff.

Also, on September 14 of this year, I addressed the House and
invited interested Members and staff to share their advice, comments,
and suggestions regarding the procedure by which the official records
of the House are published. The September 14 invitation was followed
by letters on this subject dated September 16 to every Member. The
committee has reviewed and analyzed the responses it has received and
is now ready to receive testimony from interested parties.

The committee had earlier planned a hearing on the matter for
November 3, 1983. However, due to unforeseen scheduling problems the
hearing has been postponed several days.

To this end, I invite any Member, staff, or other individual
wishing to present public testimony on the editing and publishing of
House documents to do so on November 9, 1983, at 10:00 a.m. in Room
2359-A Rayburn House Office Building.

In order that the committee can make necessary arrangements,
we request that anyone wishing to testify contact the committee not
later than 5 p.m. on November 7, 1983, and provide 20 copies of any
prepared statement at that time.

Louis Stokes
Chairman



M.O. j)oust of Aeprreentatibi
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT

Uas|bngton. 3.&- 20515

November 3, 1983

[This letter sent to Representatives Carney, Gregg, Hiler,
Schneider, Sensenbrenner, Walker, and Winn]

Dear :

As you know House Resolution 254 authorizes and directs the
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct to investigate alleged
improper alterations to House documents and to consider the procedure
by which such materials are edited and published.

As noted in the attached letter, the Committee will hold a hearing
on the editing and publishing of House documents on November 9, 1983,
at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2359-A Rayburn House Office Building.

In view of your participation in the July 21-22, 1982, oversight
hearings on the Environmental Protection Agency, the hearings that
precipitated House Resolution 254, and your expressions of interest
in the matters that are the subject of the Committee's investigation,
the Committee invites your attendance at the November 9 hearing and,
if you so desire, your views on the process by which House documents
are published.

Sincerely,

Louis Stokes
Chairman

Enclosure [Dear Colleague letter of November 3, 1983]

- *00,~ 004

4444-4404440 4
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U.S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUITE 2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D C 205 15
011 1 C 12 0 2 ) 2 2 5 - 3 7 1 TO. U S

.on.,cou September 19, 1983

"= 01 lull,"

Honorable Louis Stokes, Chairman

Committee on Standards of Offlcial
Conduct

U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I have your letter requesting advice and suggestions on the procedures for

the editing and publishing of official House records.

As I am sure you know, the Committee on Science and Technology reviewed its
practices and procedures after the Issue of the altered hearing transcript
came to light.

The Committee has adopted a verbatim transcript rule, a copy of which Is

attached, and we bel leve that this new procedure wi II not only assure accu-

racy, but facilitate the publication of our official records. To effec-

tively Implement the rule, the Committee Is buying the recording of each
session and maintaining a library of these tapes. I have asked Rob

Ketcham, our General Counsel, to be in touch with you to further elaborate
on some of the details that may be helpful to your Committee.

S 
scer 

I,

Chairman

DF:Ksw
Attachment

UUSS
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Ion not. Or -e can ac to fir this the P'ivacy Act of 1974 w ItalJly con. their own internal operations are in,
nsf that Aseerltoj have aluara done once nldered In the Senate, Senaor Sar peded by restrictions on data trsoaler.

te aie and uh-pe of the problem Es-in advocated the creation of a Fed- One expert In Interational privcy

Sctlee CtyLer CorpratUoo ha decd- era Privacy Board as an aid fo en- 1w testified that ratfcaton of the
work 'ith the United Auto Workera lorcnment and oversight of the act Council of Europe Data Protection

our employvo and the holioilo and phyf- The proposal pao.sed the Senate but It Convention would mke things move
olaut o sene the Chrysler fmrl, to met with reistance in the Hoceu- difficult for Aserican - componim
cahge the lao to op bl - _he An a compromise. the Cogrs es- doing b, cress In Europe With the
other -he oveonlet. or the dotor tablished the' Privacy ProtecLion fooctionm demise of the National
or the dmpma undrat, or the t- Study Comm' on as a temporary Telecm.-acntio and lnformation

e, or the Inured for the health n roeot group to conduct research end make Adilninistralon, there i. no agency i
mae that weare In. By and lane, th have reoonnrnendaltoo on a rude range of the Fedc- Goveroroent paying suffl-
vvlp beeo ating the w that the socenm privacy iaueo. In lts fol report -innt attenion-to the Implications for
has tomorude them to act. The. Plenty issued in 1077, the Privacy Protection American buuineaes of tternatlvof
for then to ohangn, andof course. we will Study Commission alo reom ended privacy concert -
oeed their help. But we are auo ito cnce - tout an independent entity be stb- The Privacy Protection Commison

Tnae on wht we a d% o. I, e;, lished to monitor and evaluate proecy that I am proposing would have e-
mc first LU1ei Ia edctio, ' ne

Chrysler Corporation i beginlng * maJor lawn; to continue recrse, study, end aponsIbtity for-both domestic and in-
eor -predroted to the history ni investigation to looue Intepretative teationol privacy issue, Domesticl--
Anecrin buole-t tell i 1 v- co, rules for the Privacy Al; and -to pro- ly. the Commission would be signed
uolsa ad la-ied employees and -toct- 

v
ide privacy advice to the Presdent, an overnight role under the .Ps-vscy

iolderwins we l-e we want our employ- the Congress, and to ahe Slate- Al- Act of 197- The- Commission wold.
to bve the ae blob Quality health though bills to accomplish tsl pur- develop grldellnes and model regola--
the the eow coy. But we o pose wer introduced from time to tions Ivestigale compliance with the

flow' to, know that then an ehole werd ie nth as.n
they co k -and tra t h e e n the pt no action w t ever a and generally oversee agency Pl-
clthey heh on at a nlaclflwfly Iowe take- - -- - - racy Avt activists.. -

orie. . ... " Why m I enicing the notion of a For international privacy Issues, the .
We- t to put in pice a ro alterootcve permanent Privacy CommSon at this Comnisslon would assist U.S. compa-

tO the prt alemye o that will choose time? in Juno, the Subcomrlttee on nJe doing business abroad to comply
the way the f are werod. i we ac- Government Information, Jmtice, and with foreign data prutoction lan;

ed, we Ytiute tht we will mv up to Ags-lclture conducted 2 days of geer. esist in the coordination of US. pnva-
Tvo. f oeh active e doevess h0y nloversieht hean on the Prorcy cy dutiess with those of foreign I-
mat is mcoey employes cwuould n tr a th,,z .tePrrc YPl
vvhebs rather then it the checks Act of 1974. These were the first gn- boos, accept complaints and otherwise

sigysiw acodo to nice C-cosfBlse Ohield era overnht toorlnn on the act consult wnth foreieg dae protection
aouther meica and deotu meri-t since Ito enceent. Seve- convu. agencies The Commission would 0IS0
i mover thebr apo-Oec ad dependents can alons were immediately apptnt from assist in the development or Imple-
c for g--e1es and edumtlon. the tcstimony.,- - - " - " mentatlon of private sector date pro--

We want to build 00 the most eificient
-"u vor our heo th -re alroce, We First. oversight of the P-ivocyaA-t tatio standards. However, the Cow-

hnesd to become Mor pr-det Po eirc within the esecutihe brooch 1sti- mison would have no rvgulatoep on-~as ohonl or bussl to t doton ly nuo-nist An past of the cicp- thority over the pnvate sector.

asS hoseiltis whch ae oadoss of meto. Mise that led to the oration of the It Is time to renew the debate over
Pe ople. thenem canyefficient np- Privacy Protection Study CostocusolOn, how we should set, Implement end
pem I beith cure In Ssutheato Mlci- the Concress signed overight cod oversee policies designed to protect
000 vho ae willing o Cooprae with Imnplementetion responsibIlties to the the privacy of prol information- I
Chrr cod Its employees rod au that, Offce of dunarecent and Budget hope that my bill will serve as an ef-0-ow so s |mruy-opportrdhvolth

orle vl be the mos effident, rather 0 Is is imply not doing a -7 good festive vebicle for tu debate. Pylvcy
tisntbe most w-sesoll eyoe. - _. Job. In fact, OMB is bordly dotg the can so sly be aa-ldced to other in-

We belree that r.ococ doclom and hospi- Job at all. In the words of one witches, terest.s that It is ikely to be ignored
Wi will Jobn with us a th Chryaler e- -OMB bas "virtually bdcqted resPo- -Iesle there Is a dedicated and respon-.
ployee will have plety of own to chosso aibuilty" for the Privacy Act, Other sible spokesman. Both OLM and YfA
Lheis-loolly physl-a. It 10 ot the Insted witness alo agreed that OMB s hove failed is that rain, A a-0l and
brttthe ptrolnan who ite to ed;llJ5 not interested In itt P,"coy Act ye- - independent Commisson seems to be
ad asroeo who In u ales the hpi- n I
tab We are mscos of redom to eese aponahlitins, - .- .- the host oterrbtive.-.-"
a p]rys-on we woni to pmecree a wide Second, privacy is no longer an issue I welcome any coosents on the Ps-

of cbolvo of puely domestic internal In recent e-aCY Protectlon Act of 1984.e - -
i-r me. I av-obe t toe words of G5 M years, an increasing number of foreign "

Che"-toot nations; have becme co-ce--d about
'2 us not believe in A fte "f beIlt the prvacy impticatons of n"w tech-

;,eaele boomrec tory act. I do beliro Is a nology and oftefoyfproa n S ChuS.OdcS
lat Ibibials temmie thy fomaton across naoons border

-Lgtsiation is protect pernol data The SPEA= pro tempove. UnderPI[VACY PROTE=CfON ACT OF has been enacted in some osoLnes.[ a previous order of the House. the ceo-
as -- 1984 - West Orany, Sweden -cro, and tlem from Florida (M. FoQVi).is
The PF.AER pro tempore, Under other nations have es-cablsued dae recognised for 5 minute,"
Sprerious order of the Houe, the gen' protection commlssiovers or rgescles. * Mr. FUQUA- Mr. Speaker, as a

tlmun from OUhom (ix. lspcusn) The Council of Europe bs proPoe re-ult of the recent involvement of the
1s rosognoed for 5 minutes. convention to establsh tiernations Committee on Science and TecholoVy
a Ide. iIENGLSH. Br. Speaker. today I standards for dae protecto, in the Issue lovolvmc the oiteratloo of,
un ltrodu"mg the Privacy Protection - These international conwcwl about t-.nsc-pts, the committee reviewed Ito
to of 1984, L bill i estabbish a peres- privacy have very important ImplIe- rules governig procedure. On July 26,
rnt and independent Privacy Protec- tons for American bustema R-tesiLc- 1983, the committee met to consider a
l Commission i the Federa iO -tons on the trainer of oLa to n- proposed rule change which 12 now

crnmeot. ' - " tons that do not have adeq-ate phi- nule 23 in the materc I am inertn
The Idea of a governmental entity op protections may result in the Io of for the Rcoco.
itu- responsblity for establishing markets for Information cod telecom- The committee adopted the new role

privacy policy and ov.-elng Its ha- miications aerudce. In adodon, mul- for the publicatlon of traon pto by a
plemet.tion Is not new. When the tiatonol companies as- fedn that vote of 3i to 0. It 12 my feeling It afl1
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corTect the problem of trauicrlption co rem co-ce /- - native measure or matter by the ouaslitee
ateratlor, and, at the same time. pto- Quorm ahal be in order by vote of tw-thlrds of the
vide a method whereby the work of -i0. Or-third of the Memburs of the corn Member present, provided that a majorty
the committee stalf Is expedited. The mille thal onsitute a quorum for all pt- of th committee iSpemnt --
Committee on Science and Technology POam except that a majority mut be Oxenrelis .
rules governing procedure In the 98th prescot "o order t I1) roe or table - y '19. Each meting for the srctlon of
Congress, aended, follow egi za. measure or. me (2i ine boalnes. including the markup of legh-

c 0 0 x ; or C_ Z m "oir e or hesl or as- Lio of the mmttee hall be Oem to the
. SoevIL 0o0 O .T flt- The oumbr o d a n ti ute public except when the commit e.to oe

HOUs or Rerei-cstexm.atIc Coe. . Q.-_ for LaJilt t omhory and cmo lto einbmd wtth a Quorurm preuact deter.
iotet indicates rulm opllcble to asb- og evidence ohall cot. be lm tian two, one me"byrolmIolethatllorportcolThe

commitees) ol whom oba.U be a Membur I the Mt. resimalder of the meeting cc that day shall
d b ot t. be loed to the public. No pms 'Other

-' than PMembee of the committee and ouch
L The Rules of the Home of Reprem ta - Any Member may sx'ori a vote by conoresloral staf and uoh depanrmenal

lixn. s appdlohle, ahi gosern t.he mf pro"y aith respect to soy me-ure or representalxe as they muy authoce shall
mte Itad s su pcomm bttee. The rle o xlmatter infor, the motec Huth prory be Present at any badness or maa m-
the committee, a atplimlble. e anthorlsalimo Shal be i wrtint. okmli - alon which bau been cloaed to ths public
ruim oIts aubcomrnlttes. asceysthot the Member tI absent on official This paraph doer cot apply to opn co

cou o t business or in othecloc unable to be present mIctee hearm which areprovided far by
_--. - boom and p/le - th Themeethg of the commlee. hul des- Rle 20o stained here or tolay meeting
2Uniess dixreoaied with by the Ctairman. igiate the person who i to eacute the that relatab slely to Internal budle, oper,

the metins of the committee shall be held posy onthorilo and ohoIl be limited to aocel mateen " - -
as the 1st ad 3rd Thesidsy of eac mxth- a s measure xc m ad a - 'It Sash heart conduted by "toer-
the Home to i.n oe aon " 10. o a d at aeodments or oium pertinlng there. mitte shal be O n the public
och other times und in each places as the exept that a Member ay authorize a ges- Wen thm pen op € shcElt
Chairman may desSigate. r-rJ prxxy only for motix to recess, ad- ohm the pe tnet i ecesidit sadI The Charma of. Th c. .. ,txe| may| losen or other petoedasl| mn ten- ei wit a uontu pemmnt, determine by edl
cneea..e. y....... cin o . i ellesthe sllbe siedb the an vote that an c port of the remaider ofconvene Chimnee.r |dof s tecmteen of pro, to be efetve shalb sige by that 1111~ on I dayd I

the committee for the considertiton of say Member a-dimting M other vot, filed with g y shal be loed to
bi or resolution Pending before the cein- the committee cler, and tie contain te the Public bexassr icoe of teatimmy.
mitte or for th'conduct of Other commit- date and time of day that the peoy to eeoce e other mattr in be cosidered

t s - , - igned Prodes may not be countd or a .old eodaoge- the naome seonty or
.4. " Woro- -moud violate lit, or rule of the Houe- % The commlttoe shun make public an- o - of Reprmenoalalvoa Not ttding The te-

nou -et of-tr dale, time, ploce and sb- - idmet. or the pcris o
t

e -
Ins muttr of asrof It. hearings t flt The commitae s insular."Z I Rule 10, am j Pee est Te
000 we before the commencment of the r -;L -h [ any Of those -r|'1e
beug I the Chalrmn determines that- misobl.re e eah piute w o tee i bi i alt-ndnce thhereqouse number
there t ood m-..i og = the hearing a r f e the comrhtte a eqiyed cder the rules of The mmtlte
asouer. be""xnmaketea omestat (vaA= ohisocherapre)a ell- to be present Ior thepoeP of king teak
the eorbet poshW" dale y -. |- ten utaiement of the p-ood testicoy msy.- - -- - ,. -
moot meucder the3ubp-agyph ahKJ be sd t muant the sra prdettlon at such (A.) may vote to lime thehearng for The
pcompty published In the Daly Digests, ad- opource toa amessosy of hJo or her ascpm e whether telimu-

premotly entred into the shedulng rerv- seateieet.. k--
Ic of the Hom l.xoxon lystcc.u .- Whencer any besring to conducted rt or evidence t ireilved would md-

cer the nTa beat or volaite d ame"5 The committee eal tit ohie the 
by  

the committee on aeasore or iIi oe lof a ule of ho HomeTh Mjt-. M,2(k)(5) of Rule M. f te Re o he1 "

Home Is reading x mesure for aeexdtnt mttr, The Minority Member of the cthe o of .. Home,

coder the 5-elooto rue, ccooidrd 10 xr mitte 5hall be enlied, ,pos request to teof RePcesrulO r
more Membee on the Home floc do not Cbalrmuo by a majority of Them, before the ) may ecte to close the he(B)n as pro-

ohiect when ocenlul lse foe each commit- cmplet~on of the bearing, to = eil wiates tided in lause 2(k)(5) of Rle 33 of the
toe or asbmlituee to lit is reqmssat . ered by the Minority in tey with re- Rules of to ouse of Repreom o -
l-- ckin mem- c . -1& ft -1 o to the measure or matter during at Member may ha cuoloded romportld-

oburo-e |cbraorrtc . - one day of he-ing theeon . -. clery attendance U5 say hearing of soy

'd- If the Chairman of the committee is Home-tip committee or nibacce shabb m the
Ot~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P-t tanoo"mofte I ue3 2k 1th vde o-I of Representatives shall by maorjty

ot present 4t ay meeting xf the commt- li- flueri tI 2 fthe fit]s xl the Home cole auttoruc a" par'louler committee or

tee, the rsnking Member of the Majority of Reprmrnuttnv Is hereby Incorported subemmittee, ldt purpo of a psridar

Party on the committee who is prent shab" by rele-noC (riat of osthes under sub- seres of beris e n a prtlpo der article o
prealde=. ". -- P-" - .5 .= "-'C lclsofeo or cn particular sble of in-

- Oederos iure 7 - , - - SUaocft cnafier - cestiglon. to cloe its heing, to Members'.
f7. The order of business ad procedure of -It Bils and other scobc-tlvce ratten by the u.mo proeedues designated in tia

the committee sad the subjects of Inquirie may be taken up for bet-ig only when subpargraph for closing besrin, to the
or Inovstlgtlos wi be decided by the coked by the Chairman of the committee or public Provided. horerv. That the rnnrlt-
Chirmn. cobJiet always to a appeal t by a ectorlty coin of a cuonen of he com- toe or subcommittee may by the sme pre<n
the-cmmci r .j mittee, mcept the, mcte which are the dun, vote to cloe one ssequet daY of

- Menob s, sbject of spetiul-usil erecing outlined in bortng.-LAmajority of the Majority Membes of Rule0. "-
17. NO prlnte bO will be reported by the - foreroflcallcofete committee ahuil det-mine an apprepri- committee ff there err two ce more dissent- 21. A rxli coil of he Menbees map be had

ate ratio Of Majority to Minority M embers cmot fte r w o i 1 ol alo h ebrmyb n
Secxsu I vote. Private bills ao relented by the at the resoect of three or more Mehs-

foe eCth as committee ad shal author "htho C ran W ocOLle that ratio with committee will not be reesoldered during Cemoulee crcnl
the Minority paty Tro-d hoceer, thas the me CoOgreos less _ evldeoce .I-
pay return catlon 00 ab subcomnh- ittec inlejt to Yumsiy a new bearlng bas been "22. The committee ahb keep a complete
(Lcludimo sny en-ofltJio Member s be presented in the commjtre rcd of all committee aslox with bslI

tt ' at It shal ma be in order for the Include a reinrd of the notes 00 say ues-th raifor the a oit to moiSder any new or original ton on which a rol l vote Is demanded
ato rte l mmdtte o de ut or matter one n-itten sotlce xl The restlt of each o ca shll be mode

to the S c hemmd om of ofrm l- e plan d sbjeet water of coasid- %allable by the committee for Insecion by
iith Par ahbrovid a ron and to the extent pras'tlcble, a writ- the public at reasosble tlim in the offic

)oty Parttyre yr ten copy of the measicr er matter to be of the committee, lnforeation ro available
Members wtch shall be 0o less favorable t coaiderrd. ha hor avala-le tn the office for public bsprntlon shall include a deson-
the Majority Party than the ratio for the of each Member of the coummlttec for at Uon of the amendment, motion, order or
can committee, leat three caend.r das in advance of on- other propomion and the onte of each

S.cooi ""elrs lderathnc tcluding li.ol,ays. Sunday Member voting for and each Member voeti
0. Rule . b(X2) of the Rus of the ed legal bolidoyo. xgoinut sh smeodmect motion order 0r

Htede o Reprentenctoes in hereby incorpo- (b) Notsttautaoding the foregoing see- propostlion and he names of hoie Men-
raed hy reference (SPer Moetimtn,. tionn of this rule. considerton of any legs bees present but not oting.
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21.1,1Cbhon oe C-ulochoon- c-1 enehy tot roo. reot -scon (except aeronautis rvt

The -tonoriitp of those heat-fop conduct- Lion to eucle mltees teenst toe roporIs and deoelopmtent) naUoost porraTt of re-
ed b) the Coottit- 'hith -ce decided to of ontet thnologY and hodr-e and searth and deo.loeneo t shpace expitos
be trotted sit he published ta erbLt ltOliy and MaLnaenent prop-aoo of the De- _O. spoor apelictjoh, spa no hnlei
io- with the materJ ruersted Ioe the Ptrtnent of ]oterDy. ton tnd related mactl sod actitlro re-
mc Inserted .t that ophCe -euestd or tdt Subeoemtntee on Sn-o toe)en attoh to a land observing -suen, -
at end of the record. a tpproorla. sod Tecsnoorp teg rtJ n o rat -ttd

A_, eueus by htosePemhes. stafd or teId.]otersight and ll other n t eit-rlofle-Ltn
eltmoro to correct tn errors other tha- Lto the Naton.] Sience u.dato.r, the 27. Alt lelation nd other nattens re-
eors no raruptlosm or dispute erro National Buntu of Stanrutd. the t.litt of lereod an the cnoenIttee shl be inerred to

crl~ptloni 'M be appended -the Science and Trhetolosy Policy toe Otfic alt aubcomtttenS of tpropt-t|e fuJrfdJ-
recored and she anppri tae where the of Te"-noloo" 'ssesn moeune o- uo within twn nek tuoe, by a majority
ohLue to requetod Wct be foothoted. search Lnd developoteot snd phestiono rot of the MsJorlty Mdesbera of the fult

Pror to approtl by the Chktoan of sceocp Po)-y. scienIt!fn e -eoup (Llidt cnomictee reuoiderao Is tobe by the 1ft
beatnro cooducted lotoly with another npowert .peron educmos. -o tWor- smpouttte- Subnornttee nlarmeo may
Cooeeoui.sl oooroitte. a oemorandom onsto sand lor afIon aWe-m sen.htol- make re.ue. teor referral of mecte mat
of uodetrrtaodi til be prepared tttplt tn. 0" tJoa.tf oh tenhoogy icoen. bo- tert to their avbcommtnoe within the two-
noroeormt an apreoseot for he pubction attos, Productivty. and tdusti a wee), perod U they beflire rubcometIntee
of the rerba ions trscript. standardst (weights. neturro ootx patent Jurodtrstonhe s-ant. -

$ rn| dwrtnp Coeoliff" P' opo tItoe ias - they reoto to Frde-t emma-n h. -ffi e-mor
ter e and development progaro R&D = rolnt

.2L The tfme asy or Mem moy ad- overanenta heaJth nuuolJ s md Chr -d Reernaae Miorty
dress the eo.anstte 00 a. hly b sLoL o or cppd Ororn-amo hr or oo bu-hwolon, . ebn mallste nde - oid. hner u
other mout ander noniderslJon by the erm al moenhotm for R&D; sod toaer- so- an ae ootd shave a e rht
eon.entee or the time aoted foe the u- atioul eroero n science f seeao,. - s ad be sttd t pat of the
totOir of a I.tn-s tt heas ns hetore the o.-. - - t lluom 0 l nuoes before the raubrm-

nmtof te witbe fteoffrd to tiN mtootru to) ,tohnrettee on. 7Ihor oc-m Art-mtt. - . .
and theo orsy theun the Member ba hero ,,on on, Moteroo- testutto arera , - Prod -.
'ecoroted by the nhostrmsot eonept that ad spoo.] onersigho ad .11 othrmacion 15.No shno ttoe s meet for
tistmeftmtt maybhe watoedhetheChair- retlin to nh-n tion r-esrun aod defe]- m kup or approl1 th any other sub-
me or sltn Chotrmao The rle of se- opment (tocludro aoronaulcl ruob - ad cmnicten of the acmmie f meeting to
mospes n-f be etoroed by the Chat-man tentoly progearao of the ]Nufouuf Ae-" -nde -oy measure or matr for macu

RuototeJoe _,so-on motions otutl- and Sp-n AdrInIta-nioo and e- or aopmovs.
• . Any tetslative or on-prdural see and development prooram of the 30 ti sbcptnrtte Is authorzed to

moon ade t a rerulr or "ecoatmeelog Federal Alaton Admtltorlrtt ufa--or rt boid heolos. renceve etfdne st
of Th i omter and w-toc Is entertulned ttlon pr-nmo of the Dej- - t of pore t trhe ncte on at matter ec
by the hat,-an- tali be preented to writ- Deroyr, avlxtdon-weth, aseviu otcrita IerTed to lb Lc auboomolotee tf 00 -
ho pon the demoend Of any Menober R&D and oniuol materials poIcist both duct lest-ttov and seral onersht, to-prnsm t and a copy made avatelte to ech domestic and toternatost. ovnPriLht o uitie. f or the future and foremuto. and
Mebeepr es thee tr pon tUon recesreh and denetop- budget Lhpsb studina on mtton fithli

auent r roness of the Depa" t of T- the- remospoie Jiusdntlon. Soboumoitoer
.rztjo Urban Mo Ttau o Ad- cttmen shall set mrt|loc dates after on.7ru1tre end uctfon otiloto FednRlcoad Jcdtotrs. outuon with the ChaJrman and other sob

- nn The fnojttee thall hoe the flow- tlm Federal tosy Ad l o- Na- comlttee nh1-'cn sith a niew towstd
I nondlo subosoniter wth the Jtrs- tios Htghay T-rafic Safety Aduoooo. sIo ntitnp3boc .c-edut.-tg of mtf-

. ,on tIdJeated. tins ,o d Coast Guard and the Manouoe Ad- Ore ad auboriitce meriogo or hao
toj Suboo'rmiter on Erre Dr f loeoroct ols"otstiou overslght of e and de- -- herecr possible.

ond ApylncO- tegSlUolt, gercro and ne moomnt in ontuti uo otor than t.3L Aoty Member of the ommottr ma"
special m-etght and s other mottoes roll. that for w-ich the Submomtr.e en Spoce hon, the priv3ee of titlo with any sob-
to to eures ch. development and demnon- Science and Applcatiort Is er-spoultle -ommitte durfou to broctoes oebera-
trato porraas tn. fossil eneroy R&; U. ) Subconteite on noestoa ond iontad May parthcgte. to u erofes

solor. oppit an t a tohotor, ad- oetoft Review and stdY n t monL- orde
tned mere beholog, energymona- f b t thn pplioatlo. ormtulotra sb nbtot a member of the Ubmltoe thak

tioM hloma; basic energy sotnce htgh exeotloo, and effectlvep- oi the, t. rot o m tter ofe aubcunt sobo t-

nerty and nocear physics geothermal or parts of laws. the subte-ot mther of wtth .e m ter bIore |ulbon,-

eecry, Intof'natlosl cooperation In n-00- to withln the Jurisdiction of the omntoe - 3. Dot-to any subcommroitttee. , oproed
clear eneor, and poitey and massgement and the omrton d opoot, of the" toe -t on pprtu-oa roll pual votea

lro-son of the Deprtsmt nf otero oderel and or-ot ae, ci 1and eso be bad at the reoums of ope or more Me-
(ibt Sahonmtee on Naturol teooue, haRun~ ein nu rPhribl tne for the Ldmirds ber of t aubomocten,

Aenonofro Reseurcb ond Enenen L no tion and exerutio thenrof in order to - .

Lrsftiou, general and spetia] overofght determtne whether uch tows and the pre- Poer to sit nI ct s
u b

prrco"r
and all other mates relattoo to natural re- -rn-e thereunder re betng topl-emoted 33. Rule ICI 2() of the Rule of the
souroro ttcluding. but Dot limited to. water and cs-Tfed out in sccrrdn-e itho the HoN of Reprrerttes to hereby tocurpo-

r l, and, to the extent sppropriatoe, a- intent df the Congress. an addmon. the Sub- rtod -y reterence per to sit aod Lc
n-culture R&D; tectoaltoa, riok essment reoottoor on onlesftlora nd Ooerobght nubpcnoo power).
snd other mitten relating to mvonteouoLt a-nd the appropriate wibthuomlsee lfo - moor-m -
rearch and development generly-tn- Litve authority may cooperocirete rei ubseawce Oflnshaiv erts
cludiog but not (ietted to. resrch and de- and srudy any ronditoos or o oaes o
vetoPment activic of the Etitmrtuetl wbJh IndJcaste the necoJty don-blUy 14. The report of the mo-ftte e on
PrtbeoUon Agercr- e moreose fts health, of eno-tt new or sdrtor l a tp uo m r s-Mb hI hen- appeared by the
adety, DIe oteoceo ph- utial and wfthin the .uditios of the moJrittee. mritee shaL tnclude the folloing, to be

medical t ele nf Exeutive departments and neopr nandertake futurrs resech and prvided by the comctttee-
sod agencies. s appropriate. opeotionsl forrcstir on matter withn the Jumidic- U) the on-ight Itdtolor and sp'om.nes-
andn and development ivitim re-io, of the contonn. The ubrousroit te Oo reQulred pu-utnt to n)tut 2(bXl)
lated to the atoospo-ere includingg metec- on tettoatons and Overslht llB to no of Rute X of the Rutes of the House of Re-
roio-. anronmy. cltnsau, weather modil- so-y 1Lnt the responstlblty od ether 1, t- su- ntotoes separately et out and Idenil-
esfiaont th O-e R&D asf-itie related contltto from c-ryins out their ocr- f(ed, Rue X 2(IX3l A):
to Use quality and ronlemeot of the eni- tgot respontsbilltr nor than any bo- lilt the statement reOulted by eecuo
ronnmeot of the NLUona Oceani and At- gotion be anoerbaken by the Suhromaatnre 308(i of the Conreoiona Budget Act of
nopoenl AdmntstoU and astiitlio re,-oo -n - stta-Jtu and QOerotbt without (a) 194. aeparty at out and ldcntifed. U
toting to land obserrin syston ronsultation with e Chotrmoo of the al- the Dsro~ provides new budget authoony

-J .tonmtte on ene Roaroro axd prpoi.te oubcumodttee with tep'sttine su- or Dew or iocreased fan expndltures Mue
danioen .Le"utton. gmera and spect thority and (b) approval of the Chotmn of it 2(iX3XB) ;

dhersit and all other matters relating to the rommton (C) t detailed analytilt autae-ent a to
Meso, detelpomeot and demonsttraon (t Subrommittee on Spoc nnc and whether the ena-ment of inch bilt or loint
tnolefro nuclear fison and the ucless, Appcator. Leotlatioo. teroen and see, -rouunlns itote lw mn hove a tottatim-
fuel c"te: nocietc t'dot, eltmto energy t oWeright and alt other n retittog e frepast on the nation economy. (Rule
ytton energy sor ae tteo hydroele- to the National Aeronutats a.nd Spo Ad- it 2IX4) .
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(DI with roPect o each rot] ca cIoe 005 1 ember of the day sod ho- When the -i) Natlonal Aernauties sod So.c

motIon ft report such bill or resolution. the time for submitting iew retolve to sn Council.
total number of votet oot for snd the tot.] re report elapse No eJpplemenfal. mJ- '(5) national Science Feondation.
.mber of ote rest cinot the reporting nority or ddltin3 viewt sh.i be tepted (6) Outer spac. lnclodlos clios
of such b or resolution, (Rule 3l for inctuoion in the repo rt If ubmtted aLter sod control thereoL. -
2((t1X2XBtl the announced tme hoe etled unless the "(7) Science scholtarshlp,

Ei the etitiste and oempsrton preosred ChuLrman of the coreinlttee or oubcommilt -(8l Solmtltoe resercih 'nd devetepmenL
by the committee under Rule = Wt.) of tee, s approyrite. decides to ecteod the -t) C-fil aviation eeserch sod develop.
the Rule of the Hoo of Represeotatvr. time for cubmLson of views beyond 3 daym. recot.
uoneoo the estimate and compar'Lon pre- In which mm he shall ocmunlot such tto0 co entol resta sod dri el.
pored by the Director of the Congrensonl faa to Members. inoudiln the rentaed day PmeoL
Budget C1lce prepared under uobdielslon sod bor fer submisin to be receIed All .orry renearoh, decetooreot.
(A) of Rule 54 has been timely aubmtted wthot delay. and demonstration. and Project therefor,
prior to the ftling of the report snd foouded C le-rlnoo c/fboe .t report and anL federa.ly owned or operad nomoa.
In the report, tRule flt t; snd 38. Reported sod reermeodattocs of a tory energy labourie.Wl -

(F) I the cae of c bill or Joint resoitUon subeommintee shol not be considered by the f(12) Nlinal Weather Servic.
which repoalc or mends soy etatote or o rut flu remmitoe ot oiler the fotet-rolun -In adlition to Its legliUve Jurisdiction
thereof, the tent of the ottte or ps oftihene ldar eudlnlloturdtes. coder the prerdl provisiosloftl s pan.
thereof whIch i proposed to be repealed. cdnp cod legl hodaYes fo the time geoph land rit general oersiobt ftnlon

sod . comparatloe print of that port of the the report In betted sod rtmd theis under olcuce I2botit the oe.ntLee ci

bill or Joint emolutuon mating the amend- the-eto shall be made svalaobleo if feasible. have the opec. ovenright f[ucnort pie-
e. sd ctd the Statute or poit thereof pro- to the Members except tht fils rule cy vided for in clause 31f)witth respect to l

pced to toeorded.foale : I]31 o be woled at the dlnor-elon of the Chair onmlitaryreearch snd development.35. itt The report of tho sommitoee oc a ._. --

mesure which hco been approved by the .n...
committee cha3 further include flhe foflow- 2'rnio cod Jump of eerffce reports
Jg, to be provided by aot- other tbco MI. t ahal be the duty of the Cbclrmso cr1ooteteceutoct
the comiolte n report or coe to be eorted promptly to '3. (f) The Committee o. Sience sod

tA) the rstmate-sod comparison prepared the ooe sny me re appred by the Technoloay shad he efiucod of en
by the Director tf the Congressional Budget con4 e ad to take or m to be thee vieinig cod studying. o. montnuiog butt,
Office required under section 403 of the the - y step. to brng the matter to all Iws, Programs. sd Governet sothi.
Congrlooal Budget Act of 1974 . separte- noon- .. . ties den with or Involving cnomflLrl
13 art out sod Identified. iheocoer the Dl- dO. The report of the -moJttee on a research d devel
rector (if timely submitted prior to the P- which hcs been spproed by t
filig of the report) ho submitted sh ei- cmm mc :hal be med within tenet .de
mate sod -. rct-ouc to the ormittee. dir don Irocle of days an which the The SP As pro tempore. Under
[Rule AtlllCA: - - a ose is cot In " iooni lter theide sn previous order of the Home. the ge-

IN] a summary of ihe noeC ght f-c which there h been fl]ed with the clerk of tiewoet from tllnols (Mrs. C0ttis)
snd reomendtinet- -ode by the Corei- the cmomttee . written reoes. signed bya to rs og ed fort] mnute.
tee on Government Opratic coder Rule maJoicy of the Members of the committee, DAn COLLdi aded the
12(b2) of the Rules of the zo_ of Rep- for the reporting of that measure. Upon the
rmentctlvre sear ely set out ad Jdec0- filn of soy such reomi. the clerk of the Home. He rere w oppeor ber'
fled, mule 12(lIX3XD)l. mmie ahaB trcn t aediatuly W water in the Extenlort of Romorbko

fi oowNothtounding the foregoing see- the Calrman of the etnett.d_ notice of --.--.-..- __
li)e of thi rule. if the comirtte ba oct the fain ct that requet.
roAved prior to the filinc of the report the t2 Acy committee or cobeoremiltoe PERSONAL EXPLA ATION
material rerbed uder msbdilvcloe (A) report published by the meomJttee ohul The SyEAH E pro tempo Under
and IB) of this rule. then It shat Include a follow the some procedure f or I o spProl preiuos order of the House. the gen-
Iotement to that elfc in the report on the inoludmig the opportunity to submit dccc. tlemc from ydcourl (Mr. GO-ou)

asmeir , gs followed to the e of a report iue-
Mrfnorit and editfonfl r paylo a b or roution which has been i recoged for 3 mnuten ,

I. If. at the time of approval of sny me - approed by the committee, * Mr. GEP.HARDT. Mr. Speaker. be'
ure or matter by the committee any m co etin cmuse of ILUness in my fomly, It wos
Member of the monlttee gives notice ci in- dC2. The commilte may pe'ct, by rejor' not possible for me to be here for the
tension to file supplemental minority, or t note, bcarogs or eetinoc whIcl_ r lout the votee or Friday, July 29.
addition olewa, that Member chat be mit- op to the public to be covered in whole or Hod I been present cod otine, I
tied t octlos thn 3 calendados ten- in prt by televIio. rado snd still photos- would hae otmy vt oiont
cluding Saturdays ndays, s d legd hll- ryhy-or by soy such -ethodc of sorer- uo No. 294 motion that Moce
dayci in otch to file antic tiew, in wrting ac n ord-ce with Ride 12 3 ci the recede sod concur to Soeiotor aend
ad tiered by that Member. with the clerk Rhir ci the oure of Reprmetattvec
of the mmttee All such vies so fled by e- - mnnt No. 65 to HR. 3069, oupylemec-
one more Members of the cormnttee t ~.m re ai O sooosJc_ on to) appropirtio, "ay."
shall be Included with.' aId that be 0 part me Coi o ONutoco as ToeiniOnoT Rolicall No. 295, motion that House
of. the report filed he the committee with
expectt to that recosure or mate. The 0 'nsusm r ec-meieor recede arid ocur to Recoin omend-
report of the comrmittoe upon that mesuoe ecocr rm n _ ent No. 158 to H-R 3069, supplemen-
or matter shall be printed in , ricgle s olco 'The Commtttees snd Their Jurisdlction. to) appetynatloc, yes.
which shall include all supplements minor -L Tr Shall be in the Home the follow' Rolctl No. 296, final pasage of
fty, or sdttlnooi ties which i.a o mh e of hih me Concurrent Resolution 153, Pro-
submitted by the time of the filing a the shall hece the juridJcson sod related tune- tiding icr sumer diotnet work
report, cod shall bear upon Its corer & recit- oet osmited to it by this cla de od periodt work
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September 20, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
2360 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for the letter of September 15 signed by
yourself and Mr. Spence advising of your Committee's efforts
in examining the procedures for editing and publishing House
documents.

Although the leadership of the House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee believes that the correct publication of
Committee proceedings is of the highest priority, I have no
specific comments to offer at this time.

With kind regards, I am

Sincerely, ,vJ*51
Walter B. Jones

Chairman

110
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September 20, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman, Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct

2360 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your correspondence of September 16, 1983,
asking for recommendations to the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct to control improper alterations of House
documents.

I have discussed this issue with the appropriate staff of
the House Budget Committee, and based on those discussions, would
make the following recommendations to the Committee:

* The Original copy of the transcript should not be
released to committee staff, subcommittee staff
or witnesses for editorial edification. Only
copies of the Original should be released.

a Corrections from these copies should then be
transcribed to the Original copy. By following
this procedure, the Committee Printing Editor
can then determine if any witness or staff has
altered the remarks of other Members and
witnesses.

2 his has been the practice followed by the House Budget
cComm&±tee, and it has been very successful. I hope this information

, -ai|zin your continued study of this matter, and if I or my staff
-o cawfe of further assistance to you, I hope you will not hesitate

Cr tdz-kgt me know.

cc | |-With best wishes,

Sincerely,

ES JONES
C ia
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September 21, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman
Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of September 16 seeking advice and
suggestions from us regarding the procedures by which official
records of the House are edited and published.

I have discussed this with Mr. Hammerschmidt, the ranking
minority member of our Committee, and members of our staff. It
is our view that the current procedures we have in place provide
ample safeguards to prevent improper alterations of our official
hearing records and markup sessions. Even though there have been
isolated cases of abuse, considering the volume of work being
done, we feel the system works very well.

In our committee we do not permit any changes in our documents
by members of the staff except those who are authorized by the Members
themselves to make changes. The Committee does not allow substantive
changes to be made in transcript proceedings. We do allow all wit-
nesses to review their remarks in order to correct grammatical
errors and to make other non-substantive changes.

The procedures we have established over the years have worked
quite well insofar as our particular committee is concerned. I
wo|Id therefore propose no major changes in the procedures that
arenow in effect.

D $ |Sincerely,

C,:/
|G. V. (SOY) MONTGOMERY

Chairman

cc: Won. John Paul Haemerschmidt
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September 23, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman
Committee on Standards of

Official Conduct
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter of September 16, 1983, with regard to editing
and publishing House documents. We welcome the opportunity to comment on the
matter.

It has long been the practice in this committee to hold to the harest
minimum the editing of documents being prepared for publication.

Rather than listing the basic rules normally followed in this committee,
I have enclosed material illustrative of our practices which is reissued to
the staff and others at the beginning of each session to ensure compliance
with our long-standing policies and procedures in the matter.

I trust you will find this information useful in the pursuit of your

stated inquiry.

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely,

Melvin Price F nri
Chairman _<

MP/whd

Enclosures

cc: Honorable Floyd Spence
Ranking Minority Member
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MEMORANDUM TO THE STAFF

SUBJECT: Fiscal Year 1984 Defense Authorization Hearings

Attached is a copy of a letter to the Secretary of Defense regarding
procedures to be followed in providing witnesses' statements to the committee
and editing of transcripts of the fiscal year 1984 Defense authorization
hearings. After edited transcripts have been returned, Mr. Emmerichs will
assign committee staff to edit members' testimony and to review the transcripts
to ensure that all inserts have been provided and that testimony has not
been unnecessarily edited or seriously altered. In previous years, transcripts
have been returned to the Defense Department because of excessive editing.

Also attached is a guideline to be followed in order to expedite the
printing of the hearings.

( 'oh Ford
StaffDirector

JJF: rea
Enclosures

January 19, 1983
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January 19, 1983

Hon. Caspar W. Weinberger
Secretary of Defense
Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear Mr. Secretary:

This is to inform you of the procedure to be observed in providing witnesses'
statements to the committee and in editing transcripts of the committee's con-
sideration of the Defense program and fiscal year 1984 authorization request. I
wish to continue the procedure followed in the past.

Statements of witnesses

Witnesses' statements are to be provided at least 48 hours in advance of
presentation. This deadline must be met in order to provide statements to members
at least 24 hours in advance of presentation.

In the case of unclassified statements for the full committee, at least 130
copies must be provided to Ms. Nancy Jones, Room 2120, Rayburn House Office Building
(RHOB), 48 hours in advance of presentation. At least 15 copies of classified
statements for the full committee must be provided to Ms. Rita Argenta, 2120 HOB,
48 hours in advance of presentation. In addition, the witness will provide 50
copies of classified statements for the committee members to Ms. Nancy Jones at
the time of appearance. Classified statements will be removed by the witness at
the conclusion of appearance.

These rules also apply to statements for subcommittees, and appropriate arrange-
ments should be made with the committee staff assigned to the subcommittees regarding
quantities of statements and delivery arrangements.

Fifty unclassified copies of statements for the press and public should be
delivered to Ms. Jayne Donahue, 2120 RHOB, the morning of the hearing. In addition,
the witness should provide copies for the press tables in the committee room
(preferably 100) at the time of appearance.

Please instruct all witnesses to give the committee reporter at the beginning
of their testimony a copy of any material to be inserted in the record, to denote
any classified material, and to provide an additional copy for committee files.
The additional copy should be provided to the committee staff by the responsible
liaison officer.
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Ron. Caspar W. Weinberger January 19, 1983

Editing of transcripts

Each witness must edit the transcript(s) as soon as possible. Transcripts
xust be checked by a responsible person for clarity and readability before they

are returned to the committee. All material submitted must be legible, and
where at all possible, original photos, graphs, drawings, etc., should be included
in the "Printer's Copy" of the edited transcripts. Illegible copy will be returned.
Editing does not mean rewriting. If a clarifying statement is necessary it may
be added at the appropriate point in the record. Rewritten testimony will be
returned to the witness, as was the case with certain witnesses in the past, or
the original testimony will be printed with an appropriate notation, as the
circumstances may require.

Classified information furnished for the record. A letter addressed to the
member requesting the information, with the desired information enclosed, is to
be delivered to the committee offices. The same information should be inserted
in the "Committee Copy" of the edited transcript and an unclassified or excised
version of the information inserted in the "Printer's Copy."

Unclassified information furnished for the record. A letter addressed to
the member requesting the information, with the desired information enclosed, is
to be delivered to the member's office. The same information should be inserted
in the "Committee Copy" and "Printer's Copy" of the edited transcript.

Witnesses must spell out any acronym or abbreviation the first time it is
used.

In view of the time limitations that must be met under the Budget and Impound-
ment Control Act of 1974, it will be necessary to maintain a tight schedule for
the return of transcripts. We are requiring that all edited transcripts be
returned to the committee within 10 working days.

Full committee transcripts should be returned to Ms. Rits Argenta, 2120 RHOB.

Subcommittees will also be conducting hearings on separate portions of the
Defense authorization request and will require return of transcripts within 10
working days in order to meet the schedule for reporting their findings to the
full committee.

In the past witnesses and their offices have been very cooperative. However,
a few offices have unduly delayed -returning transcripts and/or supplying inserts,
making the committee's work more difficult. I request that you impress upon
your people the importance of giving this matter high priority.

I wish to remind all concerned that these procedures are based on committee
rules, and therefore, I expect to receive full cooperation from all elements of your
department.

Sincer.1y,

Melvin Price
Chairman

HP:res
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March 17, 1981

Gen. David C. Jones, USAF
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
Washington, D.C. 20301

Dear General Jones:

During our review of the testimony of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff on February 4, 1981, we noted what appeared to be
a tendency to edit significantly, the testimony of the
witnesses at some points in the record. We did not notice
a similar practice with other witnesses who have appeared
before the full committee in our fiscal year 1982 posture
hearings.

It is committee policy to restrict editing of unclassified
hearings to the minimum necessary to record as accurately as
practicable testimony given in public. Also, excessive editing
results in problems in the printing process. For example,
inability to accurately follow the edited testimony could
result in gross inaccuracies or refusal on the part of typesetters
to record the edited testimony. In addition, the price accelerates
with the amount of editing on a given page.

Accordingly, we trust the editing of testimony received
on March 17, 1981, will be held to a minimum.

Of course, if the Chiefs desire to submit clarifying
statements for the record, they may be inserted at the proper
place.

Should the Chiefs consider it better practice on their
part to edit their public testimony substantially, we will
print both the original and edited versions in order to preserve



Gen. David C. Jones

the public record to the maximum possible degree. However, it
will be the responsibility of the Department of Defense to
retype each page of testimony where substantial editing has
been included.

Melvin Price
Chairman

MP: j fm

cc: C/S, Army
CNO
C/S, Air Force
CMC

27-090 c

March 17, 1981
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,t o LINES TO BE FOLLOWED IN STAFF EDITING OF COMMITTEE TRANSCRIPTS ON THE

FISCAL YEAR 1984 DoD AUTHORIZATION HEARINGS AND HEARINGS ON OTHER LEGISLATION:

-Edited transcripts are to be returned to Rita Argenta within 2 working days.

-Transcripts are to be checked for accuracy only. Exce7ssive editing will be
returned. Pay particular attention that excessive editing has not been made
by witnesses.

-Try to catch all typographical errors in the transcript - the transcripts

are on computer tape and if errors are not initially corrected they will continue

to appear in the galleys and page proofs.

-It is the responsibility of the staff member who has been assigned the editing
task to ensure that the inserts from the department have been obtained and
placed at the appropriate point in the transcript.

-In an effort to control problems with questionable testimony, attach a note to the
front of the transcript summarizing the matters in question and listing the

page number.

-Acronyms must be spelled out the first time they are used.

-Take special notice of whether or not the witnesses' statements for the record
have been included. The statement need not be inserted if it is a duplicate of

the witnesses' oral testimony.

-Transcripts that include a rollcall vote should be routed through Nancy Jones
to ensure that the vote is correct.
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NOTICE TO WITNESSES OR OTHER PERSONS EDITING TRANSCRIPTS OF
HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY THE

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

This transcript may be edited by the witness to correct grammatical errors or to
eliminate classified information.

In no case can changes be made in this transcript which will change the context of
the testimony given by the witness at the time of his appearance before the Committee
on Armed Services, U.S. House of Representatives, or any of its subcommittees, unless
the correction contains the original testimony and a footnote is inserted indicating that
the original testimony was in error.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO WITNESSES OR OTHER PERSONS EDITING ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE TRANSCRIPTS:

CORRECTIONS: This transcript may be edited to correct grammatical errors or to eliminate
classified information only. In no cases can changes be made in this transcript which
will change the context of the testimony given by the witness at the time of appearance.
Editing does not mean re-writing. Excessive editing on on the part of witnesses will
not be accepted. However, clarifying statements may be inserted at the proper place
in the transcript. Illegible copy will be returned.

ACRONYMS: All acronyms or abbreviations must be spelled out the first time they are used.

WITNESS STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD: Statements not read completely into the record at
t0 time of testimony must be included in the "Committee Copy" and "Printer's Copy" of
th0 edited transcript.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION FURNISHED FOR THE RECORD: A letter addressed to the congressional
member or staff member with the desired information enclosed is to be delivered to the
committee office listed below. The same information should appear in the appropriate
place in the "Committee Copy" of the transcript and an excised version should appear
in the "Printer's Copy" of the edited transcript. It is requested that inserts
be provided at the time the edited transcript is returned to the committee.

UNCLASSIFIED INFORMATION FURNISHED FOR THE RECORD: A letter addressed to the congressional
member or staff member with the desired information enclosed is to be delivered to the
member's or staff member's office. A copy of this letter, excluding the onlCscos,r
Is to be provided to Ms. Argenta. The same information should appear in the "Comittee
Copy" and "Printer's Copy" of the edited transcript. It is requested that inserts
be provided at the time the edited transcript is returned to the committee.

CHARTS, SLIDES, TABLES, PICTURES* ETC.: Where at all possible, original copies of all
charts, photos, graphs, drawings, etc. should be included in the "Printer's Copy" of
the edited transcript. Illegible copy will be returned.

COMMITTEE CONTACT: Ms. Rita Argenta
House Armed Services Committee
Room 2120, Rayburn House Office Building
225-1181
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October 6, 1983

The Honorable Louis Stokes, Chairman
and
The Honorable Floyd Spence, Ranking Minority Mester
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
2360 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressmen Stokes and Spence:

Thank you for the opportunity to offer our views on the subject of alleged
improper alterations of House documents.

We regard this as an important matter, and we strongly support your efforts
to make findings and rectify any aspect of present procedures which may be
helpful in the elimination of any misrepresentations caused by either
commission or commission.

After discussing this matter with senior members of both majority and minority
staff, we agreed to pass on to you the basic outline of the procedure we
agreed to follow here in our Comittee, We hope that it may hold some merit
for others addressing the problem.

1) Staff are instructed, as a rule, to make changes affecting only grammar,
typographical errors, obvious ommissions in language structure, and, when
clearly necessary, changes for clarity.

2) Staff are instructed to never, under any circumstances, make changes
which affect clear intent, thrust, tone, or the substance of a Member's
remarks.

3) A greater critical standard and more scrutiny is likely if both majority
and minority staff review the galley proofs of transcripts after initial
corrections have been made and before page proofs or final copies are printed.

4) It is always the ultimate and final responsibility of the majority and
minority staff directors to ensure that these procedures are followed.
In their absence, this responsibility may be delegated to specific full
or subcommittee staff members.

While we believe that these procedures will secure us from most, if not all
errors, we shall continue to look for more effective means of eliminating all
possibility of error.



Congressmen Stokes and Spence

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on this subject.

Si ncerely,

RONALD V. DELLUB. MCKIN
Chairman Ranking Minority

-33 051
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PERMANENT SELECT COMMnTEE

ON INTELLIGENCE

WASHINGTON, D C. 20515

October 11, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes, Chairman
Honorable Floyd Spence, Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Stokes and Mr. Spence:

In response to your letter regarding the procedures by which official
records of the House are edited and published, I wish to apprise you of the
practices of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence.

All transcripts of Committee hearings are reviewed for editing and grammar
by staff, representing both majority and minority. Any and all changes to
transcripts are read by staff representing both majority and minority and the
transcripts are available for review by all Committee Members as well.

In-addition, witnesses who appear at Committee hearings are provided the
opportunity to review transcripts of their testimony and to make editorial but
not substantive changes which are then reviewed by staff representing both
majority and minority Members of the Committee.

These procedures have served the Committee well and they protect the
integrity of the Committee hearing process.

With every good wish, I am

yyours,

--- Aa P. "BLAND-

Chairman
o -

C) M .
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COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT

mahblniton. lA.. 20515

September 16, 1983

Dear Colleague:

As you know, House Resolution 254 authorizes and directs the Com-
mittee on Standards of Official Conduct to investigate alleged improper
alterations of House documents. The Resolution also directs the
Committee to report to the House any recommendations it deems appropriate
to prevent such actions. To this end, the Committee seeks the advice
and suggestions of Members regarding the procedures by which the official
records of the House are edited and published.

Therefore, if you wish to offer suggestions with respect to existing
or proposed procedures affecting the editing and publishing of House
documents, the Committee would be pleased to receive them.

So that the Committee can expeditiously review and analyze such
advice and set a hearing schedule, we ask that you notify the Committee
within seven days of your intention to respond on the matter.

49)1t oun Stokes

Te ~ F yd Sp eRanking ority

.03lN0 V 313 I

'| t,,-|"' ,VO 3.E961tV

03A33 I
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RICHARD J DURBIN

Con ss of the efnited $tatts
. ME or ThQpnotntES
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September 22, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes r

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct -
2360 Rayburn House Office Building M "
Washington, D.C. 20515 2

Dear Lou: r _

I just received your letter of September 16, 1983, asking
for suggestions regarding the procedures by which the official
records of the House are edited and pub-lished.

We can devise an elaborate system which will provide
safeguards for the integrity of our House documents. This
system could track very closely the actual words spoken in
Committee and on the Floor; revisions and alterations by
Members and the ultimate publication of the document. With
enough personnel, I am certain that this system can be made
secure.

Or, we can cut through to the crux of the problem.

What I am suggesting is moving toward verbatim transcripts
in Committee and on the Floor of the House. I attach a bill
which I have introduced to accomplish this. By using sworn court
reporters with proven proficiency and utilizing tape record-
ings as the final arbiter, we can achieve very simply a secure
record of House proceedings.

What we lose in deathless oratory, we will gain in
accuracy and honesty.

I urge you and the members of the Committee to consider
the enclosed bill in your deliberations.

Very truly yours,

Richard J. Durbin
Member of Congress

RJD:kb

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE W-T. RECYCE FIRERS
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1ST SESSION H. .287

To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide that proceedings
of the House and its committees shall be recorded verbatim by official
reporters of the House and stenographers of committees, and for other
purposes.

IN TUE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 27, 1983
Mr. DURBIN submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the

Committee on Rules

RESOLUTION
To amend the Rules of the House of Representatives to provide

that proceedings of the House and its committees shall be
recorded verbatim by official reporters of the House and
stenographers of committees, and for other purposes.

1 Resolved, That rule XXXIV of the Rules of the House

2 of Representatives is amended by redesignating clauses 2 and

3 3 as 3 and 4, respectively, and by inserting after clause 1 the

4 following new clause:

5 "2. (a) The official reporters of the House, including

6 stenographers of committees, shall take down a verbatim ac-

7 count of words spoken in the House and committee. Except

8 as provided by paragraph (b), no correction, revision, addi-



2

1 tion, or deletion of the verbatim account is permissible. The

2 verbatim account in the House shall be designated in the

3 Congressional Record as Proceedings of the House. It shall

4 not be in order for the Speaker to entertain a request for the

5 suspension of this rule or to present from the chair the re-

6 quest of any member for unanimous consent.

7 "(b)(1) After approval of the Journal, it shall be in order

8 for any Member to move that errors in transcription which

9 appear in the Congressional Record be corrected. Such cor-

10 rections shall be noted in a section of the Record separate

11 from the Proceedings of the House and no changes shall be

12 made in the actual verbatim account in the House.

13 "(2) Transcripts of committee meetings and hearings

14 shall be available, before printing, in the office of the commit-

15 tee for the correction of errors in transcription. A committee

16 may, by committee resolution, adopt a procedure for noting

17 the errors in transcription which appear in its printed tran-

18 scripts of meetings and hearings.

19 "(3) Nothing herein shall affect the right of a Member to

20 extend his remarks in the section of the Congressional

21 Record designated as Extension of Remarks.".

22 SEC. 2. The amendments made by this resolution shall

23 take effect immediately prior to noon January 3, 1984.
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September 22, 1983 !
M

The Honorable Louis Stokes <
Chairman | C
House Committee on Standards -

of Official Conduct
2360 Rayburn Buildingr
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Regarding your Dear Colleague letter of September 16, 1983, I would
like to make the following comments on the situation surrounding
House Resolution 254. I appreciate the opportunity to comment further
on the investigation.

First, I am enclosing a copy of an article that I wrote for the
Scripps-Howard newspaper chain, in which I describe in detail the
nature of the problem :and outline some possible solutions. As you
can see, I suggest that verbatim transcripts be made of all House
proceedings, both on the floor and in committee. There is already
legislation pending which would require verbatim transcripts, and
I am hopeful that this will be a major focus of your attention.

Second, should the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct dedide
to hold hearings on the resolution, I would appreciate very much being
given the opportunity to present my views on this matter. Please be
sure to let me know if there is any way that I can be of further
assistance, or if you need additional information.

Again, thank you for taking the time to consider my suggestions, and
I look forward to working closely with you in this situation.

Robe|rS.'Walker
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Even the title -- The Congressional Record -- sounds

important. Most people assume it is what is says it is, an

accurate record of the proceedings of Congress. Yet, today's

Congressional Record is significantly altered before printing,

distorted in its content and often quite inaccurate.

The alterations and distortions grow out of a privilege

granted to Members of Congress to "revise and extend" their

remarks. The privilege may have made sense at one point in

legislative history for it does provide an opportunity to make

grammatical changes or add pertinent material not actually spoken

because of time constraints on debate. Whatever the limited

purpose the practice was to have served, "revising and extending"

has become a large loophole which permits Representatives and

Senators to substantially alter their own remarks.

Therefore, the Record which was intended and is thought of

as a verbatim account of Congressional proceedings has become

something altogether different. It is full of speeches never

delivered. Speeches made are quite often drastically changed

before the Record is printed, or, in some cases, deleted entirely.

Explanations about the purpose of legislation under consideration

are regularly manufactured and inserted into the Record after

the deliberations have been completed. And this whole process

of alteration and distortion takes place under a cover of secrecy

since no one is permitted access to legislative transcripts before

the Record is printed.

The result is disastrous. The public often is provided

deception rather than truth about Congressional proceedings.
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Those institutions of our society which must rely on the Congressional

Record to interpret our laws including the courts and regulatory

agencies are left relying on a mixture of fact and fiction.

The nation should insist that the Congressional Record become

a strictly verbatim transcript of legislative floor activity. Our

judicial systems at both the state and federal levels use verbatim

records. Many state legislatures establish verbatim accounts of

their proceedings. Throughout the Western world, national law-

making is recorded in verbatim form. Such a practice in the

United States Congress would go a long way toward restoring some

confidence in the process by which our laws our made.

The elimination of the "revise and extend" privilege would

create some problems. Obviously there can be incorrect transcription,

or remarks altered in meaning by improper punctuation. Americans

would find that their Congresspersons do not always speak in

grammatically correct sentences. When Congressional tempers flare,

there would be no opportunity to expunge the permanent written

Record of ungentlemanly or unladylike verbal sparring. Yes,

Americans would discover that their Congress is . very human

institution.

Bad as that might be, the benefits of restored integrity

are worth the price of deflated Congressional egos and infrequent

transcription inaccuracies. The written record of Congress would

be brought into compliance with the other record of Congress which

is already verbatim. The gavel to gavel television coverage of

the House of Representatives produces a much more accurate account

of the proceedings of that body on videotape and a particularly

embarrassing situation arises when the written record and the

videotape record do not agree.
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For example, when the issue of special cax breaks for

Representatives and Senators caused a public furor, the point was

made that everybody knew what they were voting for because the

new tax treatment had been explained on the House floor. Sure

enough, the Congressional Record contained just such an explanation.

But one Congressman looked at the videotape for that day and found

no such statement. The "explanation" had been added later, not

really made.

Legislation has been introduced by Representative Richard T.

Durbin (D-Ill.) to produce a verbatim Congressional Record. I

am a cosponsor. The Durbin bill deserves support. it would require

an actual verbatim transcript of words spoken. It would permit

corrections for inadvertent transcribing errors in a specially

created portion of the Record. And it would allow Members of

Congress to insert material into the Record not actually spoken,

but only in a clearly separate section of the document.

The truth, it has been said, shall make us free. The

assumption must be that the truth also is required to keep us

free. That is why the record of how our laws are made -- The

Congressional Record -- should be the truth and nothing but the

truth.

Op-Ed by
Congressman Bob Walker
Republican, 16th District, Pennsylvania
September 12, 1983
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"I' |+ NINETY-EIGHTH CONGRESS

Congress of the United Statts
%Ouse of RcMtauts

ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY. AND NATURAL RESOURCESSUBCOMMITTEE

OF THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

RAYBURN HOUSE OETS BUILDING, ROOM 6-371-B-C
WASHINGTON, D.C. 205 15

September 26, 1983

The Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman
Committee on Standards of Official

Conduct
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I received your "Dear Colleague" letter of
September 16, 1983, seeking suggestions regarding the
procedures by which the official records of the House
are edited and published. I appreciate the opportunity
to provide the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct with information on this matter.

As the Committee is aware, since earlier this
year the Subcommittee on Environment, Energy and Natural
Resources has utilized revised procedures for the processing
of all hearing transcripts. Although time-consuming,
these procedures assure a permanent transcript processing
log, limited access to hearing transcripts, and multiple
points at which printing or editing errors can be
identified and corrected before publication. A copy of
the Subcommittee's transcript processing form, along with
an outline of our procedure, is enclosed.

I hope this information is of some assistance to
you in your review of House procedures for the processing
of hearing transcripts.

With warm personal regards.

(ncerely, _.000 uooA
/_ |, ,NI JJUI?|MC3

MIKE SYNAR 97IBN 2|dflED|
Chairman AI13JU

MS/szh
enclosure
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SRBBETFOR SUBOMMITTE
CO ENTIAL (FORUSE ONLY

Wr O R EAS

MEMORANDUM

TO: CHAIRMAN
FROM: Staff Director
RE: Procedures for processing transcripts

Following is an outline of the procedure we use
at the Subcommittee to process hearing transcripts:

1. Copies of the raw transcripts are received
by the Subcommittee (usually five days after a hearing). One
copy is maintained as the MASTER transcript and is retained
in the safe in my office. (The form enclosed with this
memorandum is attached to the Master transcript until the
Master is sent to the Committee printers. At that time, the
form is retained in the secured file for that hearing.)

2. One copy of the complete "raw" transcript is
provided to the Minority Counsel for his file. One complete
"raw" transcript is retained for review by those requesting
it. It is Committee policy to allow other offices or outside
persons to review this transcript; however, they are advised
that it is an uncorrected copy and that they are not to quote
directly from it.

3. The remainder of the copies are "ripped" up by
the Subcommittee Clerk for distribution to the Members and
witnesses for correction. "Rips" for the Minority Members of
the Subcommittee are provided directly to the Minority Counsel,
per his request. He is responsible for getting these "rips"
to the Minority Members for correction and back to the
Subcommittee in a timely manner.

4. The "rip" for Chairman Synar is provided to
the staff director for correction.

S. Upon return of all Member and witness "rips"
(receipt is logged in on the attached form, as are all other
steps in the process) all proposed corrections are reviewed
by the staff director for substantive changes. Any question
I might have concerning a proposed change is discussed with
the professional in charge of the hearing; however, Member and
witness "rips" are not provided to the professional staff
member.

6. Should any proposed change be disallowed by
the Subcommittee, the witness will be notified in writing.
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7. All proposed corrections in testimony or remarks
(assuming approval) are transferred to the Master transcript
by the Subcommittee Clerk only.

8. The staff director reviews the Master transcript
for inclusion of all necessary hearing materials and exhibits.

9. The staff director and the Subcommittee Clerk
review the corrected Master transcript word-for-word with the
individual "rips" returned by Members and witnesses. The
Master is then sent to the Committee printers by the staff
director, and the "rips" are returned to the safe along with
the transcript processing form, and filed with the permanent
copy of the hearing materials.

10. The Subcommittee then receives Galley Proofs
of the hearing, and the Master transcript is returned at that
time. The Galley Proofs are compared with the Master/"rips"
by the staff director and the Subcommittee Clerk, and necessary
printing corrections are made. The corrected Galley Proofs
are returned to the Committee printers by the staff director.
The Master/"rips" are returned to the safe for retention along
with the permanent hearing record materials and the transcript
processing form.

11. The Subcommittee then receives Page Proofs for
review. The Page Proofs are reviewed by the staff director.*
If necessary, the Page Proofs will be reviewed word-for-word
by the staff director and Subcommittee Clerk. The returned
Galley Proofs are filed in the safe along with Master, "rips",
permanent hearing materials, and transcript processing form.
The Page Proofs are returned to the Committee printers by the
staff director.

12. The full Committee provides the Subcommittee
with its allocation of copies of the final printed bearing
record. An extra set of Page Proofs is returned to the Subcom-
mittee, and is filed in the safe for retention along with
the Master, "rips", Galley Proofs, permanent hearing materials,
and transcript processing form. This permanent set of "transcript
records" will be securely retained by the Subcommittee for one
year after the publication of the printed hearing record, or
until the end of a Congress -- which is longer. Following the
period of retention, the Subcommittee will then provide the
entire "transcript record" along with the processing form, to
the National Archives for permanent retention.

*NOTE: An alternative, but more cumbersome process for the
Members, is to provide a copy of the final Proofs to Members
and witnesses for review and approval prior to final printing
of the hearing record. Members and witnesses would be
required to sign a form their remarks for final printing,
and would have to be returned to the Subcommittee within a
specified period (such as one week). F

USE ONLY

NOT FOR RELEASE
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HEARING SUBJECT:

STAFFED BY: _DATE:

I. TRANSCRIPTS RECEIVED. Date Received By__ Number

--Transcripts disassembled and sent for correction to:

Member: Attention Of: Date:

Chairman Synar Sandra Harris, Staff Dir.

Mr. Wise

Mrs. Boxer

Mr. Levine

Mr. Kolter

Mr. Lantos

Mr. Williams Carl Basic, Minority Counsel

Mr. Clinger Carl Basic, Minority Counsel

Mr. Craig Carl Basic, Minority Counsel

Witnesses:

--Extra Copy of Original Transcript Provided
to Minority Counsel

FOR SUBCOMMITTEE
USE ONLY

NOT FOR RELEASE
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2. CORRECTED TRANSCRIPTS RE NED. (All corrections to be !viewed by Staff Director;
noter any disallowed corrections.)

Date-Corrected
Member: Copy Received:

Mr. Synar

Mr. Wise

Mrs. Boxer

Mr. Levine

Mr. Kolter

Mr. Lantos

Mr. Williams

Mr. Clinger

Mr. Craig

Witnesses:

3. Staff Director checks MASTER for inclusion
of hearing materials.

4. Edited MASTER compared with corrected
pages by Staff Director and Clerk

5. Edited MASTER sent to Printers.
--Edited MASTER reviewed with

Printers, if necessary.

6 Received GALLEYS for correction.

--MASTER returned with Galleys Yes No

Date Corrections Date Corrected
Transferred to MASTER: .XLj Copy Filed in Safe:

Date By

Date By

Date By

Date By

Date By_

FOR SUBCOMMITTEE

USE ONLY

NOT FOR RELEASE



7. GALLEYS compared with MASER and
corrections made.

--MASTER filed in Safe.

8. Corrected GALLEYS sent to Printers.
--GALLEYS reviewed with Printers,

if necessary.

9. Received PAGE PROOFS for correction.

--GALLEYS returned with PAGES. Yes No

--GALLEYS filed in Safe.

10. PAGES proofed by Subcommittee.

11. Corrected PAGES returned to Printers.
-- PAGES reviewed with Printers,

if necessary.

12. Full Committee delivers PRINTED HEARINGS.

13. EXTRA SET OF PAGES retained in Safe
with copy of corrections.

Date By

Date By

Date By_

Date By

Date By_

Date By_

Date By_

Date By_

Date By

Date Number

Date By__

NOTES:

-OR 6SCOMMlTEE
NOE ONLY

NOT FOR RELEASE,
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JAMEIJT. BR4,'YNHLL

Congreto of the Ulniteb 'tates
..oust of epreotntatibeO (7. )08-4143

MEMBER (701) 1130251

October 24, 1983

Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman
Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct
2360 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your letter of September 16, 1983, regarding House documents,
I would like to address the lack of adequate procedural safeguards to protect
the rights of all Members in the area of Committee Reports and Documents.

Unlike several other Committees, whose rules require Committee approval
prior to the printing of any materials under the Committee's name, the present
practice of the Energy and Commerce Committee gives the Chairman of the Committee
complete discretion to either print or not print materials as he deems appropriate.

Obviously, the absence of a process by which the Committee as a whole approves
in advance the printing of a Committee Report or Document denies any interested
Member, particularly those in the Minority, the opportunity to participate in
the preparation of the materials that form the basis of the report. Of equal
importance, is that the present procedure denies each Member the ability to express
in an open Committee meeting his or her views on the contents of the report.

Beyond these concerns, as they relate to what I believe ought to be a basic
right of each Member of the House, is the false impression that the printing of
a Committee Report or Document in this manner gives to any person, be they a
student engaged in a research project, a constituent trying to learn more about
his or her representative, or an individual following a particular issue within
the jurisdiction of a Committee. Given the present procedure, anyone having
such a legitimate interest will most likely be left with the mistaken belief
that these Committee Reports and Documents represent the views of the Energy and
Commerce Committee. How much harm will be done is incalculable.

It seems to me that there is a simple and fair solution to address these
very real and legitimate concerns. I would recommend a change to the rules of
the House which would --

(I) Require the advance approval in open session by a majority
of the Members of a Committee, before any Committee Report
or Document is authorized to be printed; and
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(2) Provide each Member three days to file additional, minority,
or separate views on the report if it has been authorized
to be printed.

I believe this change to the House rules will eliminate the problems that
exist with the existing procedures governing Committee Reports and Documents
printed in the name of each Committee without jeopardizing the dissemination
of useful information.

I will forward the specific language of my proposed rules change to you
shortly and I am anxious to discuss this idea with you further at your conven-
ience.

irrel/2/2,

mes . Broy ill
)anking Minority Member

Committee on Energy and Commerce

-3flO]Noa 4I13JaO -' |o;l

NO 33111 03
fld 52 130 EggI
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Dear Committee on Standards of Offical Conduct:

In response to the Sept. 16th letter from
Rep. STokes and Rep. Spence, I would like to bring
up one point. If you are considering printing
the hearings just as the reporter takes the hearing
down, I think this would be a great mistake. As
anyone who has compiled a hearing record together
knows, the reporter does not always take the
words spoken at the hearing down properly. I remember
one hearing on whales. When we got the transcript
back it saidtwells" There is a great deal of difference
between whales and wells. This is but one example
that I can think of off the top of my head. I
remember this one because I thought it was humorous,
but all the cases are not so humorous. I do not
think it would be fair to the witnesses and the
Members of Congress for the hearing to be printed
without them having a chance to correct the reporter's
mistakes.

Si elq1

C14
COJ

ZZ~~ ~ - Shirley 0 s
_ -| Staff Assistant

ZZ |Sub. on Human Rights
C', j and Int'l Organiztions

Lu I | 703 House Annex 1
_ |x67825
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DILL FRENZEL

Congress of the E{niteb &tats
Pouze of Aeprmentatible

arn ,Rn.C. 20515 - 5 16
November 1, 1983

The Honorable Louis Stokes
Chairman
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct

The Honorable Floyd Spence
Ranking Minority Member

Dear Lou and Floyd:

In response to your letter of September 16th re procedures affecting
the editing and publishing of House documents, my suggestions follow.

1. Committee and Subcommittee members should designate one staff
person (committee or personal) to correct the work of the
reporters.

2. Modifications should be confined to corrections or clarification.
There should be no editing, nor should there be any extensions
of remarks. House documents should reflect as faithfully as
possible what was actually said in the committee meetings.

Yours very truly,

B2l |enzel
Member of Congress

BF:mjn

copy to each of the above

NO 33hHO'
OS 6 NV 8- /xcc

G]A13339
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN RICHARD J. DURBIN

BEFORE THE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

NOVEMBER 9, 1983



MIR, CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, I APPRECIATE

THIS OPPORTUNITY TODAY TO SUBMIT TESTIMONY REGARDING THE

CURRENT PRACTICES FOLLOWED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

IN COMPILING AND PUBLISHING ITS OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS,

THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF ALLOWING MEMBERS OR STAFF TO

REVISE AND EXTEND THEIR REMARKS, BOTH ON THE FLOOR OF THE

HOUSE AND IN COMMITTEE, HAS HAD A NEGATIVE IMPACT ON CONGRESS'

IMAGE, THE PUBLIC DOESN'T REALLY KNOW WHAT WE SAID OR WHERE

WE STAND IF WE RETAIN THE POWER TO ALTER THE RECORD, AND,

AS RECENT EVENTS SHOWj THE SYSTEM LENDS ITSELF TO ACTUAL

DISTORTIONS OF THE RECORD,

I BELIEVE IT IS TIME TO MAKE OUR CONGRESSIONAL RECORD

AND THE PROCEEDINGS OF COMMITTEES NON-FICTION, RATHER THAN

FICTION. ACCORDINGLY, I INTRODUCED HOUSE RESOLUTION 287 ON

JULY 27, 1983, WHICH WOULD REQUIRE THAT ALL PROCEEDINGS OF

THE HOUSE AND ITS COMMITTEES BE RECORDED VERBATIM, THIS, IN

FACT, HAS BECOME THE POLICY OF THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

COMMITTEE, OF WHICH I AM A MEMBER.

I BELIEVE THIS RESOLUTION, IF ADOPTED, WOULD ENHANCE

THE INTEGRITY OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

IT WOULD ENSURE THE ACCURACY OF STATEMENTS MADE DURING

DEBATE ON LEGISLATION. ALSO, IT WOULD CHANGE THE PRESENT

PROCEDURE WHICH ALLOWS MEMBERS TO REVISE THEIR REMARKS

BEFORE THEY ARE PRINTED,



AT PRESENT, THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD IS DEFINED UNDER

LAW AS "SUBSTANTIALLY A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT," UNLESS CHALLENGED

ON THE FLOOR, MEMBERS ARE GIVEN WIDE LATITUDE TO CORRECT,

REVISE AND ALTER THEIR REMARKS,

THE CURRENT PROCESS INHERENTLY DISTORTS THE ORIGINAL

DIALOGUE, A VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT WILL GUARANTEE THAT THE

CONGRESSIONAL RECRD IS A FACTUAL ACCOUNT OF WORDS ACTUALLY

SPOKEN.

CHANGING THE PRESENT PROCEDURE WILL MEAN THAT A MEMBER'S

REMARKS MAY NOT APPEAR AS ELOQUENT AS THEY PRESENTLY DO.

BUT WHAT WE SACRIFICE IN STYLE, WE WILL MAKE UP FOR IN FACT,

HOUSE RESOULTION 287 WOULD ALLOW A SEPARATE SECTION IN

THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD AND COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS FOR

MEMBERS TO NOTE ERRORS IN THE VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT. ALSO,

THE CURRENT PRACTICE OF ALLOWING SPACE WITHIN THE CONGRESSIONAL

RECQRD FOR MEMBERS TO EXTEND THEIR REMARKS WOULD BE RETAINED,

MY RESEARCH OF THE ACTIVITIES OF LEGISLATIVE BODIES IN

OTHER WESTERN NATIONS INDICATES THAT VIRTUALLY ALL MAINTAIN

A STRICT VERBATIM RECORD OF THEIR PROCEEDINGS,

WE SHOULD DO NO LESS. AT A TIME WHEN OUR GOVERNMENTAL

INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES ARE UNDER INTENSE SCRUTINY, WE

OWE IT TO THE AMERICAN ELECTORATE TO PROTECT THE FUNDAMENTAL

INTEGRITY OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,


